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PREFACE.

These Essays, written at intervals during a space of seven

jesaSf are now reissued with no change beyond the correc-

tion of an occasional error, the addition of an occasional

note, and the excision or modification of an occasional

phrase or passage. To omit or to rewrite any part would

be to forfeit the one claim which I should care to put up on

dieir behalf ; that they give &ank and full expression to

what were, at the time of writing, my sincere and deliberate

opinions. Only where I have detected a positive error

or suspected a possible injusrice have I changed or can-

celled a syllable. As I see no reason to suppress what I

have no desire to recant, I have not allowed myself to

strike out the rare allusions, which might otherwise have

besi erased, to such obscure and ephem«ai names or

matters as may be thought unworthy even of so slight a

record as the notice here conferred on them. The one l

object which gives to this book whatever it may have of

unity is the study of art in its imaginative aspects. I have

desired above all things to avoid narrowness and dogma- i

tism, and to say simply what I fhink- or perceive to be '
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the truth on such matters, and on such only, as I can

claim at least to have studied with the devotion of years

to the utmost of what ability was in me. The convictions

expressed are in any case my own, and due to the inspira-

tion of no party, no stranger, and no friend. My judg-

ment has been guided wholly by my sense of the service

or the disservice done to art by the works or the opinions

on which I have taken occasion to remark. I have spoken

but once or twice at the outside either of bad work

or bad criticism, of folly or of falsehood, of ineptitude or

of malignity ; my chief aim, as my chief pleasure, in all

such studies as these has been rather to acknowledge and

applaud what I found noble and precious than to scrutinize

or to stigmatize what I might perceive to be worthless and

base. It is not indeed always possible to show cause for

our admiration of great men and their great work, and not

seem in passing to stigmatize by implication the base work

or the baser comments on other men's work of those who

hate and covet the greatness which they can neither injure

nor attain, the glory which they can neither diminish nor

endure i to praise what is good in any kind is to dispraise

what is bad, and every honour done to men worthy of

honour is an insult to men who are i)ovverless to confer it

and hopeless to receive.

To any who may think it presumptuous for a labourer

in one field of art to express his opinion on work done in

another field, for a student in one line of art to pass sen-

tence on a student or it may be on a master in a different

line, I can only say that I see no reason which should
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forbid such an one more than another to form or to utter

the opinion which men unpractised in any form of art

have an undisputed privilege to hold and to express. It

is certain that a man's judgment may be shaped and

coloured by the lines of his own life and the laws of his

own labour ; that a poet for example may be as bad a

judge of painting as a painter may be of poetry, each man

looking vainly in his neighbours work for the qualities

proj)er to his own ; but it does not foUow that either must

of necessity be fool enough to mispraise or to dispraise a

poem or a picture for the presence or the absence of

qualities foreign to its aim. I would ask for either artist

no more than is conceded as an unquestionable right to

critics who are clear from any charge of good or bad work

done in any but the critical line of labour : I would submit

that there is really no e\"ident or apparent reason why he

should be less competent than his fellows to appreciate

the merit or demerit of work which lies out of the way of

his own ambition or achievement A lifelong delight in |

the glories of an art which is not my own, quickened J)y

the intercourse of many years with eminent artists of

different and even of opposite schools, may have foiled to

make me a good critic of their art, but can hardly have i

left with me less right to judge or less facult)' of judging

than ever\- writer on the subject is permitted to claim for

himself. One thing at least the culti\-ation of this natural

instinct or impulse of enjo5Tnent can hardly have failed

to ensure. A student from without who enjoys all forms

and phases of an alien art as he respects all forms and
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phases of his own will be unlikely to make himself the

conscious or unconscious mouthpiece of a single school

or a select coterie. So much I think may justly be

claimed for this book ; that it is not a channel for the

transmission of other men's views on art, a conduit for the

diffusion of praise or blame derived from foreign sources

or discoloured by personal feelings. Twice only have I

had occasion to review some part of the work of two

eminent poets whose friendship I had enjoyed from my

early youth : a fact which in the opinion of certain writers

is more than sufficient to disqualify me from passing any

sentence on their work that may be worthy of a moment's

attention. The accident of personal intimacy, it should

seem, deprives you of all right to express admiration of

what you might allowably have found admirable in a

stranger. I know not whether we are to infer that the

one right which remains to a man in this sad case is the

right of backbiting and belying ; but it is certain that any

indiscreet attempt to vindicate his right of praising what

he finds to be praiseworthy will at once expose him to the

risk of being classed among the members of a shadowy

society which meets or does not meet for purposes of

reciprocal adulation. In the present instance the fact of

reciprocity might at first sight seem somewhat difficult to

establish ; considering that neither the one nor the other

of the poets whom, though my friends, I have allowed

myself to admire, and though their fellow-craftsman have

permitted myself to praise, has ever published one sen-

tence or one syllable of friendly or of adverse criticism
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on 3EP^ work, of mme. How tfajen thdr opmxefflu v& k caa

be matter of pubEc knowledge, or on wiiat poosD^ Ac
^friraiiing eJiaige of " mntnaT admiiajion. "^ can be sustamexi^

it passes tike aoiodest range of my weak BKBpoEEtDoni tO'

conceive. Nor ran it figure to itself anytfrmgmoite i^tiU

and despicable than a society of autfiors^ artists, or exists

held together by a contract for the exchange ofrec^rocal

iattoy^ except a society of the same kind w&ose Itoad of

miioiL should be a compact of detractfeap a caanfetferacyoC

walfgnitiesT an alliance £br the djeSsmaiass^ of men: mgrns.

hoHQuied trfcrn its menbers. On 1^ other hand, ct mss§

be reasonably assmned^ «ar afi. least it nsi^y pEsooiify be

alleged- that a writer whose mterest or whose i

Es confined to the works of a single school (or l&c

of a particular style in art cam clami nO' l!t.^T»=^ place or

worthio' office than that of herald orinterprefeortoa specHl

comrmmity of workmen, i^ however, myGrrtrcal w riir ri.ijj
'

should be found Hable to this^ charge, it wiH at least be ad.-

raitted that tibe circiew&ich confines my interest aruilMiiBfis

my admiration is a tolerably wide one^ I have not mifre-

quently tbnnd myself accused of lax and undiscrnninating

indulgence in too catholic and uncritical a taste, too wide

and erratic a ran^ of inconsKtent sympathies^ by nniiTti

whose ways of work lay so &r apart that tiiey seemed to

me as unable to estimate each, other a.r :'-- " - I to with-

hold fixim the work of either the tribu : / rhrtnlc-t.

It is impossible, I have been told, that any mtm. q£ fewr

culture and intelligence can sincerely and equally admie
at the same time the leaders or the tbHowers of sncfa
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opposite schools in art or letters. That must in effect

be a somewhat elastic definition which should comprise

in one term all the subjects of my study or my praise, a

somewhat irregular process which should reduce them all

to one denomination, a somewhat vague watchword which

should marshal them all under one standard. I think

upon the whole that having now gathered together these

divers waifs of tentative criticism I may leave the babblers

and backbiters who prate of " mutual admiration " and

the cant of a coterie absorbed in its own self-esteem and

fettered by its own passwords, to the ultimate proof or

disproof of simple fact and plain evidence. If I am in-

deed one of those unfortunates who can see nothing good

outside their own sect of partisans, it will not be denied

that the sect to which I belong must be singularly com-

prehensive ; nor will it be questioned that I am singularly

fortunate in the variety and the eminence of my supposed

aUies. I would not be betrayed into any show of egotism

or recrimination ; but I thought it best not to let these

reprints go forth together for the first time on their own

account without a word of remark on their object and

their scope. They are here arranged according to scale

and subject, with the date appended when necessary ; and

have now but to show for themselves whether or not they

can pretend to any more noticeable or more vital quality

than that of sincere desire and studious efibrt to see the

truth and speak it.
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VICTOR HUGO: LHOMME QUI RIT.

Once only in my life 1 have seen the likeness of Victor

Hugo's genius. Crossing over when a boy from Ostend,

I had the fortune to be caught in midchannel by a

thunderstorm strong enough to delay the packet some

three good hours over the due time. About mid-

night the thimdercloud was right overhead, full of in-

cessant sound and fire, lightening and darkening so

rapidly that it seemed to have life, and a delight in its

life. At the same hour the sky was clear to the west, and

all along the sea-line there sprang and sank as to music a

restless dance or chase of summer lightnings across the

lower sky : a race and riot of lights, beautiful and rapid

as a course of shining Oceanides along the tremulous

floor of the sea. Eastward at the same moment the

space of clear sky was higher and wider, a splendid semi-

circle of too intense purit)- to be called blue ; it was of

no colour nameable by man \ and midway in it between

the storm and the sea hung the motionless full moon ;

Artemis watching with a serene splendour of scorn the

B
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battle of Titans and the revel of nymphs, from her stain-

less and Olympian summit of divine indifferent light.

Underneath and about us the sea was paved with flame
;

the whole water trembled and hissed with phosphoric

fire; even through the wind and thunder I could hear the

crackling and sputtering of the water-sparks. In the

same heaven and in the same hour there shone at once

the three contrasted glories, golden and fiery and white,

of moonlight and of the double lightnings, forked and

sheet ; and under all this miraculous heaven lay a flaming

floor of water.

That, in a most close and exact symbol, is the best

possible definition I can give of Victor Hugo's genius.

And the impression of that hour was upon me the im-

pression of his mind
;
physical, as it touched the nerves

with a more vivid passion of pleasure than music or wine;

spiritual, as it exalted the spirit with the senses and

above them to the very summit of vision and delight.

It is no fantastic similitude, but an accurate likeness of

two causes working to the same effect. There is nothing

but that delight like the delight given by some of his

work. And it is because his recent book has not

seldom given it me again, that I have anything here to

say of it.

It is a book to be rightly read, not by the lamplight

of realism, but by the sunlight of his imagination reflected

upon ours. Only so shall we see it as it is, much less

understand it. The beauty it has, and the meaning, are

ideal ; and therefore cannot be impaired by any want of

realism. Error and violation of likelihood or fact which

would damn a work of Balzac's or of Thackeray's cannot
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even lower or lessen die rank and vahie of a work like

this. To put it away because it has not die great and

precioas qualities of their school, but those of a school

quite different, is just as wise as it would be on the other

hand to assault the fame of Bacon on the ground that he

has not written in the manner of Shakespeare; at

Newton's, because he has not written like Milton. This

premised, I shall leave the dissection of names and the

anatomy of {Hrobabilities to the things of chatter and

chuckle so well and scientifically defined long sioce by

!Mr. Charles Reade as " anonymuncules who go scribbling

about I " there is never any lack of them ; and it will not

gready hurt the master poet of an age that th^ should

shriek and titter, cackle and hoot inandibly behind his

heeL It is not every demigod who is vulnerable there.

This book has in it, so to say, a certain elemoital

quality. It is great because it deals gready with great

emotions. It is a play played out not by human characters

only ; wind and sea, thunder and moonlight, have their

parts too to filL Nor is this all ; for it is itself a thing

like these things, living as it were an elonental life. It

pierces and shakes the \-ery roots of passion. It catches

and bends the spint as Pallas caught Achilles and bent

him by the hair. Were it not so, this would be no diild

of the master's ; Imt so, as always, it is. Here too the

birth-mark of the great race is visible.

It is not, whatever it may seon, a novel or a study,

historical or sodaL What touches on life or manners

we see to be accidental byplay as soon as we see what the

book is indeed ; the story of the batde of a human spirit,

first with Fate, then with the old three subordinate
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enemies : the World, the Flesh, and the Devil. And

here I will say where the flaw, as I think, lies ; for,

like other great things, a great book may have a flaw.

The Flesh and the Devil, Josiane and Barkilphedro, are

perfect ; the World is drawn wrong. And the reason is

not far to seek. We all brush daily against the Flesh

and the Devil, we must all rub shoulders and shake

hands with them, and they are always much the same at

root, only stronger and weaker with this man than with

that ; therefore it needs only the hand of a great poet to

paint them greatly, after their true and very likeness.

But the World is multiform. To paint one aright of its

many faces, you must have come close enough on that side

to breathe the breath of its mouth and see by the light of

its eyes. No accumulation of fact upon fact gleaned and

laid up never so carefully will avail you instead. Titian

himself cannot paint without colours. Here we have

canvass and easel duly made ready, but the colours are

not to be had. In other words, here are many curious

and accurate details painfully studied and stored up for

use, but unhappily it is not seldom for misuse. Here are

many social facts rightly retailed and duly laid out side

by side, but no likeness of social life. Here are the

Mohocks of the day, for example, much as we find them

in Swift ; here is often visible even a vexatious excess of

labour in the research of small things ; useless, because

the collector of them has never applied his spirit to the

spirit of the time in which these small things played in

passing their small parts. He cannot, because that time

has no attraction for him on any one side to temper the

repulsion he feels from another side of it. Pure hate and
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scoxn <rf an age or a people destroy Ae feculty of obser-

vatioii, much more of description, even in die historic

mind ; idiat then will th^ do in the poetic ? Doubtless

there has been, as doobdess there is now, much that is

hatful and contemptible in social matters, English or

other; much also, as certainly, that is admiiable and

thankworthy. Doubdess too at one time and another

thex^ has beoi more visible of evil and shamefbl than of

noble and good. Bat there can never have been a time

of unmixed good or evil ; and he only who has felt the

pulse of an age can tell us how fast or slow its heart

really beat towards evil or towards good. A man who

writes oS. a nation or a time, however bad and base in

die main, widioat any love for it, cannot write of it welL

A great £jiglish poetess has admirably said that a poet's

heart may be large enough to hold two nations.* Mctor

Hugo's, x^asX. from its heroic love of man, a love match-

les except by Shelle3r's, holds two natiocs espedaUy

close, two of the greatest ; it has often been said he is

French and Spanish ; that is, he loves Fiance aud Spain,

the spirit of them attracts his spirit ; but he does not love

Fngiand . There are great Englishmen whom no man

* I know not if it has been icxnaiked bow dedsre a note of the

Ei^^Ksh ^liiit there is in Mobeie, a Frendunan of die Fiendb : an

Eng^i^ cnnent, as recognisaUe as indefinaWe, passing under and

thnx^ the tide-stream of his genius. There is a more noithon

fiaTonr mixed into his mind, a nxKe mxthem tcme inteifiiaed, than

into any other of the great French writors, Rabda^ excepted.

VilkMi, fix' instancr, in so manj vajs so like them both, is nt^hii^

if not Parisian. And if I am not wrong no third great Frendh-

man has ercr fimid such acceptance and sympathy amoD^ £i^)i^-

menmumbocd with the French spirit as Rabdais and Meniere. For

them "»<*™f* Ixeaks down the bar of ^noiance.
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has praised more nobly than he : but the spirit of historic

England has no attraction for his. Hence, far more im-

portant than any passing errors of grotesque nomen-

clature or misplaced detail, the spiritual and ingrained

error of the book, seen only from its social or historic

side. We catch nowhere for a moment the note of

English life in the reign of Anne.' Those for whom I

wTite Avill know, and will see, that I do not write as a

special pleader for a country or a class, as one who will

see no spot in England or nobility. But indeed it is

an abuse of words to say that England is governed or

misgoverned by her aristocracy. A republican, studying

where to strike, should read . better the blazon on his

enemy's shield. " England," I have heard it said, " is

not ' a despotism tempered by epigrams,' but a plutocracy

modified by accidents."

Enough now of the flaws and failures in this work

;

" enough, with over-measure." We have yet before us

the splendour of its depths and heights. Entering the

depths first, we come upon the evil spirit of the place.

Barkilphedro, who plays here the part of devil, is a

bastard begotten by lago upon his sister, Madame de

Merteuil : having something of both, but diminished and

degraded ; wanting, for instance, the deep daemonic

calm of their lifelong patience. He has too much in-

ward heat of discontent, too much fever and fire, to

' For one instance, if a court lady had indeed insulted Swift,

she would certainly have had by way of answer something (in

De Quincey's phrase) " too monstrously Swiftian for quotation ;

"

something so monstrous, that the Dean might thenceforth have held

the next place to Gwynplaine in her heart.
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Idbeir aoriii, Ac qnet of nind in mftadi Acj^ Kvc aood

nmntflnt tWir m^Aafrlgggmre- He docsultsBraaft RSt:

Aoe is soarpkolt of faae aoad fret m Ins mM'tinflmeas.

ThoES is Ac peace of tibe dev3« wincb ^MSBeah all noiidar-

siaBdii^^ Hc^ldMi^^fike tdfiCH'sainEBag fir sn^ sake

and IbIbi^ fiv tfiae IfDve of leafliedR Ims ]^ a (too^sBincIt

aaadposBtaieqBaii^ctf'defiaaBiieeniL He is aclbBa%vB>

gaitfiri|» cjBBiinB^ Mse. OfftAemwecannioKszf tdbtlffli^

axe lAoB car dns ^ im t&eDBt ti&eire ^ apanifrp and SBBpSfai^

(tf soB^ wftoch Ibss mo senaEde ciaaB!|soB&eBriis ; "aAiEfc caamiatt

feeiesalivd b^amaBjnas nsio iSdb evil qpoaOiitjp and lAolL

MiiiliilhJMii^ ii*^ ai«c Mfg —Bifes-y 'gyg l|[ilfi& paoftnud bOBMIBII^

'^iasHsfB^tsJ' Wc Sasr iSait a. sMaetta.lnhcmi^

even tteniptt ImmBio mndcne fiva imwiii iirti, wittftiwe ftoallo

soil Ei^apssfflBg ^Dqp t^Kim^^sid^ of¥ice. Meventdndiess^

as itfci^ evw iuuMiiiL of tciiuvv ^^jb™^** Asm Ac dcv« ansotattEip

be is a sttsorag spasn amd wsBttdt sttm^. Tine few «:Biaj{i<lCTa»

ftfflof fiof eftuiigmeiiiKje and a jMrtftHnn iHttta as Mood, ooi

w&Dcb bis evfl aooii k .iftriipprd and sodna^tted to vimuaac-

tsttot^ comiaai^ if lesd ^"'y^a Ae beslt caanncnSaBjp ever

wiiiltem on lagsk. We see nov ait las^ udoatt no fBrftufffeittfl.

(QEL Shake^eaxe cooM ^Baonr va^ iDfonr Ae seed om^ be

ijumn 3iBM» watesed wincn m season ^mii" BunBiip ft^riiifii 90

li£a^ a UassoBn^ a pooson 90 aoid and aso sme.

In i^ii^ poesn as on due oiDd pBCtQiiBes we see Ae sor-

ptfTTtt wriLSiinEBE, not &n^es^ aoBider lobe foot of an anseiln

3;sti& SEk act &> bsnseas of old tibe beel idhat boiiuhics Bob

mKWM Onlnr txns ^^wsm^ gUt is kmibiiWw' an anseB of logmL

lFnosiiii£acioms of Ener office as •aaodiaer Sl ^Infftafflu Ae
An^H of t&e Hes^L ltiTBsaflfe ii!mii<iflay«W>iniwMTniiiB]y^^
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Seen but once in full, the naked glory of the Titaness

irradiates all one side of the poem with excess and

superflux of splendour.

Among the fields and gardens, the mountain heights

and hollows, of Victor Hugo's vast poetic kingdom, there

are strange superb inmates, bird and beast of various fur

and feather ; but as yet there was nothing like this.

Balzac, working with other means, might have given us

by dint of anxious anatomy some picture of the virgin

harlot. A marvellous study we should have had, one to

burn into the brain and brand the memory for ever
;

but rather a thing to admire than desire. The magnetism

of beauty, the effluence of attraction, he would not have

given us. But now we have her from the hands of a

poet as well as student, new-blown and actual as a

gathered flower, in warm bloom of blood and breath,

clothed with live colour, fair with significant flesh,

passionately palpable. This we see first and feel, and

after this the spirit. It is a strange beast that hides in

this den of roses. Such have been however, and must be.

" We are all a little mad, beginning with Venus." Her

maker^s definition is complete : "a possible Astarte

latent in an actual Diana." She is not merely spotless in

body ; she is perverse, not unclean ; there is nothing of

foulness in the mystic rage of her desire. She is indeed

" stainless and shameless ; " to be unclean is common,

and her "divine depravity" will touch nothing common

or unclean. She has seven devils in her, and upon her

not a fleck of filth. She has no more in common with

the lewd low hirelings of the baser school of realism

than a creature of the brothel and the street has in
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: ;
1— — :

- - " - 'laBSMis iiAo B^rtt nil aamdfisr &drvrni2^

_r_i : I We '«'^»w» to lW»igr ffUffli^ fca- tiie besrc

iEseijr&is get ta vecsej. tfec BDian* tkit marfe nrad. t&e

upper noiss c^ i^e isabn ^nSI sui scrang as a sea-wind,

the '^bcII-'ieDced''' bdEemmg nado'-song of those dreoii

&EinB9eBneiv&ece otit of sg&t, tfie tsirpest of

g^iBig luek t&inder ta "&& tftimtifer,^ thie

fi^f ofdferaae kstt tAaH tfio^eoed wtdi hnmsas Msrad tbe

It E5 no n^ft jjiiMii of lifw*' TWtfwiTiffffiT. Duas^srs tii2.t. 6e

ftgjg roroi US Dffl anci^sr gnzse CHxe of ^ese .jEacfiyieiiii

«pa^K% z monstrous goddess^ w&ose tXBieaf'vQoce '^gave

£ sort of Promethean grandeurtD her&noos^xdsmsrous

unan^'^wiio had m her the tragic and TrtanaejM^GHiQfthe

wmamii rfliie Eleasfman. feasts ^seeking theaivrs under

^dKtHaa&T And with all rfrfs fierce eaness of rmagfnaiiue

die wQDiaji IS modem arrrf

aJ&rei.sidnDi^be. Some of

her words hiave the Eght of aa apocalypse^ the tone of x

t7iifi& «i*TnhftiaihJi(p- heuBcrfbrth and sensible tx3 aJL '^ Yon

weseBot Ikxix wi(& tnat horrible Tarrgft on your fece. w^are

foa? no? It mnst be a penal imrtfflfrtiinm> I do hope

jtHi hare et!*mm\.*\ti>^ some rrfmt*—Xoi vs&. &as touched

me, I grve BoysdEfop tx)> you as pure 2S buiinuijfc fire^ I see

you da not be&eve me^ but f yon qb^jt knor &ow Bttfe I

oae J—^De^iEse me. you that people despKC Degrada-

tuaz l)efcw ^f'^iyrt^itrityn what a pleasure L the double

ficmor of ignomhiy I I am. garhmng tt. Trample me

onderfoot. Yott wiH Tflcff me aE tfie l>etlEr- /know

» iEsc&^ Fr. 54 ('BSbmwI.')*
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that.—Oh ! I should Hke to be w'ith you in the evening,

while they were playing music, each of us leaning back

against the same cushion, under the purple awning of a

golden galley, in the midst of the infinite sweetnesses of

the sea. Insult me. Beat me. Pay me. Treat me like

a street-walker. I adore you."

The naturalism of all that is absolute
;
you hear the

words pant and ring. Some might doubt whether her

wild citations of old stories that matched her case, her

sudden fantastic allusions to these at the very height of

her frenzy, were as natural : I think they are. The great

poet had a right if it pleased him to give his modern

Msenad the thought and the tongue of a Sappho with the

place and the caprice of a Cleopatra. Such a pantheress

might be such a poetess ; then between fancy and fury

we should have our Bassarid complete, only with silk for

fox-skin. And this might be ; for the type of spirit can

hardly be rare in any luxurious age. Perversity is the

fruit of weariness as weariness is the fruit of pleasure.

Charles Baudelaire has often set that theme to mystic

music, but in a minor key : his sweet and subtle lyrics

were the prelude to this grand chorus of the master's.

We have seen the soft fierce play of the incessant

summer lightnings, between the deep sky full of passing

lights and dreams, and the deep sea full of the salt seed

of life ; and among them Venus arising, the final and

fatal flower of the mystic heaven and the ravenous sea.

Looking now from west to east, we may see the moon

rise, a tender tear-blinded moon, worn thin and pure,

ardent and transparent.

A great poet can perfect his picture with strangely few
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touches. We see ^'lIgilia as deaiiy as Impgai ; we see

Dea as clearly as Esmeralda. Yet Imogen pervades the

action of " Cjinbdine," Viigilia hardly speaks in crossing

the stage of " Coriolanus." It is not easy to write at all

aboat the last chapters of the bo<^ ; something divine is

there, impalpable and ind^nable. I must steal the word

I want; they are "written as if in star-fire and immortal

tears." Or, to take Shakespeare's words after Carlyles,

they are " most dearly sweet and bittCT." The pathos of

T^schylus is no more like Dante's, Dante's no more like

Shakespeare's, than any of these is like Hugo's. Every

mast^ of p>athos has a key of his own to unlock the

source of tears, or of that passionate and piteous pleasure

which lies above and imder the region of tears. Some,

like Dante, condense the whole agony of a life into one

exquisite and bitter drop of distilled pain. Othos, like

Shakespeare, translate it pang by pang into a complete

cadence and symphony (rf" suffering. Between Lear and

Ugolino the balance can nevo- be struck. Charies Lamb,

we may remonber, spent hours on the debate with a

friend who upheld Dante's way of wo^ again^ 3iake-

speare's. On which side we are to range the greatest poet

of our own age, there can be no moment of question. I

am not sure that he has ever touched the kejrs of sorrow

with surer hand to deeper music than here. There is

nothing in his work of a more heavenly kind ; yet,

or it may be because, every word has in it the vitei-

tion of earthly emorion ; but through it rather than

above, there grows and pierces a note of di^-ine tender-

ness, the very passion of pity that before this has made
wise men mad. Even more than the pathos of this close.
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its purity and exaltation are to be noted ; nothing of

common is there, nothing of theatrical. And indeed it

needed the supreme sweetness of Dea's reappearance, a

figure translucent with divine death, a form of flesh that

the light of heaven shines through more and more as the

bodily veil wears thinner and consumes, to close with

music and the luminous vision of a last comfort a book

so full of the sound and shine of storm. With the

clamour and horror yet in our ears of that raging eloquence

in which the sufferer flings into the faces of prosperous

men the very flame and hell-fire of his suffering, it needed

no less than this to leave the mind exalted and reconciled.

But this dew of heaven is enough to quench or allay the

flames of any hell. There are words of a sweetness un-

surpassable, as these :
" Tout cela s'en va, et il n'y aura

plus de chansons." And upon all there dwells the

measureless and nameless peace of night upon a still sea.

To this quiet we have been led through all the thunder

and tumult of things fatal, from the tempestuous overture

of storm and whirlwind ; from sea again to sea. There

is a divine and terrible harmony in this chorus of the play,

secretly and strangely sustained, yet so that on a full

reading we feel it, though at first sight or hearing it must

be missed.

Of the master's unequalled power upon natural things,

upon the elements we call inanimate, knowing even less

the laws of their life than of ours, there is happily no need,

as surely there are no words, to speak. Part of this power

we may recognise as due to the subtle and deep

admixture of moral emotion and of human sentiment with

the mysterious action and passion of nature. Thus in
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" Les Travailleurs de la Mer" the wind and the sea gain

strength and depth from the human figure set to fight

them ; fi-om the depth and strength of the incarnate spirit

so doing and suffering. Thus in this book there is a new

sense and a new subHmity added to the tempest by the

remorse of men sinking at once under sin and storm,

drowned under a double weight of deeds and waves.

Not even in that other book is the supreme mastery

of nature, the lordship of the forces of things, more ad-

mirable and wonderfial than throughout the first part of

this. He who could think to describe might think to

rival it. But of one point I cannot but take note ; there

is nothing, even at the height of tragic horror, repellent,

ugly, hateful. It has been said there is, and will be said

again ; for how should there not be distorted eyes and

envious tongues in the world ? Indeed a pieuvre is no

pleasant playfellow, the " tree of man's making " bears a

fearful fruit, the monstrous maidenhood of Josiane is no

sister to the starry virginity of Dea ; but how has the

great poet handled these things ? The mutilation of a

child's face is a tKmg unbearable for thought to rest on

;

but have we not seen fir^t the face of a heroic soul ? Far

elsewhere than in the work of our sovereign poet must we

look for the horror which art will have none of, which

nature flings back with loathing in the bringer's face. If

not, we of this time who love and serve his art should in-

deed be in a bad case. But upon this matter we cannot

permit the blind and nameless leaders of the nameless

blind to decide for us. Let the serious and candid

student look again for himself and see. That " fight of

the dead with the dark," that swinging of carrion birds
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with the swing of the gibbeted carrion, might have been

so done into words as to beget in us mere loathing ; but

how is it done here? The mighty manner of Victor

Hugo has given to this ghastly matter something even of

a horrible charm, a shocking splendour of effect. The

rhythmic horror of the thing penetrates us not with loath-

ing, but with a tragic awe and terror as at a real piece of

the wind's work, an actual caprice of the night's, a portion

of the tempest of things. So it is always ; handle what

he may, the touch of a great poet will leave upon it a spell

to consume and transmute whatever a weaker touch would

leave in it of repulsive.

Whether or not we are now speaking of a great poet,

of a name imperishable, is not a question which can be

gravely deliberated. I have only to record my own poor

conviction, based on some study and comparison of the

men, that precisely as we now think of those judges who

put Fletcher above Shakespeare, Cowley above Milton,

the paid poets of Richelieu beside Corneille, and I know

not whom beside Molifere, will the future think of those

judges who would place any poet of his age by the side

of Victor Hugo. Nor has his age proved poor— it has

rather been singularly rich—in men and in poets really

and greatly admirable. But even had another done as

well once and again as the master himself, who has done

so well as much ? Had he done but half, had he done

but a tenth of his actual work, his supremacy, being less

incontestable, would no doubt have been less contested.

A parsimonious poet calculates well for his own time.

Had Victor Hugo granted us but one great play—say

"Marion de Lorme," but one great lyric work— say
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"Les CaatBmfb^oaa&f" bat one grett tE^c Starr—saj

any- one toq ^ease^Ae ta^italion to deaj cr denounce

him bj cocafansan woidd kKve Ikcb less ; for mth tfie

tifl)eof Bartilphedrotfae !»Ueugih of dis temptation grows

vkh die giovih of tbe bcmfil cnnfrried. And voy
potott is diat tribe in theworidofmen and of lettss.

As for me, I am not car^iil to praise or dispcuse hf
f^»npirw«i at alL I am not cnxiotxs to eocfBite wbat of

appttienl or of actoal truth there maj be in anj c^aacge

brought against die doer of the greatest tfafi^ dm^ &e
giv^o^ ofthe greatest gifts grren among msxi in oar trmy*^

Goedie found his way ofwork mechanical and dieatxkal

;

Milton also fived to make obliqae lecantztioa of hiseady

prase c^ Shakespeare : we may, and shooldr wcsb tios

othdrise : vet none the less are dtey all great meoL It

may be thae is perceptible in Victor Hugo sooKidin^feoo

much of positive intention, erf" prepeise a^^cation, of

coo^Mxitiixi and forethought : wfaat iftfage were ? Ooe
question stands forth first and last : is the work done good

wofk and great, or not ? A lesso- question is diis ; these

diat we find to be fiiults. are they qualities separable from

die man's nature? could we have his work without then?

If not. and if his work be great, what will it profit us to

l^me them or to regret ? First, at all events, let us bave

the sense to eajoy it and the grace to give thanfc^;- "What

fijr example if there be in this book we have spoken of

errcKS of language, errors historical or socal ? Has it

not throi^hout a mighty hold upon men and things, the

godEke strength of grasp which only a great man mn have

of them ? And for quiet power of hand, for scomfiil

soreness rfsatirlc truth, what can exceed his studvof die
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queen of England (Anne) ? Has it not been steeped in

the tears and the fire of Hve emotion ? If the style be

overcharged and overshining with bright sharp strokes and

points, these are no fireworks of any mechanic's fashion :

these are the phosphoric flashes of the sea-fire moving on

the depth of the limitless and living sea. Enough, that

the book is great and heroic, tender and strong ; full from

end to end of divine and passionate love, of holy and

ardent pity for men that suffer wrong at the hands of men
;

full, not less, of lyric loveliness and lyric force ; and I for

one am content to be simply glad and grateful : content

in that simplicity of spirit to accept it as one more benefit

at the hands of the supreme singer now living among us

the beautiful and lofty life of one loving the race of men

he serves, and of them in all time to be beloved.

1869.
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The man. wbo taies iipon himself t&e task of camrafflaurr

OB a book of chis rank feels something of tiie same

be^attuKii and relactance come apoii ftTTw ^mrfc lefl fl|iaB

die wrftar at starting. He cannot at once be sore wfeetJuar

he does right to go forward or not. It is not that he

too feels the rismg tide of the brttor watH3 of 'd'lamy^ ; h:

B nat that he too sees a ''stargrow lesaesr mftieaioB."' It

i^^Iimjtake up the poet's metzpbtxvtiiiatt Ik seesAc
cBOMiarng star ofalongni^tuowdflatedco asunthroagjt

ifee t&nnderclotids of the mjocning. He knows Aot ^da&

isem heaven is indeed the tire of &j ; bat ae finAi no
fittsBg: words of welcome or than&apvQBg: flo saSofie so

terrible a smirise. Once more we rec^ve from the Prarw^t

of our supreme poet a book fiiH of light and maac ; bmt

a book written, in. tears and blood and characters of fiamci.

We camiot bat rejoice tiat tthas beai written^ and grierc:

. tiiat ever it could have been. The child brought forth cs.

visibly of divine binh^ and his blood, of die immortaEs

;

but he was brooght fortii with: heartinDeak and die pangs

of " a tarible childbed." The delight we take in the

majestv and beauty of this " mighty line * has been dearly

porcfiased by the bitter occasion which evoked tL Yet

it cannot but be with delight diat we receive so^ great a

gift as this firom the chief poet ofan age^ and of an age

c
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so full of light and storm, of high action and high passion,

as is ours. For his hand has never been firmer, his note

more clear than now
;

€Ti 7op Qiidiv KaTairpf'tei

a\K§, ^vfi.<{>uTos alwV

and in these bitter and tragic pages there is a sweetness

surpassing that of love-songs or songs of wine, a sweetness

as of the roll of the book spread before Ezekiel, that was

written within and without, " and there was written there-

in lamentations, and mourning, and woe.—Then did I

eat it ; and it was in my mouth as honey for sweetness."

It would be well that all students of this book should

read together with it, as complement at once and com-

mentary, the memorable collection, "Actes et Paroles,

1870— 187 1—1872." By the light of that precious record,

and by this light alone, can it be properly read. There

all who will may see by what right even beyond the right

of genius the greatest poet of his great nation speaks now

to us as a prophet to his people : by what riglit of labour,

by what right of sorrow, by what right of pity and of scorn,

by what right of indignation and of love. None of those

disciples who most honoured him in his time of banish-

ment could have anticipated for their master a higher

honour or a heavier suffering than those nineteen years of

exile ; but in his own country there was reserved for him

a brighter crown of honour, with a deeper draught of

suffering. To defend Paris against Versailles and against

itself, and to behold it wasted on the one hand with fire

which was quenched on the other hand in blood : to cast

from him the obloquy of men who refused to hear his
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defence of Gaxibalcfi fbr t&e ofence of coming to tkeir

aid, and to pass at once from the clamour of die

Aim ihly to the silence of sodden death, beade &c
corpse of a beloved son ; to offer shelter to his enenaes,

and to be hunted fix)m. that shelter hiin.self : these were

»t«T^ he had yet to do and to eadurei

The poexn opens with a prelude at once prophetic and

satick:, tender and wise and foil of noble scorn and

nobl^ pity ; tie verse «^ch sets a crown on. the head

of the people and a brand on the £ice of the mofa is sosii

as it is given bat to one man in an age to write, and tfaaf

by no means in every age. Then, for die fiistt and fiital

month of August 1S70, we have a poen tecrible as the

occasioa which called it forth, fit alike to serve as pro-

logue to the poems of the months which follow or as aa

^Rlogae to the " Chatiments "^ which went before^ That

nothing after Sedan might be wantmg 1» the fngrtive

assassin once elect of the party of Bxtabba^ t&e scourge

of imperishable verse is added to the branding-iron of

historic &ct.

The poems of the aege at once demand and defy

commentary ; they should be studied in their order as

parts of one tragic symphony. From the overture which

tefls of the old glory of Germany before turning to France

with a cry of inarticulate love, to the sad majestic epi-

Ic^ue which seals up the sorrowful record d the days of

capitulation, the various and continuous harmony flows

forward through light and shadow, with bursts of thrmdi^r

and tonpest and interludes of sunshine and sweet air.

In that last poem for February we see as it were the

^ony of faith ; before the sight of evil inseparable from

ca
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good, of good inextricable from evil, the rallying cry of

hope seems for the moment, and only for the moment

seems, to falter even on the lips which uttered that

sovereign song of resurrection, great as the greatest old

Hebrew psalm, which crowns and closes the awful roll

of the " Chatiments." For that mighty hymn of a trans-

cendant faith in the final conscience of the world called

God, in the ultimate justice and universal vision of the

eye and heart of things, we have but the grand unanswer-

able question :

—

" Qui done mesurera 1'ombre d'un bout Ji I'autre,

Et la vie et la tombe, espaces inouis

Ou le monceau des jours meurt sous I'amas des nuits,

Oil de vagues eclairs dans les tenebres glissent,

Oil les extremites des lois s''evanouissent !

"

In this tragic range of poems reaching from September

to March there is an echo of all emotions in turn that the

great spirit of a patriot and a poet could suffer and ex-

press by translation of suffering into song ; the bitter cry

of invective and satire, the clear trumpet-call to defence,

the triumphal wail for those who fell for France, the

passionate sob of a son on the stricken bosom of a

mother, the deep note of thought that slowly opens into

flower of speech, and through all and after all the sweet

unspeakable music of natural and simple love. After the

voice which reproaches the priestlike soldier we hear the

voice which rebukes the militant priest : and a fire as

the fire of Juvenal is outshone by a light as tlie light of

Lucretius. In the verses addressed " to the Bishop who

calls me Atheist," satire is dissolved in aspiration, and

the keenest edge of scorn is molten in the highest ardour
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of worship. The aecessity of perfect disbelief rn. t&e

incredibLe and ignoble for every soul that wonld. .i .ttajn

to perfect belief ia the noble and credible was nevermore

dearly expoimded or more loftily proclarmed. The fio^y

love and faith of tlie patriot find again and. ever agaoa

some fiiesh glory of speech^ some new splendomr of song^

in which tO' array thenselves fear evoiisting ; words of

hatred and horror for the greed and ravrm of the enemy

and his princes

"•w&o fesd on gold and btiad

Tin witfi. the stain their inmost souls are i^e^ ;.

"^

words of wrath and scorn for the renegade fiiends whO'

had no word of comfort and no hand for help in the honr

of the passion of France crucifiedy but were seei wd&

hands outstretched fix>m oversea

'' Shaking the bloody fingas of har foes"^

in tlie presence (as they thought it) of her corpse ; word!*

of living fire and Kght for love of the mother-Ianid

despised and rejected of men whose pity goes so &r as

to compassionate her children for die blush of shame

to which their bitter fortane has condemned them, for

the disgrace of being compelled to; coiifies her for thear

mother :

"^Ah. ! je vondnisy

Je vQudrais a'etre pas Fnm^ais poor pouvoir dire

Que je te choisis, France, et que,, dans ton martyre^

Je te prociame, toi que range le vautour.

Ma patrie et ma gloire et mon unique anunir T"

"

' I may cite here, as in echo of this cry, the noble words just

now atidressed by the greatest of American voices to " the star, the

ship of France, beat back and baffled long—din^ smittm. star—star
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Others who will may have the honour of that privilege,

to cast the weight of their hearts upon the losing side, to

bring tribute of love and trust and reverence rather to

failure than to success, to a republic bound in chains

of iron than to an empire bound in chainkpf gold ; but

men who have the lineal pulse of French blopd in their

veins and the traditional memories of French kindred

and alliance in their hearts, men to whose forefathers in

exile for their faith's sake the mighty mother has once

and again opened her arms for shelter in past ages, and

fostered under her wings generation after generation as

her children, cannot well read such words as these with-

out a thrill of the blood and a kindling of the memory

which neither the native of France nor the kinless

foreigner can wholly share.

Side by side with the ardent denunciations of German

panting o'er a land of death—heroic land !
" This prophecy is from

the new song of Whitman :

'

' vSure, as the ship of all, the Earth itself,

Product of deathly fire and turbulent chaos.

Forth from its spasms of fury and its poisons,

Issuing at last in perfect power and beauty,

Onward, beneath the sun, following its course,

So thou, O ship of France !

"

In the notes to his essay on " Democratic Vistas " Whitman for one

expresses his recognition of Hugo living and Byron dead as "de-

serving so well of America ; " which may be set against the im-

pertinences of meaner American persons. It may likewise be

remarked and remembered with pleasure that among the last printed

words of Landor were two little stanzas of tributary verse in honour

of the younger poet's exile. Amid the countless calumn'es and

insults cast upon that exile by French and English writers of the

reptile kind, it is a relief to recall the greeting sent to it by a great

English republican from the extreme verge of life, and from the

shore of the new world by the first poet of American democracy.
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rapine and spoliation, of the hands found equally ready-

to seize a province or a purse, the purblind and devout

incompetence of the defenderwho " would rather go with

sir priest than sir knight," the soldier who for all his

personal courage was " inclined to charge the saints in

heaven with the task of keeping oflf the danger," is twice

and thrice chastised with bitter and burning words of

remonstrance. The keenest sarcasm however was in

store for June, when an impertinence of this man's drew

down a memorable retort on the general whose sallies

were reserved for the writer ; he was somewhat chary of

them during the time of the siege ; a general who might

as well have taken the offensive against the enemy

instead.

In sharp and sweet contrast to these stand the poems

of a finer excellence, such as the letter of January loth

sent by balloon firom the besieged cit>' with its bright

brave message of affection and confidence, full of the

clear light laughter of French heroism not less than of its

high and fiery faith. But for perfect delight and strong

charm of loveliness we return at each reading to the

domestic poems as to the crowning splendour and wonder

of this great book. All students have alwaj-s known

Victor Hugo for the supreme singer of childhood ; of its

works and waj-s, its gladness and sadness, its earthly weak-

ness and heavenly beauty, its indefinable attraction l>ing

deeper than all reason can sound or all analysis resolve.

Even after Shakespeare's portrait of Mamillius, and the

divine cradle-songs of Blake, we are compelled to

recognise in the living master the most p>erfect poet of

litde children. Circumstances have given to these present
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poems a colour and a pathos, a gentle glory and a

luminous tenderness, which only such a framework of

time and place could give. Out of the strong has come

forth such sweetness, out of the lion's mouth such honey,

as no smaller or weaker thing can breed. Assuredly,

as the Master has said himself in that majestic prose

poem inscribed with the name of Shakespeare, the

mightiest mountains can outmatch even for flowers the

valleys whose whole business is to rear them ; their

blossoming ravines and hollows full of April can beat the

meadows at their own trade ; the strongest of singers

are the sweetest, and no poet of the idyllic or elegiac

kind can rival even on his own peculiar ground, for

tender grace and delicacy of beauty, the most potent

poets of a higher order, sovereigns of lyric and of tragic

song. It is ^schylus, and not Euripides, who fills the

bitter air of the Scythian ravine with music of wings and

words more sweet than sleep to the weary, with notes of

heavenly pity and love unsubduable by fear ; who shows

us with one touch of terrible tenderness the maiden

agony of Iphigenia, smiting with the piteous dart of her

eye each one of the ministers of sacrifice, in dumb

show as of a picture striving to speak to them ; who

throws upon the most fearful scene in all tragedy a flash

of pathos unspeakable, when Clyttemnestra bares before

the sword of her son the bosom that suckled him as he

slept. What Euripidean overflow of tears and words can

be matched for its own special and much vaunted quality

of tender and pathetic sweetness against such instances

as these of the awful sweetness and intensity of the pathos

of yt^schylus ? what wailing outcry " in the measures of
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a hosd f^«yy^f*» taaaaa. " can be HfepTM-rf to these bcsef

wands Aat sticng ^etcaisaf fixe? iriiat mildi^ note of

tfte fcaaer gods of song has in it such. peietzatiTe sad

^HCTiing gendeness as the "wfe-n*^ «^i»«ffa «f tfcp^ tfawnfc^

bearer? Wh^e, among tfte poets w!io bare nevo- gooe

ap to the prophetic heights or down to the tragic depths

A)f thonght and passion^ is there one who can pnt ftx^

when he will verse of such sweet and simple perfection

as the great tragic and prophetic poet of our own age ?

These are some of the first ve^es inscribed t2> tite baby-

grandchild whose pretty presence is ever and anoa re-

called to our mind's eye between die dark acts of the

year4ong tragedy.

" Voas eutes done bier on an, ma \^m-tmni^
Contente. vous jasez, comme, sous la nnnee^

Aa fend du nid plus tiede otrvrant de vagoes yenx,

Les oiseanx nooveau-aes gazonillfflu^ tout joyeax

De senfir qu'ii commence a lenr ponsser des plnmes.

Jeanne, ta bouciie est rose ; et dans les gtos volumes

Dont les bnages font ta jote. et que je doisy

Pour te plaire. laiser coiffonner par tes doigts.

On arouve de beaux ver^ mais pas an qui te vaille

Quand tout ton petit corps en me voyant tresaille ;

Les plus tameux auteurs n'ont rien eciit de mieox

Que la pensee eclase a demi dans tes yenx,

Et que ta reverie obscure, eparse. etrange.

Regardant Tliomine xvec Fignoranoe de Fange."^

As in the look and action of a little rhflJ, so in this

verse itself there is something of dim and divine pathos^

sensible in the very joy of its beauty ; something which.

touches men not too much, used to die melting mood
with a smiling sense of tears, an inner pang of delight

made up ctf compassion and adoration before that divine
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weakness. In the next month's verses addressed to the

child in a time of sickness the pathos is more direct and

tangible ; more tender and exquisite than this it could

not be. Again, in January, we have a glimpse " between

two bombardments " of the growing and changing charm

of the newly weaned angel, now ambitious to feel its feet

on earth instead of the wings it left in heaven ; on terms

of household intimacy with an actual kitten, and old

enough to laugh at angels yet unwcaned.

" A chaque pas qu'il fait, I'enfant derriere lui

Laisse plusieurs petits fantomes de lui-meme.

On se souvient de tons, on les pleure, on les a^ne,

Et ce seraient des morts s'il n'etait vivant, lui."

With the one eternal exception of Shakespeare, what other

poet has ever strewn the intervals of tragedy with blossoms

of such breath and colour? The very verse seems a

thing of flowerlike and childlike growth, the very body of

the song a piece of living nature like any bud that bursts

or young life that comes forth in spring. We are re-

minded of the interlude in Macbeth made by the prattle

of Macduff's child between the scenes of incantation and

of murder. Beside these the student will set in the high

places of remembrance the lines on a shell falling where

once were the Feuillantines— that garden of now

immortal blossom, of unwithering flower and fruit un-

decaying, where the grey-haired Master was once a fair-

haired child, and watched beyond the flight of doves at

sunrise the opening in heaven of the chaliced flower of

dawn—in the same heaven where now blazes over his

head the horrible efilorescence of the bursting shell.

" Here his soul flew forth singing ; here before his
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dreamy eyes sprang flowers that seemed everlasting.

Here life was one thing with light; here, under the

thickening foliage in April, walked his mother, whom he

held by the skirt of her gown." Here the crowding

flowers " seemed to laugh as they warmed themselves

in the sun, and himself also was a flower, being a child."

After five months of si^e comes a month of mourn-

ing, and after the general agony an indi\"idual anguish.

Before this we are silent ; only there rises once more in

our ears the unforgotten music of the fourth book of the

" Contemplations," and holds us dumb in reverence before

the renewal of that august and awfiil sorrow.

Then come the two most terrible months of the whole

hideous year ; the strange vision of that Commune in

which heroes were josded by ruffians, and mart}Ts fell

side by side with murderers ; the monstrous figure of that

Assembly on whose head Ues all the weight of the blood

shed on either side, within the city as without ; the

sf>ectral unspeakable aspect of that fi:atricidal agony, as of

some Dantesque wrestle between devils and lost souls in

hell. Against the madness of the besieged as against the

atrocity of the besi^ers the voice of the greatest among

Frenchmen was Ufted up in v-ain. In v-ain he prophesied,

when first a threat of murder was put forth against

the hostages, of the murderous reprisals which a crime

so senseless and so shameless must assuredly provoke.

In vain he reclaimed for Paris, in the face of Versailles,

the right of mimicipal self-government by her own

council ; in vain rebuked the untimely and inopportune

haste of Paris to revindicate this right for herself in a

season of such unexampled calamity and peril On the
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23rd of April he wrote from Brussels, where the care of

his fatherless grandchildren for the time detained him, a

letter to the Rappcl, suppressed in their deaf and blind

insanity by men who would not hear and could not see
;

in this letter he traced with the keen fidelity of science

the disease to its head, and with the direct intelligence of

simple reason tracked the torrent of civil war to its source
;

to the action of the majority, inspired by the terror and

ignorance which ere long were to impel them to the con-

ception and perpetration of even greater crimes than they

had already provoked from the ignorance and passion of

their antagonists. Above all, his faithful and fearless

voice was raised before both parties alike against the

accursed principle of reprisals. Now as of old, as ever

throughout his life of glory and of good, he called upon

justice by her other name of mercy ; he claimed for all

alike the equity of compassion ; he stood up to plead for

all his enemies, for all the enemies of his cause—to re-

pudiate for himself and his fellow- sufferers of past time

the use of such means as had been used against them-

selves—of banishment, imprisonment, lifelong proscrip-

tion, murder in the mass or in detail. But the plague was

not so to be stayed ; and when the restored government

had set itself steadily to outdo in cold blood the crimes of

the conquered populace in its agony, the mighty voice

which had appealed in vain against the assassins and in-

cendiaries whose deeds had covered with just or unjust

dishonour the name of the fallen party, who had confused

in the sight of Europe their own evil works with the

noble dreams and deeds of better men, and sullied with

the fumes of blood and fire the once sublime and stainless
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name of " commune "—this same voice was heard to

intercede for the outcasts of that party, to offer a refuge

to fugitives from the grasp of a government yet guiltier of

blood than theirs. This infamous crime had not long to

wait for its reward ; a night attack on the house of the

criminal with paving-stones and levers and threats of

instant death. The year before, in answer to his appeal

against invasion, certain bloodhounds of the press in

Germany had raised such another yell as these curs in

Belgium, bidding " hang the poet at the mast-head ;

"

this time the cry was " A la lanieme ! " Never was the

sanguinary frenzy of the men of revolution, as exemplified

in Victor Hugo, set off in stronger relief by the mild

wisdom and moderation of the men of order, as exem-

plified in his assailants. Moved by this consideration,

the Belgian government naturally proceeded to expel the

offender ; but with a remarkable want of logic omitted to

offer the slightest reward to the brave men who had

vindicated law and order by leading a forlorn hope

against a fortress garrisoned by an old man, four women,

and two children, one twenty months ofage, one two years

and a half. It is almost incredible that some months

later the son of a minister, who had taken a leading part

in this heroic work, was condemned to a fine of not less

than four pounds sterling. Considering that once at

least he or another of the crew did very nearly succeed

in beating out the brains of the child in arms with a well-

aimed flint, it is simply inexplicable that no mark of

honour should have been conferred by royal or national

gratitude on so daring a champion of law, so devoted a

defender of social order asrainst the horrors of imminent
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anarchy. In a case of this pressing danger, this mortal

peril, it is not every man who would have put himself

forward at such risk to protect against a force so formid-

able the threatened safety of society ; not even the native

land of these lion-hearted men can hope always to repro-

duce a breed of patriots ready to incur such hazards

and undertake such feats as this in the sacred cause of

their country. France has her Bayards and her Dantons,

England her Sidneys and her Nelsons ; these are but

common heroes, fit only to be classed with the heroes

and patriots of old time, and such as their native soil

might haply rear again at need ; but the most ardent and

sanguine lover of his country in all Belgium can hardly

hope that his fatherland will ever again bring forth a

race of men worthy to be called the seed of such fathers

as these; men capable of exploits unexampled in the

annals of vulgar patriotism, and from which the bravest

of those above cited would assuredly have drawn back.

It is hard to imagine those heroes of other countries

inspired with the courage requisite to make war upon

such enemies and under such conditions as could not

suffice to daunt or divert from their purpose the heroes

of Brussels.

Thus, as once before from Jersey, was Victor Hugo

now driven from Belgium by a government which in the

year of general shame contrived to attain the supreme

crown of disgrace, to gather the final flower of ignominy
;

a distinction not easy to win from so many rivals in

the infamous race \ but theft and murder, under their

magnified and multiplied forms of national robbery and

civic massacre, are too common among a certain sort of
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conquerors to be marked out for such especial notice as an

act of this singular and admirable baseness. From all

unclean things, from the mouths of the priesthood and

the press, from the tongues that lap blood and the throats

that vomit falsehood, rose the cry of mocker}' and hatred
;

if the preacher of peace and righteousness, the counsellor

of justice and of mere}', were not a madman, he would

be a ruffian ; but the punctilious equity of episcopal

journals gave him the benefit of the doubt Yet for all

this, as the poet found on leaving Brussels, it is not

evenbody who can impose the doom of exile ; to ex-

pulsion the foreigner may condemn you, to exile he

cannot Exile is from the fatherland alone; a man's

own coimtiy is the only one terrible to him who is cast out

from it In words full of the beauty of a divine sorrow

the exile of many years has set down the difierence.

From Vianden as from Brussels he continued to

fulfil ihe dut}' of intercessor : to plead for the incendiary

who could not read, for the terrible and pitiable woman
draped in triumph through the laughing and raging

throngs of Versailles, dmnb and bleeding, with foam-

flecked hps fest locked in bitterness of silence, in savage

deafiaess that nothing can move or shake, with the look

as of one " aweary of the sun," with a kind of fierce

afiright in her eyes. For all such his appeal is made to

their slayers on the old sacred plea, " Forgive them ; for

they know not what they do." Their wretchedness and

their ignorance, their great want and their little knowledge,

left them conscious of all that they suffered, unconscious

of all that they did.

Out of the darkness of these most tragic poems of all,
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Others who will may have the honour of that privilege,

to cast the weight of their hearts upon the losing side, to

bring tribute of love and trust and reverence rather to

failure than to success, to a republic bQund in chains

of iron than to an empire bound in chainVpf gold ; but

men who have the lineal pulse of French blbpd in their

veins and the traditional memories of French kindred

and alliance in their hearts, men to whose forefathers in

exile for their faith's sake the mighty mother has once

and again opened her arms for shelter in past ages, and

fostered under her wings generation after generation as

her children, cannot well read such words as these with-

out a thrill of the blood and a kindUng of the memory

which neither the native of France nor the kinless

foreigner can wholly share.

Side by side with the ardent denunciations of German

panting o'er a land of death—heroic land !
" This prophecy is from

the new song of Whitman :

" Sure, as the ship of all, the Earth itself,

Product of deathly fire and turbulent chaos,

Forth from its spasms of fury and its poisons,

Issuing at last in perfect power and beauty,

Onward, beneath the sun, following its course,

So thou, O ship of France !

"

In the notes to his essay on " Democratic Vistas " Whitman for one

expresses his recognition of Hugo living atid Byron dead as "de-

serving so well of America ; " which may be set against the im-

pertinences of meaner American persons. It may likewise be

remarked and remembered with pleasure that among the last printed

words of Landor were two little stanzas of tributary verse in honour

of the younger poet's exile. Amid the countless calumn-es and

insults cast upon that exile by French and English writers of the

reptile kind, it is a relief to recall the greeting sent to it by a great

English republican from the extreme verge of life, and from the

shore of the new world by the first poet of American democracy.
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rapine and spoliation, of the hands found equally ready

to seize a province or a purse, the purblind and devout

incompetence of the defender who " would rather go with

sir priest than sir knight," the soldier who for all his

personal courage was " inclined to charge the saints in

heaven with the task of keeping off the danger," is twice

and thrice chastised vnih. bitter and burning words of

remonstrance. The keenest sarcasm however was in

store for June, v/hen an impertinence of this man's drew

down a memorable retort on the general whose sallies

were reserv^ed for the writer ; he was somewhat chary of

them during the time of the siege ; a general who might

as well have taken the offensive against the enemy

instead.

In sharp and sweet contrast to these stand the poems

of a finer excellence, such as the letter of January loth

sent by balloon from the besieged city with its bright

brave message of affection and confidence, full of the

clear light laughter of French heroism not less than of its

high and fiery faith. But for perfect delight and strong

charm of loveliness we return at each reading to the

domestic poems as to the crowning splendoiu: and wonder

of this great book. All students have always knowTi

Victor Hugo for the supreme singer of childhood ; of its

works and ways, its gladness and sadness, its earthly weak-

ness and heavenly beauty, its indefinable attraction lying

deeper than all reason can sound or all analysis resolve.

Even after Shakespeare's portrait of Mamillius, and the

divine cradle-songs of Blake, we are compelled to

recognise in the living master the most perfect poet of

little children. Circumstances have given to these present
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horizon the Hkeness of a blood-red sword let fall from the

hand of a god after some battle with a giant of equal

stature.

For all this, notwithstanding, the watchword of the

poem is hope, and not despair. " All this horror has

hope in it ; the ice-cold morning chills the sky-line as

with fear ; at times the day begins with such a shudder

that the rising sun seems a masked attack.—The coming

wave of the unknown has but a dull and livid trans-

parence, into which the light comes but by degrees;

what it shows us, seems to float and drift in folds im-

measurable. The expansion of form and number appals

us, and it is horrible to see to-day in the darkness what

ought only to be seen to-morrow." By the parable of the

robin's nest found in the hollow of the brazen mouth of

the Waterloo lion, we are bidden see and hear the future

in the womb of the present, hope in the jaws of despair,

the song of peace in the very throat of war. Thus it is

but natural that the poet should hearken rather to the

higher voice than to the voice of expediency, to the

counsellor whose name is Reason, whose forename is

Interest ; to the friendly admonition which reminds him

that truth which is over true is all but falsehood ; that in

seeking the ideal you find the visionary, and become a

dreamer through being too much a thinker ; that the wise

man does not wish to be unjust, but fears on the other

hand to be too just, and seeks a middle course between

falsehood, which is the first danger, and truth, which is

the second ; that Right in the rough is merely the ore

from which in its crude state we have to extract the pure

gold of Law ; that too much light is as sure to blind you
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as too much darkness, and if necessary you should not

open the shutter more than halfway ; that war and the

scaffold are detestable in theory, and practically service-

able : that the shop must be set up against the temple,

thoD^ the money-changers were once on a time driven

out of it—for the fault of Jesus was to be something too

much a God ; that in all things wisdom is moderation,

and from its quiet comer can remark and reprehend the

flaws and excesses of the universe ; as for instance that

though the sun be splendid and the spring be sweet, the

one has too many beams and the other has too many roses

;

this is the inconvenience of all things of the kind, and

God is by no means free fit)m exaggeration ; to imitate

him is to fell into perfection—a grave risk ; all work is

done better after a lesser model, and God does not always

set the best example to follow. What is the use of bang

inaccessible ? Jesus goes too far in declining to take the

offer of Beekebub into consideration ; not that I say he

ought to close with it ; but it is stupid for God to be rude

when the devil is dvil ; it would have been better to say,

"111 think it over, my good friend." After all, man is

man ; he is not wicked^ and he is not good ; by no means

white as snow, but by no means black as coal ; black and

white, piebald, striped, dubious, sceptical Seeing that

men are small and their conscience dwarfish, the states-

man takes their measure before he ventures anything : he

astonishes them, but without any thunderclaps of genius or

daring which might make their heads giddy; he gets

them up prodigies proportioned to their size. The voice

of wisdom then proceeds to recapitulate all the troubles

which a contrary line of conduct has brought on the
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weakness. In the next month's verses addressed to the

child in a time of sickness the pathos is more direct and

tangible ; more tender and exquisite than this it could

not be. Again, in January, we have a glimpse " between

two bombardments " of the growing and changing charm

of the newly weaned angel, now ambitious to feel its feet

on earth instead of the wings it left in heaven ; on terms

of household intimacy with an actual kitten, and old

enough to laugh at angels yet unweaned.

" A chaque pas qu'il fait, I'enfant derriere lui

Laisse plusieurs petits fantomes de lui-meme.

On se souvient de tous, on les pleure, on les a'me,

Et ce seraient des morts s'il n'etait vivant, lui."

With the one eternal exception of Shakespeare, what other

poet has ever strewn the intervals of tragedy with blossoms

of such breath and colour? The very verse seems a

thing of flovverlike and childlike growth, the very body of

the song a piece of living nature like any bud that bursts

or young life that comes forth in spring. We are re-

minded of the interlude in Macbeth made by the prattle

of Macduff's child between the scenes of incantation and

of murder. Beside these the student will set in tJie high

places of remembrance the lines on a shell falling where

once were the Feuillantines — that garden of now

immortal blossom, of unwithering flower and fruit un-

decaying, where the grey-haired Master was once a fair-

haired child, and watched beyond the flight of doves at

sunrise the opening in heaven of the chaliced flower of

dawn—in the same heaven where now blazes over his

head the horrible efflorescence of the bursting shell.

" Here his soul flew forth singing ; here before his
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dreamy eyes sprang floweis that seemed everlasting.

Here life was one thing with light; here, under the

thi<±aiing foliage in April, walked his modier, whom he

held by the skirt of her gown." Here the crowding

jftowos " seoned to laugh as they wanned thonselves

in the sun, and himself also was a Aowct, being a duld."

After five months of siege comes a month of mourn-

ing, and after the general agony an individual anguish.

Before this we are silent ; only there rises once more in

our ears the unfoigotten music of the fourth book of the

"Contemplations," and holds us dumb in reverence bdfore

the renewal of that august and awfiil sorrow.

Thai come the two most terrible months oi the whole

hideous year ; the strange vision <rf that Commune in

which heroes were jostled by ruffians, and martyrs fell

side bv side with murderers ; the monstrous figure of that

Assembly <hi whose head lies all the weight <rf the blood

shed on either side, widiin the city as without; the

spectral unspeakable aspectd that ftatriddal agony, as of

some Dantesque wresde between devils and lost souls in

helL Against the madness of the besi^ed as against the

atrocity di the besiegers the voice of the greatest among

Frendimen was lifted up in vain. In vain he prophesied,

when first a threat of murder was put forth against

the hostages, rtf the murderous reprisals which a crime

so sensel^s and so shameless must assuredly jHOvoke.

In vain he reclaimed for Paris, in the face of Versailles,

the right <rf municipal setf-govemment by her own

council ; in vain rebuked the untimely and inopportune

haste of Paris to revindicate this right for herself^ in a

season of such unexampled ealamity and peril On the
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come forth of the sea and dazzle the bUnded flowers with

broadcast seed of diamond, for the bird to sing, or for

the world to be, if fate were but a hunter on the trail of

his prey, if all man's efforts brought forth but vanity, if

the darkness were his child and his mother were the dust,

if he rowed on night and day, putting forth his will,

pouring out his blood, discovering and creating, to no

end but a frightful arrival nowhither ; then might man,

nothing as he is, rise up in judgment against God and

take to witness the skies and stars on his behalf. But it

is not so ; whence morning rises, the future shall surely

rise ; the dawn is a plighted word of everlasting en-

gagement ; the visible firmament is as it were a divine

promise to pay ; and the eternal and infinite God is not

bankrupt.

In the strength of this faith a man may well despise

all insult and all falsehood thrown up at him, all railing

and mockery of his country or his creed from the unclean

lips of church pamphleteers and other such creatures of

the darkness and the dirt as in all lands alike are bred

from the obscurer and obscener parts of literature. These

are to him no more than the foul bog-water at its foot is

to the oak whose boughs are the whole forest's dome
;

than the unlovely insects of the dust that creep beneath

it are to the marble giant, august in its mutilation—to the

colossal Sphinx of rose-tinged granite, grim and great,

that sits with hands on knees all through the night wherein

the shaken palm-trees shiver, waiting for its moment to

speak to the sunrise, and unconscious if any reptile be-

slaver its base. The god has never known that a toad

was stirring ; while a worm slides over him, he keeps in
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silence his awtul mystery of hidden sound and utterance

withheld ; and the swarming of centipedes without num-

ber cannot take from Memnon, suddenly struck radiant,

the great and terrible voice that makes answer to the

sun. Those minute and multitudinous creatures who re-

vile and defame the great—and thereby, says Blake,

" blaspheme God, for there is no other God "—have no

m.ore power to disturb the man defamed than the judges

who try the Revolution at tlieir bar and give sentence

against it have power to undo its work ; their wrath and

their mourning are in vain ; the long festival of the

ravenous night is over, the world of darkness is in the

throes of death ; the dreadful daylight has come ; the

flitter-mouse is blind, the polecat strays about squealing,

the glowworm has lost his glory, the fox, alas, sheds tears

;

the beasts that used to go out hunting in the evening at

the time when little birds go to sleep are at their last

gasp ; the desolation of the wolves fills the woods full of

howling ; the persecuted spectres know not what to do

;

if this goes on, if this light persists in dazzling and dis-

maying the night-hawk and the raven, the vampire will

die of hunger in the grave ; the pitiless sunbeam catches

and consumes the dark.—It is to judge the crimes of the

sunrise that these judges sit in session.

Meantime, amid all the alternations of troubled hope

with horror and the travail of an age in labour that has

not strength to bring forth, there are present things of

comfort and reassurance. " The children we have al-

ways with us ; " they are no more troubled about what we

do than the bird that twitters beneath the hornbeam, or

the star that breaks into flower of light on the black sky-
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line; they ask God for nothing but his sun; it is enough

for httle Jeanne that the sky should be blue. Over his

son's and their father's grave the poet sees two little

figures darkened by the dim shadow and gilded by the

vague light of the dead. He speaks to them sweet and

sublime words of blessing and of prophecy ; of the glad

heavenly ignorance that is theirs now, of the sad great

knowledge that must be one day theirs. With the last

and loftiest notes of that high soft music in our ears, we

will leave off our labour of citation and exposition.

" They will live to know," he says, " how man must live

with his fate at the mercy of chance, in such fashion that

he may find hereafter the truth of things conform to his

vision of them here."

" Moi-meme un jour, apres la mort, je connaitrai

Mon destin que j'ignore,

Et je me pencherai sur vous, tout penetre

De mystere et d'aurore.

Je saurai le secret de I'exil, du linceul

Jete sur votre enfance,

Et pourquoi la justice et la douceur d'un seul

Semble a tous une offense.

Je comprendrai pourquoi, tandis que vous chautiez,

Dans mes branches funcbres,

Moi qui pour tous les maux veux toutes les pities,

T'avais tant de tenebres.
I

•'

Je saurai pourquoi I'ombre implacable est sur moi,

Pourquoi tant d'hecatombes,

Pourquoi I'hiver sans fin m'envelopjie, jiourquoi

Je m'accrois sur dos tombes
;

Pour(|Uoi tant de combats, de larmcs, de retjrets,

El tant de tristes choses

;

Et pourquoi Dieu voulut (juc je fusse un cypres

(^uand vous eliez des roses."
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A poem having in it any element of greatness is likely

to arouse many questions with regard to the poetic art

in general, and certain in that case to ilhistiate them with

fresh lights of its own. This of Victor Hugo's at once

suggests two points of frequent and fruitless debate

between critics of the higher kind. The first, whether

poetry and politics are irreconcilable or not ; the second,

whether art should prefer to deal with things unmediate

or with things remote. Upon both sides of either question

it seems to me that even wise men have ae now been

led from errors of theory to errors of decision. The well-

known formula of art for arrs sake, opposed as it has

ever been to the practice of the poet who was so long

credited with its authorship, has like other doctrines a

true side to it and an untrue. Taken as an afiirmative,

it is a precious and everlasting truth. No work of art

has any worth or life in it that is not done on the abso-

lute terms of art ; that is not before ail things and above

all things a work of positive excellence as judged by the

laws of the special art to whose laws it is amenable. If

the rules and conditions of that art be not observed, or

if the work done be not great and perfect enough to rank

among its triumphs, the poem, picture, statue, is a failure

irredeemable and inexcusable by any show or any proof

of high purpose and noble meaning. The rule of an is

not the rule of morals ; in morals the action is judged by

the intention, the doer is applauded, excused, or con-

demned, according to the mouve which induced his deed :

in art, the one question is not what you mean but what

you do. Therefore, as I have said elsewhere, the cce

primary requisite of art is artistic worth ; "art for art's
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sake first, and then all things shall be added to her—or

if not, it is a matter of quite secondary importance ; but

from him that has not this one indispensable quality of

the artist, shall be taken away even that which he has

;

whatever merit of aspiration, sentiment, sincerity, he may

naturally possess, admirable and serviceable as in other

lines of work it might have been and yet may be, is here

unprofitable and unpraiseworthy." Thus far we are at

one with the preachers of "art for art;" we prefer for

example Goethe to Korner and Sappho to Tyrtaeus ; we

would give many patriots for one artist, considering that

civic virtue is more easily to be had than lyric genius,

and that the hoarse monotony of verse lowered to the

level of a Spartan understanding, however commendable

such verse may be for the doctrine delivered and the duty

inculcated upon all good citizens, is of less than no value

to art, while there is a value beyond price and beyond

thought in the Lesbian music which spends itself upon

the record of fleshly fever and amorous malady. We
admit then that the worth of a poem has properly nothing

to do with its moral meaning or design ; that the praise

of a Caesar as sung by Virgil, of a Stuart as sung by

Dryden, is preferable to the most magnanimous invective

against tyranny which love of country and of liberty

could wring from a Bavius or a Settle ; but on the other

. hand we refuse to admit that art of the highest kind may

not ally itself with moral or religious passion, with the

ethics or the politics of a nation or an age. It does not

detract from the poetic supremacy of ^schylus and of

Dante, of Milton and of Shelley, that they should have

been pleased to put their art to such use ; nor does it de-
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tract firan the soTCxe^ greatn^s of other poets tiiat they

dKxddhaTehadiioiioteof sc»g for anysudi theme. In

a void, the doctrine erf* ait for ait is true in the positive

sense, £dse in die n^ative ; sound as an afimnation, un-

sound as a jHxdiilMtiiML If it be not tiue that die only

abscJnte duty <£ ait is the duty she owes to heisd^ then

must ait be d^endent <m die alien conditions dL subject

and d[ aim ; niioeas she is dependent on hetself alone,

and on notlung above her ox boieath ; by her own law

she must stand or Ml, and to that al<»e die is reqmn-

sible ; by no odier law can any w(xk of ait be condemned,

by no other plea can it be saved. But vdiile we refuse

to any aitist <m any plea the ficense to infringe in the

least aitide the letter iA this law, to oveilof^ cr oveipass

it in the pursuit of any fordgn pmpose, we do not leliise

to him the libeity <^ bringing within the range dL it any

subject that under these cmiditions maybe so brought

and incfaided within his {Htqter scope of w(x^ This

libm^ the vasxL who take " ait for ait " as their motto,

u^ng the words in an exclusive sense, would rdfiise to

cmicede; they see with perfect clearness and accuracy

that ait can never be a "handmaid" of any '*l<xd," as

the iiKMalist, {Hetist, or poIitidaB would fein have her be;

and dioefore tii^will not allow that she can propedy be

even so mudi as an ally of anjFthing else. So on the one

side we have the judges who judge of ait by her capacity

to serve some other good end than the production of

good work ; these would leave us for instance King John,

but would assuredly deprive us of As You like It ; the

national devotion and patriotic fire <^ King Houy V.

would sufiBoe in their estimation to set it &r above the
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sceptic and inconclusive meditations of Hamlet, the point-

less and aimless beauty of A Midsummer Night's Dream.

On the other side we have the judges who would ostracise

every artist found guilty of a moral sense, of the political

faith or the religious emotion of patriots and heroes;

whose theory would raze tl.e Persas from the scroll of

^schylus, and leave us nothing of Dante but the Vita

Nuova, of Milton but the Allegro and Penseroso, of

Shelley but the Skylark and the Cloud. In consistency

the one order of fanatics would expel from the poetic

commonwealth such citizens as Coleridge and Keats, the

other would disfranchise such as Burns and Byron. The

simple truth is that the question at issue t)etween them is

that illustrated by the old child's parable of the gold and

silver shield. Art is one, but the service of art is diverse.

It is equally foolish to demand of a Goethe, a Keats, or

a Coleridge, the proper and natural work of a Dante, a

Milton, or a Shelley, as to invert the demand ; to arraign

the Divina Commedia in the name of Faust, the Sonnet

on the Massacres in Piedmont in the name of the Ode

on a Grecian Urn, or the Ode to Liberty in the name of

Kubla Khan. I know nothing stranger in the history of

criticism than the perversity even of eminent and ex-

quisite critics in persistent condemnation of one great

artist for his deficiency in the qualities of another. It is

not that critics of the higher kind expect to gather grapes

of thorns or figs of thistles ; but they are too frequently

surprised and indignant that they cannot find grapes on

a fig-tree or figs on a vine. M. Auguste Vacquerie has

remarked before me on this unreasonable expectation and

consequent irritation of the critical mind, with his usual
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bright and swift sense of the truth

—

z. quality which

we are sure to find when a good artist has occasion to

speak of his own ait and the theories current with respect

to it In this matter proscription and prescription are

alike unavailing; it is equally futile to bid an artist forego

the natural bent of his genius or to bid him assume the

natural office of another. If the spirit or genius proper

to himself move him for instance to write political poetry,

he will write it ; if it bid him abstain from any such theme

and write only on personal or ideal subjects, tiaen also

he will obey ; or if ever he attempt to force his genius

into uimatuial service, constrain it to some alien duty,

the most praiseworthy purpose imaginable will not suffice

to put life or worth into the work so done. Art knows

nothing of choice between the two kinds or prrference of

the one to the other ; she asks only that the artist shall

" follow his star " with the faith and the fer\our of Dante,

whether it lead him on a path Uke or unlike the way of

Dante's work ; the ministers of either tribe, the savours

of either sacrifice, are equally excellent in her sight

The question whether past or present afford the

highest matter for high poetry and offer the noblest re-

ward to the noble workman has been as loudly and as

long debated, but is really less debateable on any rational

ground than the question of the end and aim of art It

is but lost labour that the champions on one side summon

us to renounce the present and all its works, and return

to bathe our spirits in the purer air and U\ing springs of

the past ; it is but waste of breath for the champions of

the other party to bid us break the yoke and cast oft the

bondage of that past, leave the dead to bui}- their dead.
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and turn from the dust and rottenness of old-world themes,

epic or romantic, classical or feudal, to face the age where-

in we live and move and have our being, to send forth

our souls and songs in search of the wonderful and

doubtful future. Art knows nothing of time ; for her

there is but one tense, and all ages in her sight are alike

present ; there is nothing old in her sight, and nothing

new. It is true, as the one side urges, that she fears not

to face the actual aspect of the hour, to handle if it please

her the immediate matters of the day • it is true, as the

other side insists, that she is free to go back when she

will to the very beginnings of tradition and fetch her

.

subject from the furthest of ancient days ; she cannot be

vulgarised by the touch of the present or deadened by

the contact of the past. In vain, for instance, do the first

poetess of England and the first poet of America agree

to urge upon their fellows or their followers the duty of

confronting and expressing the spirit and the secret of

their own time, its meaning and its need ; such work is

wortliy of a poet, but no worthier than any other work

that has in it the principle of life. And a poem of the past,

if otherwise as good, has in it as much of this principle as

a poem of the present. If a poem cast in the mould of

classic or feudal times, of Greek drama or mediaeval

romance, be lifeless and worthless, it is not because the

subject or the form was ancient, but because the poet

was inadequate to his task, incompetent to do better than

a flat and feeble imitation ; had he been able to fill the

old types of art with new blood and breath, the remote-

ness of subject and the antiquity of form would in no

wise have impaired the worth and reality of his work ; he
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would have brought close to us the far-off loveliness and

renewed for us the ancient life of his models, not by

mechanical and servile transcript as of a cop}Tng clerk,

but by lo\-ing and reverent emulation as of an original

fdlow-craftsman. No form is obsolete, no subject out of

date, if the right man be there to rehandle it To the

question "Can these bones live?" there is but one

answer ; if the spirit and breath of art be breathed upon

them indeed, and the voice prophesjing upon them be

indeed the voice of 2 prophet, then assuredly will the

bones " come together, bone to his bone ;
^ and the

sinews and the flesh will come up upon them, and the

skin cover them above, and the breath come into them,

and they will live. For art is very life itself, and knows

nothing of death ; she is absolute truth, and takesjio

care of feet ; she sees that Achilles and XJlysses are even

now more actual by far than Wellington and Tallej-rand ;

not merely more noble and more interesting as types and

figures, but more positive and real ; and thus it is (as

Victor Hugo has himself so finely instanced it) ** that

Trimalchio is ahve, while the late M. Romieu is dead."*

Vain as is the warning of certain critics to beware of the

present and abstain from its immediate \-ulgarities and

realities, not less \-ain, however nobly meant or nobly

worded, is the counter admonition to " mistrust the poet
"

who " tnmdles back his soul " some centuries to sing of

chiefs and ladies " as dead as must be, for the greater

part, the poems made on their heroic bones ; " for if he

be a poet indeed, these will at once be reclothed with

instant flesh and reinspired with immediate breath, as pre-

sent and as true, as palpable and as precious, as any-
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thing most near and real ; and if the heroic bones be still

fleshless and the heroic poems lifeless, the fault is not in

the bones but in the poems, not in the theme but in the

singer. As vain it is, not indeed to invite the muse to

new spheres and fresher fields whither also she will surely

and gladly come, but to bid her "migrate from Greece

and Ionia, cross out those immensely overpaid accounts,

that matter of Troy, and Achilles' wrath, and Eneas',

Odysseus' wanderings ;
" forsake her temples and castles

of old for the new quarters which doubtless also suit her

well and make her welcome ; for neither epic nor romance

of chivalrous quest or classic war is obsolete yet, or ever

can be ; there is nothing in the past extinct ; no scroll is

" closed for ever," no legend or vision of Hellenic or

feudal faith " dissolved utterly like an exhalation : " all

that ever had life in it has life in it for ever ; those themes

only are dead which never were other than dead. " She

has left them all, and is here ; " so the prophet of the new

world vaunts himself in vain ; she is there indeed, as he

says, " by thud of machinery and shrill steam-whistle un-

dismayed—smiling and pleased, with palpable intent to

stay
;
" but she has not needed for that to leave her old

abodes; she is not a dependent creature of time or place,

" servile to all the skiey influences ;
" she need not climb

mountains or cross seas to bestow on all nations at once

the light of her countenance ; she is omnipresent and

eternal, and forsakes neither Athens nor Jerusalem,

Camelot nor Troy, Argonaut nor Crusader, to dwell as

she does with eciual good-will among modern appliances

in London and New York. All times and all ])laces are

one to her ; the stuff she deals with is eternal, and eter-
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naUy Ac same ; no time or theme is inapt for her, no

post or present preferable.

We do not therefore rate this present book higher or

lower because it deals with actual politics and matter of

the immediate day. It is true that to all who put their

faith and hope in the republican principle it must bring

comfort and encouragement, a sense of strength and a

specialty of pleasure, quite apart from the delight in its

beauty and power; but it is not on this ground that

we would base its claim to the reverent study and thank-

ful admiration of men. The first and last thing to be

noted in it is the fact of its artistic price and poetic

greatness. Those who share the faith and the devotion

of the writer have of course good reason to rejoice that

the first poet of a great age, the foremost voice of a great

nation, should speak for them in the ears of the world

;

that the highest poetry of their time should take up the

cause they have at heart, and set their belief to music.

To have with us Victor Hugo in the present as we have

MQton and Shelley in the past is not a matter to be

lightly prized. WTiether or not we may be at one with

the master-singer on all points is a matter of less weight

;

whether we have leamt to look to Rome or to Paris,

regenerate and redeemed firom imperial or sacerdotal

damnation, for the future light and model of repubhcan

Europe, we can receive with equal sjonpathy the heroic

utterance of the greatest Frenchman's trust in the country

and the city of the Revolution. Xot now, after so many
days of darkness, after so many stages of terror and pity,

can any lover of France be inclined to cavil at the utmost

expression of loyalty, the utmost passion, of worship,

£
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line ; they ask God for nothing but his sun ; it is enough

for httle Jeanne that the sky should be blue. Over his

son's and their father's grave the poet sees two little

figures darkened by the dim shadow and gilded by the

vague light of the dead. He speaks to them sweet and

sublime words of blessing and of prophecy ; of the glad

heavenly ignorance that is theirs now, of the sad great

knowledge that must be one day theirs. With the last

and loftiest notes of that high soft music in our ears, we

will leave off our labour of citation and exposition.

" They will live to know," he says, " how man must live

with his fate at the mercy of chance, in such fashion that

he may find liereafter the truth of things conform to his

vision of them here."

" Moi-meme un jour, apres la mort, je connaitrai

Mon destin que j' ignore,

Et je me pencherai sur vous, tout penetre

De mystere et d'aurore.

Je saurai le secret de I'exil, du linceul

Jete sur votre enfance,

Et pourquoi la justice et la douceur d'un seul

Semble a tous une offense.

Je comprendrai pourquoi, tandis que vous chantiez,

-' Dans mes branches funebres,

Moi qui pour tous les niaux veux toutes les pities,

T'avais tant de tenebres.
I

•'

Je saurai pourquoi I'ombre implacable est sur moi,

Pourquoi tant d'hccatombcs,

Pourquoi I'hiver sans fin m'enveloppe, pourquoi

Je m'accrois sur des tombes
;

Pourquoi tant de coml)ats, de larmes, de regrets,

Et tant de tristes clioses
;

Et pourquoi Dieu voulut (jue je fusse un cypres

Ouand vous eliez des roses."
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A poem having in it any element of greatness is likely

to arouse many questions with regard to the poetic art

in general, and certain in that case to illustrate them with

fresh lights of its own. This of Victor Hugo's at once

suggests two points of frequent and fruitless debate

between critics of the higher kind. The first, whether

poetry and politics are irreconcilable or not ; the second,

whether art should prefer to deal with things immediate

or with things remote. Upon both sides of either question

it seems to me that even wise men have ere now been

led from errors of theory to errors of decision. The well-

known formula of art for art's sake, opposed as it has

ever been to the practice of the poet who was so long

credited with its authorship, has like other doctrines a

true side to it and an untrue. Taken as an affirmative,

it is a precious and everlasting truth. Xo work of art

has any wonh or hfe in it that is not done on the abso-

lute terms of art ; that is not before all things and above

all things a work of positive excellence as judged by the

laws of the special art to whose laws it is amenable. If

the rules and conditions of that art be not observed, or

if the work done be not great and perfect enough to rank

among its triumphs, the poem, picture, statue, is a failure

irredeemable and inexcusable by any show or any proof

of high purpose and noble meaning. The rule of art is ^"^

not the rule of morals ; in morals the action is judged by

the intention, the doer is applauded, excused, or con-

demned, according to the motive which induced his deed ;

in art, the one question is not what you mean but what

you do. Therefore, as I have said elsewhere, the one
*"'^

primary requisite of art is artistic worth ;
" art for art's
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game of the Catholic faction and let loose upon free Italy

the soldiers of the Republic as the bloodhounds of the

Church—to have avowed and noted this as the first and

strongest link in the fatal chain of cause and effect wound

up from Mentana to Sedan, could but have given fresh

point and fresh profit to the fiery proclamation of France

rearisen and redeemed. Then the philosophy and

patriotism of the poet would not have been liable to the

imputation of men who are now led to confound them

with the common cries and conceits of that national

egotism which has led to destruction the purblind and

rapacious policy of sword-play and tongue-play. As it

is, if ever tempted to find fault with the violence of de-

votion which insists on exalting above all names the name

of Paris—Paris entire, and Paris alone—without alloy or

reserve of blame or regret for its follies and falsities, 1
its windy vanities and rootless restless mobility of mind,

to qualify the praise of its faith and ardour in pursuit of

the light, we may do well to consider that this hymn of

worship is raised rather to the ideal city, the archetypal

nation, the symbolic people, of which he has prophesied

in that noble dithyrambic poem in prose prefixed

originally to the book called " Paris Guide." Whether or

not that prophecy be accepted as a prediction, the

speaker cannot fairly be accused of making his voice the

mere echo of the blatant ignorance and strident self-

assertion of the platform. Not but that some sharper ;

word of warning or even of rebuke might perhaps have

profitably tempered the warmth of his loyal and filial ac-
;

clamation. With this, and with some implied admission

of those good as well as evil elements in the composition
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of the German empire and army which gave his enemies

their strength, the intellectual and historical aspect of the

poem would be complete and unassailable. From all

other points of view it stands out in perfect unity of re-

lief, as an absolute type of what poetry can do ^^^th a

tragic or epic subject of the poet's own time. For a

continuous epic or tragedy he gives us in appearance a

series of lyric episodes which once completed and

harmonized are seen to fulfil the conditions and compose

the structure of a great and single work of art. Thus

only can such a work be done in simple and sensible

accordance with that imwritten law of right which is to

the artist as a natural and physical instinct.

We accept then without reserve this great gift, for

which the student can pay but thanks to the master

whose payment from the world is the hatred of base men

and the love of noble. In the mighty roll of his works

we recognise at once that it must hold a high place for

ever. That intense moral passion which may elsewhere

have overflowed the bounds and " o'er-informed the

tenement " of drama or romance has here a full vent in

its proper sphere. This sovereign quality of the pro-

phet is a glorious and dangerous quality for a poet. The

burning impulse and masterful attraction of the soul

towards ideas of justice and mercy, which make a man
dedicate his genius to the immediate office of consolation

and the immediate ser\'ice of right, must be liable at times

to divert the course of his work and impair the pro-

cess of his art To those who accused him of not

imitating in his plays the method of that supreme

dramatist in whom he professed his faith, Victor Hugo
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has well answered that it was not his part to imitate

Shakespeare or any man ; that the proof of vitality and

value in the modern drama was that it had a life and a

form, a body and a soul of its own. Nevertheless we may

notice, with all reverence for the glorious dramatic work

and fame of the first poet of our age, that on one point

he might in some men's judgment have done well to

follow as far as was possible to his own proper genius the

method of Shakespeare. The ideal dramatist, an arche-

type once incarnate and made actual in the greatest of

all poets, has no visible preferences ; in his capacity of

artist he is incapable of personal indignation or pre-

dilection \ as Keats with subtle truth and sovereign

insight has remarked, he " has as much delight in con-

ceiving an lago as an Imogen." ^ For the time being,

throughout the limits of his design, he maintains in awful

equanimity of apparent abstraction the high indifference

of nature or of God. Evil and good, and things and men,

are in his hands as clay in the potter's, and he moulds

them to the use and purpose of his art alone. What

men are, and what their doings and their sufferings, he

shows you face to face, and not as in a glass darkly ; to

you he leaves it to comment on the action and passion

set before you, to love or hate, applaud or condemn, the

agents and the patients of his mundane scheme, wide as

time and space, hell-deep and heaven-high. It is for you,

if you please, to take part with Imogen or Desdemona

against lago or lachimo, with Arthur or Cordelia against

Goneril or King John ; he is for all men, inasmuch as

all are creatures and parcels of himself as artist, and of

' Life and Letters of John Keats, vol. i. p. 221, ed. 1848.
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that ait which ''itsdf is natnre;" he is iKit more Iw
Bratns than for Antonj. for Portia ox Yofammia dian for

Cleo{ntnL This supreme office, it is evident can

scaiody be fiilfilled bj a poet of whom it is possible for

his most kmi^ disd;^ and die son of his adc^idonto

saj, as Ai^;uste Vacqaede has said ^ Victor Hi^o^ that

an his woiks aie acts of paUic¥iitiKandcfaaxitj, diathis

bo(^ are omseciated to die stoifyand die rdief of all

snfferii^yi, diat his plays are dedicated to all die outcast

and dxsinheiited of die world. It is the general presence

and predominance i& this predeteiminate andfwqpense

design whidi has exposed his maireDoas wo^ to die

cfaaige of too ddiberate and mechanical preparation, too

stndioas premeditation iA eiect, too carefbl preoccupa-

tion of resolL This in &ct is die sum and sense of diose

imputations of calculated extzaTagance <x {Heamceited

pathos and puppetry of passicm done to «d£T, outer heat

of aitifidal fire with inner firost of ^Hiitual odd, cast

upc» him by the (Mily two £unoos men, anm^ manj
in£unous and obscure, who have attempted to impo^
his greatness. But die most derout bdiiever in Goedie's

or in Heine's judgment, if not biind as well as devout,

must allow that the edge of their criticism is scx&ewhat

blunted by the £tct that in the same breadi di^ decry

with loud and acrid Titdence of accent die man generally

acknowledged as chief poet of his age and country, and

extol in his place the names di such other Frenchman as

no countryman (rf* th^ own outside their private social

set <R- literaiy pai^ could hear cited as his rivals witiMxit

a smile. If &ult be found in our heating by any critic

of goieral note and repute with snne allied shcHt-

cxxoing in the gouus at defect in the wc^onanship of
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Shakespeare, of Michel Angelo, or of Handel, the force

of the objection will be somewhat taken off when we find

that the eminent fault-finder proposes to exalt in their

stead as preferable objects of worship the works of

Racine, of Guido, or of Rossini ; and in like manner we

are constrained to think less of the objections taken to

Hugo by the Jupiter of Weimar and the Aristophanes of

Germany, when we find that Goethe off"ers us as a substi-

tute for his Titanic sculptures the exquisite jewellery and

faultless carvings of Prosper Merimee ;
as though one

should offer to supplant the statuary "in that small

chapel of the dim St. Laurence," not by that of the Pan-

athenaic series, but by the white marble shrine of Orcagna

in which the whole legend of the life of Mary is so

tenderly and wonderfully wrought in little ;
while Heine

would give us, for the sun of that most active and pas-

sionate genius, its solar strength and heat, its lightning

and its light, the intermittent twinkle of a planet now

fiery as a shooting star, now watery as a waning moon-

sweet indeed and bright for the space of its hour, and

anon fallen as an exhalation in some barren and quaking

bog ; would leave to France, in lieu of the divine and

hum'an harmony and glory of Hugo's mighty line, the

fantastic tenderness and ardent languor, the vacuous

monotonous desire and discontent, the fitful and febrile

beauty of Alfred de Musset.

But whether or not there be reason in the objection

that even such great works as " Marion de Lorme " and

"Ruy Bias" are comparatively discoloured by this moral

earnestness and strenuous preference of good to evil, or

that besides this alleged distortion and diversion of art
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from its proper line of work, too much has been sacrificed

or at least subordinated to the study of stage surprises

conveyed in a constant succession of galvanic shocks, as

though to atone for neglect or violation of dramatic duty

and the inner law of artistic growth and poetic propriety

by excess of outward and theatrical observance of effect

;

whether or not these and such-like deductions may be

made from the fame of this great poet as dramatist or as

noveHst, in such a book as that now before us this quality

is glorious only and dangerous no more. The partisanship

which is the imperfection of a play is the perfection of a

war-song or other national lyric, be it of lamentation, of

exhortation, or of triumph. This book of song takes its

place beyond question beside the greatest on that lyric

list which reaches from the " Odes et Ballades " to the

" Chansons des Rues et des Bois ;" such a list of labours

and triumphs as what other lyrist can show ? First come
the clear boyish notes of prelude, songs of earliest faith

and fancy, royalist and romantic ; then the brilliant vivid

ballads, full already of supple harmonies and potent mas-

teries of music, of passion and sentiment, force and grace

;

then the auroral resonance and radiance of the luminous

" Orientales," the high and tender cadences of the

" Feuilles d'Automne," the floating and changing melodies

of the " Chants du Crepuscule," the fervent and intimate

echoes of the " Voix Inte'rieures," the ardent and subtle

refractions of " Les Rayons et les Ombres ;
" each in es-

pecial of these two latter books of song crowned by one

of the most perfect lyrics in all the world of art for sweet-

ness and sublimity—the former by those stanzas on the

sound of the unseen sea by night, which have in them
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the very heart and mystery of darkness, the very music

and the very passion of wave and wind ; the other by

that most wonderful and adorable poem in which all the

sweet and bitter madness of love strong as death is dis-

tilled into deathless speech, the little lyric tragedy of

Gastibelza : next, after many silent or at least songless

years, the pealing thunders and blasting sunbeams of the

" Chatiments : " then a work yet wider and higher and

deeper than all these, the marvellous roll of the "Con-

templations," having in it all the stored and secret

treasures of youth and age, of thought and faith, of love

and sorrow, of life and death ; with the mystery of the

stars and the sepulchres above them and beneath : then

the terrible and splendid chronicle of human evil and

good, the epic and lyric "Legende des Siecles," with its

infinite variety of action and passion infernal and divine :

then the subtle and full-throated carols of vigorous and

various fancy built up in symmetrical modulation of

elaborate symphonies by vision or by memory among the

woods and streets : and now the sorrowful and stormy

notes of the giant organ whose keys are the months of

this " Annee Terrible." And all these make up but one

division of the Avork of one man's life : and we know that

in the yet unsounded depth of his fathomless genius, as

in the sunless treasure-houses of the sea, there are still

jewels of what price we know not that must in their turn

see light and give light. For these we have a prayer to

put up that the gift of them may not be long delayed.

There are few delights in any life so high and rare as the

subtle and strong delight of sovereign art and poetry
;

there are none more pure and more sublime. To have
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lead die greatest voiks of anj great poet, to hare be-

held or heard die greatest raks of anj great paimer or

mnsidaii, is a possesskm added to the best tfaii^ of life.

As we pi^ omseives for the loss of poems and pktmes

vhidi bare pensfaed, and left of Sa;yliobata ftagment

and of Zemis but a name^ so are we inrtmcd topitjdie

dead vho died too soon to enjogrifae great voiks diatwe

have enjo|ved. Ac eacii nev giofj dot ~ svxos into Ofa

ken" vesor^feei that it is somethn^ to have fiwed to

see tfak too iis& Thosewho m^it have had soch an addi-

tkm to thf good things of their Hie, and were defiranded

of it bf dela;-, have reason to utter ftom the Shades their

gjbostijr complaint and rggoacfa ^?inst the giver vrfxo

vithhdd his ^s. from the wocid tiD they had passed oat

of it, and so made their lives kss bf one good tlm^ and

thatgood tfaii^apleasareof great pace. Weknovdiat
oia- greatest poet hvii^ has \s^ back firmai^ jeazs

some ^a»nplp<t of his MiA ; and mndi as he has i^ven,

we are but the more impefled bf considecatioD of that

imperial mnnifirenre to desire and demand its perfect

ronsmnmation. Let as not have to wait longerthan most

needs be fer thegpft of our pcoansedtreasmes; for die

completiopof diat social andhbtodc tnlogf which has

jet two poits to acrom^feh ; km the i^js whose names

are \yom to os as die names of the lost plafs of ^£schfhiSy

for the poems which aie as the lost poenK of Pindu*;

for the l^it and sustenance, the g|orf and die jof, which

the worid has vet to expect at the han^ of Yictar

Hugo.

1872.
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When fate has allowed to any man more than one great

gift, accident or necessity seems usually to contrive that

one shall encumber and impede the other. It has been

thought, rightly or wrongly, that even the work done by

such supreme men as Michel Angelo and Leonardo was

impaired on this hand or on that by the various and eager

impatience of genius which impelled them alternately

along diverging lines of life and labour. Be that as it

may, there is no room to doubt that such a double-

natured genius as was theirs lies open to a double kind

of attack from the rancorous tribe of weaklings and

dullards. The haters of either light or of any may say

that there cannot be sunlight and moonlight in the same

sky ; that a double-gifted nature must be powerless to

beget as to bear, sterile by excess of organs as by defect,

" like that sweet marble monster of both sexes " beloved

of Shelley as of Gautier : that the time and ardour of

spirit and of hand spent on this way of work must be so

much lost to that other way ; that on neither course can

the runner of a double race attain the goal, but must

needs in both races alike be caught up and resign his

torch to a runner with a single aim. Candid envy and

judicious ignorance will mutually concede something

;
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ttSiea^ tfat hen^^ Imemm ttie fiMHt-KBoe had he let

the ha«Htace be; dae otfae^ tisHt he ini^ hax« liddan

n fisstfaidhe nevd'ltned iBshac&^afaoiL ThMasBOBaoiiQe

idkcshes vildli ihe ichlliuolline of a&l^ < »Mr«ita8iinm the

BmHWflgirsi mho fiJl iMUMilenit at aUanMiiBg qr dmpped bBoe alt

the ttosning-pdiDl. HattEMastthewmaBerara!

r^ixes wH sxire them due ag^—to Bidhafld due

'

of tthecanqpenar im al fire hi3d!s? Xenxlihdkss thu^

base mov amd tdnoni to heaor k astthef

::£ke sndewA them mho ^hDoM kmiw betfto;,

each a sannigle oowbb lom Buss owim fineSd, and benigloldi to

adBBot dsat im tinat ifdld at Iksasit dnef cam be disltainced Ibjp

thebestnaninaiHilheBi

Im oimay ^CTHmallngMa tfisat takes ssss^ heed of theail^

the phcisie of '^gireafiiist ffiriEig foet " or (w^
of TCservatiara^ ^^ixst of hss ag

abootfineeBf ait^fiodl^ie^eB&an^ batifi

ca{iiM'f—be dt ca|WTifg of cmlkiinreoB' cajaioeof i

BstogototdaeinaBmngiopof theddiDoBoan^ise mngst des

cnde iKhat qpnfides ase of iESt mecsas^ fiv the best poett^

aoad pcoceedto tsfhamhss: the rtamMnna: cam be soDcfy

said to pofisiess tthesm. Tanoefij is a lase amd hi^ qnaj^,

'

tant poets of tiaeiist CEderhaxehaditttfeflrnameof k;

wiiBi£S$ Keats amd Coflexidge i imsen ottheEmnsegireater tdiom

these hare had inamch, amd jet hnre &ikm &r short <ifthe

i&fflalpiiace anKimg poets heDd hf these; mildiKss %iom
andSooUL But imalgteatpoets thetenomstbean aideitt

,
a heat of ^piiditiDQi]l IKie ggaidiiin^ mithoiDrit cob-

tdhie bodiillf g^nnce cf muotkn, mhikh ^hdll £^
id ponror to tiiieiir lesst voEk;
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cannot be weak and force that will not be rough. There

must be an instinct and a resolution of excellence which

will allow no shortcoming or malformation of thought or

word : there must also be so natural a sense of right as to

make any such deformity or defect impossible, and leave

upon the work done no trace of any effort to avoid or to

achieve. It must be serious, simple, perfect ; and it

must be thus by evident and native impulse. The mark

of painstaking as surely lowers the level of style as any

sign of negligence ; in the best work there must be no

trace of a laborious or a languid hand.

In all these points the style of Mr. Rossetti excels-^

that of any English poet of our day. It has the fullest

fervour and fluency of impulse, and the impulse is always

towards harmony and perfection. It has the inimitable

note of instinct, and the instinct is always high and right.

It carries weight enough to overbear the style of a weaker

man, but no weight of thought can break it, no subtlety

of emotion attenuate, no ardour of passion deface. It

can breathe unvexed in the finest air and pass unsinged

through the keenest fire ; it has all the grace of perfect

force and all the force of perfect grace. It is sinuous as

water or as light, flexible and penetrative, delicate and

rapid ; it works on its way without halt or jar or collapse.

And in plain strength and weight of sense and sound these

faultless verses exceed those of faultier workmen who

earn their effects by their defects ; who attain at times and

by fits to some memorable impression of thought upon

speech and speech upon memory, at the cost generally

of inharmonious and insuflicient work. No such coarse

or cheap stuff" is here used as a ground to set off the rich
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surprises of casual ornament and intermittent embroidery.

The woof of each poem is perfect, and the flowers that

flash out from this side or from that seem not so much

interwoven with the thread of it or set in the soil, as

grown and sprung by mere nature from the ground, under

inevitable rains and sunbeams of the atmosphere which

bred them.

It is said sometimes that a man may have a strong

and perfect style who has nothing to convey worth con-

veyance under cover of it. This is indeed a favourite

saying of men who have no words in which to convey the

thoughts which they have not ; of men bom dumb who

express by grunts and chokes the inexpressible eloquence

which is not in them, and would fain seem to labour in

miscarriage of ideas which they have never conceived.

But it remains for them to prove as well as assert that
U ...

beauty and power of expression can accord with empti-

ness or sterility of matter, or that impotence of articulation

must imply depth and wealth of thought. This flattering

unction the very foolishest of malignants will hardly in

this case be able to lay upon the corrosive sore which he

calls his soul : the ulcer of ill-will must rot unrelieved

by the rancid ointment of such fiction. Hardly could a

fool here or a knave there fail to see or hope to deny the

fulhiess of living thought and subtle strength of nature

underlying this veil of radiant and harmonious words.

It is on the other side that attack might be looked

for from the more ingenious enemies of good work : and

of these there was never any lack. Much of Mr. Rossetti's

work is so intense in aim, so delicate and deep in signi-

ficance, so exuberant in offshoot and undergrowth of
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sentiment and thought, that even the sweet lucidity and

steady current of his style may not suffice to save it from

the charges of darkness and difficulty. He is too great a

master of speech to incur the blame of hard or tortuous

expression ; and his thought is too sound and pure to be

otherwise dark than as a deep well-spring at noon may

be even where the sun is strongest and the water brightest.

In its furthest depth there is nothing of weed or of mud
;

whatever of haze may seem to quiver there is a weft of

the sun's spinning, a web not of woven darkness but of

molten light. But such work as this can be neither un-

woven nor recast by any process of analysis. The infinite

depth and wealth of life which breathes and plays among

these songs and sonnets cannot be parcelled and portioned

out for praise or comment. This " House of Life " has

in it so many mansions, so many halls of state and bowers

of music, chapels for worship and chambers for festival,

that no guest can declare on a first entrance the secret of

its scheme. Spirit and sense together, eyesight and

hearing and thought, are absorbed in splendour of sounds

and glory of colours distinguishable only by delight. But

the scheme is solid and harmonious ; there is no waste in

this luxury of genius : the whole is lovelier than its

loveliest part. Again and again may one turn the leaves

in search of some one poem or some two which may be

chosen for sample and thanksgiving ; but there is no

choice to be made. Sonnet is poured upon sonnet, and

song hands on the torch to song; and each in turn (as

another poet has said of the lark's note falling from the

height of dawn)

" Rings like a golden jewel down a golden stair."
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Tbeie are no poems of die das& in Ei:^;lish—I doubt if

tibere be any even in Dante's Italian—so dch at once

and ptne. Their gcrfden aflhiesM% erf* images and jeind-

ooloored iraids never once disguises diefinn oodine, the

justice and chastity fA fonn. No nakedness could be

UKxe hamMNiioas, mcKe consummate in its fleshlj scnlp-

tDDte;, than the imperial aziaj and <HnanMnt of this a]^;ast

poetry. Mailed in gold as iA die mmnii^ and giidled

with gems k£ strange water, the beandfiil body as erf" a

carven goddess ^t^voK. throng them tangiUe and taint-

less, widKmt ^pot or de&nh. There is not a jewd here

bat it fits, not a bean^ but it sobsetres an end. There

seems no stoqr in this sequence of sonnets, yet they h(dd

in them all the acti(m and passion of a spiritual histny

widi tia^ stages and d^iac pauses and fync modems of

the YixvB% sooL Their earnest subdedes and exquisifee

aidoms recall to mind die sonnets of Shakespeare;

poems in dieir way miapptaarhable, and here in no wise

imitated. Shakespeare's have at times a &r m«e
passionate and instant f<Mce, a sharper note of ddi^t or

agony or mj^slery, fear ot deare « roncxse—a keener

tnith and move pungent simpleness <^ sodden jduas^

with toadies s£ sound and flashes of l^t beytmd all

reach ; Mr. Rossetti's have a nobler fnDness 61 form, a
mme statdy and shap^ beauty of build: they are of a
pcrer and less tmbid water than the otheis are at times,

and not less fervent when more serene than they; the

subject-matter of them is sweet throo^^hout, rtsitm-^\ always

and clear, howeva intense and fine in remote and ddicate

mtncacy erf" :^[Hritnal stuC Hiere is nodiing here which

may not be fdt fay zsxy stndoit who can grasp die snfade

r
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sense of it in full, as a just thing and admirable, fit for

the fellowship of men's feelings ; if men indeed have in

them enough of noble fervour and loving deHcacy, enough

of truth and warmth in the blood and breath of their souls,

enough of brain and heart for such fellow-feeling. For

something of these they must have to bring with them

who would follow the radiant track of this verse through

brakes of flowers and solitudes of sunlight, past fountains

hidden under green bloom of leaves, beneath roof-work

of moving boughs where song and silence are one music.

All passion and regret and strenuous hope and fiery con-

templation, all beauty and glory of thought and vision,

are built into this golden house where the life that reigns

is love ; the very face of sorrow is not cold or withered,

but has the breath of heaven between its fresh live lips

and the light of pure sweet blood in its cheeks ; there is

a glow of summer on the red leaves of its regrets and the

starry frost-flakes of its tears. Resignation and fruition,

. forethought and afterthought, have one voice to sing with

in many keys of spirit. A more bitter sweetness of sin-

cerity was never pressed into verse than beats and burns

here under the veil and girdle of glorious words ; there

are no poems anywhere of more passionate meditation or

vision more intense than those on "Lost Days," "Vain

Virtues," " The Sun's Shame ;
" none of more godlike

grace and sovereign charm than those headed " New-bom

Death, '
" A Superscription," " A Dark Day," " Known

in Vain," " The One Hope." And of all splendid and

profound love-poetry, what is there more luminous or

more deep in sense and spirit than the marvellous opening

cycle of twenty-eight sonnets, which embrace and express
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all sorrow and all joy of passion in union, of outer love

and inner, triumphant or dejected or piteous or at peace ?

No one till he has read these knows all of majesty

and melody, ail of energy and emotion, all of supple

and agnificant loveliness, all of tender cunning and

exquisite strength, which our language can show at need

in j^oof of its |X)wers and uses. The birth of love,

his eucharistic presence, his supreme vision, his utter

imion in flesh and spirit, the secret of the sanctuary of

his heart, his louder music and his lower, his graver and

his lighter seasons; aU work of love and all play, all

dreams and devices of his memory and his belief^ all

fiiller and emptier hours from the first which longs for

him to the last which loses, all change of lights from his

midday to his moonrise, all his foreknowledge of evil

things and good, all glad and sad hours of his night-

watches, aU the fear and ardour which feels and fights

against the advent of his difference and dawn of his

division, aU agonies and consolations that embitter and

allay the wounds of his mortal hour ; the pains of

breach and death, the songs and visions of the wilderness

of his penance, the wood of desolation made beautifiil and

iHtter by the same remembrance, haunted by shadows of

the same hours for sorrow and for solace, and beyond all

the light of the unaccomplished hour which missed its

chance in one life to meet it in another where the sun-

d«ed spirits revive into reunion ; all these things are here

done into words and sung into hearing of men as they

never were till now. With a most noble and tender power

all forms and colours of the world without are touched

and drawn into service of the spirit; and this with no

F 2
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ingenious abuse of imagery or misuse of figures, but with

such gracious force of imagination that they seem to offer

voluntary service. What interlude more radiant than that

of the "Portrait," more gracious and joyous than the

" Love-Letter," more tender than the remembered " Birth-

Bond," more fervent than the memorial " Day of Love,"

mere delicate than the significance of " Love's Baubles,"

more deep and full than the bitter-sweet " Life-in-Love,"

more soft in spiritual shade of changeful colour than " The

Love-Moon," more subtly solemn in tragic and triumphant

foresight than "The Morrow's Message," more ardent

with finer fires and more tremulous with keener senses

than the sonnets of parting, than "Broken Music" or

" Death-in-Love," ever varied the high delight of verse,

the sublime sustention of choral poetry through the length

of an imperial work ? In the sonnet called " Love-

Sweetness " there is the very honey of pure passion, the

expression and essence of its highest thought and wis-

dom ; and in that called " He and I," the whole pain and

mystery of growing change. Even Shelley never expressed

the inmost sense and mighty heart of music as this poet

has done in " The Monochord." There are no lyrics in

our lyrical English tongue of sweeter power than the least

of these which follow the sonnets. The " Song of the

Bower " is sublime by sheer force of mere beauty ; the

sonorous fluctuation of its measure, a full tide under a

full moon, of passion lit and led by memory to and fro

beneath fiery and showery skies of past and future, has

such depth and weight in its moving music that the echo

of it is as a sea-shell in the mind's ear for ever. Observe

the glorious change of note from the delicate colour of
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the second stanza to the passionate colour of the third

;

the passage from soft bright symbols to the actual fire of

vision and burning remembrance; from the shelter of

soul under soul and the mirror of tears wherein heart

sees heart, to the grasp and glow of

** Large lovely arms and a neck like a tower "

growing incarnate upon the sight of memory ; and again

to the deep dim witness and warning, the foresight and

regret which lighten and darken the ways of coming life.

This is perhaps, for style at once ample and simple, the

noblest song of all; yet it is but one of many noble.

Among these others I find none which clings by itself so

long and close to the mind as one outside their circle

—

the song of the sea-beach, called " Even So ;

" it dies out

with a suppressed sigh like the last breath or heartbeat of

a yearning weak-winged -wand. "A Little While" is

hea\y with all the honey of foretasted sorrow, sweeter in

its aftertaste than the joy resigned, ^vith a murmur beyond

music in its speech. The perfect pity of the two last lines

has the touch on it of plain truth and patience

;

" I'll tell thee when the end is come

How we may best forget."

In " Plighted Promise " and " Love-Lily " the white flame

of delight breathes and trembles in a subtler air, with a

sure and faultless charm of motion. I like the first stanza

of " Sudden Light " better than the second and third,

admirably as they are fashioned and set to the music of

the thought : they have less seeming effusion of an instant

insuppressible sense of memory ; and the touches of colour

and odour and sound in it are almost too fine in their
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When fate has allowed to any man more than one great

gift, accident or necessity seems usually to contrive that

one shall encumber and impede the other. It has been

thought, rightly or wrongly, that even the work done by

such supreme men as Michel Angelo and Leonardo was

impaired on this hand or on that by the various and eager

impatience of genius which impelled them alternately

along diverging lines of life and labour. Be that as it

may, there is no room to doubt that such a double-

natured genius as was theirs lies open to a double kind

of attack from the rancorous tribe of weaklings and

dullards. The haters of either light or of any may say

that there cannot be sunlight and moonlight in the same

sky ; that a double-gifted nature must be powerless to

beget as to bear, sterile by excess of organs as by defect,

" hke that sweet marble monster of both sexes " beloved

of Shelley as of Gautier : that the time and ardour of

spirit and of hand spent on this way of work must be so

much lost to that other way ; that on neither course can

the runner of a double race attain the goal, but must

needs in both races alike be caught up and resign his

torch to a runner with a single aim. Candid envy and

judicious ignorance will mutually concede something

;
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tbe (me, that he might have won the foot-race had he let

the hocse-race be; the other, that he might have ridden

in fiist had he never tried his luci afooL That assmance

refreshes with the restwative of a &Ise consolaticHi die

nmneis who fell impotent at starting or dropped lame at

the tnming-poinL Hateful as the winner of a single prize

most be to than, how can tfaev bear

—

M shutting their

ejres will save them the sight—to behold the coronation

of the aHiqaacR- in all five heats ? Nevertheless they

have now and thai to bear it as ther may : though some
take side with than who should know better, having won
each a single crown in his own field, and being loth to

admit that in that field at least they can be distanced by
the best man in another.

In every generation that takes any heed of the art,

the |Arase of " greatest li^-ing poet " cw (with a difiaence

of reservation) " first of his age and country " is flung

about fieely and foolishly oiough : but M more than mere
caprice—be it caprice of culture or caprice of ignraance

—

is to go to the making up of the definition, we must de-

cide what quaHdes are of first necessity for the best poet,

and proceed to try how fer the claimant can be surelv

said to possess them. Variety is a rare and high quality.
'

but poets of the first order have had litde or none of it

;

witness Keats and Coleridge ; men otherwise greater than

these have had much, and yet have fellai isi sh<Kt <rf the

final place among poets held by these ; witness Byron
and ScotL But in all great poets there must be an ardent

harmony, a heat of spiritual hfe guiding without con-

straining the bodily grace of moticm, which shall give

charm and power to their least work; sweetness that
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sacred to the fame of a father made again illustrious in

his children, which will be cherished with a warm

reverence by all heedful students. The poem of " Dante

at Verona " stands apart among the rest with a crown on

it of the like consecration, as perhaps the loftiest monu-

ment of all raised by the devotion of a race of genius for

two generations of noble work and love. All incidents

and traditions of the great poet's exile are welded together

in fusion of ardent verse to forge a memorial as of carven

gold. The pure plain ease and force of narrative style

melt now and then into the fire of a sad rapture, a glory

of tragedy lighting the whole vision as with a funereal

and triumphal torch. Even the words of that letter in

which Dante put away from him the base conditions of

return—words matchless among all that ever a poet found

to speak for himself, except only by those few supreme

words in which Milton replied to the mockers of his

blindness—even these are worthily recast in the mould

of English verse by the might and cunning of this work-

man's hand. Witness the original set against his

version.

" Non est hsec via redeundi ad patriam, Pater mi; sed si alia

per vos aut deinde per alios invenietur, quae fama' Dantis atque

honori non deroget, illam non lentis passibus acceptabo. Quod si

per nullam talem Florentia introitur, nunquam Florentiam introibo.

Quidni ? nonne solis astrorumque specula ubique conspiciam ?

Nonne dulcissimas veritates potero speculari ubique sub coelo, ni

prius inglorium, immo ignominiosum, populo Florentina;que civitati

me reddam ?—Quippe nee panis deficiet."

So wrote Dante in 1316; now partly rendered into

English to this effect :

—
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" That since no gate led, by God's will,

To Florence, but the one whereat

The priests and money-changers sat.

He still would wander : for that still.

Even through the body's prison-bars,

His soul possessed the sun and stars."

These and the majestic lines which follow them as

comment have the heart of that letter in them ; the letter

which we living now cannot read without the sense of a

double bitterness and sweetness in its sacred speech, so

lamentably and so gloriously applicable to the loftiest

heir of Dante's faith and place ; of his faith as patriot, of

his place as exile. It seems that the same price is still

fixed for them to pay who have to buy with it the in-

heritance of sun and stars and the sweetest truths, and all

generations of time, and the love and thanks and

passionate remembrance of all faithful men for ever.

This poem is sustained throughout at the fit height

with the due dignity ; nothing feeble or jarring dis-

turbs its equahty of exultation. The few verses of bitter

ardour which brand as a prostitute the commonweal

which has become a common wrong, the common

goddess deformed into a common harlot, show a

force of indignant imagination worthy of a great poetic

satirist, of Byron and Hugo in their worst wrath. The

brief pictures of the courtly life at Verona between

women and rhymesters, jester and priests, have a living

outhne and colour ; and the last words have the weight

in them of time's own sentence.

" Eat and wash hands, Can Grande ;—scarce

We know their deeds now : haiKis which fed

Our Dante with that bitter bread j
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And thou the watch-dog of those stairs

Which, of all paths his feet knew well,

Were steeper found than Heaven or Hell."

No words could more fitly wind up the perfect weft

of a poem throughout which the golden thread of

Dante's own thought, the hidden light of his solitude at

intervals between court-play and justice-work, gleams

now and again at each turn of the warp till we feel as

though a new remnant of that great spirit's leaving had

been vouchsafed us.

Another poem bearing the national mark upon it may

be properly named with this ; the " Last Confession." Its

tragic hold of truth and grasp of passion make it worthy

to bear witness to the writer's inheritance of patriotic

blood and spirit. Its literal dramatic power of detail and

composition is a distinctive test of his various wealth and

energy of genius. This great gift of positive reality, here

above all things requisite, was less requisite elsewhere,

and could not have been shown to exist by any proof

derivable from his other poems ; though to any student

of his designs and pictures the admirable union of this

inventive fidelity to whatever of fact is serviceable to

the truth of art with the infinite affluence and gracious

abundance of imagination must be familiar enough ; the

subde simplicity of perception which keeps sight always

of ideal likelihood and poetical reason is as evident in

his most lyrical and fanciful paintings as in Giorgione's

or Carpaccio's. Without the high instinct and fine

culture of this quality such a poem as we now have in

sight could not have been attempted. The plain heroism

of noble naked nature and coherent lifo is manifest from
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&e &r^ de&^e detaii to t£se last. Tlie srmple agonj of

raeniorymSamese¥esyBttewitiiB2live;CQloar. A boyKfai

patriot in hiding from the govenimait finds a child tor-

sakoi rn trme of £imine by hor parents^ saves an^

supports ho"^ sets frfs: lueart towsids hss mioce: ^fx^ iMare

wTtfc t£te growth of years, to fin^ at last the taint tipon

bar ctfa dawning shame, of indrffiarence and impmJQr

—

the hard laugh of a harlot on her lipsy and in her beariiag

the doll contemipt of a harlot &>r love and memagy.

Stabbed aiad stung through by this suddai ^ow of l&e

snake's iang
^ as tt turns upon the hand which cherisheti

it, he slays herj amsd even im Ms hocor of mortyrdooit,

dying of wounds i:n.1tpn in a List %ht for Italy, is haunted

by the lovely fcice and unlovely laugh of the gixi he had

put otit of reach of shame. Bat fehe tender broth and

grace, the living heat and movement of the trageity

throogh every detail, the noble choice and use of inci-

dent, make oat of this plain stoiy a poem; beyoiid pdcfc.

ITpoa each line of drawing there has been laid the strcwig

and loving hand of a great artist—and specially a supreme

painter of fair women. In the study of the growing girl

the glories of sculpture and paniting are melted into one,

and every touch does divine service

;

"• TTie imderEp

Sacked m k tfit strode to ki^ itself;'*

the fe.ce, pale " as when cme stoops over wan water ;
*

the ~ deep-secried iocfcsy'* the roraided rT'fr^rfng finger-

tips, and great eyes feint widt pa^cm or quivering with

hidden springs of mirth.
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' As when a bird flies low

Between the water and the willow-leaves,

And the shade quivers till he wins the light."

In what poet's work shall we find a touch of more

heavenly beauty, a nobler union of truth and charm?

and in what painter's a statelier and sweeter mastery of

nature than here ?

" Her body bore her neck as the tree's stem

Bears the top branch : and as the branch sustains

The flower of the year's pride, her high neck bore

Her face made wonderful with night and day."

The purest pathos of all is in the little episode of the

broken figure of Love, given to the child by her pre-

server, and the wound of its dart on her hand ; nothing

in conception or in application could be tenderer or

truer ; nothing more glorious in its horror than the fancy

of heaven changing at its height before the very face of a

spirit in paradise, with no reflection of him left on it :

" Like a pool that once gave back

Your image, but now drowns it and is clear

Again,—or like a sun bewitched, that bums

Your shadow from you, and still shines in sight."

Admirable as it is throughout for natural and moral

colour, the poem is completed and crowned for eternity

by the song set on the front of it as a wreath on a bride's

hair, of which I can hardly say whether the Italian or the

English form be the more divine. The miraculous faculty

of transfusion which enables the cupbearer to pour this

wine of verse from the golden into the silver cup without

spilling was never before given to man. All Mr.

Rossetti's translations bear the same evidence of a power

not merely beyond reach but beyond attempt of other
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artists in language. Wonderful as is the proof of it shown

by his versions of Dante and his fellows, of Villon's and

other ballad-songs of old France, the capacity of recast-

ing in English an Italian poem of his own seems to me

more wonderful ; and what a rare and subtle piece of

work has been done here they only can appreciate who

have tried carefully and failed utterly to refashion in one

language a song thrown off in another. This is the kind

of test which stamps the supremacy of an artist, answer-

ing in poetry to the subtlest successes of the same hand

in painting. Whether or not there be now living a

master in colours who can match the peculiar triumphs

of its touch, there is assuredly no master in words. The

melodies of these in their Italian form can never die out

of the ear and heart they have once pierced with their

keen and sovereign sweetness. This song would sutnce

to redeem the whole story from the province of pain,

even though the poet had not left upon us the natural

charm of that hope which comes in with death, that the

woman grown hard and bad was indeed no less a lie, an

error, a spectral show, than the laughing ghost of her

forged by bodily pain and recollection.

By this poem we may set for contrast, in witness of

the artist's clear wdde scope of work and power, the

" Burden of Nineveh ;
" a study of pure thought and high

meditation, perhaps for sovereignty of language and strong

grasp of spirit the greatest of his poems. The contem-

plation that brings forth such fruit should be a cherub

indeed, having wings and eyes as an eagle's. The solemn

and splendid metre, if I mistake not, is a new instrument

of music for English hands. In those of its fashioner it
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makes harmonies majestic as any note of the heights or

depths of natural sound. No highest verse can excel the

mighty flow and chiming force of its continuous modu-

lation, bearing on foamless waves of profound song its

flock of winged thoughts and embodied visions. We hear

in it as it were for once the sound of time's soundless

feet, feel for once the beat of his unfelt wings in their

passage through unknown places, and centuries without

form and void. Echoes and gleams come with it from

" the dark backward and abysm " of dateless days ; a

sighing sound from the graves of gods, a wind through

the doors of death which opened on the early world. The

surviving shadow of the Bull-God is as the shadow of

death on past and passing ages, visible and recognis-

able by the afterlight of thought. Of the harmonious

might and majesty of imagination which sustains the

" speculative and active instrument " of song, we might

take as separate samples the verses on its old days of

worship from kings and queens, of light from lamps of

prayer or fires of ruin ; on the elder and later gods con-

fused with its confusion, " all relics here together ;" on the

cities that rose and fell before the city of its worshippers :

of their desolation and its own in the days of Christ. The

stanza on the vision of the temptation has a glory on it as

of Milton's work.

" The day when he, Pride's lord and man's,

Shewed all earth's kingdoms at a glance

To Ilim before whose countenance

The years recede, the years advance.

And said, * Fall down and worship me : '

—

'Mid all the pomp l^eneath his look

Then stirred there, haply, some rebuke
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Wliere to die vind the salt pook duck,

Aad in dnse bacts, of lifeinsook.

Tint loMw tiwe not, O Nineveh!"

And vliat mote aagast and sticnnoiis pasaon crf'dioc^t

was ever dodied in ptirple of more imperial ^peecJi than

coosmmnatesandccmcliidesdie poem? as, dreammg of a

diance bj wiiifch in die bi fiitnre dus God, found again

a rdic in a \oio% rained dtj, m^t be taken iog tbe God

of its inhabitants, the thinker comes to find in it indeed

"theGodirf'diis w(Hld"and no dead idol, bat a fivii^

deitf and Toy pvesoit strei^;th ; having wii^is, bat not to

flj with ; and ejes, but not to look up widi ; bearing a

written witnessanda message engraved ofidiidi he knows

not, and cannot read it; crowned, but not for honoor;

tHDw-bound widi a royal s^n, tA (^ifKessMHi onfy and

omtractiffli ; firm erf" foot, but resting die weight of its

trust on ds^:

—

" O Nineveii, was tdns thj God,

TUne abo^ m^dj Nmevi:ii ?"

A certain section of Mr. Rossdtti's wcHk as poet and as

painter maj be dassed under die head (rf* sacred art : and

diis section comprises mndi of his most exquisite and

espedal wmk. Its rdigious quali^ is sir^;u]ar and per-

s<Mial in kind \ we cannot properlj bracket it with any

odier workman's. The fire of fedii^ and imaginatitm

which feeds it is essentialhr Christian, and is dierdbfre

fonnaDj and spirituaDj Cadiolic. It has nodiir^ of re-

bdSioas Protestant personafitr, nodiin^ tA die popular

compromise of sentiment which in the hVlHid jargon of

a sdiool of hjbdds we maj call liberalized Christianism.

The influence windi plainty has passed over die writex's
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mind, attracting it as by charm of sound or vision, by

spell of colour or of dream, towards the Christian forms

and images, is in the main an influence from the mytho-

logic side of the creed. It is from the sandbanks of

tradition and poetry that the sacred sirens have sung to

this seafarer. This divides him at once from the passion-

ate evangelists of positive belief and from the artists upon

whom no such influence has fallen in any comparable

degree. There are two living and leading writers of high

and diverse genius whom any student of their work

—

utterly apart as their ways of work lie—may and must,

without prejudice or presumption, assume to hold fast,

with a force of personal passion, the radical tenet of

Christian faith. It is as difficult for a reasonable reader

to doubt the actual and positive adherence to Christian

doctrine of the Protestant thinker as of the Catholic

priest ; to doubt that faith in Christ as God—a tough,

hard, vital faith which can bear at need hard stress of

weather and hard thought—dictated "A Death in the

Desert " or " Christmas Eve and Easter Day," as to doubt

that it dictated the "Apologia" or " Dream ofGerontius
:"

though neither in the personal creed set forth by Mr.

Browning nor in the clerical creed delivered by Dr.

Newman do we find apparent or flagrant—however they

may lurk, tacit and latent, in the last logical expression

of either man's theories— the viler forms and more

hideous outcomes of Christianity, its more brutal aspects

and deadlier consequences ; a happy default due rather

to nobility of instinct than to ingenuity of evasion. Now

the sacred art of Mr. Rossetti, for all its Christian colour-

ing, has actually no more in common with the spirit of
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either than it has with the semi-Christianitjr of " In

Memoriam" or the demi-semi-Christianity of"Dipsychus."

It has no trace, on the other hand, of thefretfid and

fimidess prurience of soul which would fain grasp and

embrace and enjoy a creed beyond its power of posses-

ion ; no letch after Gods dead or unborn, such as vexes

the weaker nerves of barren brains, and makes pathetic

the vocal lips of sorrowing scepticism and " doubt that

deserves to believe." As little can it be likened to an-

other form of bastard belief another cross-breed between

faith and unfaith, which has been fostered in ages of

doubt ; a g^ost raised rather by fear than love ; by fear

of a dead God as judge, than by love of a dead God as

comforter. The hankering and restless habit of half

fearful retrospect towards the imburied corpses of old

creeds which, as we need not Shelley's evidence to know,

infected the spiritual life and disturbed the intellectual

force of Byron, is a mirage without attraction for this

iveller ; that spiritual calenture of Christianity is a sick-

ness imknown to his soul ; nor has he ever suffered firom

the distemper of minds fretted and worried by gnatstings

and fleabites of belief and unbelief till the whole hfeblood

<rf the intellect is enfeebledand inflamed. In a later poet,

whose name as yet is fer enough from inscription on the

canonical roU of converts, there was some trace of a

seeming recrudescence of faith not unlike yet not like

Byron's. The intermittent Christian reaction apparently

perceptible in Baudelaire was more than half of it mere

repulsion from the philanthropic optimism of sciolists in

whose eyes the whole aim or mission of things is to make
the human spirit finally comfortable. Contempt of such
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facile free-thinking, still more easy than free, took in him

at times the form of apparent reversion to cast creeds

;

as though the spirit should seek a fiery refuge in the good

old hell of the faithful from the watery new paradise of

liberal theosophy and ultimate amiability of all things.^

Alone among the higher artists of his age, Mr. Rossetti

has felt and given the mere physical charm of Christianity,

with no admixture of doctrine or of doubt. Here as in

other things he belongs, if to any school at all, to that of

the great Venetians. He takes the matter in hand with

the thorough comprehension of Tintoretto or Veronese,

with their thorough subjection of creed and history to the

primary purpose of art and proper bearing of a picture.

He works after the manner of Titian painting his

Assumption with an equal hand whether the girl exalted

into goddess be Mary or Ariadne : but his instinct is too

masterly for any confusion or discord of colours; and

•hence comes the spiritual charm and satisfaction of his

sacred art. In this class of his poems the first place and

the fairest palm belong to the " Blessed Damozel." This

paradisal poem, " sweeter than honey or the honeycomb,"

has found a somewhat further echo than any of its early

fellows, and is perhaps known where little else is known

of its author's. The sweet intense impression of it must

rest for life upon all spirits that ever once received it

' It is remarkable that ISauclelaire always kept in mind that

Christianity, like other religions which have a broad principle of

popular life in them, was not and could not be a creature of philan-

thropy or philotheism, but of church and creed ; and this gives its

peculiar savour and significance to the Christian infusion in some of

his poems ; for such recollection is too rare in an age and country

where semi-Christian sentiment runs loose and babbles aloud.
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iato dtdor depths, and hold it vet as a thing too dear and

fait for praise or price. Itself the fiover of a splendid

youth, it has the special charm for vouth of fresh first

work and opening love ;
" the dew of its birth is cf the

womb of the morning f it has the odour and colour of

cloudless air, the splendour of an hour without spot.

The divine admixtures of earth which humanize its

heavoilv passion have the flavour and bloom upon them

of a maiden beauty, the fine force of a pure first simrise.

No poem shows more plainly the strength and wealth cf

the workman's lavish yet studious hand. One sample in

witness of this wealth, and in evidence of the power of

choice and persistent search after perfection which

enhance its price, may be cited ; though no petal should

be plucked out of this mystic rose for proofof its fragrance.

The two final lines of the stanza describing the secret

shrine of God have been reformed : and the form first

givai to the world is too fiiir to be wholly forgottai :

—

" Woose lamps tronfale continnally

With, prayo- sent up to God,

And v-'fure each meiL, reaad^i, ixpectt

Its^otLoUperiadJ^

Wonderful though the beauty may be of the new ima-

_ nation, that the spirits standing there at length will see

their " old prayers, granted, melt each hke a litde cloud,"

''.ere is so sweet a force in the cancelled phrase rh.at some

:;udents might grudge the loss, and fed that, though a

diamond may have supplanted it, a ruby has been plucked

out of the golden ring. Nevertheless, the complete

drdet shines now with a more solid and nawless excel-

laice of je-K'els and of setting. The sweetness andpadios
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and gracious radiance of the poem have been praised by

those who have not known or noted all the noble care

spent on it in rejection and rearrangement of whatever

was crude or lax in the first cast ; but the breadth and

sublimity which ennoble its brightness and beauty of

fancies are yet worthier of note than these. What higher

imagination can be found in modem verse than this ?

" From the fixed place of heaven she saw

Time like a pulse shakefierce

Through all the worlds."

This grandeur of scale and sweep of spirit give great-

ness of style to poetry, as well as sweetness and bright-

ness. These qualities, together with the charm of fluent

force and facile power, are apparent in all Mr. Rossetti's

work ; but its height of pitch and width of scope give

them weight and price beyond their own.

Another poem, based like this on the Christian senti-

ment of woman-worship, is worthy of a place next it. In

the hymn headed " Ave " the finest passage is that on the

life of the Virgin after the death of Christ ; a subject

handled by the painter as well as by the poet. Indeed,

of the two versions, that in colour is even the lovelier and

more memorable to all who may have seen it for gentle

glory of treatment—for the divine worn face of the

Mother, seen piteously sacred in the light struck by the

beloved disciple, as the thick purple twilight steeping the

city roofs and the bare hill- side which saw the stations of

the cross fills with pale coloured shadows the still small

chamber where she sits at work for her Son's poor. The

soft fervour and faultless keeping of the poem give it that
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•r.vS: grace of a complete cmitv of spirit and styie wiiicfi

Es the seal of sacred art at its EdgiiesL

No choicer sample of iln Rossetti's delicate mastery

of language—of his exquisite manner of speech, subtle

and powerful and pliant to all necessities of thought

—

an be found th^in the verses imrokfng Love as the god

of sleep to guide the shadow of the lover who invokes

Tifm to the dreams of the woman beloved. The gjrace of

symbol and type in. this poon has something of the

passionate xe&Besztait of SheHey^s. There are many

several lines ZEBi tnms of phrase in this brief space of

which any least one wonld suffice to decicfe tiie rank of a

poet : and the fine purity of its passion gives just colour

aiough to the clouds and music aiough to the murmurs

of the deep dreamland in which it moves.

With this poem we may class one sadda: and as

sweet, " The Stream's Secret ;
'* the thread of thoc^it b

so fine, yet woven into so fiifl. a web of golden £mcies

and glowing dreams, that few wiH follow it at first s%ht

;

but when once unwound and rewoven by the reader^s

study of it, he wfll see the whole force and beauty of all

: many byway beauties and forces.

The highest form of ballad requires fixjm a poet at

once narrative power, lyrical, and dramatic ; it must hold

in fiison these three fiiculties at once, or &il of its mnrk--

nijust condense the large loose fiuency of romantic tale-

cciiing into tight and intense brevity ; it must give as in

summary the result and extract of events and emotions,

•wfeout tihe exhibition of their gradual change and growth

which a romance of the older type or the newer must lay

open to us in order; it must be swifter of step and
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sharper of stroke than any other form of poetry. The

writer of a first-rate tragic ballad must be yet more select

in his matter and terse in his treatment of Avhat he selects

from the heap of possible incident, than Chaucer in the

compilation of his " Knight's Tale " from the epic romance

of Boccaccio, of Morris in the sculpture of his noble

master-poem, " The Lovers of Gudmn," from the unhewn

rock of a half-formed history or a half-grown legend.

Ballads have been cut out of such poems as these, even

as they were carven out of shapeless chronicles. There

can be no pause in a ballad, and no excess ; nothing that

flags, nothing that overflows ; there must be no waste of

a word or a minute in the course of its rapid and fiery

motion. Even in our affluent ballad literature there is

no more triumphant sample of the greatness that may be

won by a poem on these conditions than we find in the

ballad of " Sister Helen." The tragic music of its measure,

•the swift yet solemn harmonies of dialogue and burden,

hold in extract the very heart of a tragedy, the burning

essence distilled from '' Hate bom of Love, and blind as

he." Higher effect was never wrought out of the old

traditions of witchcraft ; though the manner of sorcery

here treated be one so well known as the form of de-

stroying a man by melting a waxen efiigy of him before a

continuous flame for the space of three days and nights,

after which the dissolution of the fleshly body keeps time

to a minute with that of the waxen. A girl forsaken by

her high-born lover turns to sorcery for help in her re-

venge on him ; and with the end of the third day come

three sui)pliants, the father and the brothers of the be-

trayer, to whom he lias shown the secret of his wasting
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agony, if haply they may bring him back not hfe but

forgiveness at her hands. Dying herself of anguish with

him and with the molten figure of her making, she will

remit nothing of her great revenge ; body and soul of both

shall perish in one fourfold death : and her answers pass,

ever more and more bitter and ardent, through the harm-

less mouthpiece of a child. How the tragic effect is en-

forced and throAvn out into fiery relief by this intervention

of the boy-brother it needs no words, where none would be

adequate, to say. I account this one of the artist's very

highest reaches of triumphant poetry ; he has but once in

this book matched it for pathos, and but once for passion :

for pathos in " Jenny," for passion in " Eden Bower." It

is out of all sight or thought of comparison tlie greatest

ballad in modem English 3 and perhaps not very far

below it, and certainly in a high place among the attempts

in that way of living Englishmen, we might class IMr.

George Meredith's pathetic and splendid poem of

" Margaret's Bridal-Eve."

There is exquisite grace of colour and sweetness in

" The Staff and Scrip," with passages that search and

sound pure depths of sentiment, and wath interludes of

perfect drawing ; witness the sweet short study of the

Queen sitting by her loom : but the air of the poem is

too remote and refined for any passionate interest.

The landscape of " Stratton Water " is as vivid and

thorough as any ballad can show ; but some may wish

it had been more or less of a compromise in style between

old and new : it is now a study after the old manner too

close to be no closer. It is not meant for a perfect and

absolute piece of work in the old Border fashion, such as
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were those glorious rescripts, full of the fiery ease which is

the life of such poetry, which Surtees of Mainsforth passed

off even upon Scott as genuine ; and yet it is so far a

copy that it seems hardly well to have gone so far and no

further. On this ground Mr. Morris has a firmer tread

than the great artist by the light of whose genius and

kindly guidance he put forth the firstfruits of his work, as

I did afterwards. In his first book the ballad of " Welland

River," the Christmas carol in " The Land East of the

Sun and West of the Moon," and that other, his most

beautiful carol, printed with music in a volume of sacred

verse, are examples of flawless work in the pure early

manner. Any less absolute and decisive revival of

mediaeval form by inspiration of returning lifeblood and

measured breath of life into the exact type and mould of

ancient art rouses some sense of failure by excess or de-

fault of resemblance. This positive note of the past is

not quite caught here, and the note struck is too like it to

take its place without discord.

There is a singular force and weight of impression in

the " Card-Dealer " which give it a distinct and eminent

place among these lesser poems. The sharpness of

symbol and solidity of incarnation with which the idea

is invested bring it so close to us that the mere type itself

assumes as it were a bodily interest over and above its

spirit and significance ; and the tragic colour and mystic

movement of the poem are fitted to the dim splendour

and vague ardour of life in it ; whether the dealer be

fortune or passion or ambition, pleasure or fame or any

desire of man's, we see her mistress of the game in that

world of shadows and echoes which is hers if ours.
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Without the date appended, we might have guessed that

the little cabinet poem called " My Sister's Sleep " was an

early study. It has the freshness and clearness of first

youth, with something of the hardness of growing out-

lines ; the bodily form of verse has not yet learnt to melt

and flow by instinct into the right way
;
yet with this

slight sharpness and crudity there is a grace of keen

sincerity and direct force which gives proof of no student's

hand, but a workman's recognisable as bom into the

guild of masters. The foiurth and three following stanzas

have a brightness and intensity of truth, a fine and tender

vigour of sentiment, admirable at any age ; and the last

have an instant weight of pathos and clear accvu-acy of

beaut)^, full of prophecy and promises. In the same

short-lived magazine into which the first flowerage of

many eminent men's work was cast with such liberal and

fiiiitful hands, there was another early poem of this their

leader's and best man which he might as well have

gathered into his harvest ; a delicate and subtle study of

religious passion, with the colour and perfume in it of the

choral air of a cathedral, lit with latticed glories of saints,

and tremulous ^vith low music of burning prayers ; the

mystery of sense and ardour of soul in an hour made

drunken with the wine of worship were wrought into ex-

pression of bright and sensitive words, full of the fiery

peace of prayer and sightless vision of faith. This little

sacred picture of the Father Hilary should have been

here reframed, if only for the fine touches of outer things

passing by as a wind upon the fervent spirit in its dream.

Besides, it has its place and significance among the

author's studies in the Christian style, near some of those
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earlier works, so full of his special grace and spiritual

charm, which belong to the same period, if not beside the

highest of his sacred designs, such as the Passover and

Magdalene here as it were engraved and put forth in

print among the sonnets for pictures. All these are most

noble, and give once more a magnificent proof of his

power to bend and mould, to inflame and invigorate, to

carve and colour the dead forms of words with a shaping

and animating life. Among them all the most utterly

delightful to me is that on Giorgione's divine and trans-

cendant pastoral in the Louvre : which actually attains

to the transfusion of a spirit that seemed incommunicable

from one master's hand even to another's. In the verse

as on the canvass there is the breathless breath of over-

much delight, the passion of overrunning pleasure which

quivers and aches on the very edge of heavenly tears

—

" tears of perfect moan " for excess of unfathomable

pleasure and burden of inexpressible things only to be

borne by Gods in heaven ; the sweet and sovereign op-

pression of absolute beauty and the nakedness of burning

life \ the supreme pause of soul and sense at the climax

of their consummate noon and high tide of being; glad

and sad and sacred, unsearchable and natural and strange.

Of the sonnets on the writer's own pictures and designs

I think that on Pandora to be the most perfect and ex-

alted, as the design is among his mightiest in its godlike

terror and imperial trouble of beauty, shadowed by the

smoke and fiery vapour of winged and fleshless passions

crowding from the casket in spires of flame-lit and curling

cloud round her fatal face and mourning veil of hair. The

sonnets on Cassandra translate with apt and passionate
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choice of words the scheme of his greatest tragic design,

his fullest and most various in vital incident and high

truth of heroic life. The grand sonnet " on refusal of

aid between nations " shows yet a fresh side and a most

~ oble aspect of his great and manifold genius ; its severe

emotion and grave loveliness of ardent anger set a mark

on it as of Dante's justice and judgment- " Autumn

Idleness " is a splendid study of landscape, for breadth of

colour and solemn brightness of vision worthy to stand

by those great s}Tnbolic landscapes seen in the '* House

of Life," such as " Barren Spring " and " The Hiil

Summit ;
" and in " Beauty and the Bird " we have a

sample of the painter's gladdest colour and sweetest tone

of lighL His full command of that lyric sentiment and

power which give to mediaeval poetry its clear particular

charm is plain alike from the ending given to the " old

song " of Ophelia and from the marvellous versions of

Villon's and other French songs. The three sweetest of

that great poet's who was the third singer of the Middle

Ages and frrst vocal tongue of the dumb painfiil people

in its agony and mirth and shame and strength of heart,

are here recast in English gold of equal weight. The

very cadence of ViUon's matchless ballad of the ladies of

old time is caught and returned. The same exquisite

exactitude of translation is notable in " John of Toxu:s "

—

the old pro\-incial song long passed from mouth to mouth

and at last preserved with all its breaks and lapses of

sweet rough metre by Gerard de NervaL His version of

Dante's di\-inest episode, that of Francesca, I take to be

the supreme triumph of translation possible ; f:r what,

after so many failures,—Byron's the dismallest feflure of
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all, and worst imaginable instance of perversion—could

be hoped of any new attempt ? But here the divine verse

seems actually to fall of itself into a new mould, the

exact shape and size of the first—to be poured from one

cup into another without spilling one drop of nectar.

Nay, so far beyond other men's is this poet's power of

transfusion that as though to confute the Italian proverb

against the treasons of translators he has wellnigh

achieved the glory of reproducing a few lines even of

Sappho, by welding two fragments into one song, melting

two notes into one chord of verse. But though the

sweet life and colour be saved and renewed, no man can

give again in full that ineffable glory and grace as of

present godhead, that subtle breath and bloom of very

heaven itself, that dignity of divinity which informs the

most passionate and piteous notes of the unapproachable

poetess with such grandeur as would seem impossible to

such passion. Here is a delicious and living music, but

here is not—what can nowhere be—the echo of that un-

imaginable song, with its pauses and redoubled notes and

returns and falls of sound, as of honey dropping from

heaven—as of tears, and fire, and seed of life—which

though but run over and repeated in thought pervades

the spirit with " a sweet possessive pang." That apple

"atop on the topmost twig" of the tree of life and song

remains unreachable by any second hand, untastable

by any later lip for ever ; never out of sight of men's

memory, never within grasp of man's desire ; the apple

which not Paris but Apollo gave to her whose glory has

outlived her goddess, and whose name has been set above

hers:

—
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" La male Sapho, I'amante et le poete,

Plus belle que Venus par ses momes paleurs,

—

Plus belle que Venus se dressant sur le monde !

"

Among the lesser poems of this volume "The Portrait"

holds a place of honour in right of its earnest beauty of

thought and rich simplicity of noble images. Above them

all in reach and scope of power stands the poem of

" Jenny ;" great among the few greatest works of the artist.

Its plain truth and masculine tenderness are invested with

a natural array of thought and imagination which doubles

their worth and force. Without a taint on it of anything

coarse or trivial, without shadow or suspicion of any facile

or vulgar aim at pathetic effect of a tragical or moral kind,

it cleaves to absolute fact and reality closer than any

common preacher or realist could come ; no side of the

study is thrown out or thrown back into false light or

furtive shadow ; but the purity and nobility of its high

and ardent pathos are qualities of a moral weight and

beauty beyond reach of any rivalry. A divine pity fills

it, or a pity something better than divine ; the more just

and deeper compassion of human fellowship and fleshly

brotherhood. Here is nothing of sickly fiction or

theatrical violence of tone. No spiritual station of com-

mand is assumed, no vantage-ground of outlook from

hills of holiness or heights of moral indifference or

barriers of hard contempt; no unction of facile tears is

poured out upon this fallen golden head of a common
woman ; no loose-tongued effusion of slippery sympathy,

to wash out shame with sentiment. And therefore is

" the pity of it " a noble pity, and worth the paying ; a

genuine sin-offering for intercession, pleading with fate
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for mercy without thought or purpose of pleading. The

man whose thought is thus gloriously done into words is

as other men are, only with a better brain and heart than

the common, with more of mind and compassion, with

better eye to see and quicker pulse to beat, with a more

generous intellect and a finer taste of things ; and his

chance companion of a night is no ruined angel or self-

immolated sacrifice, but a girl who plies her trade like

any other trade, without show or sense of reluctance or

repulsion; there is no hint that she was first made to fit

better into a smoother groove of life, to run more easily

on a higher line of being ; that anything seen in prospect

or retrospect rebukes or recalls her fancy into any fairer

field than she may reach by her present road. All the

open sources of pathetic effusion to which a common

shepherd of souls would have led the flock of his readers

to drink and weep and be refreshed, and leave the medi-

cinal wellspring of sentiment warmer and fuller from

their easy tears, are here dried up. This poor hireling of

the streets and casinos is professionally pitiable; the

world's contempt of her fellow tradeswomen is not in

itself groundless or unrighteous ; there is no need to raise

any mirage about her as of a fallen star, a glorious wreck

;

but not in that bitterest cry of Othello's own agony—" a

sufferance panging as soul and body's severing"—was

there a more divine heat of burning compassion than the

high heart of a man may naturally lavish, as in this poem,

upon such an one as she is. lago indeed could not

share it, nor Roderigo ; the naked understanding cannot

feel this, nor the mere fool of flesh apprehend it; but

only in one or the other of these can all sense be dead of

" the pity of it."
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Even' touch of real detail and minute colour in the

study serves to heighten and complete the finished picture

which remains burnt in upon the e}-es of ovu" memory

when the work is done. The clock ticking, the bird

waking, the scratched pier-glass, the shaded lamp, give

new relief as of very light and present sound to the

spiritual side of the poem. How great and profound is

the scope and power of the work on that side, I can ofTer

no better proof than a reference to the whole; for no

sample of this can be torn off or cut out Of the might

of handiwork and simple sovereignt}- of manner which

make it so triumphant a witness of what English speech

can do, this one excerpt may stand in evidence :

—

" Except when there may rise unsought

Haply at times a passing thought

Of the old days which seem to be

Much older than any history

That is WTitten in any book ;

WTien she would lie in fields and look

Along the ground through the blown grass.

And wonder where the dty was.

Far out of sight, whose broil and bale

They told her then for a child's tale.

" Jeimy, you know the city now.

A child can tell the tale there, how
Some things, which are not yet enrolled

In market-lists, are bought and sold

Even till the early Simday light,

"When Saturday night is market-night

Everywhere, be it dry or wet.

And market-night in the Haymarket"

The simple sudden sound of that plain line is as great

and rare a thing in the way of verse, as final and superb

a proof of absolute poetic power upon words, as any
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man's work can show. As an imaginative instance of

positive and perfect nature, the whole train of thought

evolved in the man's mind as he watches the head asleep

on his knee is equal and incomparable ; the thought of

a pure honest girl, in whom the same natural loves and

likings shall run straight and bear fruit to honour, that in

this girl have all run to seed of shame; the possible

changes of chance that in their time shall bring fresh

proof of the sad equality of nature and tragic identity of

birthmark as of birthright in all souls born, the remote

conceivable justice and restitution that may some day

strike the balance between varying lots and lives; the

delicately beautiful and pitiful fancy of the rose pressed

in between the pages of an impure book; and the

mightier fancy so grandly cast in words, of lust, alone,

aloof, immortal, immovable, outside of death in the dark

of things everlasting ; self-secluded in absorption of its

own desire, and walled up from love or light as a toad

in its stone wrapping ; and last, with the grey penetration

of London dawn, the awakening of mind into live day-

light of work, and farewell taken of the night and its

follies, not without pity or thought of them.

The whole work is worthy to fill its place for ever as

one of the most perfect and memorable poems of an age

or generation. It deals with deep and common things

;

with the present hour, and with all time ; with that which

is of the instant among us, and that which has a message

for all souls of men ; with the outward and immediate

matter of the day, and with the inner and immutable

ground of human nature. Its plainness of speech and

subject gives it power to touch the heights and sound the I
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depdB of tt^pc ihoa^ widioat loemg the force of iss

Inld and gBsp iqwD the palpable tmihs vludi men often

seek^ondcijaatibrin poetfj, vitboat Lnovk^ tliat these

aie onlfgood iriioi greadr Heated, and diat to aitists wbo

can treat dion gieadj all times and all tmdsare equal,

and die pggsentj tfaongh assuredly no iwiree, jetassmedij

no better fe^pic dan llie pasL AB die inefid^ ibo&h

jai^gon and jaa^ of critkasteis about dassic solijects

and lomantk;, remote or nmnedote interestSy duties of

die poet to &ce and faaodletfais tfaiog instead of that or

Us own ^e w*<tpa«l of another, can onlf serve to dazken

counsdbf words widsoutknowled^: a poet of the fiist

order laises all subjects to die fiist onk, and puts die

Gfe-blood of an equal micii^ into Hdbrev fonns or

(keek, mediaend or modem, jesterdaj or jesteo^e.

TlnKdiere isheie just die same Itfe-faiood and breadi of

poetic interest in dns epBode of a London street and

lo«%ii^ as in the stng of "Tiof Town* and the soi^ of

** Eden Bower;* just as mndi, and no jot mcteL These

two songs are the masteipieoes of Mr. Rossett?s m^ni-

fioenC Ijiic ficidihr. Full of fire and music and more-

ment, delicate as moon^ht and passionate ^ sxmt^^

ficsih as dawn and fine asaii; sonofousas the motion <^

deep wateis^ the mfalBHe \eise beais up the ^pint safe

and jofoos on sts wide dear wajr. There is a tlieuglh

and breaddi of Steele about these poems also wlsidi en-

nobles their sweetness and bii^liiness, giiii^ diem a per-

fime diat sa%ums of no bodied, but of hiK-flowexs that

face die sea and the sunrise; a colour tlat grows in no

^eenhonse, but such as comes with momn^ iq?an the

Tbey are good certainlf, but diej are also

H
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great
;
great as no other man's work of the same age and

country. Out of the beautiful old tradition of Helen,

which tells of her offering on a shrine at Sparta of a cup

modelled upon the mould of her own breast, the poet has

carved a graven image of song as tangible and lovely as

the oblation itself; and this cup he has filled with the

wine of love and fire of destruction, so that in the Spartan

temple we feel a forecast of light and heat from the future

Trojan flame. These two poems have the fiery concen-

tration and condensation of the ballad ; but they have a

higher rapture of imagination, a more ardent affluence of

colour and strenuous dilation of spirit, than a ballad can

properly contain ; their wings of words beat and bum at

fuller expansion through a keener air. The song of Lilith

has all the beauty and glory and force in it of the splendid

creature so long worshipped of men as god or dreaded

as devil; the voluptuous swiftness and strength, the

supreme luxury of liberty in its measured grace and lithe

melodious motion of rapid and revolving hannony ; the

subtle action and majestic recoil, the mysterious charm

as of soundless music that hangs about a serpent as it

stirs or springs. Never was nobler blood infused into the

veins of an old legend than into this of the first wife of

Adam, changing shapes with the snake her lover, that in

his likeness she may tempt the mother of men. The

passion of the cast-off temptress, in whose nets of woven

hair all the souls are entangled of her rival's sons through

all their generations, has such actual and instant flame of

wrath and brilliance of blood and fragrance of breath in

it, that we feel face to face the very vision of the old tale,

and no symbol or shadow, but a bodily shape and a
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fleshly charm, dominant in ear and eye. The tragic

might of the myth, its fierce and keen significance, strikes

through us sharpest at the end, as with the supreme

sting of triumph and final fang of the transfigured

serpent

Had I time and room and skill, to whom all these

are wanting, I would here at length try to say some

passing word illustrative of the more ob\-ious and the

more intimate relations of this artist's work in verse and

his work in painting ; between the poem of " Jenny

"

and the design called " Found," where at early dawn the

driver of a coimtry cart finds crouching in London streets

the figure of a girl once his betrothed, and stoops to lift

with tender strength of love, and surprise of simple pity

startled into freshness of pain, the shuddering abased

head with the golden ruin of its rich soiled hair, which

cowers against a graveyard wall away firom the light that

rises beyond the paling lamps on bridge and river ; be-

tween the song of " Troy Town " and the picture of

Helen, with Parian face and mouth of ardent blossom, a

keen red flower-bud of fire, fi-amed in 'jroad gold of wide-

spread locks, the sweet sharp smile of power set fast on

her clear curved lips, and far behind her the dull flame of

burning towers and light firom reddened heaven on dark

sails of lurid ships ; between the early sacred poems and

the early sacred designs of the author's Christian era, as

for instance the " Ave " and the " Girlhood of the Virgin,"

with its young grace and sincere splendour of spirit, the

" Staflf and Scrip " and the design of " Fra Pace," the

" Blessed Damozel " and the " Dream of Dante," all

clothed in colours of heaven, with raiment dyed and
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spun in the paradise of trust and thought ; between the

romantic poems and the romantic designs, as for example

''Sister Helen" and the "Tune of 'Seven Towers,'"

which have the same tone and type of tragic romance in

their mediaeval touches and notes of passionate fancy

;

between the poems of richer thought and the designs of

riper form, works of larger insight and more strong de-

cision, fruits of the mind at its fullest and the hand at its

mightiest, as the "Burden of Nineveh" and the "Sybil"

or " Pandora." The passage from a heaven of mere

angels and virgins to the stronger vision of Venus Verti-

cordia, of Helen eXeTVToXic, of Lilith and Cassandra, is a

type of the growth of mind and hand to the perfect power

of mastery over the truth and depth of nature, the large

laws of spirit and body, the mysteries and the majesties

of very life ; whither the soul that has attained perceives,

though it need reject no first faith and forsake no first <

love, though rather it include in a larger comprehension

.

of embrace those old with these new graces, those creeds

with this belief, that any garden of paradise on earth or

above earth is but a little part of a great world, as every

fancy of man's faith is a segment of the truth of his nature,

a splintered fragment of universal life and spirit of thought

everlasting ; since what can he conceive or believe but

it must have this of truth in it, that it is a veritable pro-

duct of his own brain and outcome for the time of his

actual being, with a place and a reason of its own for

root and support to it through its due periods of life and

change and death ? But to trace the passage from light

into light and strength into strength, the march from work

on to work and triumph on to triumph, of a genius so full
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of life and growth and harmonious exuberance of expan-

sion, so loyal to rule of instinct and that natural order of

art and thought whose service is perfect freedom ; to lay-

out a chart of its progress and mark down the lines of

its advance ; this, hi^ as the office would be and worthy

the ambition, is not a possible task for criticism ; though

what manner of rank a ttmh may hold and what manner

of work he may have to do in that rank, it is the business

of criticism to see and say.

In every age there is some question raised as to its

wants and powers, its strength and weakness, its great or

small worth and work ; and in every age that question is

waste of time and speech—of thought usually there is no

waste, for the questioners have none to expend- There

has never been an age thatwas not degenerate in the eyes

of its own fools ; the yelp of curtailed foxes in every

generation is the same. To a small soul the age which

has borne it can appear only as an age of small souls \

the pigmy brain and emasculate spirit can p>erceive in its

own time nothing but dwarfishness and emasculation.

That the worid has ever seen spirits of another sort, the

poor heart of such creatures would fain deny and dares

not ; but to allow that the world does now is insufferable :

at least they can "swagger themselvesout oftheir own eyes
"

into the fond belief that th^ are but samples of their

puny time, overtopped in spiritual stature by the spirits

<rf times past alone. But not by blustering denial or

bhistering assertion of an age's greatness will the question

be decided whether the age be great or noL Each century-

has seemed to some of its children an epoch of decadence

and decline in ^national life and spiritual, in moral or
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material glory ; each alike has heard the cry of degeneracy

raised against it, the wail of emulous impotence set up

against the weakness of the age j Dante's generation and

Shakespeare's, Milton's and Shelley's, have all been ages

of poetic decay in their turn, as the age of Hugo is now

;

there as here no great man was to be seen, no great

work was to be done, no great cry was to be heard, no

great impulse was to be felt, by those who could feel

nothing, hear nothing, do nothing, and see nothing. To
them the poor present has always been pitiable or damn-

able, the past which bore it divine. And other men than

these have swelled the common cry of curs : Byron, him-

self in his better moments a witness against his own'

words, helped the fools of his hour to decry their betters

and his own, by a pretence of wailing over the Augustan

age of Anne, when " it was all Horace with us ; it is all

Claudian now." His now has become our thoi, and the

same whine is raised in its honour ; for the cant of irrita-

tion and insincerity, hungry vanity and starving spite, can

always be caught up and inherited by those who can in-

herit nothing of a strong man's but his weakness, of a

wise man's but his folly ; who can gather at a great man's

board no sustenance from the meats and wines, but are

proud to pilfer the soiled napkins and cracked platters

from under his side-table. Whether there be any great

work doing in our time, or any great man living, it is not

worth while to debate ; but if there be not, it is certain

that no man living can know it ; for to pass judgment

worth heeding on any age and give sentence that shall

last on any generation, a man must himself be great ; and

if no man on earth be great in our day, who on earth can
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be grrat enoag^ to knov and I^ as knofw it on better

a]idK>rit]r tlian a [Hgray^s? Socb champions as please may

fi^t out cm either side thdr battle of the sandbags and

windbags b^weoi diis hoar and the next ; I am content

to assume, and am not cardid to dispute in ddence (rf*

die assampd^ that the qoahties which make men great

and die woik ofmen &moas arenow what thej woe, and

will be what they are : that there b no pvogiess and no

degeneracy traceable from .^sciiyios to Shakespeare, from

Athenian scolptors to Venetian painters ; that the gifts of

genins are diverse, but the quality is tme ; and—though

this be a paradox—that this quality does not wait till a

man be dead to descend on him and bdong to him

;

that his spedal working power does not of necessity

begin with the cessation of it, and that the dawn of bis

Acuity cannot reasonably be dated from the hour of its

extinctimi. If this paradox be not utt^y imtenable, it

follows diat dead men of genius had genius even when

yet alive, and did not begin to be great men by ceasing

to be Toax at all ; and that so &r we have no cause to

distrust the evidence of reason which proves us the great-

ness <rf" moi past when it proves to us by the same pro-

cess of testimony the greatness of men present

Hoe ftH- example in the work <^ Mr. Rossetti,

besides that particular colour and flavour which distin-

guishes each masto's work from that of all otha: masters^

an i by want of which you may tell merely good work

from wholly great work, the general qualities of all great

poetry are separately visible ai>d divisible ; strength,

sweetness, affluence, simplicity, depth, light, harmony,

variety, bodily grace and range of mind and force of soul
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and ease of flight, the scope and sweep of wing to impel

the might and weight of thought through the air and Hght

of speech with a motion as of mere musical impulse ; and

not less the live bloom of perfect words, warm as breath

and fine as flower-dust, which lies light as air upon the

parting of lyric leaves that open into song ; the rare and

ineffable mark of a supreme singing power, an element

too subtle for solution in any crucible of analysis, though

its presence or absence be patent at a first trial to all who

have a sense of taste. All these this poet has, and the

mastery over all these which melts and fuses all into form

and use ; the cunning to turn his own gifts to service which

is the last great apanage of great workmen. Colour and

sound are servants of his thought, and his thought is ser-

vant of his will ; in him the will and the instinct are not

two forces, but one strength ; are not two leaders, but one

guide ; there is no shortcoming, no pain or compulsion

in the homage of hand to soul. The subject-matter of

his work is always great and fit ; nothing trivial, nothing

illicit, nothing unworthy the workmanship of a master-

hand, is to be swept up from any corner of the floor;

there is no misuse or waste of good work on stuff" too

light or hard to take the impression of his noble style.

He builds up no statues of snow at the bidding of any

fool, with the hand that can carve itself a godlike model

in ivory or gold ; not though all. the fools of the place

and hour should recommend snow as the best material,

for its softness and purity. Time and work and art are

too precious to him and too serious to be spent on any-

thing less than the best. An artist worthy of the highest

work will make his least work worthy of himself. In
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each line oflabour which his spirit may strike into he will

make his mark, and set his stamp on any metal he may

take in hand to forge ; for he can strike into no wrong

line, and take in hand no base metal. So equal a

balance of two great gifts as we find in the genius of this

artist is perhaps the greatest gift of all, as it is certainly

the most singular. We cannot tell what jewels were lost

to the treasure-house of time in that century of sonnets

which held " the bosom-beats of Rafifael ;
" we can but

guess that they had somewhat, and doubt how nearly they

had all, of his perfect grace and godhead of heavenly

-

humanity. Even of the giant-god his rival we cannot be

sure that his divine faculties never clashed or crossed

each other to their mutual hindrance.

But here, where both the sister powers serve in the

temple of one mind and impel the work of one hand,

their manner of service is smooth, harmonious, perfect

;

the splendid quality of painting and the subtle faculty of

verse gain glory from each other without taking, reign

side by side with no division of empire, yet with no con-

fusion of claims, with no invasion of rights. No tongue-

less painter or handless poet could be safer from the

perils of mixed art ; his poems are not over pictorial or

his pictures over poetical ; his poetry has not the less

depth and reach and force and height of spirit proper to

poetry, his painting has not the less might and skill, the

less excellence of form and colour or masterdom of design

and handiwork proper to painting, for the double glory of

his genius. Which of the two great men in him, the painter

or the poet, be the greater, only another artist equal to

him on either hand and taintless of jealousy or misconceit
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could say with authority worth a hearing ; and such a

judge he is not Ukely to find. But what is his relative

rank among other men it needs no such rare union of

faculties to perceive. His place among the painters of his

century may be elsewhere debated and determined ; but

here and now the materials lie before us for decision as

to his place among its poets. Of these there is but one

alive whose name is already unamenable to any judg-

ment of the hour's ; whose supremacy, whether it be or

be not a matter of question between insular and pro-

vincial circles of parasites or sectarians, is no more de-

bateable before any graver tribunal than the motion of

the earth round the sun. Upon him, as upon two or

three other of the leaders of men in time past, the verdict

of time has been given before his death. In our com-

parison of men with men for worse or better we do not

now take into reckoning the name of Victor Hugo. The

small gatherings or swollen assemblies of important

ephemerals who met to dispute the respective claims and

merits of Shakespeare and Jonson, Milton and Waller,

Shelley and Byron, have on the whole fallen duly dumb :

the one supreme figure of each time is as generally and

openly acknowledged by all capable articulate creatures

as need be desired. To sit in the seat of such disputants

can be no present man's ambition. It ought to be, if it

be not, superfluous to set down in words the assurance that

we claim for no living poet a place beside the Master

;

that we know there is no lyrist alive but one who could

have sung for us the cradle-song of death, the love-song

of madness, the sea-song of exile, the hunting-song of

revolution ; that since the songs of Gretchen in " Faust

"
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Grecian goal in " Thyrsis" and the ''Harp-player;" none

can light as with fires or lull as with flutes of magic the

reaches of so full a stream of story as flows round the

" Earthly Paradise " with ships of heroes afloat on it

But for height and range and depth, for diversity and

perfection of powers, Mr. Rossetti is abreast of elder poets

not less surely than of younger. Again I take to witness

four singled poems ;
" The Burden of Nineveh," " Sister

Helen, " " Jenny," and " Eden Bower." Though there

were not others as great as these to cite at need, we might

be content to pass judgment on the strength of these

only ; but others as great there are. If he have not the

full effluence of romance or the keen passion of human

science that give power on this hand to Morris and on

that to Browning, his work has form and voice, shapeli-

ness and sweetness, unknown to the great analyst ; it has

weight and heat, gravity and intensity, wanting to the less

serious and ardent work of the latest master of romance.

Neither by any defect of form nor by any default of force

does he ever fall short of either mark or fight with either

hand " as one that beateth the air." In sureness of

choice and scope of interest, in solidity of subject and

sublimity of object, the general worth of his work excels

the rate of other men's ; he wastes no breath and mis-

takes no distance, sets his genius to no tasks unfit for it,

and spends his strength in the culture of no fruitiess fields.

What he would do is always what a poet should, and what

he would do is always done. Born a light-bearer and

leader of men, he has always fulfilled his ofiice with readi-

ness and done his work with might. Help and strength

and delight and fresh life have long been gifts of his
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giving, and freely given as only great gifts can be. And now

that at length we receive from hands yet young and strong

this treasure of many years, the gathered flower of youth

and ripe firsdings of manhood, a fruit ofthe topmost branch

" more golden than gold," all men may witness and assure

themselves what manner of har\-est the life of this man

was to bear ; all may see that although, in the perfect

phrase of his own sonnet, the last birth of life be death,

as her three first-bom were love and art and song, yet

two of these which she has borne to him, art namely and

song, cannot now be made subject to that last ; that life

and love with it may pass away, but very sinrely no death

that ever may be bom shall have power upon these for

ever.

1870.
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The hardest work and the highest that can be done by a

critic studious of the right is first to discern what is good,

and then to discover how and in what way it is so. To

do this office for any man during his Hfe is a task ahvays

essentially difficult, sometimes seemingly ungracious. We
demand of the student who stands up as a judge to show us

as he best may how and why this man excels that, what

are the stronger and what the weaker sides of his

attempted or achieved work when set fairly by the work

of others. For if in some one point at least it does not

exceed theirs, it is not work of a high kind, and worthy of

enduring study. Who is to say this, who is to prove it,

we have first to find out ; and found out it must be, if

criticism is to be held of more account than the ephemeral

cackle of casual praisers and blamers ; if it is to be

thoughtful and truthful, worthy the name of an art, hand-

maid of higher arts. Now, as a rule, men are mistrustful

of one who takes leave to judge the work of a fellow-

workman. And not without reason or show of reason
;

for no verdicts more foolish or more false have been

delivered than some of those passed by poet upon poet,

by painter upon painter. Nor need this be taken as

proof of anything base or partial or jealous in the
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speaker's mind- It is not easy to see at once widely and

welL For example, could Byron and Wordsworth have

judged better of each other's work, each might have lost

something of fitness for his own. It is a hard law, but a

law it is. Against this, however, a coimter truth not less

grave than this must be weighed. We do not appeal to

men ignorant of poUtics for a verdict on afi^iis of state,

to men unskilled in science on a scientific question. .\nd

no matter of science or of state is more abstruse and

hard to settle than a question of art ; nor is any more

needfiil to have settled for us in good time, if only

lest accident or neglect, ignorance or ^ioIence, rob us

nnaware of some precious and irrecoverable thing, not

known kA or esteemed while safely with us. Consider

what all men have lost already and for ever, merely by

such base means as these ; how much of classicwork and

mediaeval, how much of Greece, of Italy, of England, has

gone fi-om us that we might have kept For this and

other reasons it may be permissible, or pardonable at

least, for a student of art to speak now and then on art

;

so long only as he shall speak honesdy and carefiilly,

without overmuch of assumption or deprecation-

Over the first fortunes of a newly-bom work of art

accident must usually preside for e%'il or for good. Over

the earhest work of the artist whom we are here to take

note ofi that purblind leader of the blind presided on the

whole for eviL Here and there it E&et with eager recog-

nition and earnest applause ; nowhere, if I err not, with

just praise or blame worth heeding. It seems to have *^,^
been now lauded and now decried as the result and ex-

pression of a school rather than a man. of a theory or
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tradition rather than a poet or student. Those who so

judged were blind guides of the purblind ; reversing thus

the undivine office of their god Accident. Such things

as were in this book are taught and learnt in no school

but that of instinct. Upon no piece of work in the world

was the impress of native character ever more distinctly-

stamped, more deeply branded. It needed no excep-

tional acuteness of ear or eye to see or hear that this poet

held of none, stole from none, clung to none, as tenant

or as beggar or as thief. Not as yet a master, he was

assuredly no longer a pupil.

A little later than this one appeared another volume

of poems, not dissimilar in general choice of stories and

subjects, perfect where this was imperfect, strong where

this was weak ; but strong and perfect on that side alone.

All that was wanting here was there supplied, but all that

was here supplied was wanting there. In form, in struc-

ture, in composition, few poems can be more faultless

than those of Mr. Tennyson, few faultier than those of

Mr. Morris, which deal with the legend of Arthur and

Guenevere. I do not speak here of form in the abstract

and absolute sense ; for where this is wanting, all is

wanting ; without this there can be no work of art at all.

I speak of that secondary excellence always necessary to

the perfection, but not always indispensable to the exist-

ence of art. These first poems of Mr. Morris were not

malformed ; a misshapen poem is no poem ; as well

might one talk of unnatural nature or superhuman man-

hood ; but they are not well clad; their attire now and

then has been huddled on ; they have need sometimes

of combing and trimming. Take that one for example
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called "King Arthur's Tomb." It has not been con-

structed at all ; the parts hardly hold together ; it has

need of joists and screws, props and rafters. Many able

writers c& verse whom no miracle could endow with com-

petence to do such work would have missed the faults as

surely as the merits ; would have done something where

the poet has cared to do nothing. There is scarcely

connection here, and scarcely composition. There is

hardly a trace of narrative power or mechanical arrange-

ment There is a perceptible want of tact and practice,

which leaves the poem in parts indecorous and chaotia

But where among other and older poets of his time and

country is one comparable for perception and expression

of tragic truth, of subtle and noble, terrible and piteous

things ? where a touch of passion at once so broad and

so sure? The figures here given have the blood and

breath, the shape and step of life ; they can move and

suffer ; their repentance is as real as their desire ; their

shame Ues as deep as their love. They are at once

remorsefiil for the sin and regretful of the pleasure that is

past The retrospective vision of Launcelot and of

Guenevere is as passionate and profound as life. Riding

towards her without hope, in the darkness and the heat of

the way, he can but divert and sustain his spirit by recollec-

tion of her lovelmess and her love, seen long since asleep

and waking, in another place than this, on a distant

night

" Pale in the green sky were the stars, I ween.

Because the moon shone like a tear she shed

When she dwelt up in heaven a while ago

And ruled all things but God."
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Retrospect and vision, natural memories and spiritual,

here coalesce ; and how exquisite is the retrospect, and

how passionate the vision, of past light and colour in the

sky, past emotion and conception in the soul ! Not in

the idyllic school is a chord ever struck, a note ever

sovmded, so tender and subtle as this. Again, when

Guenevere has maddened herself and him with wild

words of reproach and remorse, abhorrence and at-

traction, her sharp and sudden memory of old sights and

sounds and splendid irrevocable days finds word and

form not less noble and faithful to fact and life. The

first words of Arthur bidding her cherish the knight

" whom all the land called his banner, sword, and shield;"

the long first pressure of Launcelot's lips on her hand ; the

passionate and piteous course of love here ended (if ended

at all) above the king's grave dug in part and unwittingly

by their wrong-doing ; the solitary sound of birds singing

in her gardens, while in the lists the noise went on of

spears and shouts telling which knight of them all rode

here or there ; the crying of ladies' names as men and

horses clashed one against another, names that bit like

the steel they impelled to its mark ; the agony of anger

and horror which gives edge and venom to her

memory—
" Banner of Arthur—with black-bended shield

" Sinister-wise across the fair gold ground !

Here let me tell you what a knight you are,

O sword and shield of Arthur ! you are found

A crooked swofd, I (hink, that leaves a scar ,

" On the bearer's arm so be he thinks it straight

—

Twisted Malay's crease, beautiful blue-grey,

Poisoned with sweet fruit—as he found too late.

My husband Arthur, on some bitter day !
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years' space does not lie between them in vain ; enough

has been learned and unlearned, rejected and attained.

Here indeed there is not the stormy variety, the lyric

ardour of the first book ; there is not the passion of the

ballads, the change of note and diversity of power, all

that fills with life and invigorates with colour the artist's

earlier designs ; for not all of this is here needed. Of

passion and humour, of impulse and instinct, he had

given noble and sufficient proof in manifold ways. But

this " Jason " is a large and coherent poem, completed as

conceived ; the style throughout on a level with the in-

vention. In direct narrative power, in clear forthright

manner of procedure, not seemingly troubled to select, to

pick and sift and winnow, yet never superfluous or

verbose, never straggling or jarring ; in these high

qualities it resembles the work of Chaucer. Even against
^

the great master his pupil may fairly be matched for

simple sense of right, for grace and speed of step, for

purity and justice of colour. In all the noble roll of our

poets there has been since Chaucer no second teller of

tales, no second rhapsode comparable to the first, till the

advent of this one. As with the Greeks, so with us ; we

liave had in lieu of these a lyric and a tragic school ; we

have also had the subordinate schools, gnomic and '

idyllic, domestic and didactic. But the old story-singers,

the old " Saga-men," we have no more heard of. As

soon might we have looked for a fresh Odyssey from

southward, a fresh Njala from northward. And yet no

higher school has brought forth rarer poets than this.

" But," it is said, " this sort of poetry is a March flower,

a child of the first winds and suns of a nation ; in May
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even, much more in August, you cannot have it except by

focing ; and forcing it will not bear. A late romance is

a hothouse daflfodiL" And so indeed it must usually be.

But so it is not here ; and the proof is the poem. It could

not be done, no doubt, only it has been. Here is a

poem sown of itself^ sprung from no alien seed, cast after

no alien model ; fresh as wind, bright as light, full of the

spring and the sim. It shares of course the conditions

cS. its kind ; it has no time for the subtleties and hardly

room for the ardours of tragic poetry. Passion in ro-

mance is of its nature subordinate to action ; the flowing

stream of story hushes and lulls the noise of its gurgling

and refluent eddies with a stiU predominance of sound.

To me it seems that there has here been almost too

much of this. Only by rare and brief jets does the poet

let out the fire of a potent passion which not many others

can kindle and direct For the most part, the river of

romance flows on at full, but keeping well to its channel,

unvexed by rains and imdistuibed by whirlpools. In a

word, through great part of this poem there is no higher

excellence attempted than that of adventurous or ro-

mantic narrative couched in the simplest and fittest

forms of poetry. This abstinence is certainly not due to

impotence, possibly not to intention, more probably to

distaste. Mr. Morris has an English respect for tem-

perance and reserve
; good things as drags, but not as

clogs. He is not afraid to tackle a passion, but he will

not move an inch from his way to tackle it. Tragedy

can never be more than the episode of a romance, and

romance is rather to his taste than naked tragedy. He
reminds us of the knight in Chaucer cutting sharply short
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the monk's tragic histories as too piteous for recital, or

the very monk himself breaking off the detail of Ugolino's

agony with a reference to Dante for those who can en-

dure it.

The descriptive and decorative beauties of this romance

of " Jason " are excellent above all in this, that number-

less though they be they are always just and fit. Not a

tone of colour, not a note of form, is misplaced or dis-

pensable. The pictures are clear and chaste, sweet and

lucid, as early Italian work. There are crowds and pro-

cessions, battle-pieces and merry-makings, worthy of

Benozzo or Carpaccio ; single figures or groups of lovers

in flowery watery land, worthy of Sandro or Filippo. The

sea-pieces are like the younger Lippi's ; the best possible

to paint from shore. They do not taste salt or sound

wide ; but they have all the beauty of the beach. The

romance poets have never loved the sea as have the

tragic poets ; Chaucer simply ignores it with a shiver

;

even Homer's men are glad to be well clear of it. Ulysses

has no sea-king's impulse ; he fights and beats it, and is

glad, and there an end ; necessity alone ever drives him

off shore. But ^{schylus loves the Oceanides ; and

Shakespeare, landsman though he were, rejoices in the

roll and clash of breakers.

For examples of the excellences we have noted—the

chastity of colour and noble justice of composition, the

fruitful and faithful touches of landscape incident-^almost

any page of the poem might be turned ujx Compare the

Hesperian with the Circcan garden, the nameless northern

desert lands with the wood of Medea's transformation, or

the seaward bent where Jason " died strangely." No
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flower of tfae landscape is sinrred. bar no flower is obcm-

5ive ; the pafntfng is broad and minute at once. larse and

sure bv dint of accuraqr. And there are wonderfiil

touches on it of feiry mysterv ; \reird lights pass ova' it

and wafts of mystical wind ; as here :

—

" There comes a mnrniiir nrom tiie skore.

And in the place cwtj fiiir streams are.

Drawn from the purple h\"\<. 2hx.

Drawn down unto the restless sea.

The kuLs Tv/use jLrsier^ >uidr fed :kd bes.

The snare na ship has irser zesn,

SdH beaten by the billows green.

Whose mnrmnr comes anceasimri''"

Unto the place for which I crv."

AH this song of a nymph to Hvias is foil of the melody

wfiich involves colour and odour, bat the two hnes marked

have in them the marvel and the music of a dream. Nor
is any passage in the poem pitcheti in a higher and clearer

key than the first hymn of Orpheus as Argo takes the

sea. As noble is the song of triiimph at p. 21 7. which

should be set by the side of this, to wrdch it is in some
sort antiphonaL

But the root of the romance lies of course in the cha-

racter of Medea ; and here, where it was neediuliest to do
wen, the poet has done best. At her first entrance the

poem takes new life and rises out of the atmosphere of

mere adventure and incident. Tne subdued and delicate

ardour of the scene in Jason's chamber, following as it

does on the ghasdy beauty of that in the wood of the

Three-formed- is proof enough and at once with how
strong and soft a touch the picnire will be completed.

Her mcantadons, and her flight with Jdson. have no less
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of fanciful and tender power. The fifteenth book, where

she beguiles Pelias to death at the hands of his daughters,

is a sample of flawless verse and noble imagination un-

surpassed by any here. For dramatic invention and

vivid realism of the impossible, which txmis to fair and

sensible truth the wildest dreams of legend, there has

been no poet for centuries comparable. But the very

flower and crest of this noble poem is the final tragedy at

Corinth. Queen, sorceress, saviour, she has sunk or

risen to mere woman ; and not in vain before entering

the tragic lists has the poet called on that great poet's

memory who has dealt with the terrible and pitiful passion

of women like few but Shakespeare since.

Worthy, indeed, even of the master-hand is all that

follows. Let the student weigh well the slight but great

touches in which the fitful fury and pity and regret of the

sufferer are given ; so delicate and accurate that only by

the entire and majestic harmony of tragedy will he discern

the excellence and justice of every component note. To
come upon this part of the poem is as the change from

river to sea (Book XII.), when wind and water had a

larger savour in lip and nostril of the Argonauts. Note

well the new and piteous beauty of this :

—

" Kindly I deal with thee, mine enemy ;

Since swift forgetfulness to thee I send.

But thou shalt die—his eyes shall see thine end

—

Ah ! if thy death alone could end it all

!

" But ye—shall I beholdyou when leaves fall.

In some sad ez'ening ofthe autumn-tide ?

Or shall I have you sitting by my side

Amidst the feast, so that folk stare and say,

* Sure the grey wolf has seen the queen to-day ' ?
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What ! when I kneel in temples of the Gods

Must I bethink me of the upturned sods,

And hear a voice say :
' Mother, wilt thou come

And see us resting in our new-made home.

Since thou wert used to make us lie full soft,

Smoothing our pillows many a time and oft ?

O mother, now no dainty food we need.

Whereof of old thou usedst to have such heed.

O mother, now we need no gown of gold.

Nor in the winter time do we grow cold ;

Thy hands would bathe us when we were thine own,

Now doth the rain wash every shining bone.

No j>edagogue we need, for surely heaven

Lies spread above us, with the planets seven.

To teach us all its lore.'

"

Rarely but in the ballad and romance periods has

such poetry been written, so broad and sad and simple,

so full of deep and direct fire, certain of its aim, without

finish, without fault. The passion from hence fills and

bums to a close ; the verse for a littie is as the garment

of Medea steeped in strange moisture as of tears and

liquid flame to be kindled by the sun.

" O sons, with what sweet counsels and what tears

Would I have hearkened to the hopes and fears

Of your first loves : what rapture had it been

Your dear returning footsteps to have seen

Amidst the happy warriors of the land

;

But 7icrd>—but nard>—this is a little hand.

Too often kissed since lave didfirst begin

To win such curses as it yet shall win.

When after all bad deeds there comes a worse ;

Praise to the Gods ! ye know not how to ctirse"

It should now be clear, or never, that in this poem a

new thing of great price has been cast into the English

treasure-house. Nor is the cutting or the setting of the
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jewel unworthy of it; art and instinct have wrought

hand in hand to its perfection. Other and various fields

await the workman who has here approved himself a

master, acceptable into the guild of great poets on a

footing of his own to be shared or disputed by no

other. Strained clear and guided straight as now, his

lofty lyrical power must keep all its promise to us. Dif-

fusion is in the nature of a romance, and it cannot be

said that here the stream has ever overflowed into marsh-

land or stagnated in lock or pool. Therefore we do not

blame the length and fullness of so fair a river ; but some-

thing of barrier or dam may serve to concentrate and con-

dense the next. Also, if we must note the slightest ripples

of the water-flies that wrinkle it, let us set down in

passing that there are certain slight laxities or perversities

of metre which fret the ear and perplex the eye, noticeable

only as the least shortcoming is noticeable in great work.

Elision, for example, is a necessity, not a luxury, of metre.

This law Chaucer, a most loyal versifier, never allows

himself to slight after the fashion of his follower. But

into these straits of technical art we need not now steer.

So much remains unremarked, so much unsaid ; so much

of beauty slighted, of uncommended excellence ; that I

close these inadequate and hurried notes with a sense 6f

grave injustice done. To the third book of Mr. Morris

we look now, not for the seal of our present judgment,

but for the accomplishment of our highest hopes ; for a

fresh honour done to English art, a fresh delight to us,

and a fresh memory for the future.

1867.
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MATTHEW ARNOLD'S NEW POEMS.

(1S67.)

There are two things which most men begin by hating

until they have won their way, and which when combined

are more than doubly hatefiil to all in'whose eyes they

are not doubly admirable : perfection of work, and

personaHty io the workman. As to perfection, it must be

seen to be loved, and few have eyes to see it To none

but these few can it be acceptable at first ; and only because

these few are the final legislators of opinion, the tacit and

patient lawgivers of time, does it ever win acceptance.

A strong personal tone of character stamped and in-

grained into a man's work, if more offensive at first to the

mass, is likelier to find favour before long in the sight of

some small body or sect of students. If not repulsive, it

must be attractive and impressive ; and there are always

mental cripples in plent)- to catch at a strong man's staff

and cut it down into a crutch for themselves. But the

more love a man has for perfection, the more faith in

form, the more instinct for art, the fewer will these early

believers be, and the better worth ha\Tng ; the process of

winning their suflorages will be slower, and surer the hold

of them when won.

For some years the immediate fame of Mr. Matthew

-\mold has been almost exclusively the fame of a prose
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writer. Those students could hardly find hearing—they

have nowhere of late found expression that I know of

—

who, with all esteem and enjoyment of his essays, of their

clearness, candour, beauty of sentiment and style, retained

the opinion that if justly judged he must be judged by his

verse and not by his prose ; certainly not by this alone

;

that future students would cleave to that with more of

care and of love ; that the most memorable quality about

him was the quality of a poet. Not that they liked the

prose less, but that they liked the verse more. His best

essays ought to live longer than most, his best poems can-

not but live as long as any, of their time. So it seemed

to some who were accordingly more eager to receive and

more careful to study a new book of his poems than most

books they could have looked for ; and since criticism of

the rapid and limited kind possible to contemporaries can

be no more than the sincere exposition of the writer's

belief and of his reasons for it, I, as one of these, desire,

with all deference but with all decision, to say what I

think of this book, and why. For the honour of criticism,

if it is to win or to retain honour at all, it must be well

for the critic to explain clearly his personal point of view,

instead of fighting behind the broad and crestless shield

of a nameless friend or foe. The obscurest name and

blazon are at least recognisable; but a mere voice is

mere wind, though it affect to speak with the tongues

and the authority of men and of angels.

First on this new stage is the figure of an old friend

and teacher. Mr. Arnold says that the poem of *' Empe-

docles on Etna " was withdrawn before fifty copies of the

first edition were sold. I must suppose then that one
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of these was the copy I had when a schoolboy— how

snatched betimes from the wreck and washed across my

way I know not ; but I remember well enough how then

as now the songs of Callicles clove to my ear and memory.

Early as this was, it was not my first knowledge of the

poet ; the •' Reveller," the " Merman," the " New Sirens,"

I had mainly by heart in a time ofchildhood just ignorant of

teens. I do not say I imderstood the latter poem in a hteral

or logical fashion, but I had enjoyment enough of its

music and colour and bright sadness as of a rainy sunset

or sundawn. A child with any ear or eye for the attraction

of verse or art can dispense with analj-sis and rest content

to apprehend it without comprehension ; it were to be

wished that adtilts equally incapable would rest equally

content Here I must ask, as between brackets, if this

beautiful poem is never to be reissued after the example

of its yoimger ? ^ No poet could aflford to drop or destroy

it ; I might at need call into comt older and better judges

to back my judgment in this ; meantime " I hope here

be proofe " that, however inadequate may be my estimate

of the poet on whom I am now to discourse, it is not in-

adequate through want of intimacy with his work. At

the risk of egotism, I record it in sign of gratitude ; I can-

not coimt the hoiurs of pure and high pleasiu-e, I cannot

reckon the help and guidance in thought and work, which

I owe to him as to all other real and noble artists whose

influence it was my fortune to feel when most susceptible

<rf influence, and least conscious of it, and most in want

In one of his books, where he presses rather hard upon

' A qaesdon which I still r^ret shoold be yet unanswered in its

favour (1875).
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our school as upon one wholly void of spiritual or imagina-

tive culture, he speaks of his poems as known to no large

circle—implies this at least, if I remember : he will not

care to be assured that to some boys at Eton Sohrab and

Rustum, Tristram and Iseult, have been close and common

friends, their stream of Oxus and bays of Brittany familiar

almost as the well-loved Thames weirs and reaches. How-

ever, of this poem of " Empedocles " the world it seems

was untimely robbed, though I remember on searching

to have found a notice of it here and there. Certain

fragments were then given back by way of dole, chiefly in

the second series of the author's revised poems. But

one, the largest if not the brightest jewel, was withheld

;

the one long and lofty chant of Empedocles. The reasons

assigned by Mr. Arnold in a former preface for cancelling

the complete poem had some weight : the subject-matter

is oppressive, the scheme naked and monotonous; the

blank verse is not sonorous, not vital and various enough

;

in spite of some noble interludes, it fails on the whole to

do the work and carry the weight wanted ; its simplicity

is stony and grey, with dry flats and rough whinstones.

To the lyrics which serve as water-springs and pastures

I shall have to pay tribute of thanks in their turn;

but first I would say something of that strain of choral

philosophy which falls here " as the shadow of a great

rock in a weary land." It is a model of grave, clear,

solemn verse ; the style plain and bare, but sufficient and

strong ; the thought deep, lucid, direct. We may say of

it what the author has himself said of the wise and sublime

verses of Epictetus, that " the fortitude of that is for the

strong, for the few; even for them, the spiritual atmo-
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^phexe vidi widdi it snrroands dieni is Ueakand grey;"

but die air is tu^KT and purer, die grom^ fixmer, die

iew- dearer; we hare a surer foothold on diese cold

faiBs of dKN^^ than in die mc^ fragrance of warma'

air vindi steals die meadows and maTshes q& sentimoit

and tradition.

** ThiB, &iB t&e plrii'wl knaaa noises grow.

Rare tbe kne postool hats ; marvd not tiioa

!

The soloHD peaks bat to die stzis are known.

Bat b> die stazs, and Ae cold knar beams ;

Akne dte son aiisesy andaloae

Spdng tlie great atreams."

These noble vetses erf* another poem clipped &om
Mr. Amcdd's first book, and left hanging in fragments

about one's monay—I hae make my protest against its

exdaoQ *—may sore as types dL die later, die more im-

mediate and daboiate discoorse (rf^tfaoi^it here endioffied

and attired in words of stately and simple harmony. It

is no small or oxnmon om^oit, after all die ddicate and

inggnoas sfanflffipg of other Fjigfeli poets aboot die ed^
of deep things, to come npon one who ^)eaks widi so

la^e and dear and cahn an utterance; who begins at

the t^MTDOt and wdlspring of the matter, learing others

to wade ankle-deep in still waters and weare rrrff-Sa^

or lake-HIies in Ken of stemrning die stream. Nothing

in verse or ont of varse is mcnre wearscxne than the de-

Hvoy of reluctant doubt, of hatHiearted hope and hatf-

I It has 9Bce been replaced, with die final ^anza. wiio&j re-

wnttOL For its lecoroy I bdiere tkat I taj take some credit to

^Fs^l^ and ckdm in conseqaenoe some »l«a.Bi »i- finm all sodoos

rtaiktvofcote«pomy poetry.
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incredulous faith. A man who suffers from the strong

desire either to believe or disbelieve something he cannot

may be worthy of sympathy, is certainly worthy of pity,

until he begins to speak; and if he tries to speak in verse,

he misuses the implement of an artist. We have had

evidences of religion, aspirations and suspirations of all

kinds, melodious regrets and tortuous returns in favour

or disfavour of this creed or that—all by way of poetic

work; and all within the compass and shot-range of a

single faith ; all, at the widest, bounded north, south, east,

and west by material rivers or hills, by an age or two

since, by a tradition or two ; all leaving the spirit cramped

and thirsty. We have had Christian sceptics, handcuffed

fighters, tongue-tied orators, plume-plucked eagles ; be-

lievers whose belief was a sentiment, and free-thinkers

who saw nothing before Christ or beyond Jud^a. To

get at the bare rock is a relief after acres of such quaking

ground.

A French critic has expressed this in words which I

may quote here, torn out from their context :—** Le cotd

fort du caractere d'un peuple fait souvent le cotd faible de

sa podsie. Ces poiites anglais pechent du cote de la

raison religieuse. Ce n'est pas que les anglais soient

effectivement ou trop religieux ou trop raisonnables.

C'est qu'ils ont la manie de vouloir rdconcilier les choses

irr^conciliables. On voit cela partout, dans la politique,

dans les beaux arts, dans la vie pratique, dans la vie iddale.

Leur rdpublique est juchde sur des ^chasses fdodales,

attifde des guenilles ^tincelantes d'une royautd us^e

jusqu'Jl la corde; tout le bric-k-brac monarchique lui

plait ; ses parfums ranees, ses lambris dddor^s, sa
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defroque rapiec^ ; elle n'ose se montrer sans mettre son

masque de reine, sans rajuster ses jupons de pairesse.

Pourquoi se donne-t-elle cette peine ? quel profit espere-t-

elle en retirer? c'est ce qu'un anglais meme ne saurait

dire ;' tout en repondant que Dieu le sait, il est permis de

douter que Dieu le sache. Venons aux arts ; que veut-on

d'un peintre ? de la peinture ? fi done ! II nous faut ;m

peu de morale, un peu d'intention, le beau \Tai, le vrai

beau, I'idee actuelle, I'actualite ideale, mille autres choses

tr^recommandables dans ce genre-lL C'est ce malin

esprit, tres-peu spirituel, qui est venu souffler aux poetes

la belle idee de se poser en apotres reconciliatetu^ entre

le croyant et le libre penseur. L'lm d'eux fait foudroyer

M. Renan par Saint Jean expirant en pleine odeur de

philosophic, ecrase sous son talon le pau\Te eveque

Colenso, et demontre que si le Christ n'est pas ' le Dieu

incommensurable,' il doit etre tout bonnement un honmie

* perdu ' (c'est son mot) ; vu que d'apres la tradition de sa

parole ecrite plusieurs millions de gens plus ou moins

honnetes sont morts dans cette foi, et que voUi apparem-

ment le seul Dieu, et que voilk la seule reUgion, qui ait

jamais produit un efiet pareil. Sous des vers plus

• This is a strange and sad instance of the ignorance and perver-

sity as foreign to Englishmen as they are natnral to foreigners. Any
one could have answered him, and at any length. Envy doubtless

as well as error must have inspired this blasphemy against the Con-
stitution once deUvered to the saints—that august result of a plenary

ins|Hration above the reach of human wisdom, sent down direct firom

heaven, and vouchsafed alone to this chosen nation, this peculiar

people ; to which, as to Tyre or Jerusalem in time past, the Supreme
Powers have said by the sweet voices of their representative elect

—

elect ofgods and men—" Thou sealest up the sum ; full of wisdom,

and perfect in beauty."
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soigneusement limds, plus coquettement ajustds, nous ne

trouverons qu'une plus profonde sterilitd de raisonnement.

Voici une belle ame de poete qui pleure, qui cherche, qui

envisage la mort, le ndant, I'infini
;
qui veut peser les

faits, trier les croyances, vanner la foi; et voici sohs

dernier mot : Croyons, afin de moins souffrir ; tachons

au moins de nous faire accroire k nous-m^mes que nous

croyons h. quelque chose de consolant. II est douloureux

de ne pas croire qu'on doit revivre un jour, revoir ses amis

morts, accomplir de nouveaux destins. Posons done que

cela est, que cela doit etre, qu'il faut absolument y croire,

ou du moins faire semblant k ses propres yeux d'y croire, se

persuader, se rditerer k haute voix que cela est. La vie

sans avenir est impossible. Plus de raisonnements d'in-

cre'dule. Le coeur se leve comme un homme irrite et

repond
; J'ai senti ! Vous manquez de foi, dites-vous,

vous manquez de preuves, mais il suffit que vous ayez eu

des sensations. A ce compte-lk, il vaut bien la peine

de faire rouler le wagon po^tique sur les rails de la

philosophie, de s'embourber les roues dans les omi^res

de la theologie. Aimez, souffrez, sentez, c'est tr^s-bien

;

vous etes Ik dans votre droit. Cela ne prouve rien,

mais cela est fort joli, mis en de beaux vers. On
perd un objet aimd, on desire le revoir, on'dpreuve des

Amotions douloureuses k songer qu'on ne le reverra

point. Apr^s ? La mort, la douleur, I'oubli, la mis^re,

voilk sans doute des choses p^nibles, et que Ton voudrait

^viter ; il est clair que nous ferions tous notre possible

pour y t^chapper. Cela prouve-t-il que ces choses-lJl

n'existent pas ? On est tent^ de rdpondre une bonne

fois k ces bonnes gens : Messieurs, vous raisonnez en

poetes, vous po^tisez en raisonneurs. De grace, soyez
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fxm oa Faiitre : oa bkxt, s toos xvez tes deux doos

letais^ nisomiez en MJJsiwfim^ poAisex en poe&es.

FadEHMMS grace en ^UriiiUl de ccttepo6ie d^roncigy

de oette philosophie dtfraflleie.

'' Encore un ant. La po&ie ifa que &ire de toot

cela. n n'y a pas de icl^^on p«wgbJe dont eHe ne sache

preodre son ptBtL Tcofee oujaace qoi ement, qui &t
Tibrer, 'rwi—f, txessaillir nne senle coide iiij/iifufit'

—

toute vpTThrhh* religion, sombre on. radxeuser tragKjne oa

riante, est une chose essentieRonent poetique. Partout

oa paose alLa- la passion, F^noticn, le somment qtn &ft

les amtjiv ies pnif^iibQe^ les ^neiges BSfsfeeneasc^ ies

apotrts egbgiaBto da laenoa dB nal^ pocfeOBt ok poBs-

senx. penecrer ks terreois mystiqaes, les joies ^HMiiie%

les elans obscnrs de la fia, 3 y a ponr les poetes xak

mlien. respirahle. Tarns en Moloch, Jesns on Brahma^

n'nnporte. Un poete eofenne chez loi pent etre le

meflfewr dirdiBi dn monde. on bkn le p&is alrenx

paJai ; ce sont S des affaires de foyer on la crtfiqae a'a

rial a voir ; mas la poeae propre ne sera jamais ni ceci

ni cek. Elle est tont, eHe n est rieo. . . . Tonte amo-

tion Ini sert, celle de Fanadiorete ni pins ni moins qne

ceEe ixx blasphematenr. Ponr la morale, elle est

manvaise et bonne, ciiaste et libertine ; poor la religron,

elle est fncredole et ndele, soianbe et idieiie: Mais

FinifBxssance religiense on morale, oaais la posee qui

Ixxte, Fesprit qai loodb^ Fame qni a penr et de se soib-

mettre et de se revolts", la foi manqoee (^ plenre des

Ignqnic s^idqaes, Les efihives &des, tristes. nansenbonds,

de la ^-a^^M^i^ spaitBelle, les plantes edolees, les sources

itsssbAig&f ks ponsses s=*'"^ seve dTnne epoque dontense
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et crepusculaire—que voulez vous qu'elle fasse de tout

cela ? Pour elle, la negation meme n'est pas stdrile ;

chez elle, Lucrece a sa place comme Moise, Omar*

comme Job ; mais elle ne saurait oii glisser les petites

questions d'evidence, les petites tracasseries thdologiques.

Meme en cette epoque cependant nous ne manquons pas

de poetes qui sachent manier des choses hautes et

sombres. Nous ne renverrons pas des dcrivains anglais

au sixieme livre des Contemplations^ aux sommets pour eux

inabordables de la podsie actuelle, oii la lumibre se

mele au vertige ; sans citer le grand maitre, nous pour-

rions leur indiquer un des leurs qui a mieux fait qu'eux."

Here follows the reference to Mr. Arnold's poem and

to the exact passages supposed to bear upon the matter

at issue. "Ce monologue lyrique est d'une ampleur,

d'une droiture podtique dont on ne saurait ailleurs re-

trouver une trace. O'est un rude dvangile qu'on vient

Ik nous precher ; on sent dans cette cratbre des flammes

eteintes ; c'est lugubre pour les ames faibles, pour les

esprits k I'oeil chassieux ; c'est une podsie froide et ferme

et forte. Voici enfin quelqu'un qui a le regard haut, le

pied sHr, la parole nette, la vue large; on sait ce qu'il nous

veut. Sa philosophic apre, escarpde, impassible, est apr^s

tout meilleure consolatrice que la thdologie douteuse,

pleureuse, tracassi^re de ses rivaux."^ In spite of his

' Far better than in the long literal version of Omar Khayyam
which is all that the French language can show, may the soul and

spirit of his thought be tasted in that most exquisite English

translation, sovereignly faultless in form and colour of verse, which

gives to those ignorant of the East a relish of the treasure and a

delight in the beauty of its wisdom.

* There are varieties of opinion in this world ; and the British

critic's fond faith in the British thinker will not soon be shaken by
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flippancy and Ttolaice of manner, I am disposed in

part to agree with this critic-

EIsewhe:e, in minor poems, Mr. Arnold also has now

and then given signs of an inclination for that sad task ot

sweeping up dead leaves fallen from the dying tree ot

belief; but has not wasted much time or strength on. such

sterile and stupid work. Here, at all events, he has

wasted none ; here is no melodious whine of retrospective

and regretful scepticism; here are no cobwebs of plea

and counterplea, no jungles of ai^ument and brakes of

analysis. " Ask what most helps when known ;
" let be

the oracular and the miraculous, and vex not the s<»iil

about their truth or &Jsehood; the souL which oracles

and miracles can neither make nor mar, rrin neitha- slay

nor save.
" Once read tKv own breast rigit.

And tiiou hast done with fears.

Man gets no other light.

Search he a thousand years.

Smfc m thyself; there ask what ails thee, at ^^ dttine."

This is the gospel of airofjireia, the creed of self-suffi-

cience,' which sees for man no clearer or deeper duty than

the adverse verdict of any French heretic. Witness the words of a

writerwhom I once fell in with, heaven knows where ; who, being fer

above the shallow errors of foolish '

' Greeks "' and puerile " pagans."

takes occaaon to admonish their disciples that ' - aur phflosophers and
poets win tell you that they have got fiir beyond this stage. The
riddles tkey have to unravel involve finer issues"' (and among these

perhaps they might deign to expound what manner of thing may be
the involution of an issue) : no doubt, in a word, but they are the

people, and wisdom shall die with then. They may tell us so,

certainly ; thought and speech are free, and £br aught I know they

may be fidly capable of the assertion. But it is for us to choose

what amount of belief it may please us to accord them.
' I take leave to forge t^'>< word, because " self-saffidngnes

"
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that of intellectual self-reliance, selfdependence, self-

respect; an evangel not to be cancelled or supplanted

by any revelation of mystic or prophet or saint. Out of

this counsel grows the exposition of obscure and afflictive

things. Man's welfare—his highest sphere and state of

spiritual well-doing and well-being—this indeed is his true

aim ; but not this is the aim of nature : the world has

other work than this to do ; and we, not it, must submit

;

submit, not by ceasing to attempt and achieve the best

we can, but by ceasing to expect subservience to our own

ends from all forces and influences of existing things ; it is

no reason or excuse for living basely instead of nobly, that

we must live as the sons and not as the lords of nature.

" To tunes we did not call our being must keep chime ;
"

but this bare truth we will not accept. Philosophy, as

forcibly and clearly as religion, indicates the impediments

of sin and self-will ;
" we do not what we ought, what we

ought not we do ;
" but there religion stops, as far as

regards this world, and passes upward into a new world

and life
;
philosophy has further to go without leaving

her hold upon earth. Even were man pure, just, wise,

instead of unwise, unjust, and impure, this would not

affect the " other existences that clash with ours."

is a compound of too barbaric sound, and "self-sufficiency" has

fallen into a term of reproach. Archbishop Trench has pointed out

how and why a word which to the ancient Greek signified a noble

virtue came to signify to the modern Christian the base vice of pre-

sumption. I do not see that human language has gained by this

change of meaning, or that the later m(Jod of mind which dictated

this debasement of the word is at all in advance of the older, or

indicative of any spiritual improvement ; rather the alteration seems

to me a loss and a discredit, and the tone of thought which made the

quality venerable mqre sound and wise than that which declares it

vile.
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** Like US, the I^htnii^ fires

Love to have scx^ and play ;

Hie stream, likens, desires

An unimpeded waj

;

Like OS, the Libyan wind del^bts to roam at laige.

" Streams will not coib their pride

The just man not to entomb,

Nor lightnings go aside

To leaTe his virtaes room ;

Nor is that wind l»s roag^ which bkiws a good nan's barge.

" Xatnie, with equal mind.

Sees all her sons at play ;

Sees mas control the wind.

The wind sweep man away :

Allows the proudly-riding and the fiaanda'd baik."

Again, there are ** the ill-deeds of other men " to fill

up the account against us of painful and perilous things.

And we, instead of doing and bearing all we can under

our conditions of life, mtist needs " cheat our pains " like

children after a fall who " rate the senseless ground :

"

" So, loth to soffer mote.

We, peopling the void air,

Make gods to whom to impute

The ills we ought to bear ;

With God and Fate to rail at, suffering easily.

" Yet giant—as sense long mi.ss'd

Thii^ that are now pa"ceiv'd.

And much may still e^st

Which is not y^ believ'd

—

Grant that the wotU were full of Gods we cannot see ;

" All things the world which fill

Of but <Mie stuff are spun.

That we who rail are still.

With what we rail at, one ;

One with the o'er-labooi'd Power that through the breadth and

lei^;th
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" Of earth, and air, and sea,

In men, and plants, and stones,

Hath toil perpetually,

And struggles, pants, and moans
;

Fain would do all things well, but sometimes fails in strength.

'
' And, patiently exact.

This universal God
Alike to any act

Proceeds at any nod,

And quietly declaims the cursings of himself.

'
' This is not what man hates.

Yet he can curse but this.

Harsh Gods and hostile Fates

Are dreams ; this only is ;

Is everywhere ; sustains the wise, the foolish elf."

Again, we must have comfonable Gods to bless, as

well as these discomfortable to curse ;
" kind Gods who

perfect what man vainly tries ;
" we console ourselves for

long labour and research and failure by trust in their sole

and final and sufficient knowledge. Then comes the ma-

jestic stroke of reply to rebuke and confiite the feeble

follies of inventive hope, the futile forgeries of unprofitable

comfort ; scornful and solemn as the forces themselves of

nature.
" Fools ! that in man's brief term

He cannot all things view,

Affords no ground to affirm

That there are Gods who do
;

Nor does being weary prove that he has where to rest."

In like manner, when pleasure-seekers fail of pleasure

in this world, they turn their hearts Godward, and thence

in the end expect that joy which the world could not

give; making sure to find happiness where the foiled

student makes sure to find knowledge. Again the re-
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^QDse firofn nimi^inirM-T i^m^s iiizsee% or &QfEi tiie l^ps of

tEim own wisest^ confroms tii>m' fenoes as b«^re.

«« F«m& r frfe»* SO' aftot &ecc

Ha|)ptne!S mocked! aior pia^trai^

I f^inlr^ TTiTgfrt make 05 fear

A Eke ewent efaew&ece ;

Mzke osy not % tx} dreams, bac modgrate desmc"

Xc^ fioistliy^ wifien sE is sskE, meed tibe wise dSe^isir or ie~

pm<^ l]€C2ixse (£e£}srr£d liuixii (iire^iiiiis of 9. *liwiJian»ii and

ciabieKis hapiiiQiess m a w^zM oTxt^de of oaxs.

" Is It 50 'anaTT a t&ing

To &a:7e aijoyed. tie ata,

Tq &awe E^red. ligtic in t&e sprmg,

Tq' &a:ye loved, cq brve thoogfit, is> Kane dnae?*

Tbe poQxest -nlkgeir feels tliai: itr is mot so smaQ a

tfrmg that he ^loccM mm be Ibtfia ta> loee tiie Bddle dut fife

can yield ^rm. Let tire wiser man. Eke feirn, tnist widt-

out fear the joys that are; life has rocmi ioreffiat and

enJoytneiLtr thocgh at s^t of tihe evil and sonov it

iacltides one ma.y bave abpied filse &dli aood IboGdi

bope and fimitless fear.

Tbe majesty and composnre of tb^n^trtt and Teise;;

tlie pelect clearness and competaice^ woid% dBsdngni^

tfrrK fix«n Qtb<a: poetry of tbe intellect mow rmore appioved

and applauded. Tbe matter ear argtmniait s not less deep

and close i^a^n, clear aaad even in eEpressroii ; aUtbofs^i

ifcs lucidity and egnaJity of style may drminisb its imatterial

Taltte in eyes -used to tbe feg and ears trained to due

cliattter of tbe cbaotic schiool. Eat a poecm tbiQiogboat 90

feiwrales a^nd paEEd wonld miss mucb of tbe conaaaiBon

cbann of poetry^ bowever imbued witb tbe sarene and
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severe splendour of snows and stars. And the special

crown and praise of this one is its fine and gentle alter-

nation of tone and colour. All around the central peak,

bathed in airs high as heaven and cloven with craters

deep as hell, the tender slopes of hill and pasture close

up and climb in gradual grace of undulation, full of sun-

beams and murmurs, winds and birds. The lyric interludes

of the " Empedocles " are doubtless known by heart to

many ignorant of their original setting, in which they are

now again enchased. We have no poet comparable for

power and perfection of landscape. This quality was

never made more of by critics, sought after by poets

with so much care ; and our literature lies in full flower-

age of landscape, like Egypt after the reflux of the Nile.

We have galleries full of beautiful and ingenious studies,

and an imperial academy of descriptive poets. The

/ supreme charm of Mr. Arnold's work is a sense of right

1 resulting in a spontaneous temperance which bears no

I

mark of curb or snaffle, but obeys the hand with imper-

ceptible submission and gracious reserve. Other and

older poets are to the full as vivid, as incisive and im-

pressive; others have a more pungent colour, a more

trenchant outline; others as deep knowledge and as

fervid enjoyment of natural things. But no one has in

/ like measure that tender and final quality of touch which
;

tempers the excessive light and suffuses the refluent
^

shade ; which as it were washes with soft air the sides of

the earth, steeps with dew of quiet and dyes with colours

of repose the ambient ardour of noon, the fiery affluence

of evening. His verse bathes us with fresh radiance andj

light rain, when weary of the violence of summer and]
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winter in which others dazzle and detain us ; his spring

wears here and there a golden waif of autumn, his autumn

a rosy stray of spring. His tones and effects are pure,

lucid, aerial ; he knows by some fine impulse of temper-

ance all rules of distance, of reference, of proportion

;

nothing is thrust or pressed upon our eyes, driven or

beaten into our ears. For the instinctive selection of

simple and effectual detail he is vmmatched among

English poets of the time, unless by Mr. Morris, whose

landscape has much of the same quality, as clear, as

noble, and as memorable—memorable for this especially,

that you are not vexed or fretted by mere brilliance of

point and sharpness of stroke, and such intemperate

excellence as gives astonishment the precedence of

admiration : such beauties as strike you and startle and

go out Of these it is superfluous to cite instances from

the ablest of our countrymen's works ; they are taught

and teach that the most remote, the most elaborate, the

most intricate and ingenious fashions ofallusion and detail

make up the best poetical style ; they fill their verse with

sharp-edged prettinesses, with shining surprises and

striking accidents that are anything but casual ; upon

every Hmb and feature you see marks of the chisel and

the plane : there is a conscious complacency of polish

which seems to rebuke emulation and challenge improve-

ment. It is otherwise with the two we have named
;

they are not pruned and pared into excellence, they have

not so much of pungency and point; but they have breadth

and ease and purity, they have largeness and sureness of

eyesight ; they know what to give and to withhold,

what to express and to suppress. Above all, they have
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air
;
you can breathe and move in their landscape, nor

are you tripped up and caught at in passing by intrusive

and singular and exceptional beauties which break up and

distract the simple charm of general and single beauty,

the large and musical unity of things. Their best verse is

not brought straight or worked right ; it falls straight

because it cannot fall awry ; it comes right because it

cannot go wrong. And this wide and delicate sense of

right makes the impression of their work so durable.

The effect is never rubbed off or worn out ; the hot

suffering eastern life of "The Sick King in Bokhara;"

the basking pastures and blowing pines about the

" Church of Brou ; " the morning field and midday moor-

land so fondly and fully and briefly painted in " Resigna-

tion ; " above all, to me at least, the simple and perfect

sea-side in the " Merman "—" the sandy down where the

sea-stocks bloom," the white-walled town with narrow

paved streets, the little grey church with rain-worn stones

and small leaded panes, and blown about all the breath

of wind and sound of waves—these come in and remain

with us ; these give to each poem the form and colour

and attire it wants, and make it a distinct and complete

achievement. The description does not adorn or decorate

the thought ; it is part of it ; they have so grown into

each other that they seem not welded together, but indi-

visible and twin-bom.

Of the five songs of Callicles—whom we have left

somewhat too long midway on Etna—that of Marsyas

seems to me the highest and sweetest in tone, unless the

first place be rather claimed for that of Cadmus and

Harmonia. Others may prefer the first for its exquisite
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grace of scenery, or the last for its fresh breath and light,

shed on softer places than the fiery cone of Etna—for its

sweetness and calm, subduing, after all. the force of flames

and darkness with the serenity of stars and song ; but

how fine in each one alike is the touch which relieves the

scenery with personal life, Chiron's or Typho's or the

sleeping shepherds' and passing Muses'. We have no

word but the coarse and insufficient word taste to express

that noble sense of harmony and high poetic propriety

shown in the arrangement and composition of these

lyrics ; the first, ftill of the bright moist breath of well-

watered glen and well-wooded ford, serving as prelude

with its clear soft notes to the high monotone of Em-

pedocles ; the second, when that has ceased upon the

still keen air, rising with fiiller sweetness from below.

Nothing can be more deep and exquisite in poetical tact

than this succession of harmonies, diverse without a

discord. For the absolute loveliness of sound and

colour in this and the next song there are no adequate

words that woxild not seem \aolent ; and violence is too

far from this poetr\^ to invade even the outlying province

of commentar^^ It must be accepted as the " warm bay

among the green lUjTian hills " accepts the simhght, as

the fiame of maiden flowers and enclosure of gentle grass

accept the quiet presence of the sacred snakes. No ear

can forget the cadence, no eye the colour ; I am half

shaken in my old preference of the next ode imtil I recall

it from end to end :

" That triumph of the sweet persuasive lyre,

That (amous, final %'ictor)',

When jealous Pan with Marsyas did conspire

;
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When, from far Parnassus' side,

Young Apollo, all the pride

Of the Phrygian flutes to tame.

To the Phrygian highlands came."

Verse stately as the step and radiant as the head of

Apollo ; not " like to the night " this time, but coming as

the morning to the hills. How clear it makes the distance

between Parnassus and Phrygia, the beautiful scorn and

severe youth of the God, leaving for these long reed-beds

and rippled lakes and pine-clad ridges of hill the bays

and olives of his Greece ; how clear the presence of the

listening Muses, the advent of the hurrying Msenads, the

weeping Olympus, and the implacable repose of Apollo.

No poet has ever come so near the perfect Greek ; he

has strung with a fresh chord the old Sophoclean lyre
;

he has brought back the Muses from Phrygia even to

Colonus

;

a \lyfia jxivipiTai

X^6ipa7s tnrh fidacrais'

he has watered afresh the fruitful foliage of that unfooted

grove of the God, sunless and stormless in all seasons of

wind or sun; and for him the sleepless wellsprings of

Cephisus are yet unminished and unfrozen,

oiiSe Movcaf

Xopol vlv itireffTvyr)(rau, ovS' a

Xpfffivios 'A<ppoSlTa.

Even after his master, the disciple of Sophocles holds his]

high place ; he has matched against the Attic of the]

Gods this Hyperborean dialect of ours, and has not^

earned the doom of Marsyas. Here is indeed the triumph
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of tlie Eyre | jnd he Urag Itigwr to> EefesfcaiHiii it fer MnaseJf

a.TnrnTg a naifiEQist axu^ in sn a.g<& of fintff-plsjrais aju^l inoiiii-

blowars.

F<Hr tiie irest, t&e scfeame q£ diis pQemt bs somewfeat

meagre and ineffiaent. Draniatic or not, the ngtrre of

Empedocles as here conceived is noble^ fiill of a high and

serene interest f but the figure as here represented is a

ghost, without form and void ; and darkness is upon the

feee of the deep in which his life hes stagnant ;: and we

look in vain for the spirit to move opon the fece of the

waters. Dtemljr and with something of discomfert jgraat

depression we perceive the shadow of the poet's design

;

we discern in rough and thin outline the Ekaiess of the

wise woridr-weaned man, worn diowiiit and worsted in tine

struggle of spirit against unwisdom and change an^d

adverse force of men and things^ But how he stands

ttes is^sA among the- saints and sophistSy whence an^

whitherhe comes and goes, what ruin hes behind or what

revolution before, we hardly see at alL Not only dbi we
contemplate a disembodied spirit, but a spirit of which we
«2nnot determine how it was once embodied, what forms

of thought or sense it once put on,, what labour and what

life it once went durough. There is a poetry of the

bodiless intellect, which without touching with finger-tip.'

or wing-tip the edge of actual things may be wise and

sweet and firotfiil and sublime ; but at least we must see

tire hght and feel the air which guides forward and buoys

W|)waid the naked fleshless feet of the spirit. Grant that

we want no details of bodily life and terrene circum-

afcaire^ no touch of local or tonpoial cofour ; we want at

least an indication! of t^ spirknal circumstance, t&e
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spiritual influence, without which this poetry would have

no matter to work upon. " II fallait nous faire sentir

I'entourage, I'habillement, le milieu respirable de cette

ame nuageuse, de cet esprit fatigu^." After the full

effusion of spirit in his one great utterance, Empedocles

has little to bring forth but fragments and relics of the

soul, shadows of thin suggestion and floating complaint.

The manliness and depth, the clearness and sufficiency of

thought have passed from him ; he is vague and weak,

dissatisfied much as the commonest thinker is dissatisfied

with whom all things have not gone well, to whom all

things are visibly imperfect and sensibly obscure. Now
the prophet of nature who spoke to us and to Pausanias in

the solemn modulation of his lyric speech was more than

that. There needs no ghost come from the grave—there

needs no philosopher scale the summit of Etna—to tell

us this that we find here : that a man had better die than

live who can neither live with other men as they do nor

wholly suffice to himself ; that power and cunning and

folly are fellows, that they are lords of life in ages of

men with minds vulgar and feeble, and overcome the

great and simple servants of justice and the right ; that

the lord of our spirit and our song, the god of all singers

and all seers, is an intolerable and severe god, dividing and

secluding his elect from full enjoyment of what others

enjoy, in the stress and severity of solitude—sacrificing

the weaker and sequestering the strong ; that men on

whom all these things beat and bear more heavily than

they need can find no fullness of comfort or communion

in the eternal elements made of like matter with us, but

better made, nor in any beauty nor in any life of the
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laborious and sleepless soul of things ; that even wiien all

other components of our transient nature are duly and

happily resolved into those durable elements, the insoluble

and inevitable riddle of mind and thought must vex us to

the last as at the first

" We know all this, we knov !

Cam'st Uioa fitom heanren, O chOd

Of^;lit ! bot dds to dedare ?

iUas! to help OS faiget

Sndtbaxiai knovfe^e xwhile,

God gxfe the poet his soog."

Not that sudi barren knowledge is ignoble or inade-

quate matter for poetry ; only it must assume something

of the dramatic form and circumstance which here are

scantily supplied. Less scanty is the supply of noble

verses such as these

:

' Bat we received the shock ofm%h^ thoa^ts

On simjde minds with a pure natoial joy ;

"

verses in the highest tone of Wordsworth's, as dear and

grave as his best, as close and full and majestic. The

good and evil influence of that great poet, perverse

theorist, and incomplete man, upon Mr. Arnold's work

is so palpable and so strong as to be ahnost obtrusive in

its effects. He is the last worth reckoning whom the

** Excursion " is ever likely to mi^uide. The incalculable

power of Wordsworth on certain minds for a certain time

could not but be and could not but pass over. Part of

diis singular power was doubtless owing to the might of

will, the solid individual weight of mind, which moulded

I

his work into the form he chose for it
;
part to the strong

iption and high self-reliance which grew in him so

to self-confidence and presumption
;
part to the

L
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sublimity and supremacy of his genius in its own climate

and proper atmosphere—one which forbids access to all

others and escape to him, since only there can he breathe

and range, and he alone can breathe and range there
;

part to the frequent vapour that wraps his head and the

frequent dust that soils his feet, filling the simpler sort

with admiration of one so lofty at once and so familiar

;

and part, I fear, to the quality which no other great poet

ever shared or can share with him, to his inveterate and

invincible Philistinism, his full community of spirit and

faith, in certain things of import, with the vulgarest

English mind—or that which with the Philistine does

duty for a mind. To those who like Shelley and Landor

could see and mark this indomitable dullness and thick-

ness of sense which made him mix with magnificent and

flawless verse the " enormous folly " of " those stupid

staves," his pupils could always point out again the

peculiar and unsurpassable grandeur and splendour of

his higher mood ; and it was vain to reply that these

could be seen and enjoyed without condonation or excuse \

of his violent and wearisome perversities. This is wha|

makes his poetry such unwholesome and immoral reading

for Philistines ; they can turn round upon their rebuker

and say, " Here is one of us who by your own admissioi

is also one of the great poets ;
" and no man can giv^

them the lie ; and the miserable men are confirmed

their faith and practice by the shameful triumph.

It will be a curious problem for the critics of anothc

age to work at, and if they can to work out, this influ^

ence of men more or less imbued with the savour an^

spirit of Philistia upon the moral Samson who has playc
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for onrbdKxif die part (rf'Agonistesor potagonist in die

new Gaza viiexe ve Kve. From die son of his &dier and

die piqiil of his tyafli^ none would hare looked for sodi

efficient assault and batterj of the Philistine ootircHks

;

none but those who can a{^)reciate tl^ certain and

natmal foice, in a stiong and veIl-tenq>eTed ^mit, of

loyal and unoiHiscioiis reaction. I s^ leactiffli, and not

TssfAt ; he has assuredly nodung <^ the bad, peihaps not

etwM^ of the good stofl^ which goes to make a rebeL

He is iDyal, not to a fimh, but to die foil ; y^ no man's

habit of mind or wodc can be less like diat idiich men

trained in other sdiot^ eipect frmn a schdar o£ Rjdal
or<rf^Riigfaj. Apn^neaheninmy heating once defined

him as " Darid the son of Goliath ; " and whoi rebaked

for the flat inei eroace, arowed himselfmaMe to mider-

stand how such a graft could have ever been set by the

head gardener ci the main hotbed erf" Philistine «aplings

i>oiw flffnriJHjiii^ in Fngjanrf- It is Certain diat the opini<m

put forth widi such flij^Kmt folly of phrase isaHnmoa to

many of die ]mi£me, and iK>t explicable by mere puerile

prejudice or sentiment ; and that students of Rx^iby of of

Rydal, vocal and inarticnlate, poetic and prosaic, are not

sddom recognisable through certain qualities whidi, if

any be, are mideniably Philistine. Whatever diese

scbocis have c^ good, their tendenqr is to cultivate all

die merits recognised and suppress all the merits un-

lecdgnised in Ascakm 01 in Gatfa. I wiQ not call up

witnesses past 01 {xesent from the realms of prose or

eise, of practice or thecny : it would be a ta^ rather

inviffious than difficulL

Saa cf Goliath or son of Jesse, this David or Samscm
1.2
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or Jephthah of our days, the man who has taught our

hands to war and our fingers to fight against the

PhiHstines, must as a poet have sat long and reverently

at the feet of their Gamaliel. And as when there is a

high and pure genius on either side a man cannot but

get good from the man he admires, and as it was so in

this case if ever in any, he must have got good from that

source over and above the certain and common good

which the sense of reverence does to us all. The joy of

worship, the delight of admiration, is in itself so excellent

and noble a thing that even error cannot make it unvener-

able or unprofitable ; no one need repent of reverence,

though he find flaws or cavities in his idol ; it has done

him good to worship, though there were no godhead

behind the shrine. To shut his eyes upon disproof and

affirm the presence of a god found absent, this indeed is

evil ; but this is not an act of reverence or of wor-

ship ; this is the brute fatuity of cowardice, the violent

impotence of fear; wanting alike what is good and

fruitful in belief and what is heroic and helpful in

disbelief ; witness (for the most part) the religious and

political, moral and aesthetic scriptures of our own time,

the huge canonical roll of the Philistine. Nothing can

be more unlike such ignoble and sluggard idolatry than the

reverence now expressed and now implied by Mr. Arnold

for the doctrine and example of Wordsworth. His

memorial verses at once praise and judge the great poet

then newly dead better than any words of other men

;

they have the still clear note, the fresh breath as of the

first fields and birds of spring awakened in a serene dawn,
|

which is in Wordsworth's own verse. With wider eyes]
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and keener, he has inherited the soothing force of speech

and simple stroke of hand with which Wordsworth as-

suaged and healed the weariness and the wounds of his

time ; to his hands the same appeasing spells and sacred

herbs that fell from the other's when they relaxed in

death have been committed by the gods of healing song.

The elder physician of souls had indeed something too

much of -^sculapius in him, something too little of

Apollo his father ; nevertheless the lineal and legitimate

blood was apparent

This elegy and the poem headed " Resignation " are

in my eyes the final flower of Mr. Arnold's poems after

Wordsworth—as I take leave to qualify a certain division

of his work- The second of these is an unspotted and

unbroken model of high calm thought couched in pure

and faultless words ; the words more equal and the vision

more clear than his old teacher's, more just in view and

more sure in grasp of natiure and life. Imbued with the

old faith at once in the necessity of things and in the en-

durance of man, it excels in beauty and in charm the

kindred song of Empedocles ; from first to last there

rests upon it a serene spell, a sad supremacy of still music

that softens and raises into wisdom the passionless and

gentle pain of patience ; the charm of earth and sorrow-

ful magic of things everlasting ; the spell that is upon

the patient hills and immutable rocks, at work and asleep

in " the life of plants and stones and rain "
; the life to

which we too may subdue our souls and be wise. At

times he writes simply as the elder poet might have

written, Aiirithout sensible imitation, but with absolute

identity of style and sentiment ; at times his larger tone
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of thought, his clearer accent of speech, attest the differ-

ence of the men. So perfect and sweet in speech, so

sound and lucid in thought as the pupil is at his best,

the master seldom was; and at his best the pupil is

no more seen, and in his stead is a new master. He
has nothing of Wordsworth's spirit of compromise with

the nature of things, nothing of his moral fallacies and

religious reservations ; he can see the face of facts and

read them with the large and frank insight of ancient

poets ; none of these ever had a more profound and

serene sense of fate. But he has not grasped, and no

man I suppose will ever grasp, the special and imperial

sceptre of his elder. The incommunicable, the immiti-

gable might of Wordsworth when the god has indeed

fallen upon him cannot but be felt by all, and can bat be

felt by any ; none can partake or catch it up. There are

many men greater than he ; there are men much greater

;

but what he has of greatest is his only. His concentra-

tion, his majesty, his pathos have no parallel ; some have

gone higher, many lower, none have touched precisely

the same point as he ; some poets have had more of all

these qualities, and better ; none have had exactly his

gift. His pathos for instance cannot be matched against

any other man's ; it is trenchant, and not tender ; it is an

iron pathos. Take for example the most passionate of

his poems, the " Affliction of Margaret ;
" it is hard and

fiery, dry and persistent as the agony of a lonely and a

common soul which endures through life, a suffering

which runs always in one groove without relief or shift.

Because he is dull and dry and hard, when set by the

side of a great lyrist or dramatist ; because of these faults
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and defects, he is so intense and irresistible when his

iron hand has hold of some chord which it knows how to

play upon. How utterly unlike his is the pathos of

Homer or .^Eschylus, Chaucer or Dante, Shakespeare or

Hugo ; all these greater poets feel the moistiure and

flame of the fever and the tears they paint ; their pathos

when sharpest is full of sensitive life, of subtle tenderness,

of playing pulses and melting colours : his has but the

downright and trenchant weight of swinging steel ; he

strikes Eke the German headsman, one stroke of a loaded

sword. This could not be done even by the poets who

could do more and better than this. His metre too is

sublime, his choice or chance of language casual or

chosen has miraculous effects in it, when he feels his

foot firm on ground fit for him ; otherwise his verse is

often hard as wood and dry as dust and weak as water.

In this as in other ways his influence has been now good

and now bad. The grave cadence ot such a poem as

the "Resignation," in this point also one of Mr. Arnold's

most noble and effective, bears with it a memory and a

resonance of the master's music, such as we find again

in the lovely single couplets and lines which now and then

lift up the mind or lull it in the midst of less excellent

verse ; such for instance as these, which close a scale of

lower melodies, in a poem not wholly or equally pleasur-

able : but these are faultless verses and fiill of the com-

fort of music, which tell us how, wafted at times fiom the

far-off verge of the soul,

" As from an infinitelj distant land.

Come aiis, and floating echoes, and cx>nvey

A melancholy into all oar day."
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These have a subtle likeness to Wordsworth's purernotes,

a likeness undefined and unborrowed ; the use of words

usually kept back for prose (such as " convey") is a trick

of Wordsworth's which either makes or mars a passage

;

here the touch, it may be by accident, strikes the exact

chord wanted, elicits the exact tone.

But indeed, as with all poets of his rank, so with Mr.

Arnold, the technical beauty of his work is one with the spi-

ritual ; art, a poet's art above all others, cannot succeed in

this and fail in that. Success or achievement of an exalted

kind on the spiritual side ensures and enforces a like ex-

ecutive achievement or success; if the handiwork be

flawed, there must also have been some distortion or

defect of spirit, a shortcoming or a misdirection of spiritual

supply. There is no such thing as a dumb poet or a

handless painter. The essence of an artist is that he

should be articulate. It is the mere impudence of weak-

ness to arrogate the name of poet or painter with no

other claim than a susceptible and impressible sense of

outward or inward beauty, producing an impotent desire

to paint or sing. The poets that are made by nature

are not many ; and whatever " vision " an aspirant may

possess, he has not the " faculty divine " if he cannot use

his vision to any poetic purpose. There is no cant more

pernicious to such as these, more wearisome to all other

men, than that which asserts the reverse. It is a dmg
which weakens the feeble and intoxicates the drunken

;

which makes those swagger who have not learnt to walk,

and teach who have not been taught to learn. Such talk

as this of Wordsworth's is the poison of poor souls like
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David &a7's.' Men bsten, and dqpoit vidi the bdkf
diat thqr ban^ dhis Acuity or tibis Tiskm winch akuie,

they are tcrfd, makes the poet; and <H)ce imhned with

diat belief soon pass or slide from die inaxtiailate to die

articidate stage of ddnli^ and disfase. hspaaaaaa.

ibiledand inqxitent is a piteous dung enoi]^ but friends

and teachers xA this sort make it ridicnloos as wdL A
man can no moie win a |dace among poets by dreaming

of it oar hstii^ after it than he can win by dream or

desire a woman's beanty or a kii^s ccnmiand ; and

dmse enoomage him to fill his beity with the east wind

* TUs vss a poor Tcang Scptclunm iriio aiajbe renanlKred
as hznng soagpit and faoi Ii^> and patrooa^ at dae lands fiDt of
Mt. DobdH and aflawaiJs «f Lovd HonsbtoaL la soiae of Us
soBaels dioe are toadies of sweet and sincae emodon; but the

most iruui^aWe points in Ins poor fitde book, and ttose vlndi
shoold be ^nst konaaUe to odier sanall poets of bis kiad (^ at

least the lace of tihon were rapaHc of ptufiling by any sack leaoa),

are first tibe direct and scfimngly ancooscioos tiaasfeicncc of some
of die best known lines or plnases fioat sack oliSLnie «if**~5 as

SJMkrsficaie andWunlswmlh iato Ae soBK-whatt aanow and banea
fidd of kis own vene^ and secondly die ««•—"iiMr '•a»'<«i»- of cx-

pECssxngncn ia kis tiaiespondwice to sack flatalaC a^li«ti«»» and
saiA l^FStencal self-esteem as die aadnrof ** Balder " mast kave
re^oded, I skonid tkidE, widi a sonowfid sense of aanseaKBC I

m^ add dat tke poor boy's aane was here cited wiA ao desire to

confa-apon it any wwfasencd notoriety far belter or inr wose, and
assaredly widi no aaldndfier fieefiag diaa pi^ far ks poor fitde

cniMf, bat siM^ilyasaaweyHigtheaBostapt anddiCMOst ftigiant

as wcH as die most recent in->l4»i r I happened to remeadia- of tke

fwteuas and giieimt* kaim done by fidse t>»« iwng and groandless

fwcuai^ement to spints not strong eno^i to know Aeir own
weakness. It was a kindly bat "»»f^«*»''»> nV \nm *, in Mr. Amold^s
kind^ bat anoitical essayon Maurice de Gneim—an essay of wkidi
I kave said a few wtvds findieraB—diat apon tins occasion far tmoe
recalled tke aaaie to aiymind, andsoppfiedme witibdieiBBstxatua

id|aiiQaL
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who feign to accept the will for the deed, and treat inarti-

culate or inadequate pretenders as actual associates in art.

The Muses can bear children and Apollo can give crowns

to those only who are able to win the crown and beget

the child ; but in the school of theoretic sentiment it is

apparently believed that this can be done by wishing.

Small things suffice to give immediate proof or dis-

proof of the requisite power. In music or in painting all

men admit this for a truth ; it is not less certain in poetry.

There is nothing in either of the poets I speak of more

distinctive and significant than the excellence of their

best sonnets. These are almost equally noble in style ;

though the few highest of Wordsworth's remain out of

reach of emulation, not out of sight of worship. Less

adorable and sublime, not less admirable and durable,

Mr. Arnold's hold their own in the same world of poetry

with these. All in this new volume are full of beauty,

sound and sweet fruits of thought and speech that have

ripened and brought forth together ; the poetry of religious

thought when most pure and most large has borne no

fairer than that one on the drawmg in the Catacombs ot

the Good Shepherd bearing the young, not of a sheep,

but of a goat ; or that other on the survival of grace and

spirit when the body of belief lies dead ; but all, I repeat,

have a singular charm and clearness. I have used this

word already more than once or twice ; it comes nearest

of all I can find to the thing I desire to express ; that

natural light of mind, that power of reception and reflec-

tion of things or thoughts, which I most admire in so

much of Mr. Arnold's work. I mean by it much more

than mere facility or transparency ; more than brilliance,
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more dian ease or excellence of strle. It is a quality

begotten by instinct opmi cnhoze ; one which all artists of

equal lank possess in equal measure.

There are in die English language tifiree elegiac

poems so great that they eclipse and dSatx all the elegiac

poetiT we know : all oi ItaEan, aQ of Gre^ It is fxAj

because the latest bom is -yti new to us that it can seon

stiai^ or rash to say so. TTje "Thyisis" rfMr. Arnold

makes a third with "Lyddas" and "Adonais." It is

not so easy as those may think who think by rote and

piaise by ptesoription to strike the balance between

them. Thefiist however remains first, and must remain ;

its five opening lines are to me the most mnsiral in aU

known realms of vase ; there is nothii^ like diem ; and

it is more various, more simple, more large and sublime

than dieodieis; kyvdierandfuHo-it cannot be.

" Tbe kadcr is feiiest.

Bat aD are dmne."

The least pathetic of Ae three is "Adonais," whidi

indeed is hardly padietic at all ; it is passionate, subtle,

sploidid ; but "Thyisis,* like ^ Lyddas," hasa quiet and

tender undertone whidi gives it s(Mnethiiig of sacred.

Sidl^ brings fire frcHn heavoi, but these bring also ^ the

meed d some melodious tear.* There is a grace ineflBd^ v
a sweet sound and sweet savour of diings past, in the

old beautifiil use oi the language <^ shepherds^ <^ flocks \

and {Mpes; the spirit is none tiie less sad aiMi sincere

because the body oi the poem has put on diis dear

familiar raiment ct romance; because the crude arnl

naked sorrow is veiled and chastened with scii shadows
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and sounds of a "land that is very far off" ; because the

verse remembers and retains a perfume and an echo of

Grecian flutes and flowers,

" Renews the golden world, and holds through all

The holy laws of homely pastoral,

"Where flowers and founts, and nymphs and semi-gods,

And all the Graces find their old abodes." . ;

Here, as in the " Scholar Gipsy," the beauty, the

delicacy and afiiuence of colour, the fragrance and the

freedom as of wide wings of winds in summer over

meadow and moor, the freshness and expansion of the

light and the lucid air, the spring and the stream as of

flowing and welling water, enlarge and exalt the pleasure

snd power of the whole poem. Such English-coloured

verse no poet has written since Shakespeare, who chooses

his field-flowers and hedgerow blossoms with the same

sure and loving hand, binds them in as simple and sweet

an order. All others, from Milton downward to Shelley

and onward from him, have gathered them singly or have

mixed them with foreign buds and alien bloom. No
poem in any language can be more perfect as a model of

style, unsurpassable certainly, it may be unattainable.

Any couplet, any line proves it. No countryman of ours

since Keats died has made or has found words fall intoi

such faultless folds and forms of harmonious line. He is

the most efficient, the surest-footed poet of our time, the

most to be relied on ; what he does he is the safest to doj

well ; more than any other he unites personality and|

perfection ; others are personal and imperfect, perfect

and impersonal ; with them you must sometimes choose

between inharmonious freedom and harmonious bond-
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age. Above aB, he Iomivs wfealt as a poet be shooild do^

and smi|ify does dbat; dhe nMnwur of Us good mile is

and ftQ oat ofdie moidd, cast atasim^jet; pboed

besade BBacb alAia icose of «be time^ it siiows fike a

sir.iiiiljiloi''s mall \sf an cnanidkx'k. Widdb aU idieinr weabb

and wmnlb offlowos and fights, tdbese t«o txin poems

aie solid and pose as gpnafee or as gold. Theb- sweet

su.ntwriif'^nii w ofmnsfc^ SO fidl and f^wwy Immw"^ andbeaisiip

llBi]iinii.j)jgrmiiii1! liBiff ipip^iiatl fipywl of tliHWlrirt. "l"BMnrrqiilM^«og

wilb laden bands on Ae middSe beq^ ofthe jeai; the

watocJied thit dbcides die friwliiin* fanaotams of ^mhimiiiiimi

2i!i)d caspnngf a&jBveandfiniiifipilsauBessigUietDninphant

naffancfao^ of foEbkntn floiweis and soods finll-gtown.

The slanxasfinan the axlb tot&efianteaiAof '"Tbyrat,"

amid ^fun booa die aixfeeentb to due iweMiedi, aie t£

possible die most hivefy in essber poem ; die ^fcrrrtf- in

toine and amplest in ooloar; die cbokeness and sweet-

ness of ^ng^ fines and pftwamyc most g»«]Mii*»|iff awMf

. : rii 'St Ac ImKii'^ ffat^
Whffiii DioEKiB d^&asds samp &9 AmeEO^me!!

For die bosdlfisd lirad SsSSaa fidki^

Sftff idutw mic DoBon walSsnEgBSB dfivuue^

She Ibmr eack lOf-wtite nAuft Emai pefi^

^be BsBvcd l&e Dobbbii ^tSpT^ t&e Doomiii Auznu.

Bd^ah! ofaarpsHirTlaBasdeiBeccrbaBd!!
Hcrnolt tne diimiiiiii CBBwt^^ps jg^er attHoroi.

;

MaA. ive 'dfcmM itoase laer inl& onr ]pbnalt in nam."'

She has leanrit to blow diem noir, die mer aiid die livcr-

meadoia^ and argpssis as gajsj-few aw F«i|^Kdli ag a IVnTitim
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prayer to the most gentle of all worshipped gods. It is a

triumphal and memorial poem, a landmark in the high

places of verse to which future travellers studious of the

fruits and features of the land may turn and look up and

see what English hands could rear.

This is probably the highest point of Mr. Arnold's

poetry, though for myself I cannot wholly resign the old

preference of things before familiar ; of one poem in

especial, good alike for children and men, the." Forsaken

Merman ;
" which has in it the pathos of natural things,

the tune of the passion we fancy in the note of crying birds

or winds weeping, shrill and sweet and estranged from

us ; the swift and winged wail of something lost midway

between man's life and the life of things soulless, the wail

overhead and caught up by the fitful northern fancy, filling

with glad and sad spirits the untravelled ways of nature
;

the clear cry of a creature astray in the world, wild and

gentle and mournful, heard in the sighing of wearj' waters

before dawn under a low wind, in the rustle and whistle

and whisper of leaves or grasses, in the long light breaths

of twihght air heaving all the heather on the hills, in the

coming and going of the sorrowful strong seas that bring

delight and death, in the tender touch and recoil of the

ripple from the sand ; all the fanciful pitiful beauty of

dreams and legends born in grey windy lands on shores

and hill-sides whose life is quiet and wild. No man's hand

has pressed from the bells and buds of the moors and

downs by cape or channel of the north a sweeter honey

than this. The song is a piece of the sea-wind, a stray

breath of the air and bloom of the bays and hills : its

mixture of mortal sorrow with the strange wild sense of a
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is not after mortal law—the dnUDScc moan afier

lost love mfngiing with the pure ocLter moic cf a. song not

innnaa—die look in. it as of far^fat bewiMaed eyes "wA
tears mot theirs arui 3.T-tt=n woader in the watch, of them.

—

the tender, marvrellous, simple beam^ of tfie poem, as

charm as of a aorrnd or a tiower of the sea—seftit and save

it apart firotn all ©tiers iii a rirche of die msoiBMKy. TMs
has all die inexplicable inevitable sweetnessofa rMifH or

a bird's in its note :
"^ TEryrsis " h.-r.s all tJic aoconpfiisdied

and adult beauty of a male poem. La die irofiaaine vlncli

it crowns there is certainly mo new jewel of equsd wator.

•^ Palladinm "^ is a txesh; sample of the moijie |wniit| ^Byj

clearness which, we find always and alw^Fs poise in fais

T^ectrre poetiy ; itscodlaibiaicdjQcrr Ekethodtof aqnieft

^y between fcdl snrtset and ftrll mGonrisey mm^e- read^

for the muster of the stars, swept clean of clood anrf ff:-Mriiiy^

and laired wttii limpid tmmffied air &c»n western green to

- •..^tem grey ; a sky the cenocapfi of onbtnied "onnniB^j^^

= mould of moonli^iE mibom. "^A Somtfagm N^^ht'*

- ?te^}ed in £a&er air^ as geBdfe amd ntone AwMwg • ffi^

' -nzas cm the Grande Chartretrse are <*»w»pHI widt the

^-.pres^n of a solemn rharm, and so die nev v^ises Wk

Ofaermann,^ the new worses on ilargaeBifiEgSttiange to read

' Among t&ese tie stanzas on tic afwait of Christianity, rf^tftff

Mot&er with, the CMLd,"^ anrf thiar aufarmg Efe while oaljf feiBfc na

them, endured, recall the TiTf(* passage, more thonghtfid aad B iiftlliii

still, in that wise and noble poem, Mr. W. B.. Sc^s "Torofdbe

Wodd ''
; X poem, to whose great qualities and j'Oft""'! tnwni^rw. of

letter and. vS. waSt. titae lemisaGe and csrtain jn.'^i i iify of tnae lenamB
hithertn a dcirit im^—iitt Iss xothor must drvtde uralAi Sic Ai™«JJ

the paJm of nxteHectttoI or ph^laagi|i&BC poetry, the hijgfaaa. acliiefcd

m. England since Wocdswoit^ aad as aiaity t&ra^ of maaaC
bj^ie: than hi&.
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for those who remember reading the first at the time when

all the loves we read of assume a form and ascend a throne

in our thoughts, the old and the new side by side, so that

now this poem comes under our eyes Uke a new love-song

of Petrarca to Laura or Coleridge to Genevifeve. It is

fine and high in tone, but not such as the famous verses,

cited and admired even by critics sparing of their priceless

praise, beginning

"Yes, in this sea of life enisled—."

These in their profound and passionate calm strike deeper

and sound fuller than any other of the plaintive dejected

songs of Switzerland. " Dover Beach " marks another

high point in the volume ; it has a grand choral cadence

as of steady surges, regular in resonance, not fitful or gusty

but antiphonal and reverberate. But nothing of new verse

here clings closer to the mind than the overture of that

majestic fragment from the chorus of a " Dejaneira."

*
' O frivolous mind of man,

Light ignorance, and hurrying, unsure thoughts,

Though man bewails you not,

How I bewail you !

"

We must hope to have more of the tragedy in time
;

that must be a noble statue which could match this massive

fragment. The story of Merope, though dramatic enough

in detail, is upon the whole more of a narrative romance

than a tragic subject ; in Mr. Arnold's poem the deepest

note is that struck by the tyrant Polyphontes, whose

austere and patient figure is carved with Sophoclean

skill of hand. It is a poem which Milton might have

praised, an august work, of steady aim and severe success
;

but this of Dejaneira has in it a loftier promise and a
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larger chance. Higher matter of tragedy there can be

none ; none more intense and impressive, none fuller ot

keen and profound interest, none simpler and statelier

;

none where the weight and gravity, the sweetness and

shapeliness of pure thought, could be better or closelier

aUied with the warmth and width of common tenderness

and passion. We must all hope that the poet will keep

to this clear air of the ancient heights, more natural and

wholesome for the spirit than the lowlands of depression

and dubiety where he has set before now a too frequent

foot This alone I find profitless and painfiil in his woA

;

this occasional habit of harking back and loitering in mind

among the sepulchres. Nothing is to be made by an

artist out of scepticism, half-hearted or double-hearted

doubts or creeds; nothing out of mere dejection and

misty mental weather. Tempest or calm you may put to

use, but hardly a flat fog. In not a few of his former

poems, in some reprinted here, there is a sensible and

stagnant influence of moist vapour from those marshes of

the mind where weaker souls paddle and plunge and dis-

appear. Above these levels the sunnier fields and fresher

uplands He wide and warm ; and there the lord of the

land should sit at peace among his good things. If a

spirit by nature clear and high, a harmonious and a shining

soul, does ever feel itself " immiured in the hot prison of

the present," its fit work is not to hug but break its chain

;

and only by its own will or weakness can it remain ill at

ease in a thick and difiicult air. Of such poetrj' I would

say what Joubert, as cited by Mr. Arnold, says of all coarse

and violent Uterature: it may be produced in anyamoimt

|frf supply to any excess of effect, but it is no proper

M
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matter of pure art, and " the soul says all the while, You
hurt me." Deep-reaching doubt and '"large discourse"

are poetical ; so is faith, so are sorrow and joy ; but so

are not the small troubles of spirits that nibble and quibble

about beliefs living or dead ; so are not those sickly moods

which are warmed and weakened by feeding on the sullen

drugs of dejection ; and the savour of this disease and its

medicines is enough to deaden the fresh air of poetry.

Nothing which leaves us depressed is a true work of art.

We must have light though it be lightning, and air though

it be storm.

Where the thought goes wrong, the verse follows after

it. In Mr. Arnold's second book there was more of weak

or barren matter, and more therefore of feeble or faulty

metre. Rhyme is the native condition of lyric verse in

Enghsh ; a rhymeless lyric is a maimed thing, and halts

and stammers in the delivery of its message. There are

some few in the language as good as rare ; but the habit

or rule is bad. The fragments of his " Antigone " and

" Dejaneira " no reader can wish other than they are

;

and the chorus for example in " Merope " which tells ol

;

Areas and CalUsto is a model of noble form and colour j-

but it does not fasten at once upon the memory like a',

song of Callicles, or like the " Merman," or like any such

other. To throw away the natural grace of rhyme froi

a modern song is a wilful abdication of half the poweij

and half the charm of verse. It is hard to realise anc

hopeless to reproduce the musical force of classic metre

so recondite and exquisite as the choral parts of a Greel

play. Even Milton could not ; though with his godlikd

instinct and his godlike might of hand he made a kir
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of stiai^ie aad aMxraous fiarmony by kctstnistrrre dt as-

soraaBoe and lisjime wMt kregukx blank verse^ 2s in t!ui

last Tkaztic chorus of Samsoix w&ich mtteis ov«r tS&e&iIiesi

PMIistiia€s tiie tnimpetr-blast and tiniiider of its «ginH»|ilT

Bat MiltGXV it maj be saki, erai if be knew tbem, dBd not

oliej tbe laiws of tbe cbioral scbeme^ and so &wifii«rd tdie

lifgi<ii»»i3iii«» r««MHttinm <i# iiKnmisar- Who thpw has obsenned

tbiQse liaws and obtained that swxesB vfaich he did not?

I scarcdy tbink that Mr. Arnold has ; and if ettr wMm

was qoaliiied ioar tbe work it is bie oxiijr. I bare never

seen otbar attempts at rbymeiesscbotai metze vincfa wore

niot noiere amorpbous abortions ofmissbapoi pinose^, liail ii ii i|

|

»

on helpless broken bmbsand leet. A poet ofMr. Arnold's

high station cannot of cooxse bod: write in 'o'erse, and in

crood verse as &r as the kind wiH alow ; but that is not

: :.z enoc^b to attain the ultimate goal^ to fill w^ the final

measiiixe (^ delight. We iose soraethimg; of the g^oiy ^^mI

the joy of poetry^ of which he has no reason and no1%^
to deftaad us. It is in Qjo wise a qmestioEi ofsdbcdaisldqpt,

or in the presence of a scholar I ^kxiM be alent ; as k
is, I most say how iaexplicable it seems to me that Mr.

Arnold, of aE men, should be a pacroa ot FnglTsfr hex-

ametars. His own I have tried in vain to ledmce hj
scansion into any metrical ieet at aQ; thqp hiok. l&e

nothing on earth, and sotmd like anapesls brokenup and

driven wrong ; neither by ear nor by finger can I laii^

them to any reckoning. I am strre of one tMng,, tB»at

some of them begin with a pore and absohite amapa^r!^ j

and how a hexameter can do th^ it passes my power to

conceive. And at best what ugiy bastards of v^se are

these self-styled hexameters I how faMnan tffngwfjg or
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hands could utter or could write them except by way of

burlesque improvisation I could never imagine, and never

shall. Once only, to be candid—and I will for once show

all possible loyalty and reverence to past authority—once

only, as far as I know, in Dr. Hawtrey's delicate and

fluent verse, has the riddle been resolved ; the verses are

faultless, are English, are hexametric ; but that is simply

a graceful interlude of pastime, a well-played stroke in a

game of skill played with language. Such as pass else-

where for English hexameters I do hope and suppose

impossible to Eton. Mr. dough's I will not presume

to be serious attempts or studies in any manner of metre
;

they are admirable studies in graduated prose, full of fine

sound and effect. Even Mr. Kingsley's " Andromeda,"

the one good poem extant in that pernicious metre, for

all its spirit and splendour, for all the grace and glory

and exultation of its rushing and ringing words, has not

made possible the impossible thing. Nothing but loose

rhymeless anapaests can be made of the language in that

way ; and we hardly want these, having infinite command

and resource of metre without them, and rhyme thrown

in to turn the overweighted scale. I am unwilling to set

my face against any doctrine or practice of a poet such

as Mr. Arnold, but on this matter of metre I was moved

to deliver my soul.

This is not the only example in his writings of some

quality which seems to me intrusive and incoherent with

his full general accuracy and clearness. These points of

view and heads pf theory which in my eyes seem out of
;

perspective do indeed cohere each with the other ; but

hardly with his own high practice and bright intuition of
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the best diing. His alHance is so precious against the

mailed and gowned anav of the Philistines, that the least

defection, the least error of movonent, impoils more

than his own position ; a whole r^;iment may be misled

into itdn fay the general, while the heat and boiden ot /

the day lie brfore ns yet No man has done so mudi to /

exaltand to correct m^s view of the higher criticism and/

its office. Wherever therefore in things great or small he

ootnms or alls short of the immediate goal of a jnst

judgment, the instant aim of a pure argument, it is

worth while to take note of the slippery or oblique

reasoning, or at least to sift .aud strain it, on the chance

diat here may be some error. " The light oA the body is

the eye ; " he is the eye d Engh'sh criticism ; and if ever

fisT some passing parbHnd minute the light that is in that

body be darimess, how great indeed is that darkness

!

Da^ however he properly never is, but I think at times

obHque or drowsy. He has smitten the Janus of Philis-

tine w<xship on one face ; undo* die other, if he has not

himself burnt 2 pinch or two of adulterate incense, he

is encouraged or allowed others to bum. At the portal

y which English devotees press thickest into the

.em{de of Dagon he has stood firm as in a Ixeach, and

done good service; but he has left unguarded other

points of entraiKre. AH that is said in his essays on the

religious tradition and the religious idea, as opposed to

Philistine demolition or to Philistine edification, I accept

and admire as truth, excellent if not absolute, and sugges-

tive if not final ; but from his own >-antage ground of

meditation and idea I start my objection to this inference

and that Protestantism, conservative and destructive.
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is the form in which the enemy has appeared to him
;

such in his eyes has been the banner, such the watch-

word under which they serve. All Philistia for him is

resumed in the English Philistine ; who may probably be

the most noisome example in the world, but is assuredly

not the only one. I do not sav that marriage dissoluble

only in an English divorce court is a lovely thing or a

venerable ; I do say that marriage indissoluble except by

Papal action is not. It is irrelevant and unfair for a

soldier of light to ally himself with Philistine against

Philistine. From the ideal point of meditation to which

he would recall us, where the pure justice and the naked

beauty of thought are alone held sacred, I cannot " find

the marriage theory of Catholicism refreshing and ele-

vating " merely because the Protestant theory, which

" neither makes divorce impossible nor makes it decent,"

has assumed in English law-courts a gross and hideous

incarnation. What is anomalous, what is unjust, cannot

surely be beautiful to purged eyes looking from " the

ideal sphere." Of course the idea of a lifelong union has

its beauty and significance ; so has the idea of liberty and

sincerity of action. Faith is good, and freedom is good
;

the office of the idea is to give free play and full justice to

both. The Philistines on either side would fain draw

shaqier and harder the lines of demarcation and division ; i

the thinkers on neither side would fain not reject but

reconcile.

Again, it is doubtless the best and most direct service

that a critic can do his countrymen to strip and smite

their especial errors, to point out and fence oflf their

peculiar pitfalls ; and this Mr. Arnold has done for his
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English not once or twice only. I doubt if he has ever

assailed or advised them without due cause : in one

point above all he has done them most lo)'al and liberal

service ; he has striven to purge them of the pestilence

of provincial thought and tradition, of bUnd theory- and

brute opinion, of all that hereditary policy of prejudice

which substitutes self-esteem for self-cultiu'e, self-worship

for self-knowledge ; which dogs and encrusts all powers

and all motions of the mind with a hard husk of

mechanical conceit And hCTe, heaven knows, in his

dull dumb way the Briton stands ahead of all men,

towers above all men in stolid and sublime solitude, a

massive, stupid, inarticulate god and priest in one ; his

mute and majestic autolatry is a deeper and more radical

religion than the self-love of other nations, the more

vocal vanities of France or America. In the stone walls

and iron girders of this faith our champion has done what

a man may to make a breach ; and the weapon was

well chosen, the brand of provinciality, wherewith to

stamp and mark that side of the double-faced head of

Dagon which looks towards us with English featxires.

But, to use his own term, there are two notes of pro^

vinciality perceptible, one or other, in most criticism

of foreign things ; error in praise and error in dispraise.

He could have prescribed for the soul-sick British Philis-

tine, " sick of self-love," no better method of cure than

study and cuitture of the French spirit, of its flexible

intelligence and critical ambition, its many-sided faith in

perfection, in possible excellence ^nd ideal growth out-

ward and upward, and the single-hearted love of all these

which goes hand in hand with that faith. Faith in light
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and motion is what England has not and France has ; often

a blind, erring, heretical faith, often perverse and fanati-

cal, a faith which kills its prophets and stones its proto-

martyrs ; but in art as in politics, in literature as in ethics,

an active and a living faith. To show this to English

eyes and impress upon English ears its truth and its im-

portance is to do a good work ; but to pass from general

doctrine to example and detail is hard and unsafe for a

foreign preacher. Those who deserve gratitude at our

hands deserve also candour ; and I must in candour say

that Mr. Arnold is not a sure guide over French ground.

He does not know quite how the land lies : he turns

down this declivity or stops short by that well-head,

where a native guide would hardly bid one halt. With a

large and fine appreciation of the beauties and capacities

of the national character, with a justice and strength of

insight into these which compared with an average

English judgment are wonderful and admirable, he has

not the eyes and the nerves of one to the manner born,

the sudden and sensitive intuition of an innate instinct :

he thinks right, but he feels wrong ; some men are right

without being reasonable, he is reasonable ^vithout being

right. He sets up a rational argument to prove why

France should be, and why she is, weak in poetry and

strong in prose ; a very keen and clear argument, only

the facts are all against it. Of classic verse Mr. Arnold

is so much more competent to speak than I am that I

dare not press the debateable question of choric metre ;

but of French verse I must have leave to say that he is not

competent to speak. His touch has in it no pulse or

play of French blood \ his fine ear is deaf on that side.
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It wonld deadf be WKpoaStik: to sdaov Yam, to nokeUn
fed, Ac sfleat honor and maidBr vidi Triddb odier eais

receive ssidi otteiantes fiton Inm as from dK uwmum
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song, I '•M—MTf sa]f ; bat I can saj diat in dat case it
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and impnhc of bannonies in Ficnch Tose are of comse

nnfike diose in Kn^gJi veise or Itafizn, and die Inrs

whicb are dieir unlgiuwdi aire omEke too j; bot die one is

not more snc and salisi^ing don due odier: onlj dicre

most be die n^bands to pfafanddie li^i^cais to beac

Me. AwnnM si^ dat a Frendnnan bom vtfh die fiKidtf

<Br ™*»iw«-» of poelij ioods in pnne a fnDer and easier cx-

pcession dian m irexse. As jnsld^ nwighll a Frendi cidic

say das of am Epglftlnnan. In eidier cas^ die nnan who
is a poet or nodmag must be jogged bf hs power of

wiiliug Tdse. If be can ncidicr do diat vdl nor do an^

odicrnm^ vbatcver tas tlmmi of aspnation and senli-

wsssn znd isJHicrriii' laacf he,, he ^bfs into die second

-7-V , - T_ rf pjencj, as tf FjIg^lWl Tiwaigiiwa^ tdot

r ofmind, or his tone of eac, iriio shoold

iis^ss^cf of a hngnage which has smflirfd

yoets of Fiance;, aU die copiioDS and

^ n^OBS Villon and Chades of Odeans

to Vktoc Hto^ and Th6apfcile Gamier, bat is now con-

Tic - ~ iptxlDade to render in loll die ^^wi iliiw^wfrg of a

M^„;.^ „c Go^rin !! Use En^Edi poet is here hope-

less^ at sea widaoot oar or raddeCe haven or I

He cannot even be tneted to ^eak of die
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poets, easier though they are of access and apprehension

even to the run of EngUshmen. The thin, narrow,

shallow, but very real melodies of Racine are as inaudible

to him as the mightier symphonies of the great school

;

this perhaps, as he says, is natural in a foreigner. But

no such excuse will serve for the confusion of judgment

which places on a level the very best man of his kind.

Pope, and Boileau, the very worst. Perhaps their re-

spective Odes on St. Cecilia's Day and the Siege of

Namur may be allowed to pair off as the shamefiiUest

two lyrical poems in the world ; but compare for a

moment their general work, their didactic and satirical

verse ! the comparison is an insult too absurd to affect

the Englishman. He is the finest, Boileau the dullest

craftsman of their age and school.

It is singular and significant that Mr. Arnold, himself

established and acknowledged as a poet standing in the

first rank among his own people, has chosen for special

praise and patronage men who have tried their hands at

his work and failed, men who have fallen back baffled

from the cliff-side he has climbed. Again I cite the evi-

dence of his French critic ; who naturally feels that he h^s

paid the French but a poor compliment in praising as

their best men those who fall short of their own aim and

his achievement :
" II y a quelque chose de louche, de

suspect, dans les louanges que prodigue aux poetes

manqu^s un poete r<fussi. Or, parmi tous les notres c'est

k M. Sainte-Beuve, poete manqut; dont le temps a fait ur

critique rtfussi, que le poete anglais adresse son hommag^

respectueux. II a eu mille fois raison d'dtudier, d'appr^

cier, de louer cet illustre t^crivain ; il n'a peut-^tre pas ei]
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tort de le suivre les yeux fermes lorsqu'il s'envole a tire

d'ailes dans les nuages du paradoxe, de le croire sur

parole quand il affirme qu'on pent etre grand poete tout

en echouant dans le champ poetique : pour moi, je

prefere, soit dit en passant, les peintres qui sachent

peindre, les medecins qui sachent gue'rir, les poetes qui

font des vers. Passons-lui ces specialites ; ce n'est pas

une raison d'affimier qu'il ne saurait etre en France de

meilleurs poetes que ces prosateurs, de plus forts travail-

leurs que ces lutteurs dtiques, que ces genies tronqu^s.

Quand on ddnonce chez autrui les jugements saugrenus,,

les Mtises reciproques de I'esprit insulaire et provincial^

il faudrait se garder par exemple de ranger au niveau des

grands poetes les talents delicats, de prendre pour des

Keats les Maurice de Guerin, pauvres belles ames etiolees,

douces et freles petites fleurs effeuillees en pleine

eclosion. Ces roses pales, ces pousses maladives, ont

bien leur charme et leur parfum, valent bien la peine

qu'on les arrose et les recueille ; mais on ne tresse point

avec celles-lk les grandes couronnes podtiques."

The gentle pupil of Lamennais is to Mr. Arnold

what the lesser celandine was to Wordsworth : he has

unearthed a new favourite, and must have some three or

four who will love his little flower. It were churlish and

foolish to refuse ; the small petals are fresh and dewy,

the sUm stem bends and sways with a sylvan grace. But

it is something too much to hold up a bit of pilewort as

the rose of Sharon ; it provokes one to deny the poor

blossom a place among flowers at all : it is indecorous

and ludicrous. The "Centaur" is really so fine and

graceful a little study, there are really such delicate and
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distinctive touches of expression and feeling, such traces

of a bright clear sense of beauty and charm and meaning

in nature, that it was but just, when the man was well

dead and could get no good of it and no harm, to praise

him without grudging and pick up his leavings as a

windfall. A place in the cabinet of M. Sainte-Beuve was

no more than his desert. But the place which Mr.

Arnold assigns him is reserved for men far other than

this tender dreamer : five minutes of their life outweigh

five centuries of such lives as his; one breath of the

common air of their spirit would burn up the little

tremulous soul as with fire. No tender Semele, but the

queen of heaven alone, can face and enjoy the lightning

of heaven. Of the contact of mortal and immortal, ashes

are the only fruits. In Keats there was something of the

spirit and breath of the world, of the divine life of things
;

in Guerin there was hardly a soft breathless pulse of flut-

tering sympathy ; here was the anima mundi, made flesh

once more in the body of a divine interpreter such as all

great poets must be after their kind ; there was the

animula vagula, blandula, of a tentative, sensitive, im-

pressible nature ; full of little native pieties and sincere

little sensibilities, amiable and laudable enough: But the

demigods of our kind are not cast in such clay as that.

M. Sainte-Beuve knew better than Mr. Arnold what was

the rank and what the kindred of their foster-child when

he called him a latter-day Lakist. If we must needs

find him kinsmen among English poets, he may take his

stand as a subordinate in the school of Gray' or the

• I am here reminded to ask in passing how Mr. Arnold, who

says of Gray that he never used the popular metre of his century,
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household of Cowper. Wrtli them lie liadl aoiDe good

rftmg^ in. common. ; h^ Lettecs^ if Less woddb leadaig: iAbb

dK best «£ t&imsK ka^re tile same fiaook defirary ami

i;ieBti£e play of perscBi^iIseGlimer:: :a«be landscape

or t&e heaxthsaie, and cocched i,,^-„.^v^ in dBoioe and

excellent wrDrds^ But KeatSy of all ncaai bam die aUiesfc

to hisAd. lixs own wilii nsttaxe^ axid txm^ate brorgods nfiD

verbal mramatrfm ; Keats^ wiio was at oEsce Ae Ipnstt

anff the Ivre of rhar natmrev the pmest and tine altzr of

tbose £pds ; naoBe dizm al other poets iece|itivc and

passve ofher mSaenos and €axe^ and nHse dnm aQ

other poets able an.d active to ttmino) dnemi affl tto a. dEvime

t]Se_ tSEJ t!T:Knsnw ri.TB^ trrfiii'i wUihoOt tTrnnygrw iirmili v f̂nn^ tSO arfmnuwii^

2I coloars and attemper aM haimMwaes ; vlBoae power

npon these things^ whfO&e giifit t£ tiarirfiiisaaw and G^ces-

sion, places him opart dromi affl in Ub aotiaci^ caniBBBd

of nature^ able to do for natccre ndiat in Ins own ^scf

SteHeT could not achieve nor WunLwutLh x&ian|i(t;

above all Greece and all Italj and all KngTanJ in, 1bb4

Ime and firH of unoEik.^ to p'^^! jjucwaciit as a

'

:!^i him m that especial &dkl of woikviiaeaffltlBegianSB

: all the gods of art woold fe^ffi to> stand^^liinftti Inm &ir

hodT^ a man. who in hrk own oa£L ctWiM not ursy

:qoIs that lar readr to. his hand—who was n«n<iiaiiiig

^-. iaans) if not a poet, and cqgM. ne^ as much, as jKOwe

ffmrn* to forget &B. adJirritiaMe fragmenf of i i r» T>nM '

ii- poem in. t&e tsa-

syllable caapfet ; aid fiemptsd^ wfriTe on tMs graimdy to xppesLE

sgainst t&e fi^g/maA wUkb Banks fiim 35 x poet above CoIQns^ rf»f»

man of aJ£ Us ag|^ 3t smnwit. to me;, wiio bad most m hrnr of t^f^ pure

and. bigfa. ami cinia&Ile' sprrEt of poetry. T&c (awalure of &is Ode !»

Liberty is wortky of Coleridge or Sdlay ; Ge^s \r°^ ode by fits.
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himself a poet by writing passable verse at all ; this is a

madness of mistake explicable and excusable only as the

error ofa foreign and provincial judgment. Any stanza of

" Thyrsis," any fragment of " Callicles," would dutweigh

in point of " natural magic " all Guerin's work, even were

his thoughts clothed in the beauty of verse instead of the

prettiness of prose ; to weigh against it the entire work

of Keats, or any such single poem as the " Ode to

Psyche " or that " on a Grecian Urn "—poems which for

perfect apprehension and execution of all attainable in

their own sphere would weigh down all the world of

poetry—is inexpressibly impossible.

Sweeping aside all this accumulated panegyric, we

may discern the modest attraction of Guerin's little plot

of ground with its borders of crocus and snowdrop ;

though the gardeners have done their best to kill them with

hothouse fumes and water-pipes and bell-glasses. As to

his first posthumous patroness—he belongs to the breed

of those suckling poets who live on patronage premature

even when posthumous—I must say with another critic,

" Madame Sand n'est vraiment pas heureuse en poetes ;

"

great and excellent as she is, their contact is not good

for her. Assuredly the one aspiration of Guerin, his one

desire that " a stronger soul would bow down to hi^j

weaker spirit," has since his death been somewhat too

much fulfilled. A niche in the Sainte-Beuve collection

his due ; but not the homage of George Sand and ViaXh

thew Arnold. His sister and he had in effect a certak

distinction, they had graceful tastes and tunable minds'

without distinction there cannot be genius, but there can^

not be genius with nothing else ; a man cannot live on
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because he cannot Eve withoat it. Mn AmoM wxjuld set

them as stars m heavea, Ixicaict sidera ; their Ettle Tights

win hardly bum the night out^ but meantime they shine

wefl. enough for children to watch them twinkle and
•^ wonder wiiat they are." Widuaut a ^Gmpse of genius^,

without more light or strength of spirit rfian many othars

unknown. Mile, de Guerin shows always a beautrfal and

admirable soul ; her diary and her letters have more tibm

usual of the lovelyand loving qualities ofg^od wonieny true

sisters and gende wives, ^ithfiil and fervent and worthy to

receive again the lavish love they give ; they neva: wouM
come forward, they need never be thrust forward, as genius

or as saint. The immortal women in either kind

—

Sl

Theresa, St Catherine, Vittoria Colorma, iLrs. Browning.

Miss Christina Rossetti'—belong to a difiEerent world and

scheme of things. With one verse or one word of theirs

any one of these could have absorbed and consumed har

as a sunbeam of the fiery heaven a dewdrop of the

dawning earth. ^ Nor, to repass for an instant from tiie

personal to the religious question started from this cover

by Mr. Arnold, is it just or rational to oppose to her

delicate provincial piety the coarsest and ugliest form of

^ If yottwanMseethenatEof disttiiictitmbetweaireiigicrasgeniiis

and religions tnfait, compare with, any of Mile, de Gaerin's idylUc

e£Easians of gracious piety, fresh. :ind sweet in their small way as the

dusk and the dew, the great new-year hymn, of Miss Rossetti,

" Passing away, saith the world, passing away,"

so mnch. the noblest of sacred poons m. onr language that thax is

none wiiich comes near it Plough, to stand second ; a hymn touched

as witk the fire and bathed as in. the light of sunbeams, tuned as to

chords and cadences of refluent sea-music beyond reach, of harp and
oi^an, large echoes of the serene and souorQas tides of heaven.
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English faith. There are graceful as well as loathsome

forms of Protestantism, loathsome as well as graceful

forms of Catholicism : probably the balance is about

even. The Christ of Clapham is an ungracious god

enough ; the time is not fruitful of gods in any degree

adorable ; but the Christ of Montrouge ? Exeter Hall is

not a wise or lovely oracle ; but what of Saint-A cheul ?

Is there any more of grace, of light, of culture or sweet-

ness, under the banner of M. Veuillot than on the staff

of the Record 1 There lies the question; not between

Languedoc and Margate. Against the best of one creed

It is but fair to set the best of another, against the worst

the v/orst. As to culture, sanity, power of grasp and re-

ception, Mile, de Gue'rin hesitating at the brink of Hugo

is assuredly as pitiable as any Puritan shuddering on the

verge of Shakespeare.

Again, Mr. Arnold has a fond faith in the French

Academy and in the Revue des Deux Mondes which is

nothing short of pathetic ; he seems actually to take them

at their own valuation. The too outspoken critic before

cited ventures to express in ribald phrase his wonder that

such a pair of " hoarse and haggard old temptresses
"

{vieilles tentatrices hdves et rauques) should play the part

of Delilah to the scourger of Philistines. Not, as he

adds, that he would impugn the venerable maiden re-

putation of their hoary hairs ; but such as they are,

"ces dtranges stfductrices ont failli couper de leurs

ciseaux ^mousses les cheveux au Samson anglais. De'jk

son engouement a manqu<f I'aveugler. Aux yeux de M.

Arnold, I'amour a refait \ I'Academie une virginity ; il est

tout pret a ^pouser sa Marion, k proner ses quelques
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2I^»s ^nerites, k &iie cxrarbo- toates les tetes anglaises

devant cette Duldn^ \ qaarante. II est Famant fou-

gaenx da bon sens, I'apotre erhanffe de la firoide raison,

I'avocat foiiboaid da gout sain." This k not a &ir or

dear judgment ; it is ind^ested and violent and ddbnned

in eiqKesskm ; bat it shows as in a cracked and blurred

mirror die reflection thrown npon other minds by Mr.

Arnold's act of homage in the outer courts of the

Philistine temple : for thither he has anwitting^ turned.

and there has bent his knee, as no Frenchman coold have

dcHie v^o was not a Philistine b<Kn and baptised and

branded to the bone with die signet oi the sons of Dagon.

We may giant that the real office of an Academy should

be—what the nominal office of this Academy is—culture

aixl perfection of intelligence, elevation of the general

standard of work, the average of mind and taste and

sense which jwedudes absurdity or aberration and ensures

scxnethii^ <rf care and conscience among the craftsmen of

literature. Greater work an ideal Academy could hardly

imdertake, for greater work would require the vivid and

perscHial advent of genius ; and that, I presume, it coakl

hardly undertake to supply. But has the actual Academy

dcme this ? Whom has it controlled, whom has it im-

pelled, who but for such influence would either have

gone wrong or failed to go ri^t ? whom at least among

men really memorable and precious ? Has it constantly

done homage to the best ? has it constandy rejected or

rebdked the worst ? Is it to the Academy that we owe

the sound judgment, taste, tonperance of the French

prose classics whom Mr. Arnold eloquendy extols?

Did ikA the great Richelieu, its founder, set In modon
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the still virgin machinery of his engine against the greater

Corneille? What was Moli^re in its eyes? and what

was not Boileau ? Where now are its great men, in an

age for France so fraitful of literary greatness ? Does it

include one of high and fine genius besides Merimee ?

and do the rest of the sacred forty respect in him the

official antiquary or the faultless writer on whose dawn

Goethe looked out and prophesied overmuch ? There

are names indeed still greater on its roll, but you do

not see appended to them the academic title. Once

for all, waiving its mere theories and reserving its mere

pretensions, let us inquire if in effect it now does, if

it ever has done, if it ever will do, any real and good

service whatever to pure literature ? The advice which

Mr. Arnold gives by implication to his English audience

while preaching on the text of academies is precious

and necessary in itself, if the mass of English lite-

rature now current or floating is ever to be in any

measure elevated or purified ; but the selection of text

is merely fantastic, the process of deduction vicious

and baseless. This double impression was made on me
by the lecture when I heard it delivered at Oxford ; I

hav^ read it since more than once, and the impression is

strengthened and deepened. It is possible to start from

some incongmous or ignorant assumption and yet proceed

to speak j,vords of truth and soberness ; the sermon may

be useful and noble though the text be strained and mis-

applied. For the Ranie des Daix Mondes I have as

earnest a respect as Mr. Arnold ; so far from regarding it

with the eyes of irreverence and ribaldry, as an old lady

of pleasure, a Delilah of dangerously gay repute, the ideas
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of pleasure or gaiety are the last I should associate with a

name so justly venerated, a fame so sound and round and

solid. Rather would I regard it, as the author of

*' Mademoiselle de Maupin " used to regard virtue in the

days which fovmd him unambitious of academic eminence,

with such eyes as turn towards a fond and watchful grand-

mother. It is dangerous to ruffle the robe of that dowager.

But I cannot regard her bosom as a safe pillow for the yet

unshorn head of a Nazarite champion. Too many of the

uncircumcised Philistines he in wait for him slumbering in

the lap of !M. Buloz. Are there not giants among them,

and the sons of the old giant, all of them children of

uncirouncision ? and the least of these has tnace the thews

and seven times the wits of the heavy-headed homy-eyed

English Philistine. Some of them there are that sleep

with their father Goliath, and some abide to this day

;

and the acts of them past and present, and all that they

did, and their might, are they not written in the books of

the Rnnie des Dettx Motides? There is M. Gustave

Planche, the staff of whose spear was so very like a

weaver's beam ; there is !M. Armand de Pontmartin, a

man of great moral stature, having on every hand six

fingers to fight with, if haply he may give the flesh of

poets to the fowls of the air and to the beasts of the^field

;

tilere is M. Louis Etienne, who lately laid lance in rest

against me unoffending in championship of the upper

powers. Since the time of Goliath it has been a holy

habit and tradition with the Philistines to curse " by their

gods"—which indeed seems the chief utility of those

divine beings.

The comparative culture and relative urbanity of
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I /responsible criticism—qualities due to no prescription of

t academic authority, but in part to natural sense and self-

respect, in part to the code of habitual honour which

rather impels than compels a man to avow his words and

his works—these qualities, which preserve from mere

contempt even the Philistines of French literature when

we turn from them to their English fellow-soldiers, have I

suspect blinded Mr. Arnold to the real colours under which

they also serve. As yet however they have not made a

prey of him ; Delilah has merely woven the seven locks

of the champion's head with the web and fastened it with

the pin ; he has but to awake out of his sleep and go away

with the pin of the beam and with the web. But next

time he goes to Gaza and sees there the Academy he
J

must beware of going in unto that siren, or in the morning

he may find the gates too heavy to carry off. We may

trust indeed never to find him there eyeless at the mill

with slaves; but it is no good sign that he should ever be

blind of this eye or deaf of that ear—blind to infirmities

on this side, or deaf to harmonies on that. I write not

as a disciple of the dishevelled school, " romantique h,

tous crins; " all such false and foolish catchwords as the

names of classic and romantic I repudiate as senseless,

and revere form or harmony as the high one law of all art.

It is because, both as poet and critic, Mr. Arnold has

done the service he has in the front rank of an army

which finds among us few enough of able recruits, that I

grudge in him the least appearance of praise or dispraise

unworthy of his rank and office. Other^vise he would be

as welcome for me as another Englishman to deny the

power and variety, the supple sweetness and the superb re-

sources of French verse in its deptlis and heights of song;
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as welcome to ignore the higher and enhance the mino

merits of a foreign literature; to mistake for the causes th

effects of these minor merits, which in their turn become

(as in this case of the Academy) causes of grave error

and defect, weakening where they should strengthen the

hands and eyes they have in training. But in a child and

champion of the light the least obliquity or obscurity of

vision is to be noted as dangerous. If to any one these

seem things of minor moment, to a poet such as he is

they cannot ; to him they must be more serious than to

another. We owe him too much to keep silence here,

though we might allow as harmless such graceful errors of

pastime or paradox as the faith in Oxford which will not

allow that she has ever " given herself to the Philistines;

"

the beauty of the valley of Sorek has surely blinded him

to the nation and nature of the Gazites and Ascalonites

who have dwelt there now and again as surely as have

many of their betters. Both here and in the Academy

there may be a profession, a tradition of culture, of sweet-

ness, urbanity, loyalty to the light ; but where, we may

too often have had to ask, are the things themselves?

By their fruits ye shall know them ; and what are these ?

In them both, if not of them, there may be good men
and great ; have such been always their leaders ? or were

ever such their types ?

" Not here, O Apollo !

Are haunts meet for thee
;

But where Helicon breaks dowTi

In cliff to the sea."

There, and not in the academies or the market-places of

the Philistines, for peace or war ; there, where all airs are

full of the breath and all fields of the feet of the gods •
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where the sea-wind that first waved the Avet hair of Venus

moves now only the ripples that remember her rising

limbs ; where the Muses are, and their mother. There

is his place, who in such a place long since found Circe

feasting and heard Apollo play ; there, below the upper

glens and wellsprings of the Centaurs, above the scooped

sea-shelves and flushing sands of the Sirens. Whatever

now he say or do, he has been and will remain to us a

lover and a giver of light ; unwittingly, by impulse, for

pure love of it ; and such lead further and lighten other-

wise than they know. All conscious help or guidance

"

serves us less than unconscious leadership. In his best

words there is often a craft and a charm ; but in his best,

work there is always rest, and air, and a high relief ; it

satisfies, enlarges, refreshes with its cool full breath and

serenity. On some men's nerves the temperature strikes

somewhat cold ; there are lungs that cannot breathe but

in the air of a hothouse or a hospital. There is not much

indeed of heat or flame in the Vestal or lunar light that

shines from this hearth ; but it does not bum down. His

poetry is a pure temple, a white flower of marble, un-

fretted without by intricate and grotesque traceries, un-

vexed within by fumes of shaken censers or intoning of

hoarse choristers ; large and clear and cool, with many

chapels in it and outer courts, full of quiet and of music.

In the plainest air played here there is a sound of sincerity

and skill ; as in one little Requicscat, which without show

of beauty or any thought or fancy leaves long upon the

ear an impressure of simple, of earnest, of weary melody,

wound up into a sense of rest. We do not always want to

bathe our spirit in overflowing waters or flaming fires of
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imagination ;
patlios and passion and aspiration and desire

are not the only springs we seek for song. Sorrows and

joys of thought or sense meet us here in white raiment

and wearing maiden crowns. In each court or chapel

there is a fresh fragrance of early mountain flowers which

bring with them the wind and the sun and a sense of

space and growth, all of them bom in high places, washed

and waved by upper airs and rains. - Into each alike there

falls on us as we turn a conscience of calm beauty, of cool

and noble repose, of majestic work under melodious and

lofty laws ; we feel and accept the quiet sovereignties of

happy harmony and loyal form, whose service for the

artist is perfect freedom : it is good for us to be here.

Nor are all these either of modem stmcture or of Greek ;

here is an Asiatic court, a Scandinavian there. And

everywhere is the one ruling and royal quality of classic

work, an assured and equal excellence of touch. Whether

for Balder dead and the weeping gods in Asgard, or for

the thought-sick heart-sore king of a weary land far east^

blinded and vexed in spirit with the piteous pains and

wTongs of other men, the same good care and wise chami

of right words are used to give speed of wing and sureness

of foot to the ministering verse. The stormy northern

world of water and air and iron and snow, the mystic op-

pression of eastern light and cruel colour in fiery continents

and cities full of sickness and splendour and troubled

tyrannies, alike yield up to him their spirit and their secret,

to be rendered again in just and full expression. These

are the trophies of his work and the gifts of his hand

;

through these and such as these things, his high and distinct

seat is assured to him among English poets.
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[1869.]

It is seldom that the work of a schoHast is so soon

wanted as in Shelley's case it has been. The first col-

lected edition of his works had many gaps and errors

patent and palpable to any serious reader. His text is

already matter for debate and comment, as though he

were a classic newly unearthed. Certain passages begin

to be famous as crucial subjects for emendation ; and the

master-singer of our modern poets shares with his own

masters and models the least enviable proof of fame

—

that given by corrupt readings and diverse commentaries.

Awaiting the appearance, now long looked for, of a surer

and carefuller text, I have but a word to say in passing, a

hand to lend in this humble service of verbal emendation.

One poet only of late times, and that but once, has suf-

fered more than Shelley from the negligence and dullness

of those to whose hands the trust of his text was com-

mitted. The last relics of Landor came before us dis-

torted and deformed in every page by this shameful

neglect ; and the value is thus impaired of some among

the most precious and wonderful examples extant of

great genius untouched by great age, full of the grace, the
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strength, tbe clear light and harmony of noon xmclouded

fay the night at hand.

I take at random a few of the disputed or disputable

passages in the text of Shelley, keeping before me the

comments (issued in yotts and Quenes and elsewho^) of

>Ir. GametL Mr. Palgrave^ ilr. Rossetti^ and others.

In 2Haxch and April 1S68, the critic last named put forth

a series of short papers on proposed or required emenda-

tions of passages evidendy or apparendy defective or

corrupt The first is that crucial verse in the famous

" Stanzas written in dejection near Naples

—

"

" Tlie breath, of the moist air is Eght.**

Another reading is " earth " for " air ;
" which at fiist

a^t may seem better, though the "unexpanded buds"

in the next line might be caUed things of air as well as of

earth, without more of literal laxity or inaccuracy th.in

SheQ^ allows himself elsewhere. As to the questioa

whether ^ light "^ (adjective) be legitimate as a rhyme to

**Iig^t" (substantive), it may be at once dismissed.

Tie license, if license it be, of perfection in the echo

of a rhyme is forbidden only, and wrongly, by FngTish

critics. The emendation "• slight " for ^ light " is absurd.

In die eighteenth stanza of the first part of the

** Seisitive Plant " there is a line impossible to reduce

to rule, but not obscure in its bearing. The plant, which

€XKiId not prove by produce of any blossom the love it

felt, received more of the light and odour mutually shed

upon each other by its neighbour flowers than did any

one among these, and thus, though powerless to show it,

yet
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'
' Loved more than ever,

Where none wanted but it, could belong to the giver :

"

in Other words, felt more love than the flower which gave

it gifts of light and odour could feel, having nothing to

give back, as the others had, in return ; all the more

thankful and loving for the very barrenness and impotence

of requital which made the gift a charity instead of an ex-

change. This license of implication, this inaccuracy of

structure, which would include or involve a noun in its

cognate verb (the words " loved more " being used as ex-

actly equivalent to the words "felt more love"), is

certainly not imitable by others, even if defensible in

Shelley ; but the change proposed in punctuation and

construction makes the passage dissonant and tortuous,

throws the sense out of keeping and the sound out of

tune.

In the eighth stanza of the third part the following

line seems to me right as it stands

—

" Leaf after leaf, day by day—

"

if the weight and fall of the sound be properly given.

Mr. Rossetti would-slip in the word "and ;" were it there,

I should rather wish to excise it.

In the twenty-second stanza of the " Adonais " I may

remark that in Shelley's own Pisan edition the reading of
;

the fourth line runs as it should, thus

—

"A wound more fierce than his with tears and sighs."

I do not understand wherein can be the objection to the
;

" magic mantles " of the thirteenth stanza. It is the best

word, the word most wanted to convey, by one such
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^^ and great tondi as onljr a great woiiiiian can gire^

die real office and rank of die Avine "diqiieids,'' to dis-

i ingHkli ^p^Jlo fipom die ran of Admetns's heidsmen.

Tlie readb^ *'tia^ic'' VOnld h** liy *-nmpafk<wi mqgnifi-

cant, cien vere there any graocd of pvoof or likriihood

tosDstaiDiL In die fomdi stanza of dds poem ShdDey

caDs Ifihon ''tbe duid amoBi^ the sons of ^ht." It

has been a^ed viio vexe die two fixst : it has been ob-

jected diat there vere at least three—Homei; Dante,

Shakespeare^ I should be dov to doubt that Sidfer had

in Tiev die first and the last names ontf. To him DaoDte

cooMscaredjyhafesffniFda^rpeof spifiliialilhnningtion,

a son of^itdect above odier poets ^ ofduswem^litbe

sme vidioat the evidence «e have: Xo man, not evoi

Landor, has laid iqion die dnine of Dante a diank-

oflSexii^ of UKHe ddicate and passianate pcdse^ has set a.

deeper btand of aUMxrence upon die xd%ion vhich

Gained his gaiia& Compare the tventf-second of

Sidle]r^ adkcted letteis with the *Pentamenm' of

lender—vho has snrdf said enoogh, and said it wtfh

an the matchless fiorce and channof his most pore and

peifect cioqiience;, in honoorof Dante, to vei^ ^^inst

the bittemess vi hb Uame^ Had I die i^bt or the

strei^;lh to ddend the name of one great man fiam

the dbai^ of another, to vindicate vidi all reverence the

fime of Landor even gainst die resdbrt of AtaTyisii^ I

vonld appeal to all fdknr-stodents whedier landor has

indeed qioken as one " infinn in mind' or tainted with

inJBstice—as one slov of speedi or dull of soose to ap-

preciate the divine qoahtks of die ftxmder <^ all modem
poetxy. He has exalted his name above weSn^ evcxj
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name on record, in the very work which taxes him with

the infection of a ferocity caught from contact with the

plague-sores of rehgion. It is now hoped and suggested

that a spirit and a sense wholly unlike their outer habit

may underlie the written words of Dante and of Milton.*

That may be ; but the outer habit remains, the most

hateful creed in all history ; uglier than the faith of

Moloch or of Kali, by the hideous mansuetude, the

devilish loving-kindness of its elections and damnations.

Herein perhaps only do these two great poets fall below

the greater, below Homer and yEschylus, Sophocles and

Shakespeare ; the very skirts of whose thought, the very

hems of whose garments, are clean from the pollution of

this pestilence. Their words as well as their meanings,

their sound not less than their sense, we can accept as wise

and sweet, fruitful and fresh to all time ; but the others

have assumed the accent with the raiment of Dominic and

Calvin—mighty men too, it may be, after their kind, but

surely rather sons of fire than sons of light. At the same

time it may be plausibly if not reasonably alleged that

Shelley and Landor were both in some measure disquali-

fied by their exquisite Hellenism of spirit to relish duly

the tone and savour of Dante's imagination.

There are at least two passages in the " Ode to Liberty"

* Of the poet of the English commonwealth Shelley has else-

where said, " The sacred Milton was, let it ever be remembered, a

republican, and a bold inquirer into morals and religion ;
" a passage

which may serve as comment on this of the " Adonais." On the

other hand, Shelley in the "Defence of Poetry" does certainly

place Dante, "the second epic poet," between Homer and Milton ;

and so far he would seem to be referred to here also as second

"among the sons of light." But where then is Shakespeare, who

surely had the most " light" in him of all?
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wh«e either the meaning or the reading is dnbiots and

debateable. In the thirteenth stanza, having described,

raider the splendid symbol of a summons sent from

Vesuvius to Etna across the volcanic islets of Stromboli

(tfie "JEoEan isles " of old), how Spain calls England, by

example of revolution, to rivalry of resurrection (in 182a,

be it observed), the poet bids the two nations, " twins of

a single destmy,"^ appeal to the years to come. So £ir

an is plain sailing. Then we nm upon what seems a

sudden shoal or hidden ree£ What does this mean ?

" Impress ns from a seal.

All ye bzre thoaght and done ! Time cannot dare conceal."

The construction is at once loose and intricate ; the

sentence iadeed limps on both feet ; but I am not sure

that here is not rather oversight than corruption- The

sense at starting is clearly
—"Impress us with all ye

have thought or done, wkkk time cannot dare conceal ;

"

or, " Let all ye have thought and done impress us," and

so forth- The construction runs wild and falls to pieces

;

we found and we raxist leave it patchwork ; forno violence

of alteration, were such permissible, could force it into

coherence. When Shelley's grammar slips or trips, as it

seems to do at times, the feult is a £mlt of hasty laxity,

not of ignorance, of error, of defective sense or taste such

as Byron's ; venial at worst, not mortaL

We start our next question in the fifteenth stanza.

^Vhose or what is " the impious name ** so long and so

closely veiled under the discreet and suggestive decencj-

of asterisks ? It was at once assxmied and alleged to be

the name of which Shelley had already said, throxigh the
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lips of Prometheus, that " it had become a curse : " the

name of Christ.^ I for one could hardly bring myself to

doubt that the reviewer of the moment had read aright.

No other word indeed will give so adequate a sense, fit in

so fairly with the context. It should surely be a creed, a

form of faith, upon which the writer here sets his foot.

What othenvise shall we take to be '' the snaky knot of

this foul gordian word "—a word which, '' weak itself as

stubble," serves yet the turn of tyrants to bind together the

rods and axes of their rule ? If this does not mean a faith

of some kind, and a living faith to this day, then it would

seem at first sight that words have no meaning—that the

whole divine fabric of that intense and majestic stanza

crumbles into sparkling dust, dissolves into sonorous

jargon. Any such vaguer substitute as " priest " or " king "

' When this passage was written I was of course not ignorant

that in an extant manuscript of this poem Shelley had himself filled

np the gap with the word "king;" but this certainly did not

appear to me a sufficient assurance that such could have been the

original reading, aware as I was of the excisions and alterations to

which Shelley was compelled by stress of friends or publishers to

submit his yet unpublished or half-published poems. I am now,

however, all but convinced that the antithesis intended was between

the "king" of this stanza and the "priest" of the next; though

I still think that the force and significance of the phrase are grievously

impaired if we are to assume that the "foul gordian word" is

simply the title of king, and not (as so much of the context would

appear to imply) a creed or system of religion which might at the

time have appeared to the writer wholly or mainly pernicious. And
this, with all his reverence for the divine humanity of Christ, we
know that the creed of historical Christianity did always appear to

Shelley. In this adoration of the personal Jesus, combined as it

Avas with ail equal abhorrence of Christian theology, it is now perhaps

superfluous to remark how thoroughly Shelley was at one with

r>!ake— the only poet or thinlvcr then alive with whom he had so

much in common.
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veakens not one veise only, but makes the rest a»upaia-

tirefy feeble and pcHndess, even if it can be said to leave

them any meanii^ at all ; and why any soch word should

be strack oat iqpon revision ofthe text by any fool or coward

who might so dare, none snrdy can guess ; for such words

recur at evexy turn as torms <^ reproacii. Then comes

the question whedior ^elley in 1820 would have used

so bitter and violent a phrase to esjness his horror and

hatred of the evil wrought in the worid by the working

of the Christian reJigioo- It may help us to decide if we

take into account with how terrible and memorable a

name he had already branded it in the eighth stanza oS

this very poem. That he did to the last r^ard it as by

all historical evidence the invsiriable accomplice of

tyranny—as at once the constant shield and the ready

spear of f<Hx:e and of fraud—his latest letters show as

clearly as that he did no injustice to " the sublime human

character " of its founder. The word " Christ," if received

as the tiue reading, would stand merely as equivalent to

the wOTd " Christianity
;
' die blow aimed at the creed

would imply nothing of insult or outrage to the person.

Next year indeed Shelley wrote that famous chonis in the

•• Hellas ° which hails the rising of " the folding star oi

Bethlehan," as with angelic salutation, in sweetCT and

.ore splendid words than ever fell from any Christian

•TisL But when that chorus was written Shelley had not

changed or softened his views of history and theolc^.

His defence of Grecian cross against Turkish crescent did

not imply that he took for a symbol of liberty the ensign

of the Christian faith, the banner (rf Constantine and of

Torquemada,under which had fought and conquered such
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recruits, and with such arms, as the " paramour " ^ of

Dante's Church, who begot on the body of that bride no

less hopeful and helpful an offspring than the Holy Inqui-

sition. Such workings of the creed, such developments

of the faith, were before Shelley's eyes when he wrote ; he

had also about him the reek of as foul an incense going

up from the priests of that day to their Ferdinand or their

George as those of ours have ever sent up to Bonaparte

or to Bourbon of their own, mixing with the smell of battle-

smoke and blood the more fetid fumes of prayer and praise;

and wide as is the gap between his first and his last man-

ner, great as is the leap from " Queen Mab " to " Hellas,"

the passage of five years had not transformed or worn out

the " philanthropist, democrat, and atheist " of 1816. For

thus he signed himself in the Swiss album, not merely as

I'Swc, ; and the cause or provocation is clear enough ; for

on the same leaf there appears just above his signature an

entry by some one who saw fit here to give vent to an

outbreak of overflowing foolery, flagrant and fervid with

the godly grease and rancid religion of a conventicle
;

some folly about the Alps, God, glory, beneficence,

witness of nature to this or that divine thing or person,

and such-like matter. A little below is the name of

Shelley, with this verse attached :

—

•'€(jul (piKdvdpuiros Sr]fxwKpdriK6s t' &de6s re."

I copy the spelling with all due regret and horror, but

not without rejoicing on his account that Shelley was

clear of Eton when he committed this verse, and had

' " L'amoroso drudo

Delia fcdc cristiana." Paradiso, xii. 55*
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now for critic or commentator a Gifford only in place of

a Keate.^ The remarks on this entry added by Christian

pilgrims who came after are, in the phrase of the archetypal

Pecksniff, "very soothing." One of these, I think,

observes, with a pleasant pimgency of originality, that

the fool hath said in his heart

—

vfo^ have seen what

Most of the emendations or solutions offered by Mr.

Rossetti of corrupt or obscure passages in the " Revolt of

Islam " seem to me probable and sound ; but in this

verse

—

" Gestures and looks, such as in whirlwinds bore,

^^^uch might not be withstood "

—

I take the verb to be used in the absolute not the active

sense—" bore onward or forward ; " this use of the word

here is a somewhat ungraceful sign of haste, but makes

clear a passage othens-ise impracticably dense and chaotic.

Before passing from this poem, I have to express a hope

that a final edition of Shelley's works wiH some da)-, rather

sooner than later, restore to it the proper title and the

genuine text Every change made in it was forced upon

the author by pressure from without ; and every change is

for the worse. Has no reader ever asked himself what can

be the meaning of the second title ? What is the revolt

of Islam ? Islam is not put forward as the sole creed of

' A reference to the Eton Lists has shown me the truth of what I

had long suspected, that the school-days of Shelley must have ended
before the beginning of Dr. Keate's reign as Head Master. In
effect, I find that Shelley, then a fifth form boy, left in i8oS, and
that the Head Mastership of Dr. Keate began in 1S09. The jocu-

larities, therefore, of Mr. Ho^ as to the mutual relations of

Shelley and the " Old Boy" prove to be like most of his other jests

—as baseless as they are pointless.

O
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the tyrants and slaves who play their parts here with such

frank ferocity ; Persian and Indian, Christian and Ma-

hometan mythologies are massed together for attack.

And certainly Islam is not, as the rules of language

would imply, the creed of the insurgents.^ Could the

phrase " revolt of the Christians " be taken to signify a

revolt against the Christians ? There is at least meaning

in the first title
—" Laon and Cythna, or the Revolution

of the Golden City." Readers may prefer a text which

makes hero and heroine strangers in blood, but the fact

remains that Shelley saw fit to make them brother and

sister, and to defend their union as- essentially innocent

even if socially condemnable. The letters printed in the

" Shelley Memorials " show with what staunch resolution

he clung to this point, when beaten upon by remonstrance

from all sides. This most singular of his social and

ethical heresies was indeed never quite thrown over.

"Incest," he wrote in 1819 to Mrs. Gisborne, with

reference to Calderon's tragic treatment of the story of

Amnon and Tamar, " is, like many other incorrect things,

a very poetical circumstance. It may be the excess of

love or hate. It may be the defiance of everything for

the sake of another, which clothes itself in the glory of the

highest heroism ; or it may be that cynical rage which,

' It may be objected that the creed from which the insurgent

population has been deUvercd by the preacliing of Laon and Cythna-J

was that of Islam, and that the word is here used to express not
j

the doctrine itself, but the mass of men or nations reared in the^

belief or tradition of that doctrine. This use may doubtless be per«

missible, and does afford a reasonable sense to the later title of thfl

poem ; but the original title as well as the original text still seeir

to me preferable.
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confoandmg tte good atnd bad ia existing opinfoesy

feeaks through them for the purpose of rioting in selfish-

ness and antipathy ;
"^ the one he had painted in '- Laoa

and Cythna," the other in the " CencL" And in that

absurd abortion of a book whici. wotild dscredit any

man's boyhood, not to speak of Shelley's—" Sl Irvyne,

or the Rosicrucian
""—the onfiedged and half-hatched bird

of paradise had uttered z weak note to die same tcme.

The only thing our memory carries away afta: that

rubbish has beai handled and sifted is the proof grvai in

one passage that Shelley felt thus early some attraction to

this subject; which is indeed su^estrve and firuitftil

«iot^ of possible tragic effect. It is noticeable that he

has never cited or referred to the naagnificent masterpiece

of Fonfs genros. Tbose who please may deplore or may
applaud this prodivity ; but the student must at any rate

accept and take account of it, for the influence permeates

much of SheHey 5 verse with a thin but dear under-

cuirent of feeling and allusion. The rarity of the can-

celled edition of '• Laon and Cythna '' has been esa^e-

rated by feaudulent or ignorant assertions. Besides my
own copy, I have known of others enough at least to refiite

the fiction that there are but three in the world. I ^:}i^

but one proof among many of the injury done to the poem
- minor changes of reading. In die thirtieth stanza of

me twelfth canto we now read,

'* Therefore ye shall behold

How those who love, yet fear not, dare to die ;
"

where the languid tautology of the verse impairs the

force of a noble passa^ ; the genuine reading is this :
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" Therefore ye shall behold

How Atheists and Republicans can die."

Such throughout was the process by which the more

outspoken verses of a poem outspoken enough through-

out were weakened and disfigured. Remembering by

what forcible extortion of assent a reluctant admission of

these changes was wrung from the poet, we must hope

now to have back his own fresher and clearer words in

their first fullness and freedom.

The passage cited from "Alastor" is, I believe,

corrupt, but I cannot accept the critic's proposed change

of punctuation. Here are the words disputed :

—

" On every side now rose

Rocks which in unimaginable forms

Lifted their black and barren pinnacles

In the light of evening, and its precipice

Obscuring the ravine disclosed above

'Mid toppling stones, black gulfs, and yawning streams," &c.

Mr. Rossetti in evident desperation would rearrange the

last lines thus :—

•

" And—its precipice

Obscuring—the ravine disclosed above," &c.

" i.e." (he adds), " the rocks, obscuring the precipice (the

precipitous descent) of the ravine, disclosed said ravine

overhead."

This I must say is intolerable, and impossible. If the

words could be wrenched and racked into such a meaning,

' This reading among others has been restored by Mr. Rcssetti

in the only critical edition of Shelley which has yet been given to

the world ; and the gain in every such instance is so manifest that

we are more than ever impelled to demand a full and final restoration

of the complete and uncorrupted text as it came from the hands of

the author.
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we ^^fwntiM liai\re feore feocm oaiie of tiie migibfiiiest naasftacs of

Iai^;Bi^edicniosttmai3strQiusex2ini|)jie omecQEd.of'vcxlial

<le^jinn!iit!]rr of fSsium^^ ajofi cocKviiIsed intTasMKH or por-

veraJofli of wnoeds. I sospect the wcHrd " its ^ to Ije wroaig,

aoid extJDsr a bliinid ^lip of tlce pexi or 2. pgiMgr^s onnm If

it is not, -TTTft we axe to asoine t'IHgtitt t&are is aaiy lareak in

tfee sentence, tfae parent&iesis most sxurely e^ytreniei tims fer

—

**ifis piredpwce cbaonrimg tibe laOTne"—£^ tfl>e lodts

opensed rar "disdosed'* wfeere tfee precipiice alKW«1lJiie

ravinse olisonreel it. Bat I take "^ drsdoseni "^ to be tbie

participle ;
"^ its precipice dirkemed tbe Ea-sinse {(wiiiclii was)

dEcIosed abore." Tliem tlie saitaice is leffit tiBingpngloose

and raggedy s&jort by a line at least, and hmwct wonmd 1^

to any errd at alL Sodi a sQitfOice we too certainly fisid.

<mi«ce at least im dse " Proni^iLeiis Umboraimd'* pi_ 4) :

—

"^ Who mode I'Tttfr sgoiDse wftic&v wfeai t&e wmefe cnfspBiag

In rarest TKicaaraB, er tfec Tronce

Of one beloNreii heard m youtfc xlkaiie^

mis tiJue fei'Tif eyes WTtfi. MImg teEirt?"' %3L.

It is waste of tinBe to attoupfc any patc&Mtg os" ffiaartjB^iH

ing of tiiis passage by eicisiaii or snbstitntiQiL. Perfaps

tbe antbor never obsenred wbat a gap was teSt in sense amd

girammar. As it is^ we can only note die omissiQEi or

o»«eisi^Lt and pass on ; anles we ^kktM please or dare

to slip in by way of complemient some verse of €Miir owm

devKing - wbicfc happily no one has done or is like to dot

The " ProraetlBCciiS Umboniiimd'' lias l&is tmeses^ otfeer

and better things in common with its .^Eschylean mod^^
th.'T.f -we want now and then a scholiast fee interpret^

at times to read it as we wnigfrtr read ^bt Mtstawce
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the " Suppliants," and lacking a critic to " cure the halt

and maimed," as Mr. Browning says of that glorious and

hapless poem whose godlike grace and heroic beauty so

many readers have more or less passed over with half a

recognition, for no fault but its misfortune. I shall touch

but on one or two points of dispute in the text as we find

it ; and first on this (II. 4) :

—

'
' Till marble gi^ew divine,

And mothers, gazing, drank the love men see

Reflected in their race, behold, and perish."

The simplest explanation here possible is, I believe,,

the right. Women with child gazing on statues (say on

the Venus of Melos) bring forth children like them

—

children whose features reflect the passion of the gaze

and perfection of the sculptured beauty ; men, seeing,

are consumed Avith love ;
" perish " meaning simply

" deperire ;
" compare Virgil's well-worn version, " Ut

vidi, ut perii." I do not think there is any hint of

contrast between transient flesh and immortal marble.

In another passage Mr. Rossetti, with the touch of

true and keen criticism, has given us at least a reasonable

reading in place of one barely explicable. As the text has

hitherto stood, Prometheus says to the Earth-Spirit (I. i),

" I only know that thou art moving near

And love. How cursed I him ?
"

This I always assumed to mean merely—" That thou art

moving near, and dost love (me)," finding elsewhere

such laxities of remiss writing or printing as that of

" love " for " lovest
;
" ' nor am I now sure that this was

' Landor has noted one instance of this error. Having set a

mark against Milton's use of "empowered" for " empoweredst,"
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not meant, for the " scorn " of Earth and her sons for

Prometheus, of which he has lately complained, is not

even in his eyes real ; he says only that to refuse his re-

quest looks as though they scorned their saviour. But

this new reading shows keen critical power and a quick-

eyed ingenuity

;

" And yme—how cursed I him ?"

though it may be objected that the sentence preceding

comes to an abrupt and feeble close vnth the close of the

verse ; and this I think is conclusive proof that the sug-

gestion, however ingenious, must be decisively rejected.

No conjectural emendation of a great poet's text is ad-

missible which corrects a loose or faulty phrase by the

substitution of one more accurate, but also more feeble

and prosaic. When in the same act the Furies are de-

scribed as

" Blackening the air of night with countless wings,

And hollow underneath like death,"

the critic would take the word " hollow " as an epithet of

"cast" for "castedst," he adds, "I find the same fault, where I

am as much surprised to find it, in Shelley :

' TJiou lovest, but ne'er knew love's sad satiety.'
"

While at work on the text of Milton, he has given us a rule which

all editors and commentators would be wise to lay to heart in

Shelley's case: "It is safer and more reverential to correct the

punctuation of a great poet than his slightest word." Mr. Palgrave's

proposal of "sea-girt " for " sun-girt city " (" Lines written among
the Euganean Hills") may look plausible, but the new epithet is

feeble, inadequate, inaccurate. Venice is not a sea-girt city ; it is

interlaced and interwoven with sea, but not girdled
;
pierced through

with water, but not ringed about. Seen by noon from the Euganean
heights, clothed as with the very and visible glory of Italy, it might
seem to Shelley a city girdled with the sunlight, as some Nereid
with the arms of the sun-god.
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the wings, " with wings countless and hollow ; " wrongly,

as I think. These Furies of Shelley are " phantasms,"

hollow and shadowy emanations of " the all-miscreative

brain : " qucedain simulacra inodis pallentia miris.

The difficult passage at the end of the third act I can

only explain by some such paraphrase as this :
" the

thrones, altars, and prisons of the past were now like those

barbaric and monumental figures carved or engraved on

obelisks, which survive the decay of later structures

raised by their conquerors, tombs and prisons built by

kings of a dynasty more recent than the race which had

reared thejn ; these they see mouldering round them,

built since their date in honour of the religion and the

pride of past kings and priests, and are themselves now

merely looked on as wonders ;
" thus only, and awk-

wardly, can I make anything of the involved and long-

drawn sentence, unless with Mr. Rossetti we put a full

period after the words " mouldering round," and start

afresh in this fashion ; " those monuments imaged {i.e.,

did image ; but I take imaged to be the participle) a dark

faith, to the satisfaction and pride of kings and priests . . .

and are now but an astonishment." This again seems to

me inadmissible : I fear the passage must be left more or

less in confusion, the parenthesis being so long between

the two main verbs which prop the sentence (" which look

forth . , . and are now," &c.) ; but in fact these large and

stately structures of massive and majestic verse do seem

too often to need more help of clamps and girders, if the

main stones and joists of the fabric are to hold together.

At the close of that transcendant interlude of anti-

phonal music in the fourth act, the Earth takes up and
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gives back the last notes of the Moon's chant before re-

suming a graver and deeper strain :

(" When the smiset sleeps

Upon its aiow.

The Earth.

And the weak day weeps

That it should be so.")

Mr. Rossetti would add these two last short lines to the

song of the Moon, and make the Earth's part begin at

the words *' O gentle Moon, the voice of thy delight,"

&c. : to me there has alwajrs seemed to be a sweet and

subtle miracle of music in the text as it stands ; but how

much of this eflfect may be the mere impression of habit

and fancy, the mere finiit of the fondness of years for

these verses as I have always known them, I cannot of

course judge ; though of course, too, I incline to take

the verdict ofmy own delight ia them.'

It may be worth notice that the earhest editions of

Shelley's poems are sometimes accurate in small points

where all others have gone wrong ; for example, the first

line of the speech closing the " Prometheus " runs

n^tly thus in the first edition :

—

*' This is the day, which down the void abysm,"

while from every later copy in the collected works the

* Here again I must mzke some partial recantation of the

judgment given in my text. Exquisite as would be the echo of the

parting song of the Moon given back by the deeper tone of the

music of the Earth, I think now that the fiintastic beauty of that

single repercussive note would perhaps be out of tune with the

supreme and equable harmony of the whole ; and there seems fiill

reason to attribute this probable misprint to a misreading of the in-

terpolation of these two lines in the manuscript of Shelley.
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word " is " has dropped ofif. So in the " Cenci " (II. i)

the Livornese edition of 1819 reads :

—

" Then "t was I whose inarticulate words

Fell from my lips, and who with tottering steps

Fled from your presence," &c.

The later copies drop the word and, thus breaking down

the metre. But this genuine edition reads (IV. 4) with

the later text

—

" Guilty ! who dares talk of guilt ? My lord," &c.,

giving no authority for the insertion of " to " before

" talk," which indeed rather weakens the force of em-

phasis in this sudden outbreak of passionate protest.

But in the speech of Marzio (V. 2) it again brings us

right :

—

"Oh, dart

The terrible resentment of those eyes

On the dead earth !

"

In the " Works " we find ///ra^ printed in place oi dead^

which Mr. Rossetti knew by instinct for the right reading.

Again, at the end of the third act, Shelley's Italian edition

nms thus :

—

" Orsino.

When next M-e meet—

GlACOMO.

May all be done— and all

Forgotten ; Oh, that I had never been !
"

Surely a better than the current version

—

"Orsino.

When next we meet may all be done

!

GlACOMO.
And all

Forgotten," iS:c.
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TTie first English: e^tion. afone reads (I- i)

—

"Recited me fixjm. &dl r So. nnqr t&e diawflv.'^ ^b=-

AE Q&erSy from the livomese otrwardy ha;ve let fell the

wxjrd me. These slight things^ so tedious to dwelt apoii,

all help us—and they only cm help us—towards a true

text ofour greatest modem poet. In the ease of ^;Eschr5r&s

or of Shaiespeaxe, such. light crumbs and dry husks wxrold

be held precious as grains of gold. I have but a few-

more to ^ean and reserve or reject as they seem: worth.

I would catainly not agree to alter without authorrty

thnt admirable verse in the fragment on Leonardafs

"Medusa;'*

"Below, fiir lands axe seen tremblingly;''

&e mtaise efiect of sound and accent is too rare a thing;

to lose or change. To shift the stress of a verse and

elongate an elided syllable most proire either a trrumph. of

musical instinct or a dissonant and hatefiil feilure;. Here

the triumphant skiH and subtle sense of Shelley's ear for

metre give special charm to the delicate danng of his

verse^ which, would be lost were we to. read '^tiie 6r

lands/'^ even &d. this not make the line otherwise im-

metricaL In some other cases cited by jVIn Rossettr

irhere may be room and reason for cutting out or ^^pfng

in a syllable or so. His corrections of text in the im-

pafect " Triumph, of Life " seem to me worthy of all

grateful acceptance : but the suggestion of " moutfaless
"'

for " monthless^'* in the fragment ofa stamza rejected from

the " Adonais," is somewhat grotesque. " Thne's month-

less torrent," if these were indeed Shelleys deliberate

words^ must mean the dgmal course of time with.out aid
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or beginning, which passes without taking account as we

do of years or months, days or hours. The last stanza of

the " Medusa " is a mere sketch, not ripe for criticism or

correction ; so is the fragment of a dirge—" Rough wind,

that moanest loud."

In the second line of the ninety-seventh stanza of the

translated " Hymn to Mercury,"

" Thus King Apollo loved the child of May
In trath, and Jove covei-cd them with love and joy,"

for " covered " we ought evidently to read " clothed."

In the translation of the " Cyclops," the semichorus

(v. 495-502 of the Greek text) is confused and inaccu-

rate as we now read it, and the change of " those " and

" there " into " thou " is in each case a clear gain as far

as the English text is concerned, though it brings us no

nearer to the Greek ; which nuis literally thus :

—

" Happy he who shouts his song

To the grape's dear fountain-springs,

For a revel laid along,

Close in arms a loved man grasping,

And on spread couch-coverings

Some soft woman-blossom clasping,

Sleek, with love-locks oiled all o'er,

Who, he cries, kv'// open me her door?"

Shelley, working from an uncorrected text, has taken

l,avQ6v (the old reading for livdoQ or kuWoq) as adjective

to j36arpvxoy, and has washed off from the woman's hair

the sweet oil poured over the man's curls. His version,

were it admissible in the eyes of more critical editors,

would add grace to the charm of a most graceful strophe

—

that is, up to the last line, here simply misconstrued ;

but he has strayed again somewhat too far in his render-
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ii^ of the semklMmis anti]JK>iial to this ; when Ulysses,

hailed by the Cydops, follows him out with the wine-skin,

and the Choras, secredy leassored and slily hopefbl, sing^

to diis ambignoos eflfect :

—

" Fair, with fair kx^ prospcxoiK,

Cones Ik ficm the halls inside;

One good &iend is ftiends with as.

For dij body fair die lamp

Waits ai^it—cooi^ tender bnde

—

In the caicub dewy-damp

:

And thine head shall soon be boond

Xot widi sn^le-colomed guhmds roand."

I translate from DindotTs text; that given by Mr.

Paley mi^^ nm thus in KngHsh :

—

** Theie awaits diy fle^ a lamp

Of fierce fire;, no tender bride," &c.

The "bmp " would dien be, of coms^ the firebrand

prepared to blind Pohphemns, and die two last lines, in

the wtmls of the editcH* (voL iiL p. 509), ''mean that in

the i^ace of a crown <^ n^ntle and roses a ting di gray

hne ^aSL encircle his Ihows^^ In dtfao" case I sxqqx>se

the ircHiic alfaisicHis to the twdi erf" maniage and the

maniage-wreath <^ divers colours must be the same.

There is no gap in the translati(xi at v. 675, and the

asterisks inserted after the winds " Nowhoe, O Cydops,''

would be better away. The passage desctibii^ the

cookery of Polyphemus (w. 390-395) is diffioilt and

debateable enough, but less hard dian the desperate

Toson of Shdley, who in his note ~ confesses that he

does not understand this." The readii^ "four amphoise,"

just above, is a misprint or slip <^ the pen for '* ten
;
" die

next few words are curiously tumbled togedier and mis-
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construed. Shelley has not distinguished the drinking-

can or cup {rrKvcpoo) wrought of ivy-wood, or carved round

with ivy-leaves, from the ninety-gallon bowl (Kparijp) into

which the Cyclops had just milked his cows. Read :

—

'
' Then he milked the cows,

And, pouring in the white milk, filled a bowl

That might have held ten amphorae ; and by it

He set himself an ivy-carven cup

—

Three cubits wide and four in depth it seemed

—

[And set a brass pot on the fire to boil]

'

And spits made out of blackthorn shoots, with tips

Burnt hard in fire, and planed in the other parts

Smooth with a pruning-hook ; and huge blood-bowls

yEtnsean, set for the axe's edge to fill."

Or if a(i>ayeia can mean the axes themselves, and

yvaQovQ be read for yvadoiQ
;

'
' And the under-jaws

Of axes, huge yEtncean slaughtering-tools."

I do not see the meaning of those asterisks marking

omission where omission is none, between the opening

speech of Silenus and the parode. Of this Shelley has

only translated the strophe and the latter part of the

epode. Why the intervening verses were omitted it is

impossible to say. In default of the better version he

has begrudged us I offer this by way of makeshift, follow-

ing the exact order and cadence of rhymes observed by

Shelley. After the call to the she-goat ^ (which he

* This line seems misplaced here, and has been marked as such

by later editors.

' Shelley seems to have overlooked the sex of the goat whom
the satyrs are calling back to give suck to her young. In his text

the words "//^of race divine," .nnd "fal/u-r of the flocks," should

be altered to "she" and "mother."
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trmslates "^Get along;" it sfcoaMEttBierl)e"-Ccn3ie^"'as

t&e s&out B not rnea.rrtr ta^ aeare, but to redarm)) t&fi: scmg:

contnmes—a literal goat-song fer cmEe :

—

"• Ease yf:ur adders mili-diijtfflit.

Take t&e young ones to t&e teat.

Left in yeanlings'^ penfiblds pent

;

]^faw^ t&e sleepy miiiday bleat

Of your sucklings calls you home -

Come to &kl t&en, will you ? come
Franx t&e fiill-Sowered pasture-grasses

tip in. /F.tna'^s rock-strewn, passes^.

Here no Bacc&ns^ no dance comes

Here, nor Maenads t&yrse-bearin^

Nor ^ad clang of kettledrums,

Nor by weC. or running spring

Drops of pale brig&t wine ^ nor ncrw

Wit& t&e nympfis on XysaTs brow
An lacc&ic melody

To t&e golden Ap&rodite

Ba I Eft^"' &c

Read do for wiHy. wMcfii stanxis ins SceHey's text

tlETQugli mere misreading of tlie passage ; it was doubt-

less wrongly pomted in tlie copy by wfifch: be woiied>

Tbere is anotber omissfoa afisr verse 165^ mere

accountable than tfifs i wbetber any part of SbeHJ^s

vasron was stmck out or not in tbe printrng we bave not

beai told. Perbaps tbe passage^ essential as it is ta- tbe

atinnity of tbe scene, may be borne wnit m t&K

reduced and softened fbrrru After tbe verse

—

" I wouM
give AIL that tbe Cyclops feed upon tbeir tnountain^'^—

add:
"• And pitcK into t&e brine off"some w&ite clifi^

Ha-ving gpt once weil drunk ami crfared my brows*.
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How mad is he whom drinking makes not glad !

'

For drink means strength renewed for love-making,******
* * *

; aye, dancing too,

Aye, and forgetfulness of ills. What then,

Shall I not buy me - such a drink, and bid

Fool Cyclops with his one mid eye go hang ?
"

In this laudable frame of mind the Falstaffof Olympus

makes off on his sheep-stealing errand ; and the Chorus,

Avhich hitherto has modestly stood aside and left the

talking to him, now first addresses the new-comer :

—

'
' Hear you, Ulysses, we would talk with you.

Ulysses.

^Yell, on then, as you come like friends to a friend.

Chorus.

Ye have taken Troy, and laid your hands on Helen ?

Ul.VSSES.

And utterly destroyed the race of Priam.*

Chorus.

Well, Mhen ye had got the girl then, did ye not

All of you take your sport with her in turn.

Seeing she delights in marrying many men ?

The wanton wretch !
" &c.

' Rabelais gives an admirable version of this line (Book iv. ch,

65) :
" Veritablement, il est escript par vostre beau Euripides, et le

diet Silenus, beuveur memorable
;

Furieux est, de bon sens ne jouist,

Quiconqucs boyt et ne s'en rcsjouist."

- Or, if we retain the reading oh Kvvi\ao[ia.i instead of admitting

this of ovK wv^ffofiai,

" Shall I not worship such a drink," &c.,

for we are told to take Kvvuif here in the sense of irpoffKVPuy, or I

.should render it simply,

" Shall I not kiss a drink like this ?"

* These two lines arc in Shelley's text.
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After this discussion of Helen by the satyrs, Silenus

returns with his plunder ; his speech begins (v. 188) " See,

here are sheep," 5:c- Shelley, following the older editions,

puts into his mouth all this last answer of the Chorus to

Ulysses, with its exquisite satyric moralising on feminine

le\-ity. At the entrance of the Cyclops there is some

misconstruction :

—

"Silenus.

\i\ai. ho ! assistance, comrades, haste, assistance !

Cyclops.

What is this tumult ?
"

The line given to Silenus belongs to the Cyclops

as he bursts in upon the stage, and might rather be

rendered :

—

" Hold hard, let's see here, lend a hand : what's this?

"What sloth ? what rioting ?
"

At verse 220 there is another break; Silenus has

said, *' Anything you like, only don't drink me up ;
" and

the Cyclops, as delicate a monster as Caliban, replies :

—

" By no means, for you'd be the death of me
Then, tumbling in my belly, with your tricks."

At verse 345, read, to fill up the gap at the end of the

Cyclops' speech :

—

" So creep in quick, to stand about the shrine

Of the god o' the cave and feast me fairly fiilL"

The god of the cave is explained to be, as above,

"Myself

And this great belly, first of deities,"

Haifa line is missed at v. 3S1 :

—

p
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" Unhappy man !

How was it with you, then, faring like this ?
"

The next break is at v. 439 ; if the verses here omitted

be spurious, there is no need to retain the asterisks.

Anyhow they can only be given thus trimmed for trans-

lation and curtailed into decency ; the satyrs, though

perforce living virtuously in a state of servitude, retain

their natural amativeness. Read :

—

'
' And leave for ever

The impious Cyclops : for this long time now
Our poor dear flesh has lived a widower's life

Toward women, as we can't give him the slip.''

At V. 585 there is a point of interrogation missed, an<i

the dialogue has not all its original briskness and ease oi

motion. Here the Cyclops—now, in Trinculo's phrase,

" a howling monster ; a drunken monster "—shows his

'

afifection for Silenus, as Caliban in the like case shows

his adoration of Stephano. The parallel would be closer

if Caliban had met Falstafif, but the humour of the two

scenes is much alike. It must be remembered that " the

poor monster's in drink ; an abominable monster !
"

Read :—
" No, I'll no kissing ; let the Graces tempt me

;

I can do well enough with Ganymede here.

Gloriously, by the Graces ! where arc women
Worth such sweet youths as this now ? *

SiLKNUS.

Polyphcme,

Am / Jove's Ganymede, then ?

' "A most ridiculous monster! to make a wonder of a

<lninl<ard." (Trnipist, ii. 2.)

Hut poor old Silenus is now as sober or semi-sober as Trinculo.
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Crciors.

Yca^ hfjmc !

Jknd tbss I '^wili'Ti jun tfami Dsdobbbb.

rmdoK fin;, bogps^ TW cone to fenfid grieC

'Wbadt! uuiB^ aadmoBtyoTloier^haihe'sdmk?

Snxxrs.

Aliarrit- ; Pm HiV'' ttio Sod ir iMHter dbnank."

I knov tbat he vfao ventures to touch the te3d: of

SbeO^ shoold keep ahrajs befoie his eyes the &te of

XJzza, and the cmse denoimced <m him vfao adds to ot

fakes from die sacxed wiilii^s so mnch as a. wovd ^ if I

too ha¥e laid a {xesmnptnoos hand npcm die aik,

tampered la^Uy with die inqiired canon ci smpluie^ I

canonlf pot fomaid the |dea fbondin that fixmo-case

imaraiEiig, diat I meant hot to prop the shaken vessel,

to dear the Uotted records, whifdi contain the drcine

treasure ; pottii^ vay trast in judges of more than Jewisfa

or gpdfike tdoance. Were it for me to pass sentence, I

vodd say of die 'vexy lashest of possibSe commentator

flmt his errors^ thoBgjh dieywere mai^,shoold be fbn^ven,

if he loved modi. While xevisii^ the Teisian of die

** Cjclc^ ~ I haire fdtt again, and move keenfy, die <dd

beaol^, its strei^;th, ease;, ddicate simpiiciQr and soffi-

oesKj ; die biidimaik andnatire qoalii^ erf* all StteSefs

trandatioBS. I hare retoodied nothiog bat cxieortvo

ccnfiised lines ; fix who can hope, eren thoo^diere be

here and diere a slip in die rendexii^to so^nly anjdnn^

as good in ^acecrf"a cancelled Yciseof hi^? What I have
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ventured to retranslate in full, I never designed to supplant

the text, but merely to elucidate. These small and slow

labours of verbal criticism are the best returns we can

make, the best tribute we can pay to a great man's work
;

and no man need think that a waste of his time, which

so often employed the hours and the minds of Milton and

of Landor. It is easier to dilate at length on the excel-

lence of a man's genius than to sift and test it by proof

of syllable and letter, that so the next student may at least

find a clear and certain text to study, without the trouble

of deciphering a faded palimpsest or refitting a broken

puzzle. And we have especial need of accuracy and

fullness of text when the text is Shelley's, His mark is

burnt in more deeply and more durably upon men's minds

than that of any among the great poets of his day. Of
these, Coleridge and Keats set no such mark on the spirit

of their readers ; ^ they left: simple and perfect examples

of work absolutely faultless, visibly unsurpassable, self-

resumed and self-content. Byron was first to stamp with

his signet the thought and feeling of one kind of men ;

then Wordsworth in turn set his mark on a different kind.

But the one for want of depth and sense and harmony,

the other for want of heat and eyesight and lifeblood,

and both for want of a tmer force and a truer breadth of

spirit, failed to impress upon all time any such abiding

sign of their passage and their power, any such inevitable

' Coleridge's personal influence as preacher or professor of

ghostly dialectics and niarshlight theosophy (brighter indeed than

the bedroom rushlights al)oul it, but no star or sun) was a thing

distinct from his doings as a ])oct. There was no more direct work

clone by his mere verse than by the mere verse of Keats.
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and fnefeceaHe JBoik. to bear witness of dieir woi^ as

Dante or Milton^ Goedie cv Sidley, each in fais special

fashion.

It k no bad way of testing an opini<m held vagadj

bat sincsehr to take it np and mb it, as it w&^ against

the <^ini<xi of some one dse, who is deaiijr wocth

agreeing with or dtsagreoi^ >Ir. Arnold, with whose

clear and critical ^xrit it is ahrays good to come in con-

tact, as disciple or as dssenter^has twice ^poksi ofShelley,

each time, as I diink, pnttii^ Ibrdi a Ivillknt eircK^, shoe

thioo^ and spotted with glimpses of tiuth. Byron and

Sidley, he says, " two members of the aristocratu: dass,"*

alone in their day, strove ^ to apply the modsn spirit " to

F.ngfrsh fiteratore. " Aristocracies are, as such, natnzally

impenetrable by ideas ; but their indrvidnal members

havea high courage and a torn for tweaking botmds ; and

a man of genius, who is the bom child of the idea, happoi-

ing to be bcnn in the aristocratic ranks, dia&s agamst die

obstacles which prevent him fix)m fibeely developing iL'

To the trnth of diis he m^ht have cited a third witness;

for (rf" the Ei^li^ poets tfien Eving, three only were

childrai of the social or political idea, strong enou^ to

breadie and worii in the air of revoluticHi, to wresde with

change and hold fast the new liberty, to bdieve at all in

the godhead of people or peoples, in the absolute ri^t

aad want of the worid, equality of justice, <rf work and

tiuth and life ; and diese diree came all oat oS. the same

lank, woe aH bom into one social sect, men of historic

blood and name, having nothing to ask of revolution,

nodiing (as the phrase is now) to gain by freedc«n, bat

leave to love and serve the light for the light's sake.
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Landor, who died last, was eldest, and Shelley, who died

first, was youngest of the three. Each stood alike apart

from the rest, far unlike as each was to the other two ; not,

like Coleridge, blind to the things of the time, nor, like

Keats, practically alien to all things but art ; and leaving

to Southey or Wordsworth the official laurels and loyalties

of courtly content and satisfied compliance. Out of their

rank the Georges could raise no recruits to beat the dmm
of prose or blow the bagpipes of verse in any royal and

constitutional procession towards nuptial or funereal

goal.^

So far we must go with Mr. Arnold ; but I cannot

follow him when he adds that Byron and Shelley failed in

their attempt ; that the best " literary creation " of their

time, work "far more solid and complete than theirs," was

due to men in whom the new spirit was dead or was un-

born ; that, therefore, *' their names will be gjreater than

their writings." First, I protest against the bracketing of

the two names. With all reserve of reverence for the

noble genius and memory of Byron, I can no more accept

him as a poet equal or even akin to Shelley on any side

' The one kindly attempt of Landor to fill Southey's place foi

him when disabled could scarcely have proved acceptable to hi

friend's official employers.

" But since thou liest sick at heart

And worn with years, some little part

Of thy hard office let me try,

Tho' inexpert \\'as always I

To toss the litter of IVestphalian sivine

From under human to aboi'e divine."—(Works, vol. ii. p. 654)

'
' Call you that backing of your friends "—when they happen to

be laureates ?
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but one, than I could imagine Shefley endowed with, the

various, feariess, keen-eved, and triumphant energy which

makes the greatest of Byron's works so great With all

his glory of ardour and vigour and humour, Byron was a

smger who could not sing ; Shelley outsang all poets on

record but some two or three throughout al[ time ; his

depths and heghts of inner and outer music are as divine

as nature's^ and not sooner exhaustible. He was alone

the perfect singing-god ; his thoughts, words, deeds, aE

sang together. This between two singing-men is a dis-
j

tinction of some significance ; and must be, undT the in-

articulate poets and their articulate outriders have put

down siriguig-men altogether as unrealities, inexpedient

if not afflictive in the commonwealth of M. Proudhon and

Mr. Carlyle. Till the dawn of that "most desired hour,

more loved and lovely than all its sisters,"* these im-

blessed generations will continue to note the difference,

and take some account of it. Again, thou^ in some

sense a " child of the idea,** Byron is but a foundling cr

bastard child ; Shelley is bom heir, and has it by birth-

right ; to BjTon it is a charitable nurse, to Shelley a

natural mother. AU the more praise, it may be said, to

Byron for having seen so much as he did and served so

loyally. Be it so then; but let not his imperfect and

intermittent service, noble and helpfiil now, and now

alloyed with baser temper or broken short through sloth

or spite or habit, be set beside the flawless work and

perfect service of Shelley. His whole heart and mind,

his whole soul and strength, Byron could not give to the

idea at all ; neither to art, nor freedom, nor any £uth

whatever. His life's work therefore falls as short dk tfie
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standard of Shelley's as of Goethe's work. To compare

" Cain " with " Prometheus," the " Prophecy of Dante "

with the " Ode to Naples," is to compare " Manfred

"

with " Faust." Shelley was born a son and soldier of

light, an archangel winged and weaponed for angel's work.

Byron, with a noble admixture of brighter and purer

blood, had in him a cross of the true PhiHstine breed.

There is no other word than this yet devised which

will carry the exact weight of meaning wanted. The use

of it is however, it seems, offensive to certain persons
j

one writer has actually signed his name to an article in

which he asserts that Mr. Matthew Arnold and I after

him use or abuse it as a reproachful synonym for the

name of Christian. Anonymous fiction of this kind no

man will notice who respects the truth or himself ; but

some exposition of the meaning of words may be per-

missible and serviceable for the correction of an error

or the exposure of a falsehood. It is not the correction

of an error that is for the minute my task. This ^vriter,

whose article was signed with the name of Peter Bayne,

undertakes the defence of his gods in heaven above and

on earth beneath against Mr. Arnold and myself with

engines and artillery of a somewhat shaky and explosive

kind. For myself, it appears that I, " who am refined
"

{teste Bayne) " in my language, and have quite the manners

of a gentleman " (this I fear is the scathing expression of

a pungent irony), have denounced the whole race of

" Christians " at one fell swoop as " noisome Philistines ;

"

exceeding Mr, Arnold by the addition of an epithet. I

am not concerned to dispute the degrees of gentility with

a falsifier of the sense of words, to question the breeding
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or pass sentence on the inanner? €»f a pnbKe and ^eM-

exposed libeller. I would only remark diat when the

reader is led or driven off the bare highway of truth it is

but feir to aferd him some morsel of slander so spiced

and sauced that it may perhaps slip ghbly down some

Gfte's ^bBa without sticking^ some palatable and digest-

ible comfenent of calumny, some pleasanter pasture, at

least, thnn a twice-cooked and twice-chewed mess of

tfatstles : for k cannot be certain that he will by some

divine inborn instinct prefer that diet to any other, ilr.

Bayne's calumnies are somewhat dry, a little fiat and

hard ; Crabtree, in this revival of Sheridan's play, moves

clumsily in the coarse livery of slander in undress, without

the brocade and perfume of Backbite, the genial grace of

;Mjs. Candour, or die sinewyand ffexThle fiidlity of Snake.

His crude fiction wants breadth, deEcacy, sureness of

touch ; Tamiffe would scarcely have taken hfm on trial

as a fellow-servant with LaurenL In one point he is

liker another once famous figure in the drama. The valet

in Farqnhnr^s comedy knew when people were tnTking of

him, " they laughed so consumedly." iflr. Peter Bayne

has sounded a baser string of humility than the valet.

When he does but scent or suspect anywhere a contemp-

tuous allusion, he knows '* they must be talking," not of

him, but of the gods of his worship. Scrub knew his own
place ; but ^Ir. Bayne knows the place of his gods ; and

indeed, if we judge of a deity by his worshippers, he may
be right in tnrnking that what he adores must be naturally

Bable to men's contempt. He remarks, with cruelly

satirical reference to my alleged heresies and audacities in

tile choice of guides and teachers not chosen to his mind.
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that my " years and achievements make it fitting " for me
'•'

to point thefinger of sco7-n dX" figures enthroned in the

pantheon of his moral mythology. What may be the

years and what the achievements of Mr. Peter Bayne I

know not ; but I do know that the years of Nestor and

the achievements of Napoleon would not suffice to ex-

tenuate fatuity on the one hand and false witness on

the other.

A slandered man rnay, if he please, claim leave to

take (though he may not care to make) occasion in

passing to set a mark on the calumniator ; but he will

hardly care to take into his hands the hangman's office of

applying tlie iron or the lash. I have done, and return

without apology from mean to higher matters. Of the

relation between Shelley and Byron I have here no more

to say ; but before ending these notes I find yet another

point or so to touch upon. Perhaps to every student of

any one among the greater poets there seems to be some-

thing in his work not yet recognised by other students,

some secret power or beauty reserved for his research. I

do not think that justice has yet been done to Shelley as

to some among his peers, in all details and from every

side. Mr. Arnold, in my view, misconceives and mis-

judges him not less when set against Keats than when

bracketed with Byron. Keats has indeed a divine magic

of language applied to nature ; here he is unapproachable ;

this is his throne, and he may bid all kings of song come

bow to it. But his ground is not Shelley's ground ; they

do not run in the same race at all. The " Ode to Autumn,"

among other such poems of Keats, renders nature as no

man but Keats ever could. Such poems as the '* Lines
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>vritten among the Euganean Hills " cannot compete with

it. But do they compete with it ? The poem of Keats,

Mr. Arnold says, " renders Nature ; " the poem of Shelley

''tries to render her." It is this that I deny. WTiat

Shelley tries to do he does ; and he does not try to do

the same thing as Keats. The comparison is as empty

and profitless as one between the sonnets of Shakespeare

and the sonnets of Milton. Shelley never in his Hfe wrote

a poem of that exquisite contraction and completeness,

within that round and perfect limit. This poem of the

Euganean Hills is no piece of spiritual sculpture or

painting after the life of natural things. I do not pretend

to assign it a higher or a lower place; I say simply that

its place is not the same. It is a rhapsody of thought and

feeling coloured by contact with nature, but not born of

the contact ; and such as it is all Shelley's work is, even

when most vague and vast in its elemental scope of

labour and of aim. A soul as great as tlie world lays,

hold on the things of the world ; on all life of plants, and

beasts, and men ; on all likeness of time, and death, and

good things and evil. His aim is rather to render the

effect of a tiling than a thing itself ; the soul and spirit

of life rather than the living formj the growth rather

than the thing gro\vn. And herein he too is un-/

approachable.

Other and lesser critics than Mr. Arnold have taxed

Shelley with a want of dramatic power upon the cha-

racters and passions of men. While writing these notes

I have come across the way of such an one, who bids

us notice how superior in truth and subtlety is Mr.

Browning's study of Guido Franceschini to Shelley's of
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Count Cenci. Here again a comparison is patched up

between two things utterly unamenable to the same rule.

The wonderful figure so cunningly drawn and coloured

by Mr. Browning is a model of intense and punctilious

realism.^ Every nerve of the mind is touched by the

patient scalpel, every vein and joint of the subtle and in-

tricate spirit divided and laid bare. A close and dumb

soul compelled into speech by mere struggle and stress

of things labours in literal translation and accurate agony

at the lips of Guido. This scientific veracity which

unbuilds and rebuilds the whole structure of spirit,

thought by thought and touch by touch, till the final

splendour of solution is achieved, and the consummate

labour made perfect from key-stone to coping-stone, is so

triumphant a thing that on its own ground it can be

matched by no poet ; to match it we must look back to

Balzac. Shelley worked by other rules to another end :

with the sculptor's touch rather than the anatomist's.

But his figure of Cenci is not the less accurate for its

breadth of handling. We might as well consign Manon

Lescaut to a place below Emma Bovary, because Prevost

wrought out his immortal study with broader lines and

fewer colours than Flaubert. A figure may be ideal and

yet accurate, realistic and yet untrue, as a fact not

thoroughly fathomed may be in eff"ect a falsehood.

There is a far stronger cross of the ideal in the realism of

' Tlie word realism has a higher and a baser sense ; there is the

grand spiritual realism of Balzac or ]5rowning, as well as the cnide

and facile realism, or vulgarism rather, of writers wanting alike in

si)irit and in form. It is so often used as a term of reproach on one

side, on the other as a boastful watchword, tliat when taken as a

simple term of definition it may perhaps be misconstrued.
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^'Eschylus or Shakespeare than runs through the work of

the great modem realists. What was the latent breadth

or depth of Shelley's dramatic genius we cannot say, as

he had not time himself to know. It is incomplete in

the " Cend ;
" for example, in the figure of Orsino the

lines are not cut sharp and deep enough ; he is drawn too

easily and lighdy ; the picture looks thin and shadowy

beside the vivid image we get from the old report of the

Cenci trial. That sketch of Monsignor Guerra, the tall

delicate yoimg priest, with long curls and courtly graces,

plajring on crime as on a lute with fine fingers used to

music-making, might have been thrown out in keen

relief against the great figure of Cenci ; a Caponsacchi

turned ignoble instead of noble, and as well worth

drawing had the hand been there to draw. As it is, he

plays but a poor part, borne up only by the sweet strength

of Shelley's verse. But is Cenci himself the mere and

monstrous embodiment of evil made flesh, the irrational

and soulless mask of lust and cruelty, that critics have

called him ? Is he in effect as inanimate and unreal as

Guido is real and alive ? To me, putting aside the dif-

ference of handling between the schools of which

Shakespeare and Balzac are respectively the heads, the

one seems as true as the other. Cenci, as we see him, is

the fiill-blown flower, the accomplished result of a life

absolute in its luck, in power and success and energetic

enjo)rment. His energy is insatiable of emotions, and

has few left to make trial of; the conscience of tliis

sharpens and exasperates the temper of his will.

Something within him, bom as much of the spirit as the

flesh, is ravenous and restless as fire. To feel his power
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by dint of hard use is a need of his nature ;
" his soul,

which is a scourge," must needs smite to know itself alive

and taste its strength : too strong for satiety or collapse,

while life endures his nature must bite and burn as surely

as steel must or flame. What he is, good fortune has

made him—" Strength, health, and pride, and lust, and

length of days." What Guido Franceschini is, he has

been made by ill fortune. Fed with good things from

his birth, the evil nature in him might have swollen into

the likeness of Cenci's ; as Cenci, crossed and cramped at

every turn of life, with starved energies and shrivelled

lusts, might have shrunk into the shape of Guido, a

pained and thwarted spirit of self-suffering evil. The

one, though drawn with less detail of growth from seed

to fruit, is surely not less conceivable than the other

;

but Cenci's is the stronger spirit, the more solid and

rounded nature : he was not one to struggle or fail.

Shelley has made his ruling appetite the lust of strength,

of self-conscious and spiritual power : he has not added

the fleshly lust of pain and subtle animal relish of the

pungent infliction, which was doubtless interfused with

Cenci's sensuous cruelty. But the august and horrible

figure is painted as naturally as nobly ; his rage and his

religion, the loathing that underlies his lust, and the

lust that inflames his loathing ; his hungry abhorrence of

his daughter's beauty of body and soul—(" Beast that

thou art !
")—his faith in God and fury against good, his

splendid exaltation of spirit into a passionate and wingedj

rapture of ardent hatred or of fiery joy, consummate in

that last outbreak as of all the fumes and flames of hell

at once, are no more alien from natiu-c or each other
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than Gaido's sobde crossbigs and windings of son! tfamigfa

backstairs and byways oS \x\A& craft and baser {side,

iA barren anger and greed and pain. This is evridaace
{

enoi^ that if SieDey had lived the " Coici " would not

'

now be the one great play written in the great maimer

of Shakespeare's moi that <Hir literature has seen since

die time of these. The proof oi power is here as sore

and as clear as in Shelley^s lyric work ; he has shown

hiin«a»H", what the dramatist must needs be, as able to

face the light of hell as tA heaven, to handle the fires of

evil as to bri^en the beauties of diii^s. This latterwork

indeed he preferred, and wrought at it with all the grace

and force ofthought and word which give to all his lyrics

the light dL a divine life ; but his tragic truth and excel-

loice are as certain and absolute as the sweetness and

the glory of his songs. The mark kA his hand, the trick

of his voice, we can always recognise in their dear cha-

racter and individual charm ; but the range is various

from the starry and heavoily h^;fats to the tender and

flowering fields of the world wherdn he is god and lord

:

with here sncji a flowo* to gather as the spinners' song of

Beatrice, and th^e such a heaven to ascend as the

Prologue to Hdlas, which the zealous love of Mr.

Gamett for SieUey has opened for us to enter and

possess for ever; vrfaeie the pleadii^ of Christ and

Satan alternate as the rising and setting of stars in tbe

abyss of luminous sound and sonorous light We have

now but to await the final gift of a perfect and critical

edition of the whole works, the supreme trToate of love

ajid worship yet owing to the master singer of our

modem race and age ; to the poet beloved above all
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other poets, being beyond all other poets—in one word^

and the only proper word—divine.

Note.

Shortly after the publication of these slight and rapid

notes, the appearance of the edition whose advent was-

here hopefully invoked gave a fresh impulse and opened

a wider way to the study of Shelley. The ardour and

labour expended on his glorious task by Mr. W. M.

Rossetti must link his name for ever in honourable

association with that of the poet to whom he has done

such loyal and noble service. He has lightened the

darkness that perplexed us at so many turns of a

labyrinth which others had done their best to darken ; he

has delivered all students from the bondage of Medwin

and Hogg : at those muddy springs no future " mental

traveller " will ever need again to slake or to cheat his.

thirst for some dubious drop of information as to how

the god of song might have appeared on earth to the

shepherds or the swineherds of Admetus. He has done

much more than this ; he has had the glory of giving ta

the world fresh verse of Shelley's. Whole poems and

priceless fragments, fresh instalments of imperfect but im-

perishable work, we owe to the labour of his love. Often

too he has found means to elucidate and to rectify much '

that was corrupt and obscure. For all these benefits he

deserves all the gratitude that' can be given by lovers of

Shelley whose love lias borne no such fruit and done

no such service as his. Outside the precincts of Grubstreet
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BO flnffwJimi' 'Lik COqIu 1CDO0C SUOd OO ^w**liiwMiMlljt

'valne cf Ac service dooe, flic givsiliiess of tiae bemefidls

confened. Qm tiae odaer hnwd, I am DDpdDedl, boarevcE'

mmwililiiii^ly, to csilar m^ psDiestt: affliiiiiiril flic gewcrail ptnt-

dp2e on vlmcia iffiBC test basbeen lecastamd RanaoDgedL

"J.Tine n<fff § sDJohflcsft ooaiBse oe wmwuSm utoo^k tt sboold

he bnt a rtianige imt pamwIiiimifliMiWD^ om^ht aciiar tobe offibnsd

wntdbonsft iniw.B.'S'^ilijty as itt can never be lecdivcd widMindt

irdiEDclanoe. Xo llhBaiiR over fer soome inevr 'vaaon, tihoBB^

n€vq"soratioMallarpfanBs5bB^tlEBe1teittwe lozvcb^beait^tdiie

vEvds vMcifi lErne 1)^ Bme annd leMsst^sf ieltter banre giURHi

asitwQieapffiitt oCoBiiirseST^ bave mafted idada «aj ^o to

^peak) imto flue verj IS^dbod of osbt ^ihtmi^j^^ die 'veij

CQire and nf^^^^^^'^^'^^^ ou omor imiM'tiiii^^ ii^ cannot but be

psin and ^ses to asBv^ ^st^niill and miumu^ ^diiiiiiragwih Hm^' mn

itfrns; levisDon, so £ef focn sJiuowmg anj tendemes or

irespedt far SEDciii fedint^ as l&e m^Bt Siave been sni^ipased

to sBiaare;, 9^ Rsissddti Eias too ^rftfatm bandBod Sft^^Wnr I

win no(t SE^ as MnHfiocn isas Ht«iTiii#pd bf Benl&rf, bat I

most saj as ^KskespesBie was bandied bf SSeevens. Tbe
innxQdi&nxs if not pe^sMoc pseostom wMdk basieflonned

tlie wIdqI^' se&eme f£ prnxctmodtKio, donsb^ess ifem Boose

enxxE^ ioi t&e Qngimall etfottiiininR^ «T™iinp^ us tto raoiaik

^&S2± tilne lii^st: sltalie of itfnk text is urosse tdban flae finst.

TMs edit£€xt ^ beron.'d pinxise amid b^HQSDd pmoeas a boo&
of lefibrosce: i ticut wa Q3I€;. I s^doqiM tmssb^sss^ wil ever

read in it fcr jfeascore:, -wMDe Ilc can proomre insteicJ tbe

loosest and nuast mciDinrect: of tibase pirevmoisli' printed.

TlaroBi^forafflttfDeTBiDijrile fere acts cf tfeie '^C^Eod'* i^ie reader

is mcte^cmtlj mmfiated "b^ smSa cthmIHI bout ^ni&caM
TcsatioQS as liie smbstitiitDora of '^ von '^ ibr '^tBnon'" or
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" thee " for " you," on some rigid system of regulation to

which the editor himself does not pretend to suppose

that his author ever proposed to conform. Now I cannot

but think that a lesser poet than Shelley might reasonably

be presumed to know better than his editor what he

meant to say, and by what rule or what instinct his hand

was guided as he wrote. To me the tact or instinct

which even in these small matters directed the hand and

determined the choice of Shelley seems so nearly in-

fallible in its exquisite and subtle delicacy, that even if

for once my own taste would have rejected the turn of a

sentence or a phrase which to his taste has seemed

preferable I should undoubtedly consider that he was

likelier to be right than I—at least with regard to his own

;Work, Of this readjustment of the words "you" and

" thou " six instances are acknowledged and the principle

of reformation is vindicated in a note ; but for the

sentences broken up and recast, the interpolated periods

which make two or three curt inharmonious sentences

out of one most harmoniously prolonged through natural

pauses to its natural end—for these and other vexatious

pedantries or petty rigidities of rule, it does not seem

that any defence or apology has been thought needful.

Yet a skilful and able student or master of language

such as Mr. Rossetti cannot surely need to be told

that these superfluous breaks and changes in the punctu-

ation deform and destroy the fine perfection of the!

metre ; that the harmony of a whole speecli or a whole!

stanza may be shattered by the intrusion or suppression]

of a colon or a comma ; that a false pointing in English]

verse is as bad as a false quantity in Latin. There is n<
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man fivin^ in my^mind, vlio m^^ be trusted to coned

the metre of SheOej; asd zsoao% all past poets of his

own rank I knov of none viio m^^ hare been so

tnisted but Ifilton. And it is no less an entexpnse tfaaa

this that Mr. Rossetti has taken iqxm himsplf Sm^,
too, his sdxjazsii^ was somewhat at &nlt when he

likened to die Ei^;fe3i of Mis. Gamp die nse of an

obsfdete and donbdess a ficentions constmction in

^^ Rosalind and HdenT—

** My Tinod, lAo^ as everj stcaia

Cdcv faintfT tut BHxe sweet, his inieii

Sank—

»

hoe aheied by die excision di. die wofd wka and die

substitution of a psiod for a connna, idiicfa coords as

to begba a fresh sentence widi thefoQowii^ wofd& Evoi

were the oi%ina] reading a mere soledac, it wotdd be

prefezaUe to sodi drawii^ and quaitexii^ of a poet's

test as this^ But it is simply a revival—indefensible

indeed in my ^es, and probaUy doe to mere haste—ofa

lax usage permitted to dder writers both in Terse and

prose. If all texts are to be r^nlated after this pedagogic

fc-shion, neither 9iakespeare nor eren Miltoo will be

secure a^inst cociectkxL The poem in wfaidi this

passage occms, certainty the least preciofis «'"«fnpl<» we
have of SieDey's mature work, was, as we know, resomed

and completed at the desire of Mis^ SieDey after it had

been cast aside as not worth ccxnpieti<»; and we magr

weQ suppose diat die task was executed rapidly and with

httle of the passioaate pleasure that impels and InCfi iiw.

die exemtion of work into wiiich the wockznan can pot

Q 2
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his whole heart. A much more real and grave solecism

in " Julian and Maddalo " has been left not only uncor-

rected but unnoticed—" One blessing which thou ne'er

didst imprecate for on me." Even such a positive

blunder as this I should not myself have presumed to

correct by any process of suppression and substitution

;

but it is singular that an editor who has never scrupled

to apply this process when he thought fit should have

abstained from applying it in this really flagrant instance

of bad English. Against another example of this inter-

ference I must also protest for the sake of my own and

all ears that have been trained on the music of Shelley

;

I refer to the change made in the last verses of the

overture to the "Lines written among the Euganean

Hills." If the editor finds the license of such a

phrase as

" Every little living nei"ve I******
Are like sapless leaflets now "

too " annoying " to be endured by a scholastic sense of

propriety, the annoyance is far keener which will be in-

flicted on others by his substituted reading—" Is like a

sapless leaflet now." Here again Shelley has indulged

in a loose and obsolete construction which may or may

not be defensible ; I should not at the present day

permit it to myself, or condone it in another ; and had

the editor been engaged in the revision of a schoolboy's

theme, he would certainly have done right to correct such

a phrase, and as certainly would not have done wrong to

add such further correction as he might deem desirable
;

but the task here undertaken is not exactly comparable
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to the revision of a schoolboy's theme. Nor are these

grammatical castigations the worst examples of the singular

freedom with which so true and studious an enthusiast

for the feme of Shelley has thought it allowable to handle

the text of his greatest poems. Under the pernicious

guidance of professors and pedagogues dead and living

he has been induced to dismember and disfigure such

samples of lyric verse as touch the very highest top of

possible perfection—songs that might have been envied

by Simonides and praised by Sappho. By one of these

blind (and deaf) guides he has been led to defece two

stanzas of the "Skylark" after a fashion only to be

paralleled, I should hope, in Bentley^s Milton ; to displace

the paiise in the second stanza so as at once to deform

the meaning and destroy the music ; and in the third to

supplant "an unbodUd" by ^'•2Si embodied 'yyf"\ Even

this is not the very worst of all. If there is one verse in

Shelley or in English of more divine and sovereign

sweetness than any other, it is that in the " Lamait "

—

" Fresh spring, and summer, and winter hoar."

The music of this line taken with its context—the melo-

dious efiect of its exquisite inequality '—I should have

' If any man of human ear can want further evidence than his

own sense of harmony in support ofthe true and hitherto undisputed

reading, he may find one instance among others of the subtle and
wonderful use to which Shelley would sometimes put a seeming

imperfection of this kind in the verses to Emilia Viviani

:

" Is it with thy kisses or thy tears ?
"

Here the same ineffable effect of indefinable sweetness is produced
by an exact repetition (but let no aspiring " poet-ape " ever think

to reproduce it by imitation) of the same simple means—the suppres-

sion, namely, of a single syllable. And I cannot but wonder as
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thought was a thing to thrill the veins and draw tears to

the eyes of all men whose ears were not closed against

all harmony by some denser and less removable ob-

struction than shut out the song of the Sirens from the

hearing of the crew of Ulysses. Yet in this edition (vol. ii.

p. 274) the word "autumn" is actually foisted in after

the word "summer." Upon this incredible outrage I

really dare not trust myself to comment. The only

parallel I know to it within the memory of man is the

repainting of Giotto's portrait of Dante by an Italian

hireling at the bidding of his Austrian masters, who

desired to efface from the poet's berretta the sacred

national colours of hope and faith and love. That is.

irreparable ; but the outrage offered to the text of Shelley

happily is not. For the conception of this atrocity the

editor is not responsible ; for its adoption he is. A
thousand years of purgatorial fire would be insufficient

expiation for the criminal on whose deaf and desperate

head must rest the original guilt of defacing the text of

Shelley with this most damnable corruption. To such

earless and soulless commentators, strong only in finger-

counting and figure-casting, the ghost of their divine

victim, whether Shakespeare or Shelley, might say with

Paulina

—

" Do not repent these things. * •

* * * * A thousand knees

Ten thousand years together, naked, fasting,

well as rejoice that no pedant whose ears are at the ends of his

fingers should ever yet have proposed to correct and complete the

verse by reading

•' Say, is it with thy kisses," &c.
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ITpoiL 1 baxiQi monntani, and. still wiutar

In storm perpdmil^ cquH not move tie gods

To Look that way thott wert."

At least we m^ be assured that no such, penance,

thot^ multiplied, beyond the calcnTation of all arith-

meticians who ever made use of their science as a lead-

line to sound the depths of song^ as a key to unlock die

secrets of harmony, could evo- move the righteous judge

of ]VIarsyas to look with pity on the son of ^lidas who

had thus abused tiie text of one so dear to hrm as

Shelley. The race of his old aaemy, we perceive, has

degeierated since the date of the Phrygian king; the

regal and paternal ears are indeed hereditary, but as surely

as the touch of the fiither turned all things to gold, so

surely the touch of his children turns aH things to lead.

I shall merely nodce the single remaining instance

of perversion which. I feel bound not to pass over ra

silence ; the &lse pointing of one of the noblest passage

in the " Prometheus Unbound ''^—
" Hffitp on. thy Read^ by virtue of this corse,

111 deeds, thai be thou rlmrmpf^^ beholding good."'

I should really have thought it impossible to mistake

the simple and obvious meaning of these and the glorious

verses which follow; namely, that the curse invoked on

the almighty tyrant was to do evil and behold good.

The idea is of comrse not original ; few lines have been

oftener quoted, and few have better deserved their fame,

than the majestic verse in which. Persius has invoked

upon tyrants a deeper damnation than ever priest coDr-

ceived

—

" Vlrtntem videant intabescantque reficta.'*^
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What indeed, compared to this, are the gross and brutish

threats of theological materialism ? what is the ice

or fire of Dante, the burning marl of Milton ? But by

the application of this supreme curse to the supreme

oppressor Shelley has transfigured the noble moral

thought of the Stoic poet into the splendour of an idea

too sublime for the conception of one so much lesser

than himself. It is utterly inexplicable to me how an

editor of Mr. Rossetti's high and rare intelligence in

matters of art and imagination can here for once have

failed to follow the track of Shelley's thought, to see with

Shelley's eyes this vision of the two infinities of good and

evil ; of the evil deeds wrought by omnipotence and the

good deeds wrought by suffering—both of these infinite

as God himself, as the world he torments, as the solitude

which is at once the condition and the chastisement of

his omnipotence. The sequence of ideas is so natural

and logical, so coherent with the whole scheme and

subject of the poem, that I cannot understand by what

strange aberration the editor should have lost his way

through so plain and open a tract of country, and thought

it necessary to shatter at once the harmony, the sense,

and the grammar of so simple and superb a passage in

order to patch up an explanation as forced, unnatural,

and improbable as the more obvious interpretation was

clear, consistent, and sufticient. I should add that as

Mr. Rossetti, with his habitual candour and generous

good sense, has since published a note which may be

taken as equivalent to a recantation of the error which

led him to cast aside the previous text for the dissonant

and incongruous version produced by a change ofpointing,
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I^booldiiot kove pvoB CfOft das posamg mCice to doe

mafier lad Ae passs^e licm leas nportmi^ die per-

versiQa ksrr ^—r--%. or die laitfafcr akcadf ranrrBfd,

I bave n.o~ . . ot a. peda^Qgpc twiwiiita wIhJi n^^rit

beseem the lips <rfa cornirimlLilloim tiheheitofcmulw Imb,

dssdRDKcd a.
jpa^wfiail dittpy baft one slutii I feh to Ik in-

O^dlCBtaaBe; amdl T iway atM, m thygmt" punfrsAinwal

sQ^leaiid ^Kcdi^ l^iat I luope I may nerer be cmiim HIi J to

undgtafce it a^in. It: ^ooid aSso be noted bf diose

«iu> maj fed lao^ keenfy die io^gni^ offioedtoShcS^
bgr sodi pmo&aops and coEiui{ilians ofbis wm awing and

Iks BUSK as Aose on wbkJi I baieboe bsd to niimil^

.!,„4. .. ^*tt& sexvke bas been dcBse to dbe text m. odicr

'^y sFwiiiifc* GoncctBon oc juuiuiy swwii

JLUCi TTT4trrhitaRIt=» mTsnri raj^ aS A'fi'imiiw tls

scamza of ^TbeReraitof Isfccm;'* wfaecc^totake bntz
single fn^aarwe, die words ^aDefine"badinaII]KcnaBs

ecifons Iwoa allowed to stBsndm dffiamre of sense and

ULetrer bodi of wlndi for moBe dian baif a. «'«r«<wy bod

beai cxjing aSood £br tEie restsootmii of die tx^ igb&i^
—" CHI a Sne."

I bare bsdt one olber imilt to firad widi das ict

crftical edrtKm of SteHeyi and im das ™ig«-»Mr»* I aifw*

cc~f i-^_: :.f having^ wiA nt^ I bad 'wdbn^ smd aH
lovers Z2ie, but tbat tliis wonid «?%glffiV at least

one nai^c ^ ^<.a nmst alw^rs be «

i

fnf« ii<[vfi ai^wng daose of

bis most loviBg ^Bst^iles—dtatofdnee^tsa-tens^L To
icfnit in an ^^qpoidix die nsosislioiiis mass of doggrel

nbkb bas been fstiles^ |Hieaamd %- tbe eviE SddSy of

Mc Hog^ and to add even die mefinkal s^reepings of
**

Sfc. Inrjoe,' is an dEsm^ on wbicb I be&ere dcet rf^r
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verdict of all competent critics has been unanimous.

That this wretched rubbish should exist at all in print is

vexation enough for those to v/hom the honour of the

greatest poets is dear; but Mr. Hogg's book is a monu-

ment likely to prove something less durable than brass,

and in its mouldering pages the evidence of Shelley's

boyish absurdities and atrocities in the way of rhyme

might have been trusted to rot unobserved save of some

rare collector of strange and worthless things. But to-

have them bound up with the ripest Avork of the first

lyric poet of England, tied on as it were to the tail or

pinned to the back of a volume which undertakes to

give us for the first time a critical text of Shelley, is a

thing not to be endured or extenuated.' The argument

or apology of the editor on behalf of this lamentable act

of caprice has not I believe made a single convert, and

is I should hope not likely to make one. Those who

did most justice to the zealous labour and the strenuous

devotion of Mr. Rossetti, those who were the first to

recognise with all gratitude what thanks were due to his

ardour and ability, were the first to utter their protest

' An edition of Sliclley which should give lis a final standard of

the text would naturally relegate "Queen Mab" to its proper place

in an appendix. The strong and sincere protest of Shelley against

the piratical reissue of this poem, backed by the frank and reason-

able avowal that he was ashamed of the bad poetry contained in it,

should have sufficed to exclude it from the station at the head of his

works which it has so long been permitted to retain. Full of in-

tellectual power and promise as it is, a poem repudiated by its

author as unworthy of liis maturer fame should never have been

thmst into the place which obviously belongs to " Alastor ;" for it

is only with this later work that the real career of Shelley as a poet

may be properly said to begin.
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against this tfie jboA "*^'*H'T and perrerse example oa

record of a pemkioas esactknde in the coQectiaa and

preservatioa of all diat an aidiiar woaid desire to e&ce
finom his own and all men's memory. The fas^ -sodt

ptotesl^ if I mistake not^ iras expressed in earaest and

yq^j wocds by Miss Madnlde Bfindy whose admgaWfr

essaif OB SheSeywas one <^ die eaifiest and most notable ^

si^BS of the "wpifa* giren to the critical stndy c£ die

poet bv die appearance of this edition. That essay, fbR

3s it was of eloqneEit commentsiy and fenresit thoB^,

is yet more precions for its manj oHtfiffjiitiWiis to Acpsxe

and perfect test of Shelley which we hope b^are lo^ to

see ; no pedagogic emendations or professonalU]B|eUuc%

but restocstions supplied &om the poet^s own inairnhfnpt^

and, nuKe tfrnn all, for the completkm of diat fenMess

poen called "The Qaesdon" l^ one long-Io^ line of

finnl loveliness.

It would be a pieasanter task thnTi diai ofSmit-fiB&ig

or protesting, to pass once more thiot^li dte g^vioBS

gaOoT erf" Sidley's worfcs in the company of his fot

crrdcal editor, and note down what points of consent

or dissQit might occur to us in the process of comparing

0{xmons as to this poen or that. ]fot time and space

fabid me to do more than regista- my own opinion as

to the respective value of two amcmg die latest, and to

eT|«vss die smprise which I share with 3>Iiss Blind at die

station asagned by Mr. Rossetti to the '-Witch of

Adas," whkh he deliboate^ Txn\^ above the " Epipsy-

duAoD." It is indeed an exquisite exercise of sunny

and flowexy fency. which probably was designed to cover

or convey no such elaborate allegoric significance as the
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editor seems willing to seek in it; the "lady witch"

being simply an incarnation of ideal beauty and bene-

ficence, in her relations to man a spiritual patroness of

free thought and free love, in her relations to nature a

mistress or an adept of her secret rites or forces. Nor

does it seem to me that Mr. Rossetti has touched on

the one point where the " Epipsychidion " might be

plausibly represented as open to attack. Its impalpable

and ethereal philosophy of love and life does not prevent

it from being " quite a justifiable sort of poem to write ;

"

the questionable element in it is the apparent introduction

of such merely personal allusions as can only perplex

and irritate the patience and intelligence of a loyal

student, while they may not impossibly afford an opening

for preposterous and even offensive interpretations. In

(all poetry as in all religions, mysteries must have place,

but riddles should find none. The high, sweet, mystic

doctrine of this poem is apprehensible enough to all who

look into it with purged eyes and listen with purged ears

;

but the passages in which the special experience of the

writer is thrust fonvard under the mask and muffler of

allegoric rhapsody are not in any proper sense mysterious;

they are simply puzzling ; and art should have nothing

to do with puzzles. This, and this alone, is the fault

which in my opinion may be not unreasonably found

with some few passages of the " Epipsychidion ;
" and a

fault so slight and partial as merely to affect some few

passages here and there, perceptible only in the byways

and outskirts of the poem, can in no degree impair the

divine perfection of its charm, the savour of its heavenly

quality. By the depth and exaltation of its dominant
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idea, by the rapture of the music and the glory of the

colovu- which clothe with sound and splendour the subtle

and luminous body of its thought, by the harmony of its

most passionate notes and the humanity of its most god-

like raptures, it holds a foremost place in the works of

that poet who has noAV for two generations ruled and

moulded the hearts and minds of all among his country-

men to whom the love of poetry has been more than a

fancy or a fashion ; who has led them by the light of his

faith, by the spell of his hope, by the fire of his love, on

the way of thought which he himself had followed in the

track of the greatest who had gone before him—of

^schylus, of Lucretius, of Milton \ who has been more

to us than ever was Byron to the youth of his own brief

day, than ever was Wordsworth to the students of the

day succeeding ; and of whom, whether we class him as

second or as third among English poets, it must be in

either case conceded that he holds the same rank in lyric

as Shakespeare in dramatic poetry—supreme, and without

a second of his race. I would not pit his name against

the sacred name of Milton ; to Avrangle for the pre-

cedence of this immortal or of that can be but futile and

injurious ; it is enough that our country may count

among her sons tNvo of the greatest among those great

poets who have also been prophets and evangelists of

personal and national, social and spiritual freedom ; but

it is equally certain that of all forms or kinds of poetry

the two highest are the lyric and the dramatic, and that

as clearly as the first place in the one rank is held among

us by Shakespeare, the first place in the other is held and

will never be resigned by Shelley.
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BYRON.

[Prefatory Note,—This, like the following essay, was

prefixed to a small volume of selections from the poems

of the author whose genius is the subject of discussion.

To the work of Coleridge this process of selection, if ade-

quately carried out, must have been, as Leigh Hunt long

since suggested, a real and great service ; for his work is

distinctly divisible into good and bad, durable and perish-

able ; and it would be a clear gain to have the priceless

parts of that work detached from the worthless ; but to

Byron, who rarely wrote anything either worthless or

faultless, it could not be otherwise than injurious. He
can only be judged or appreciated in the mass ; the

greatest of his works was his whole work taken alto-

gether ; and to know or to honour him aright he must be

considered with all his imperfections and with all his

glories on his head.]

The most delicate and thoughtful of English critics has

charged the present generation of Englishmen with

forgetfulness of Byron, It is not a light charge : and it

is not ungrounded. Men born when this century was

getting into its forties were baptized into another church
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than his with the rites of another creed. Upon their

ears, first after the cadences of eider poets, fell the

faxiltless and fervent melodies of Tennyson. To them,

chief among the past heroes of the younger centmy,

three men appeared as predominant in poetry; Cole-

ridge, Keats, and Shelley. Behind these were effaced, on

either hand, the two great opposing figures of Byron and

Wordsworth. No man imder twenty can just now be

expected to appreciate these. The time was when all

boys and girls who paddled in rh}-me and dabbled in

sentiment were wont to adore the presence or the

memory of Byron with foolish faces of praise. It is of

little moment to him or to us that they have long since

ceased to cackle and begim to hiss. They have become

used to better verse and ^refull^ workmen ; and must

be forgiven if after such trammg they cannot at once

appreciate the splendid and imperishable excellence

which covers all his offences and outweighs all his

defects : the excellence of sinceritj' and strength.

Without these no poet can hve ; but few have ever had

so much of them as B}Ton. His sincerity indeed is

difficult to discover and define ; but it does in effect lie

at the root of all his good works : deformed by pre-

tension and defaced by assumption, masked by folly

and veiled by affectation ; but perceptible after all, and

priceless.

It is no part of my present ofiice to rewrite the

history of a Ufe in which every date and event that could

be given would now seem trite and stale to all possible

readers. If, after so many promises and hints, some-

thing at once new and true shall at length be unearthed
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or extricated, which may affect for the better or the

worse our judgment of the man, it will be possible and

necessary to rewrite it. Meantime this among other

chances " lies on the lap of the gods ; " and especially

on the lap of a goddess who still treads our earth. Until

she speaks, we cannot guess what she may have to say ;

and can only pass by with reverent or with sceptical

reticence. *

Thus much however we may safely assert : that no

man's work was ever more influenced by his character

;

and that no man's character was ever more influenced by

his circumstances. Rather from things without than

from things within him did the spirit of Byron assume

colour and shape. His noblest verse leapt on a sudden

^ It will be evident tliat these lines were written before the

appearance of the book in which Madame de Boissy thought fit to

let the world know that she had nothing to tell worth its hearing

with regard to the man whose love had made her famous, but was

not the less willing to put forth that nothing in two leaden volumes

of verbiage. The worst consequence of this miscarriage was not

the collapse of such faint hopes or surmises as we might yet have

cherished of some benefit to be received in the way of biography,

some new and kindly light to be thrown on the life and character of

Iiyron ; it was the opportunity given to a filthy female moralist and

novelist Avho was not slow to avail herself of such an occasion " to

expound her beastly mind to all." Evidently the laurels of Mrs.

IJchn had long kept her successor from sleeping ; it was not enough

to have copied the authoress of " Oroonoko " in the selection of a

sable and a servile hero ; her American imitator was bent on follow-

ing her down fouler ways than this, But I feel that an apology is

due to the virtuous memory of the chaste Aphra; she was indeeci

the first "nigger novelist," and shig was likewise a vendor and
\

purveyor of obscene fiction ; but here the parallel ends ; for I am not

aware that she ever ajiplicd her unquestionable abilities in that

unlovely line of business to the defamation at second hand of the

illustrious and defenceless dead. \
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into life after the heaviest evils had fallen upon him which

even he ever underwent. From the beginning indeed he

had much to fight against ; and three impediments hung

about him at starting, the least of which would have

weighed down a less strong man : youth, and genius, and

an ancient name.* In spite of all three he made his

way ; and suffered for it. At the first chance given or

taken, every obscure and obscene thing that lurks for

pay or prey among the fouler shallows and thickets of

literature flew against him ; every hound and every

hireling lavished upon him the loathsome tribute of their

abuse ; all nameless creatures that nibble and prowl,

upon whom the serpent's curse has fallen, to go upon his

belly and eat dust all the days of his life, assailed him

with their foulest venom and their keenest fangs. And

the promise given of old to their kind was now at least ful-

filled : they did bruise his heel. But the heads of such

creatures are so small that it is hard to bruise them in

return ; it would first be necessary to discern them.

That Byron was able to disregard and to outlive the

bark and the bite of such curs as these is small praise

enough : the man who cannot do as much is destructible,

and therefore contemptible. He did far more than this ;

he withstood the weight of circumstances to the end
;

Bf * That his youtl^ and his rank were flung in his face with vulgar

insolence on the publication of his first little book it can hardly be

necessary to remind any reader of Byron ; but possibly even these

offences might have been condoned in a scribbler whose work had

given no offensive promise of greatness yet to be. In the verses on

Lochnagar at least an ominous threat or presage of something new
and splendid must have been but too perceptible to the discerning

eye of criticism.
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not always without complaint, but always without mis-

giving. His glorious courage, his excellent contempt for

things contemptible, and hatred of hateful men, are

enough of themselves to embalm and endear his memory

in the eyes of all who are worthy to pass judgment upon

him. And these qualities gave much of their own value

to verse not otherwise or not always praiseworthy. Even

at its best, the serious poetry of Byron is often so rough

and loose, so weak in the screws and joints which hold

together the framework of verse, that it is not easy to

praise it enough without seeming to condone or to

extenuate such faults as should not be overlooked or

forgiven. No poet is so badly represented by a book of

selections. It must show something of his weakness ; it

cannot show all of his strength. Often, after a noble

overture, the last note struck is either dissonant or

ineffectual. His magnificent masterpiece, which must

endure for ever among the precious relics of the world,

will not bear dissection or extraction. The merit of

" Don Juan " does not lie in any part, but in the whole.

There is in that great poem an especial and exquisite

balance and sustenance of alternate tones which cannot

be expressed or explained by the utmost ingenuity of

selection. Haidee is supplanted by Dudii, the ship-

wreck by the siege, the Russian court by the English

household ; and this perpetual change, this tidal variety

of experience and emotion, gives to the poem something

of the breadth and freshness of the sea. Much of the

poet's earlier work is or seems unconsciously dishonest

;

this, if not always or wholly unaffected, is as honest as the

sunlight, as frank as the sea-wind. Here, and here alone,
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the student of his work may recognise and enjoy the ebb

and flow of actual life. Here the pulse of vital blood may

be felt in tangible flesh. Here for the first time the style of

B}Ton is beyond all praise or blame : a style at once

swift and supple, light and strong, various and radiant

Between " Childe Harold " and " Don Juan " the same

<iifference exists which a swimmer feels between lake-

water and sea-water: the one is fluent, yielding, inva-

riable ; the other has in it a life and pulse, a sting and

a swell, which touch and excite the nerves like fire or like

music Across the stanzas of " Don Juan " we swim

forward as over " the broad backs of the sea " ; they

break and gUtter, hiss and laugh, mmmur and move,

. like waves that sound or that subside. There is in them

a delicious resistance, an elastic motion, which salt water

has and fresh water has not There is about them a

wide wholesome air, fiill of vivid light and constant wind,

v>hich is only felt at sea. Life undulates and death

palpitates in the splendid verse which resumes the

^•idence of a brave and clear-sighted man concerning

life and death. Here, as at sea, there is enough and too

much of fluctuation and intermission ; the ripple flags

and fells in loose and la2y lines : the foam flies wide of

any mark, and the breakers collapse here and there in

sudden ruin and violent failure. But the violence and

weakness of the sea are preferable to the smooth sound

and equable security of a lake : its buoyant and pro-

gressive impulse sustains and propels those who would

sink through weariness in the flat and placid shallows.

There are others whom it sickens, and others whom it

chills ; these \s-ill do well to steer inshore.

s. 2
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It is natural in writing of Byron to slide into re-

membrances of what is likest to his verse. His work and

Shelley's, beyond that of all our other poets, recall or

suggest the wide and high things of nature ; the large

likeness of the elements ; the immeasurable liberty and

the stormy strength of waters and winds. They are

strongest when they touch upon these ; and it is worth

remark how few are the poets of whom this can be said.

Here, as elsewhere, Shakespeare is supreme when it

pleased him ; but it pleased him rarely. No poetry of

shipwreck and the sea has ever equalled the great scene

of *' Pericles ; " no such note of music was ever struck

out of the clash and contention of tempestuous elements.

In Milton the sublimity is chiefly of sound ; the majesty

of melodies unsurpassed from all time wellnigh excludes

and supplants all other motives of material beauty. In

the minds of medireval poets there was no width or

depth to receive and contain such emotion. In Spenser,

despite his fertile and fluent ingenuity, his subtle and

sleepy graces, the effeminacy of colour no less than the

monotony of metre makes it hopeless to look for any

trace of that passionate sense of power and delight in

great outer things of which we speak here. Among later

men, Coleridge and Keats used nature mainly as a

stimulant or a sedative ; Wordsworth as a vegetable fit to

shred into his pot and pare down like the outer leaves of

a lettuce for didactic and culinary purposes.' All these

' I remembcl' some critical cackling over this phrase when it

first appeared as over a senseless insult offered to the name and

genius of a great poet. Insult is no habit of mine ; and the tenn

here used implies no more than he that runs may read in the text
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doubtless in their own fashion lored her, f<sr her beanties,

fix bernses, itx her efifects ; hardly one f<»r hersdL

Turn now to Bjnm or to SheDey. These two at

kast ware not content to play widi her skirts and paddle

in her shalkms. Their passion is perfect a fierce and

blind desire whidi exahs and impds thdr verse into the

h^ places of emotion and e3q>ression. They feed upon

nature widi a holy hui^er, follow her with a divine hist

as of gods r-hasing the daij^ters of men. Wind and

fire, die cadences of dionder and the clamours <A die sea,

gave to them no less of sensual pleasme than of sfuritoal

sustenance. These diings th^ desired as odiers deare

music or wine or the bean^ of women. ^ This outward

and indifferent nature of diings, cruel in the ^es of all

but her lovers, and even in tfadis not loving, became as

of "Woidawoith ; in vbom, after the Miuaewlut cazijrsafaEideiice of

that "simply sensnoiB, aiidpassiaDate'*d^^^iniiatBicaf vdndi

in two of his most famous poems he hasibreva- rmh»hwd his le-

adkctka, the fjace of this laptuions instinct of sriamssaon and

absoKpCkn, vhich odier poets hare bhm vho never have asued to

ieA in^^ of natmal ^oij and beantj^Ns^taken bf a winliialiie

and moafiziDg ^nit too apt to express i^df in die tone of a
preadier to wbom an the dhriae life of things ootsade man is but

as lavmatezial fix- phik)SOf)faic or theological oxikaj. Hov bx
this method of contemplating and intoptetii^ the s^dendonrs and

tenofsof natmedifieis ficon that of his greatest mntfmpnram^g it

is smdy neidier irrelevant vtx Impeitincsit to point odI once moie.

"Wide apart as la^ their lines of vnk, it is tme afike of Shdky
and of Keats that ibr them it vas not Ctfed, nor could it era- hare

been possibly toontfire

"•The boor

Of sjJoidcKEr in die gias^ of^orj in die flower;"

nor cocid 6jnm, vhile retaimAg as did Wordsworth the freshness

and thefiorce of hisgeniBS, hove oatfired his more fteryddi^it in

thetriumplnnt Kfeofseaand dood and storm.
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pliant to their grasp and embrace as any Clymene or

Leucothea to Apollo's. To them the large motions and

the remote beauties of space were tangible and familiar

as flowers. Of this poetry, where description melts into

passion and contemplation takes fire from delight, the

highest sample is Shelley's " Ode to the West Wind."

An imperfect mastery of his materials keeps the best

things of Byron some few degrees below an equal rank.

One native and incurable defect grew up and strength-

ened side by side with his noblest qualities : a feeble and

faulty sense of metre. No poet of equal or inferior rank

ever had so bad an ear. His smoother cadences are often

vulgar and facile ; his fresher notes are often incomplete

and inharmonious. His verse stumbles and jingles,

stammers and halts, where there is most need for a swift

and even pace of musical sound. The rough sonorous

changes of the songs in the " Deformed Transformed "

rise far higher in harmony and strike far deeper into the

memory than the lax easy lines in which he at first in-

dulged ; but they slip too readily into notes as rude and

weak as the rhymeless tuneless verse in which they are

so loosely set, as in a cheap and casual frame. The

magnificent lyric measures of " Heaven and Earth " are

defaced by the coarse obtrusion of short lines with jagged

edges : no small offence in a Avriter of verse. Otherwise

these choral scenes are almost as blameless as they are

brilliant. The poet wlio above others took delight in the

sense of sounding storms and shaken waters could not

but exult over the vision of deluge witli all his strength

and breadth of wing. Tempest and rebellion and the

magnificence of anguisli were as the natural food and fire
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to kindle and sustain his indomitable and sleepless spirit.

The godless mart)Tdom of rebels ; the passion that can-

not redeem ; the Thebaid whose first hermit was Cain,

the Calvar)^ whoGo firs t martyr was -Satan ; these, time

after time, allured and inspired him. Here for once this

inner and fiery passion of thought found outer clothing

and expression in the ruin of a world. Both without and

within, the subject was made for him, and lay ready

shapen for the strong impressure of his hand. His love

of wide and tempestuous waters fills his work through-

out as mth the broad breath of a sea-wind. Even the

weakest of his poems, a thing still-bom and shapeless,

is redeemed and re\ived by one glorious verse :

—

•'When the Poles crashed, and water was the world."

This passion and power in dealing with the higher

things of nature, with her large issues and remote sources,

has been bestowed upon Victor Hugo alone among oiu:

contemporaries. He also can pass beyond the idyllic

details of landscape, and put out from shore into the

wide waste places of the sea. And this of course is the

loftiest form of such poetry as deals with outward nature

and depends upon the forms of things. In Byron the

power given by this passion is the more conspicuous

through his want of dramatic capacity. Except in the

lighter and briefer scenes of " Don Juan," he was never

able to bring ti^^o speakers face to face and supply them

with the right words. In structvue as in metre his elaborate

tragedies are wholly condemnable ; filled as they are in

spirit with the overflow of his fiery energy. " Cain " and

" Manfi-ed" are properly monologues decorated and set off
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by some slight appendage of ornament or explanation. In

the later and loftier poem there is no difference percep-

tible, except in strength and knowledge, between Lucifer

and Cain. Thus incompetent to handle the mysteries and

varieties of character, Byron turns always with a fresh

delight and a fresh confidence thither where he feels him-

self safe and strong. No part of his nature was more

profound and sincere than the vigorous love of such

inanimate things as were in tune with his own spirit and

senses. His professions of contempt were too loud to

express it ; scorn is brief or silent ; anger alone finds

vent in violent iteration and clamorous appeal. He had

too much of fury and not enough of contempt; he foams

at things and creatures not worth a glance or a blow. But

when once clear ofmen and confronted with elements, he

casts the shell of pretence and drops the veil of habit

;

then, as in the last and highest passage of a poem which

has suffered more from praise than any other from

dispraise, his scorii of men caught in the nets of nature

and necessity has no alloy of untruth ; his spirit is

mingled with the sea's, and overlooks with a superb

delight the ruins and the prayers of men.

This loftiest passage in " Childe Harold " has been

so often mouthed and mauled by vulgar admiration that

it now can scarcely be relished. Like a royal robe worn

out, or a royal wine grown sour, it seems the worse for

having been so good. But in fact, allowing for one or

two slips and blots, we must after all replace it among

the choice and high possessions of poetry. After the

first there is hardly a weak line ; many have a wonderful

vigour and melody; and the deep and glad disdain of
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the sea for men and the works of men passes nto the

verse in music and fills it with a weighty and sonorous

harmony grave and sweet as the measured voice of heavy

remote waves. No other passage in the fourth canto will

bear to be torn out from the text ; and this one suffers by

extraction. The other three cantos are more loosely

built and less compact of fabric ; but in the first two

there is little to remember or to praise. Much of the

poem is \vritten throughout in falsetto ; there is a savour

in many places as of something false and histrionic.

This singular and deep defect, which defaces so much of

Byron's work, seems also to have deformed his personal

character, to have given a twist to his enmities and left

a taint upon his friendships. He was really somewhat

sombre and sad at heart, and it pleased him to seem

sadder than he was. He was impressible and suscep-

tible of pleasure, able to conmiand and enjoy it; and of

this also it pleased him to make the most in public.

But in fact he was neither a Harold nor a Juan ; he was

better than these in his own way, and assumed their

parts and others with a hypocrisy but half insincere.

The fault was probably in great part unconscious, and

transparent as a child's acting. To the keen eye and

cool judgment of Stendhal it was at once perceptible.

Byron's letter to him in defence of Scott was doubtless

not insincere
;
yet it is evident that the writer felt him-

self to be playing a graceful part to advantage. This

fretful and petulant appetite for applause, the proper

apanage of small poets and lowly aspirants, had in

Byron's case to wrestle with the just pride of place and

dignity of genius; no man ever had more of these; yet
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they did not always support him ; he fell even into folHes

and vulgarities unworthy of a meaner name than his. In

effect, when his errors were gravest, he erred through

humility and not through pride. Pride would have sus-

tained him far above the remarks and reviews of his day,

the praise or dispraise of his hour. As it was, he was

vulnerable even by creeping things; and at times their

small stings left a poison behind which turned his blood.

The contagion of their touch infected him ; and he

strove under its influence to hiss and wound as they.

Here and there in his letters and reflections, in the loose

records of his talk and light fragments of his work, the

traces of infection are flagrant.

But these defects were only as scars on the skin,

superficial and removable ; they are past and done \vith ;

while all of him that was true and good remains, as it will

to all time. Justice cannot be done to it here or now.

It is enough if after careful selection as little injustice be

done as possible. His few sonnets, unlike Shelley's, are

all good ; the best is that on Bonnivard, one of his

noblest and completest poems. The versified narratives

which in their day were so admirable and famous have

yielded hardly a stray sheaf to the gleaner. They have

enough of vigour and elasticity to keep life in them yet

;

but once chipped or broken their fabric would cnmible

and collapse. The finest among tliem is certainly either

the " Giaour " or the " Siege of Corinth ; " the weakest is

probably either " Parisina " or the " Bride of Abydos."

But in none of these is there even a glimpse of Byron's

higher and rarer faculty. All that can be said for them is

that they gave tokens of a talent singularly fertile, rapid
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and vivid ; a certain power of action and motion which

redeems them from the complete stagnation of dead

verses ; a command over words and rhymes never of the

best and never of the worst. In the " Giaour," indeed,

there is something of a fiery sincerity which in its suc-

cessors appears diluted and debased.^

The change began in Byron when he first found out

his comic power, and rose at once beyond sight or shot

of any rival. His early satires are wholly devoid of

humour, wit, or grace ; the verse of " Beppo," bright and

soft and fluent, is full at once of all. The sweet light

music of its few and low notes was perfect as a prelude

to the higher harmonies of laughter and tears, of scorn

and passion, which as yet lay silent in the future. It is

mere folly to seek in English or Italian verse a precedent

or a parallel. The scheme of metre is Byron's alone

;

no weaker hand than his could ever bend that bow, or
I

' Remembering the success of these stories, we may believe that

Byron's contempt for the critical fashions of a time which extolled

his worst work was not wholly affected or assumed; and understand

how the instincts of opposition and reaction drove him back intO'

that open idolatry of Pope and his school which he expressed loudly ><:v

,

and foolishly enough. Probably at heart he did really prefer Pope ,

to all men. His critical faculty, if I may steal one phrase from a

treasury that may well spare me the loan, was "zero, or even a

frightful minus quantity;" his judgment never worth the expense

of a thought or a word. Besides, he had striven to emulate or at

least to copy the exquisite manner of Pope in his satires, and must

have seen how great and impassable a gulf lay between the master

and his pupil. This would naturally lead him to over-estimate what
he could not attain : the delicate merit, the keen perfection, the

equable balance of force and finish, of sense and style, which raised

his favourite so high among writers, if they left him somewhat low

among poets ; and having himself so bad an ear for metre, he may'

even have imagined that pope's verse was musical.
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ever will. Even the Italian poets, working in a language

more flexible and ductile than ours, could never turn

their native metre to such uses, could never handle their

national weapon with such grace and strength. The

ierza rima remains their own, after all our efforts to adapt

it ; it bears here only forced flowers and crude fruits ; ^

but the ottava rima B}Ton has fairly conquered and

wrested from them. Before the appearance of " Beppo "

no one could foresee what a master's hand might make

of the instrument ; and no one could predict its further

use and its dormant powers before the advent of " Don

Juan." In the " Vision of Judgment " it appears finally

perfected; the metre fits the sense as with close and

pliant armour, the perfect panoply of Achilles. A poem

so short and hasty, based on a matter so worthy of brief

contempt and long obHvion as the funeral and the fate

of George III., bears about it at first sight no great sign

or likelihood of life. But this poem which we have by

us stands alone, not in Byron's work only, but in the

work of the world . Satire in earlier times had changed her

rags for robes
;
Juvenal had clothed with fire, and Dryden

with majesty, that wandering and bastard Muse. Byron

gave her wings to fly with, above the reach even of these.

' I do not of course forget that our o^\•n time has produced two

noble poems in this foreign and alien metre ; but neither " Casa

Ouidi Windows " nor '

' The Defence of Guenevere " will suffice to

establish its general excellence or fitness. The poets have done so

well because they could do no less ; but there may be at once good

material and good workmanship without good implements. Neither

of them has done more to give footing in England to the metre of

their poems than did Byron himself by his " Prophecy of Dante."

They have done better than this ; but this they have not done.
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Odaors love had as modi of possian and as nmch of

Innninoar; Dk^denbadpedn^asinDdiofbotiicoDnlxned.

Bet hoe and not dsewhoea dmd qmHty is ajpfBuient :

tibe sense of a taj^ and liear iaua^inaliom. The gcxve

and great bodesqae of £ing GeoigeandSL Peter is le-

fieiedand sosfiainedbf diefignares of Midiaci and Satan.

Tliese tvoi, ccm&ioxttted and ouMeqiUB iiding as noon and

TKiirfBfr ISSt and o^it xshq die JMU'LwiraiinMl of satire^ Uood-

rod or IdadL acooDmng to die point of -viev. Above aH,

doe Ipafanry of dttou^^it and paaaon is admiiable^ fanman

jir^ligMaiMwi and divine noEnj axe afike nndeisltood and

expressed r die pare and fieiy anger of men at s^ht of

wKiog-donD^ die tadt insanadtable dexiaan of heaxen.

Up<}xii dns ^^it and lofiLf poem a coniinniifintliaij' wi^gfil be

wtitlQi! IcKi^eir than die test and lessvoidi leading j; but

here it sbal not bei Those who irrad it indi the dne
':. tligSstt, not too gnaicdty and not too ^^s&Sif, will nnder-

: ::irHi nnore tfrriTir dm mow l2e set doumi diose who lead

: ot£i<amise wiiE net onadeirstennid an|diiaa^ £ven diese

; :in PT.TTi^flhr JBtiiH tsi ^mwmv^ w& TBgoonr and "waiieSy of *ji'ijbiiii

e bmumti and the bnttecness of Tesse^ vliMh laise it

ucjond csMss^sBSfssh ividi ssasf other sadie. These is

(pm^
inimM and too Tnmnifihi ou 'ooueDce and nnoslice m die

Ixnes on Sondu^ i l}xi!t it mmist be lemembeied diat he

wss die fiiff^ to HtiiiriiBrf^jj and widi an TniFrMmr we^xm. A.

poet \w pjiofessKHSi, he liad assaulted widi fryMe £iiiitir

.~.ofdfiQr p0ie1^ not (BH l&e &i]r and Ofpen chaige of \s3iA

TdTse^ but iTTwrtW' the nnpeitiinQit and mn^evant pSea

fn-art Ins vQSK w<xs ^yfTTi afUncltwwni oir i!»fB» offence to ]re3]^KHi

nd iiwaliifty—die miiQst smsc^iitiibJie^ as diemost intsn^lde^

aiiiii^yiy die QTCitEixes of mettaiQhQB^ A. uniiiiiit Bjpss; imifisble
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and less powerful than Byron might be forgiven for any

reprisals ; and the excellence of his verses justifies their

injustice. But that Southey, wlio could win and retain

for life the love and the praise of Landor, was capable

of conscious baseness or falsity, Byron himself in sober

moments should hardly have believed. Between official

adoration and not less official horror—between George

deified and Byron denounced—the Laureate's position

was gi'otesque enough. It was almost a good office to

pelt him with the names of hireling and apostate ; these

-charges he could reject and refute. The facts were surely

sufficient : that, as to religion, his " present Deity " was-

the paltriest maniac among kings and Cajsars ; as to

morality, his feelings or his faith obliged him to decry

as pernicious the greatest work of his opponent.

Side by side with the growth of his comic and satiric

power, the graver genius of Byron increased and flourished.

As the tree grew higher it grew shapelier ; the branches

it put forth on all sides were fairer of leaf and fuller of

fruit than its earlier offshoots had promised. But from '

these hardly a stray bud or twig can be plucked off by

way of sample. No detached morsel of " Don Juan," no

dismembered fragment of " Cain," will serve to show or to

suggest the excellence of either. These poems are co-

herent and complete as trees or flowers ; they cannot be

split up and parcelled out like a mosaic of artificial

jewellery, which might be taken to pieces by the same

artisan who put it together. It must then be remembered

that any mere selection from the verse of Byron, however

much of care and of goodwill be spent upon the task, must

perforce either exclude or impair his very greatest work.
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Cancel ear sdect a leaf fijoni tfiiese poems^ and yooi wil

injure die wkole ftamework eq^naTIy m eitker case. It is

not widiout relnctance that I ha:ve given any extraicts

fiKjut "-Don Juan ^"^ it k not wttBnout ai iiE sense of the

damage done to tliese extracts hj the \iray act of es-

tractioru But I cotild only fia:ve left them. untotndEeti

w&h a reluctance even greaiar ; ami tfe pliea^ flf fir oiFi,,

must excuse me^ As fragments they axe esquisrije aaaicl

noble^ lite the broken hand or severed &Qt of a. Greek

statue ; but here as nmeh is lost as there. Taken witfii

^3^ contest, they regain as much, of beauty and offeree

as the sculptured foot or hand when^ reunited to the

perfect body, they resume their place and office among-

its vital and varioas. BmbSi. This pSi of lie and variety

is tlie supreme quality of Byron's chi^ poem ; a. qmliy

which, cannot be expressed by any system of extracts.

Little can here be given bejromd a sample or two. of Cei^e:

and serious work. The buoyant beauty of surroandmg

verse, the "-innumerable k-ughter" and the profound

murmur of its many measures^ the fervent flow of stanzas

now Eke the r^ples and now hke the gnlfe of tEie sea^

can no more be skown by process of selectiani than

any shaJIow salt pool lefi: in the sand for sunbeams to

drain dry can diow the dep<& and length: of the receding

tide.

It wQuId be waste of words and fnmre here tO' enlarge

at all upon the eseeflence of tBie pure conmedy of " JOqe

Juan-"" From the first canto to the sixteenth ; from the

defence of Julia, wdiich is worliiy of Congreve or Moliere,

to the study of Adeline, which is worthy of Laclos or

Balzac^ tiie eliasdc energy of humour never fclters or
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flags. English criticism, with a mournful murmur of

unanimous virtue, did at the time, and may yet if it please,

appeal against the satire which strikes home and approve

the satire that flies abroad. It was said, and perhaps is

still said, that the poem falls off and runs low towards

the end. Those who can discover where a change for the

worse begins might at least indicate the landmark, imper-

ceptible to duller eyes, which divides the good from the

bad. Others meantime will retain their belief that this cry

was only raised because in these latter cantos a certain

due amount of satire fell upon the false and corrupt parts

of English character, its mealy-mouthed vices and its

unsound virtues. Had the scene been shifted to Italy or

France, we might have heard little of the poet's failing

power and perverse injustice.

It is just worth a word of notice that Byron, like

Fielding before him, has caught up a well-known name

and prefixed it to his work, without any attempt or desire

to retain the likeness or follow the tradition attached to

it. With him Don Juan is simply a man somewhat

handsomer and luckier than others of his age. This

hero is not even a reduced copy of the great and terrible

figure with which he has nothing in common but a name.

The Titan of embodied evil, the likeness of sin made

flesh, which grew up in the grave and bitter imagination

of a Spanish ])oct, steeped in the dyes and heated by the

flames of hell, appears even in the hands of Moli^re

diminished, and fallen as it were from Satan to Belial
\

but still splendid with intellect and courage that tower

above the meaner minds and weaker wills of women and

of men ; still inflexible to human appeal and indomitable
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1^ divine anger. To erush Mniy fieaTQi k campdled tu

use thmider and hell-fire ; and by these, though, stricken,

he is not subdued- The sombre background of a

fimCTeal rel^ion is not yeH ^&£.td ; but it tasked the

whole strength of MolKre, gigantic as that strength was,

to grapple with the shadow of this giint, to transfigure

upon a new stage the tragic and enormous Lucamation of

supreme sin. As it is, even when playing with his debtors

or his peasants, the hero of Moliere retains ahurays some

feature of his first hkeness, some shadow of his early

shape. But fiirther than France the tamble legend has

never moved. Rigid criticism would therefore say that

the title of Byron's masterpiece was properly a misnom.er

:

which is no great matter after all, ance the new Joan rarr

never be confounded with the old.

Of Byron's smaller poems there is less to say, and less

space to say it. Their splendid maits and their visible

defects call neither for praise nor blame. Their place and

his, in the Hterature of England, are fixed points : no

critical astronomy of the fixture rnrt lower or can raise

them : they have their own station, for all ffme rmong

the greater and the lesser stars. As a poet, Byron was

surpassed, beyond all question and all comparison, by

liiree men at least of his own time ; and matched, if not

now and then overmatched, by one or two othos. The
verse of Wordsworth, at its highest, went higher t-h;in Iiis

;

tile verse of Landor flowed clears. But his own groxmd,

where none but he could set foot, was lofty enough, fertile

and various. Nothing in Byron is so worthy of wonder

and admiration as the scope and range of his power. New
fields and ways of work, had he lived, might have givai
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room for exercise and matter for triumph to "that most fiery

spirit." ' As it is, his work was done at Missolonghi ; all

of his work for which the fates could spare him time.

A little space was allowed him to show at least a heroic

purpose, and attest a high design ; then, with all things

unfinished before him and behind, he fell asleep after

many troubles and triumphs. Few can ever have gone

wearier to the grave ; none with less fear. He had done

enough to earn his rest. Forgetful now and set free for

ever from all faults and foes, he passed through the door-

way of no ignoble death out of reach of time, out of sight

of love, out of hearing of hatred, beyond the blame of

England and the praise of Greece. In the full strength

of spirit and of body his destiny overtook him, and made

an end of all his labours. He had seen and borne and

achieved more than most men on record. " He was a

great man, good at many things, and now he has attained

this also, to be at rest."

' The noble verses of Shelley are fitter to be spoken over Byron

than over any first or last Napoleon. To no other man could they

be so well applied : for the world indeed took more of warmth

from the fire of his spirit while alive than from any other then

kindled :

—

" What ! alive and so bold, O Earth ?

Art thou not over-bold ?

What ! leapest thou forth as of old

In the light of thy morning mirth,

The last of the flock of the starry fold ?

• ***#
Thou wert warming thy fingers old

O'er the embers covered and cold

Of that most fiery spirit, when it fled :

What, Mother, do you laugh now he is dead?"
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The great man of whom I am about to speak seems to

me a figure more utterly companionless, more incom-

parable with others, than any of his kind. Receptive at

once and communicative of many influences, he has

received from none and to none did he communicate any

of those which mark him as a man memorable to all

students of men. What he learnt and what he taught

are not the precious things in him. He has founded

no school of poetry, as Wordsworth has, or Byron, or

Tennyson ; happy in this, that he has escaped the plague

of pupils and parodists. Has he founded a school of

philosophy? He has helped men to think; he has

touched their thought with passing colours of his own

thought ; but has he moved and moulded it into new and

durable shapes ? Others may judge better of this than

I, but to me, set beside the deep direct work of those

thinkers who have actual power to break down and build

up thought, to construct faith or destroy it, his work seems

not as theirs is. And yet how very few are even the

great names we could not better afford to spare, would

not gladlier miss from the roll of " famous men and our

fathers that were before us." Of his best verses I venture

S2
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to affirm that the world lias nothing Hke them, and can

never have : that they are of the highest kind, and of

their own. They are jewels of the diamond's price,

flowers of the rose's rank, but unlike any rose or diamond

known. In all times there have been gods that alighted

and giants that appeared on earth ; the ranks of great

men are properly divisible, not into thinkers and workers,

but into Titans and Olympians. Sometimes a supreme

poet is both at once : such above all men is ^schylus

;

so also Dante, Michel Angelo, Shakespeare, Milton,

Goethe, Hugo, are gods at once and giants ; they have

the lightning as well as the light of the world, and in hell

they have command as in heaven ; they can see in the

night as by day. As godlike as these, even as the

divinest of them, a poet such as Coleridge needs not the

thews aiid organs of any Titan to make him greater.

Judged by the justice of other men, he is assailable and

condemnable on several sides; his good work is the

scantiest in quantity ever done by a man so famous in so

long a life ; and much of his work is bad. His genius

is fluctuant and moonstruck as the sea is, and yet his

mind is not, what he described Shakespeare's to be, " an

oceanic mind." His plea against all accusers must be that

of Shakespeare, a plea unanswerable :

" I am that I am ; and they that level

At my abuses reckon up their own."

" I am that I am ;
" it is the only solid and durable reply

to any impertinence of jiraisc or blame. We hear too

much and too often of circumstances or accidents which

extenuate this thing or qualify that ; and such, no doubt,
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t!iere ahrafs ma^be ; but nsoalli'—at least it seen^so to

me—^ve get ont of eaxji msii vfaat he has in faim to ^re:

Frobabif at no odier time, nnder no other conditioas,

voiild Cfdend^ for example hare done better wodL or

moffe. His flavs and feihnesare as mnch n^jiained in

Jnini as his powas and ajduerements.

For fitom die veij fiist die two ades of his mind are

viaUe and palpaHe. AmcMD^ all vases of bojs who

veie to grov iq> great, I remember none so peifecl, so

sweet and deep in sense and soomd, as diose which he is

said to have written at sdhooL, headed " Time;, Real and

Ima^naij." And fidSowii^ haid on diese come a scne

or two of '^poems' each move fedde and more flatulent

than die last. Over these and die like I shall pass with

all due speed, beiiig nndearoas to troabje mjsdf oranj

pos^Ue reader with the qnestion whedier '"Re^^ous

M^ssin^^'be move damnable dian Tines to aYomig
Ass.^ or less damnable. Even when dear of diese

bramUes, hk gemas walked for some time over much

waste gpoomd widi nr^^ar and nnsajore stiqj& Some

poems^ toradied with esqoKite giace, with dear and pore

haimcMnr, aie tainted with somewhat of fedile and sickty

whidi impaiis onsr relish; ""Ijewti" fix- instance, an

eail|- ^™p&j> of hk admirable melodhr, of tender coloor

anddimgraceasof doBidSjbiiit elEeminate in bodild, loose-

hcmg, weak of ere and loot. Yet nodm^ of mote

psecioDS and rare sweetness frisas in veise than diat

stanza of the swans dsstmbed. His style indeed was a

plant of strai^efy slow growth, but perfect and wistdeifid

in its final flower. Even in die &mo6SS verses called

* Love * he has not attained to diat stiei^th and sdiditf
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of beauty which was his special gift at last. For melody

rather than for harmony it is perfect ; but in this cenomel

there is as yet more of honey than of wine.

Coleridge was the reverse of Antaeus ; the contact of

earth took all strength out of him. He could not handle

to much purpose any practical creed ; his jDolitical verse

is most often weak of foot and hoarse of accent. There

is a graceful Asiatic legend cited by his friend Southey of

" the footless birds of Paradise " who have only wings to

sustain them, and live their lives out in a perpetual flight

through the clearest air of heaven. Ancient naturalists,

Cardan and Aldrovandus, had much dispute and disser-

tation as to the real or possible existence of these birds,

as to whether the female did in effect lay her eggs in a

hollow of the male's back, designed by nature to that

end ; whether they could indeed live on falling dew
;

and so forth. These questions we may presume to be

decided ; but it is clear and certain enough that men

have been found to live in much this fashion. Such a

footless bird of Paradise was Coleridge; and had his

Avings always held out it had been well for him and us.

Unhappily this winged and footless creature would

perforce too often furl his wings in mid air and try his

footing on earth, where his gait was like a swan's on shore.

Of his flight and his song when in the fit element, it

is hard to speak at all, hopeless to speak adequately. It

is natural that there should be nothing like them dis-

coverable in any human work; natural that his poetry at

its highest should be, as it is, beyond all praise and all

words of men. He who can define it could " unweave a

rainbow ;
" he who could praise it aright would be such
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another as the poet The " Christabel,'' the ** Kubla

Khan,'"' with one or two more, are outside all law and

jurisdiction of ours, ^^^len it has been said that such

melodies were never heard, such dreams never dreamed,

such speech never spoken, the chief thing remains imsaid,

and imspeakable. There is a charm upon these poems

which can only be felt in silent submission of wonder.

Any separate line has its own heavenly beauty, but to

cite separate lines is intolerable. They are to be re-

ceived in a rapture of silence ; such a silence as Chap-

man describes ; silence like a god " peacefiil and young,"

whidi
" Left so free mine ears.

That I might hear the mosic of the spheres.

And all tJu angds singing ottt of iuaz'en.'' '

More amenable to our judgment, and susceptible

of a more definite admiration, the " Ancient Mariner,"

and the few other poems cast in something of a

ballad type which we may rank arovmd or below it,

belong to another class. The chief of these is so well

known that it needs no fresh comment Only I will say

that to some it may seem as though this great sea-piece

might have had more in it of the air and savour of the sea.

Perhaps it is none the worse ; and indeed any one

speaking of so great and famous a poem must feel and

know that it caimot but be right, although he or another

may think it would be better if this were retrenched or

that appended. And this poem is beyond question one

of the supreme triumphs of poetry. Witness the men who

brought batteries to bear on it right and left Literally: for

» EutArmia Raftus; The Tears ofPeace (1609).
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one critic said that the " moral sentiment " had impaired

the imaginative excellence; another, that it failed and

fell through for want of a moral foothold upon facts.

Remembering these things, I am reluctant to proceed

—

but desirous to praise, as I best may. Though I doubt

if it be worth while, seeing how the " Ancient Mariner "

—praised or dispraised—lives and is like to live for the

delight equally of young boys and old men ; and seeing

also that the last critic cited was no less a man than Haz-

litt. It is fortunate—among many misfortunes—that for

Coleridge no warning word was needed against the

shriek of the press-gang from this side or that. He
stooped once or twice to spurn them ; but he knew that

he stooped. His intense and overwrought abstraction

from things of the day or hour did him no ill service here.

The "Ancient Mariner" has doubtless more of

breadth and space, more of material force and motion,

than anything else of the poet's. And the tenderness of

sentiment which touches with significant colour the pure

white imagination is here no longer morbid or languid, as

in the earlier poems of feeling and emotion. It is soft

and piteous enough, but womanly rather than effeminate ; |

and thus serves indeed to set off the strange splendours

and boundless beauties of the story. For the execution,

I presume no human eye is too dull to see how perfect it

is, and how high in kind of perfection. Here is not the

speckless and elaborate finish whicli shows everywhere

the fresh rasp of file or chisel on its smooth and spruce

excellence j this is faultless after the fashion of a flower or

a tree. Thus it has grown : not thus has it been carved.

Nevertheless, were we compelled to the choice, I for
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one would rather preserve " Kubla Khan " and " Christa-

bel " than any other of Coleridge's poems. It is more

conceivable that another man should be bom capable of

writing the "Ancient Mariner" than one capable of

writing these. The former is perhaps the most wonder-

ful of all poems. In reading it we seem rapt into that pa-

radise revealed to Swedenborg, where music and colour

and perfume were one, where you could hear the hues

and see the harmonies of heaven. For absolute melody

and splendour it were hardly rash to call it the first poem

in the language. An exquisite instinct married to a

subtle science of verse has made it the supreme model of

music in our language, a model unapproachable except

by Shelley. All the elements that compose the perfect

form of EngUsh metre, as limbs and veins and features

a beautifiil body of man, were more familiar, more sub-

ject as it were, to this great poet than to any other.

How, for instance, no less than rh\-me, assonance and

alliteration are forces, requisite components of high and

ample harmony, witness once for all the divine passage *

which begins

—

" Fire mfles meandering with a mazy motitMi," &c.

All these least details and delicacies of work are

worth notice when the result of them is so transcendent

Ever)' line of the poem might be subjected to the like

scrutiny, but the student would be none the nearer to the

' Witness also the matchless fragments of metrical criticism in

Coleridge's " Remains," which prore with what care and relish the

most sweet and perfect melodist among all our poets would set

himself to examine and explain the alteniations and sequences of

soond in the noblest veise of others.
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master's secret. The spirit, the odour in it, the cloven

tongue of fire that rests upon its forehead, is a thing

neither exphcable nor communicable.

Of all Coleridge's poems the loveliest is assuredly

" Christabel. " It is not so vast in scope and reach of

imagination as the "Ancient Mariner;" it is not so

miraculous as " Kubla Khan ; " but for simple charm of

inner and outer sweetness it is unequalled by either.

The very terror and mystery of magical evil is imbued

with this sweetness ; the witch has no less of it than the

maiden ; their contact has in it nothing dissonant or

disfiguring, nothing to jar or to deface the beauty and

harmony of the whole imagination. As for the melody,

here again it is incomparable with any other poet's.

Shelley indeed comes nearest ; but for purity and

volume of music Shelley is to Coleridge as a lark to a

nightingale ; his song heaven-high and clear as heaven,

but the other's more rich and weighty, more passionately

various, and warmer in effusion of sound. ' On the other

hand, the nobler nature, the clearer spirit of Shelley,

fills his verse with a divine force of meaning, which

Coleridge, who had it not in him, could not affect to

give. That sensuous fluctuation of soul, that floating

fervour of fancy, whence his poetry rose as from a

shifting sea, in faultless completion of form and charm,

had absorbed—if indeed there were any to absorb—all

' From this general rule I except of course the transcendent

antiphonal music which winds up the "Prometheus" of Shelley,

and should perhaps except also the "Ode to the West Wind," and

the close of the " Ode to Naples." Against " Christabel " it would

for example be fairer to set "The Sensitive Plant " for comparison

of harmonies.
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fwin^MTw of love or £udi, all heroic beauty of moral

pffvapn^ an inner and oatsr life erf* the (xify kind possible

to soch odier poets as Dante or SieQej, Mikoa or Hoga
This is neither biameaUencrregrettaMe; none of &ese

could have done his wo^ ; nor coold he have done it

had he been in any way odier or better dian he was.

Nddier, fiv diat matter, could we hare had a Hamlet or

a Fanst from any of these, die poets of mocal £dth and

jiaiQiaonj any mcKe than a **' Divina Commedia ^ &om
Siakespeare, a "Prametheos Unbomid'' from Goethe.

Let ns ^ve thanks for each after their kind to nature

and the fates.

Alike by his powos and his impota3ce% by his

capacity and his defect, Colexi^e was inapt for dramatic

poetry. It were no discredit to have iaSea. ^oaX of

9ien<^ on this side, to be overcome by him who has

wiittea the one great F.ngiish play ofmodem times ; but

here the very comparison would seem a jest. There is

htde worth praise ex* worth memory in die '^Ronoise'''

GEcept such casual fragments of noble vase as ma^

readil]r be detached from die loose and friable staff in

iriiich they lie imbedded. In the scene of the incanta-

tion, in die scene d. die dongeai, there are two soch

pore and predoos fragn^nts of g(dd. In die port of

Alhadra th«e are lofrv and sonorous intaindes c^

dedamatirai and r^ection. The characters are fiat and

siiaBow ; die plot is at once languid, violent, and heavy.

To touch the string of the sjHrit, thread the weft of evil

and good, feel out die way <£ die soul duou^ dark

{^bces of thoo^t and rough places of action, was not

given to this the sweetest dreamer of dreams. In
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" Zapolya " there are no such patches of imperial

purple sewn on, but there is more of air and motion

;

little enough indeed of high dramatic quality, but a

native grace and ease which give it something of the

charm of life. In this lighter and more rapid work,

the song of Glycine flashes out like a visible sunbeam
;

it is one of the brightest bits of music ever done into

words.

The finest of Coleridge's odes is beyond all doubt the

" Ode to France." Shelley declared it the finest of

modern times, and justly, until himself and Keats had

written up to it at least. It were profitless now to

discuss whether it should take or yield precedence when

weighed with the " Ode to Liberty " or the " Ode to

Naples." There is in it a noble and loyal love of

freedom, though less fiery at once and less firm than

Shelley's, as it proved in the end less durable and deep.

The prelude is magnificent in music, and in sentiment

and emotion far above any other of his poems ; nor are

the last notes inadequate to this majestic overture.

Equal in force and sweetness of style, the " Ode on

Dejection " ranks next in my mind to this one ; some

may prefer its vaguer harmonies and sunset colours to

the statelier movement, the more august and solemn

passion of the earlier ode.

'

' Some time later, when Fmncc, already stripped of freedom and

violated by treason, was openly paraded in her prostitution to the

first Buonaparte, Coleridge published his " Ode to Tranquillity,"

beginning with two stanzas since retrenched. Having unearthed

them in the "Annual Register for iSoi " (vol. xliii., p. 525), I set

them down here as better worth saving than most of his political

verse :

—
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It is aotircahJR that odSjr tis isapwuiie ^&. di Ijnical

power ooold sDstam Cbiaidjge on pofitui'al ffottaA. Ks
illiM|< iiftTiii 1 inri iin tiliinfr irirrr irr ponr iindlii ri :

—

Campaie die nezreless and lijstEzaczI Tosses fcfaidifd

''Feazs in Sofitode " (esqii^rte as is die waime,. fimlt-

kss in tone and coloar, and wortit;' of 2 betfiff seqad)

w^i die HUfCialic and luu&uifine sooteE of WioffdswticthT

wntten a£ die same time oq tiie szme s^iject : tbe

lesser poet

—

ioLf great as lie is, I at kast cazmat hold

Wccdswuidv duoogh. so mucfi the stnxsor and moce

adBBabie man, eqnzl to Coleridge as mere poet—speaks

vidi a cahn fisce of thoaght and resolotiaii; CofctidgE

waxkir appeals, de^xecates, objuxgates m a ilaexid and

qaeruIoGS tashion. wirfiour heart or sprnt. This d^dilf

of nond and rnxn-ner is set off in strong: reSef by die

lovefiness of im<fecape toticries in the same poem. Tbe

'- WiLiE sctssmei icfieme, mti soLdiias work;

Wherht^ lie PonniT" or die Tiirk

Will e'er rene'w tk" expiring lease

Of tH" [»" ' >* : wltedier war or peace

mtdl best plaj Off die Consar 5 gime ;

Wbat faicy-agxres. imi wnar itaiiie,

Ha^^ocgiiced. sensral Fosce. x aaroEiI ila:ve.

On. tiiose !ie'a--brQk(£i chains, bar ieif-fiirg;'"'! c&sims. wiH Trxve ;

" 1X50x6(5] not me ! Some tears I -JftH^

VkcB bow'd t&e Swiss Ms rrccle ^»^rf
;

Sbcb t&aE, WTtli 'jmet ieart itve VKw'd
Ba& Jcilaiit ^[tics xnii treaties cmde.
Whose kezp'd-op terais» wtiicii fear compels^

{live DKuaicdT's gresi combuscEIes^

Aad fittore fa^ of die ftmecil pyre^

Nov \a&t, ami soon, zlos ! will Seed t&e low-bim^ fxe.*^
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eclogue of " Fire, Famine, and Slaughter," being lyrical,

is worthier of a great name ; it has force and motion

enough to keep it alive yet and fresh, impeded and

trammelled though it usually be by the somewhat vain

and verbose eloquence of a needlessly "Apologetic

Preface." Blank verse Coleridge could never handle

with the security of conscious skill and a trained

strength ; it grows in his hands too facile and feeble to

carry the due weight or accomplish the due work. I

have not found any of his poems in this metre retouched

and reinvigorated as a few have been among his others.

One such alteration is memorable to all students of his

art ; the excision from the " Ancient Mariner " of a

stanza (eleventh of the Third Part) which described the

Death-mate of the Spectre-Woman, his bones foul with

leprous scurf and green cormption of the grave, in

contrast to the red lips and yellow locks of the fearfuller

Nightmare Life-in-Death. Keats in like manner cut off

from the " Ode on Melancholy " a first stanza preserved

for us by his biographer, who has duly noted the

delicate justice of instinct implied by this rejection of

all ghastly and violent images, however noble and

impressive in their violence and ghastliness, from a poem

full only of the subtle sorrow born of beauty. The

same keen and tender sense of right made Coleridge

reject from his work the horrors while retaining the

terrors of death. But of his studies in blank verse he

seems to have taken no such care. They remain mostly

in a hybrid or an embryonic state, with birthmarks on

them of debility or malformation. Two of these indeed

have a charm of their own, not shallow or transient : the
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-TW^^iiMgplf" and '^¥nfA at Hfidb^glbL"' Im cndoar

^BCf aie pedec^ and nolt |b nsoaJ^ too dfaeaie and

dMBcBt BB slQ^c OBhetS), tsspBoaStf sanae erf* ifte

dwHM Vtw or idifflws aoit^airo ofiansive and guutiouus to

iSsa iHTman seiiise on dsBt scsmc Ccieral|g|e kad donbt-

kss J. sincere bdief in Us onm simnniiity of tidEe^ a tnoe

fee. i onm tinuiiSB of fecifiimg ; butt lie leaves vn^ iss

tD<: '.easaiit: ssiBse crtiastte—as kwese attend

•rai'.: ..-.-. ^^ " ^^'Ttit^ a laisiod osDcfiBon of uacflr. A.

sEQSBBir DOG ._ fu m 1^23 wiuttOiDElt afldfflmrs njnifnr

tice wod^ as i -
^ Mr. ALsop, long adfar to be

aiivertised finr oxi ^u.uixc piocaids as an jm ii iuw|ilBue on Ac
eidierpnse «£iik& dtomded tibe iesj inne and closed die

booic fife of Fefice Ovsini—gjives fe"rt1^)^^T 'cman^pBr*^ of iliig

M '^ LettQSy ComrecsaJitcaics amd RecdQIectiaBSS ; " 'uiM^JL-tt-'

tikit we m^fat wdQ have spaied.' A sefactwm finnn bs
notes 2xiid remains, froca Ms '' 'r""«'«*jM»*fc^»«'^ and Ac
ireconds of bns '^TaUdb-TaE^'*' erem fiomi smcb books as

Oi^t^e^ awniCT dBibk iiiiiwi»»iw^|iiiiii. dscipfls^ls, would be of Kal

interest arai valknier if weM e^ted„ si&ed and weeded of

taEes anicS irhaM Tbe naic wuobssbs& of wob& dffptf or

sieeciii sxMS&en nsi Ins Bjiiiiitwi veass aire (offifin! fiaonents of

fdid befOQid pice. Hs pfiasltnr pomrer aond ^i«^«J?fc'

flJMirimii of Teise^ Hftowngpii sEuDwm sss^ nt shnlt ^t's**t^ i£

incorest and. aigtii&cmcs^ m w&ik&i fWlmTHillg^ nrif ui ivftmii» a tone- gf

confgnrpt. StJIs Sbul of the ardbodos -vn^ixiCjr of WopfewoBtSi's

xgaxt }as owil t&eosop&n: ntYStfcismr t&cn^ vs^tsn sa ^cant^if

^cesBei ap m cast c&nrc6.-dJatlie:^ hsii drifted fiiam t&e maiie dkear
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song, lose nothing of the old freshness and life. To the

end he was the same whose " sovereign sway and master-

dom " of music could make sweet and strong even the

feeble and tuneless form of metre called hexameters in

English ; if form of metre that may be called, which has

neither metre nor form. But the majestic rush and roll

of that irregular anapaestic measure used once or twice by

this supreme master of them all, no student can follow

without an exultation of enjoyment. The " Hymn to

the Earth " has a sonorous and oceanic strength of

harmony, a grace and a glory of life, which fill the sense

with a vigorous delight. Of such later work as the

divine verses on " Youth and Age," " The Garden of

Boccaccio," sun-bright and honey-sweet, " Work without

Hope " (what more could be left to hope for when the

man could already do such work ?)—of these, and of how

many more ! what can be said but that they are perfect,

flawless, priceless ? Nor did his most delicate and pro-

found power of criticism ever fail him or fall off. To the

perfection of that rare faculty there were but two things

wanting : self-command and the natural cunning of words

which has made many lesser men as strong as he was

weak in the matter of verbal emendation. In that line

of labour his hand was unsure and infirm. Want of self-

command, again, left him often to the mercy of a caprice

which swept him through tangled and tortuous ways of

thought, through brakes and byways of fancy, where the

solid subject in. hand was either utterly lost and thrown

over, or so transmuted and transfigured that any recogni-

tion of it was as hopeless as any profit. In an essay well

worth translating out of jargon into some human Ian-
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^ooge^ he ^leaks «tf '"dbe hoifjim^ of ttagBncendemfiall

setaphy^QL" Oalt of itBitnt foofy and pfsilflfwiial jaoag^

he 033£tg€(i DUi too- EiTtduT QOtO SBBU^^lf ^CTTunl irfii?^»iir aML

it is not depth, of thjoa^rt whncb nkes obscmre; ^ <sfSsaas,

fte wca^ of X thxo&ar; seal aiiad oflfesteaic tsBncsiBs^

comes merely of maiJeii|iBriie nlhumg^di- cmlKi^Bd ob

coneCIVwiy wEisit b uBdhp Umibbsk zq£I wronshu ooEli, iiiuut^

find ^oz rtself and senre a|iQn l&e cieaxestt amd fifflesK

expression- That gniTe aiw*^ deep TTCTftyy ^ft^—iH \gc

treated wtlit the ffiaeacy and &iciIitT proper to I^^bt anid

ri^^tt linngSy mO' fiDoI is fooEsh enot^h to demtc : tet we^ at least demand that whatever of messsss^ a. ^eeakeir

la^ have for us be delfv^ed wtthont imipedaauflft oi"

sroeech- A. style tfiat staromiss and tamfiles ."JTid 'UiimimiiEillfg

feat stagnates hare, and there OTerSows mto waste maasSn

relieved only by thick patches of powday bnfais&i arndl

such br%ht fiowera^ of barren blosom as es tared of

pK fe)gs and the fens—snch a slgtte gn^res no) waxraM <if

pep(^ or sonndness in die irraittnpr i^ms arrayed and set

fci^iL What graFn:is of toJthj or seeds of eoror were borne
- - -v^y or that on the perpetnal tide of talk caccecnmg

;.^o]ect and object,* " reason and tmdestandmg;.''' diose

who can or who care may at lieir lecsare determine with

Ae diie predsrom. If tothe man's critDo]!andpMEosopMc

fccillty there had been added a forrnatrve pow«r as perfect

as was added to his poetic SLcnlty, the frmt nwn r possi-

Wy have beoiwelhii^ as precious after its kind. AsfitnSp

we mnst judge of hs poetic gicnTty by what is acconit-

ffi&ed; of the other we mnst jra^e, not by what is ac-

compfTshedr hut by what e$ suggested. As^ the valkie of

T
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this is sometimes great, though the vakie of that be gene

rally small : so great indeed that we cannot weigh or mea-

sure its influence and its work.

Our study and our estimate of Coleridge cannot now

be discoloured or inisguided by the attraction or repul-

sion to which all contemporary students or judges of a

great man's work cannot but be more or less liable.

Few men, I suppose, ever inspired more of either feeling

than he in his time did. To us his moral or social

qualities, his opinion on this matter and his action in

that, are nothing except in so far as they affect the

work done, the inheritance bequeathed us. With all fit

admiration and gratitude for the splendid fragments so

bequeathed of a critical and philosophic sort, I doubt

his being remembered, except by a small body of his

elect, as other than a poet. His genius was so great, and

in its greatness so many-sided, that for some studious

disciples of the rarer kind he will doubtless, seen from

any possible point of view, have always something about

him of the old magnetism and magic. The ardour,

delicacy, energy of his intellect, his resolute desire to get

at the roots of things and deeper yet, if deeper might be,

will always enchant and attract all spirits of like mould

and temper. But as a poet his place is indisputable. It

is high among the highest of all time. An age that

should forget or neglect him might neglect or forget

any poet that ever lived. At least, any ])oet whom it

did remember such an age would remember as some-

thing other than a poet ; it would i)rize and praise in

him, not the absolute and distinctive quality, but some-

thing empirical or accidental. That may be said of this
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one which can hardly be said of any but the greatest

among men ; that come what may to the world in course

of time, it will never see his place filled. Other and

stronger men, with fuller control and concentration of

genius, may do more service, may bear more fruit ; but

such as his was they will not have in them to give. The
]

highest l)Tic work is either passionate or imaginative ; of

passion Coleridge's has nothing ; but for height and

perfection of imaginative quality he is the greatest ofi

lyric poets. This was his special power, and this is his

special praise.
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JOHN FORD.

Whenever the name of the poet Ford comes back to us,

it comes back splendid with the hght of another man's

genius. The fiery panegyric of Charles Lamb is as an

aureole behind it. That high-pitched note of critical

and spiritual enthusiasm exalts even to disturbance our

own sense of admiration
;
possibly, too, even to some

after injustice of reaction in the rebound of mind.

Certainly, on the one hand, we see that the spirit of the

critic has been kindled to excess by contact and appre-

hension of the poet's ; as certainly, on the other hand,

we see the necessary excellence of that which could so

affect and so attach the spirit of another man, and of

such another man as Lamb. And the pure excess of

admiration for things indeed admirable, of delight in

things indeed delightful, is itself also a delightful and

admirable thing when expressed to such purpose by such

men.

And this poet is doubtless a man worthy of note and

admiring remembrance. He stands apart among his

fellows, without master or follower ; he has learnt little

from Shakespeare or Marlowe, Jonson or Fletcher. The

other dramatists of the great age fall naturally into classes;

thus, to take two of the greatest, Webster and Decker
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both hold of Shakespeare; "The Duchess of Malfi " has a

savour of his tragedies, "Old Fortunatus" of his romantic

plaj-s; not indeed so much by force of imitation as of

affinitj'. These two poets were as gulfs or estuaries of

the sea which is Shakespeare. In Decker's best work we

feel an air of the " Winter's Tale 'or "Midsummer Night's

Dream ;" in Webster's, of "Lear " and " Othello." Some-

thing of the April sweetness, the dew and breath of morn-

ing, which invests the pastoral and fair)- world of the

master, gives to the one pupil's work a not infrequent

touch of delicate life and passionate grace ; from the other

we catch the echoes of his oceanic harmonies of terror and

pit\% the refractions of that lightning which strikes into

sudden sight the very depths of action and suffering, the

motive forces of utter love and hate. But the poetry of

Ford is no branch or arm pf/ha^ jIliTm'tahip gp^ • if migh»

rather be likened to a mountain lake shut in by solitary

highlands, without \-isible oudet or inlet, seen fidier by

starhght than by sunlight; much such an one as the Lac

de Gaube above Cauterets, steel-blue and sombre, with

a strange attraction for the swimmer in its cold smooth

reticence and breathless calm. For nothing is more

noticeable in this poet than the passionless reason and

equable tone of style with which in his greatest works he

treats of the deepest and most fiery passions, the quiet

eye with which he searches out the darkest issues of

emotion, the quiet hand with which he notes them down.

At all times his verse is even and regular, acciu^ate and

composed ; never specially flexible or melodious,»alijaj;s

admirable for precision, vigour, and_purit)-.

The fame of lord hangs mainly upon two great
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tragedies, which happily are strong enough in structure

to support a durable reputation. Two others among his

plays are indeed excellent, and worthy a long life of

honour ; but among the mighty throng of poets then at

work a leading place could hardly have been granted to the

author only of " The Lovers Melancholy " and " Perkin

Warbeck." To the author of " 'Tis Pity She's a Whore "

and " The Broken Heart " it cannot be refused.

It is somewhat unfortunate that the very title of

Ford's masterpiece should sound so strangely in the ears

of a generation " whose ears are the chastest part about

them." For of these great twin tragedies the first-bom

is on the whole the greater. The subtleties and varieties

of individual character do not usually lie well within the

reach of Ford's handling ; but in the part of Giovanni we

find more of this power than elsewhere. Here the poet

has put forth all his strength ; the figure of his protagonist

stands out complete and clear. There is more ease and

life in it than in his other sculptures ; though here as

always Ford is rather a sculptor of character than a

painter. But the completeness, the consistency of design

is here all the worthier of remark, that we too often find

this the most needful quality for a dramatist wanting in

him as in other great writers of his time.

Giovanni is the student struck blind and mad by

passion ; in the uttermost depths of unimaginable crime

he reflects, argues, reasons concerning the devils that

possess him. In the only other tragedy of the time

based on incestuous love, Massinger's " Unnatural

Combat," the criminal is old and hardened, a soul

steeped and tempered in sin, a man of blood and iron
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from his youth upwards ; but upon Giovanni his oven

crime falls like a curse, sudden as Ughtning ; he stands

before us as one plague-stricken in the prime of spiritual

health, helpless under the lash of love as Canace or

Myrrha, Phaedra or Pasiphae. The ciurious interfusion

of reason with passion makes him seem but the more

powerless to resist, the more hopeless of recovery. His

sister is perhaps less finely drawn, though her ebbs and

flows of passion are given with great force, and her

alternate possession by desire and terror, repentance and

defiance, if we are sometimes startled by the rough

rapidity of the change, does not in effect impair the unity

of character, obscure the clearness of outline. She

yields more readily than her brother to the curse of

Venus, with a passionate pliancy which prepares us for

her subsequent prostration of mind at the feet of her

confessor, and again for the revival of a fearless and

shameless spirit under the stroke of her husband's

violence. Nothing can be finer than the touches which

bring out the likeness and unlikeness of the t^\"0 ; her

fluctuation and his steadfastness, her ultimate repentance

and his final impenitence. The sin once committed,

there is no more wavering or flinching possible to him,

who has fought so hard against the daemoniac possession

;

while she who resigned body and soul to the tempter

almost at a word remains liable to the influences of

rehgion and remorse. Of all the magnificent scenes

which embody their terrible story the last is (as it should

be) the most noble ; it is indeed the finest scene in Ford.

Even the catastrophe of "The Broken Heart,"—that

" transcendent scene," as Lamb justly called it—though
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more overpoweringly effective in poetic mechanism and

material conception, is less profoundly and subtly im-

pressive. In Ford's best work we are usually conscious

of a studious arrangement of emotion and expression, a

steady inductive process of feeling as of thought,

answering to the orderly measure of the verse. That

swift and fiery glance which flashes at once from all

depths to all heights of the human spirit, that intuition of

an indefinable and infallible instinct which at a touch

makes dark things clear and brings distant things close,

is not a gift of his
;
perhaps Webster alone of English

poets can be said to share it in some measure with

Shakespeare. Bosola and Flamineo, Vittoria Corombona

and the Duchess of Malfi, even Romelio and Leonora in

that disjointed and chaotic play " The Devil's Taw-case,"

good characters and bad alike, all have this mark upon

them of their maker's swift and subtle genius ; this

sudden surprise of the soul in its remoter hiding-places

at its most secret work. In a few words that startle as

with a blow and lighten as with a flame, the naked natural

spirit is revealed, bare to the roots of life. And this

power Ford also has shown here at least ; witness the

passionate subtlety and truth of this passage, the deepest

and keenest of his writing, as when taken with the

context it will assuredly appear :

—

" Annabella. Be not deceived, my brother
;

This banquet is an harbinger of death

To you and me ; assure yourself it is,

And be prepared to welcome it.

Giovanni. \Vell, then :

The schoolmen teach that all this globe of earth

Shall be consumed to ashes in a minute.
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Amu So I bave read toa

Cm. Kit 'twere somevhat strai^

To see the waters bam ; could I befiere

This might be tnxe, I could bdiere as wdl
There might be hdl or heaven.

Anm. That's most certain.

GitJ. A dream, a dream ! else in this other wt»ld

We shoold know one another.

Ann. So we shalL

G'uj. Have yon heard so?"

AH the horror of this wonderful scene is tempered into

beauty by the grace and glow of tenderness which so

snfiiises it as to verify the vaunt of Gio\"anni

—

" If ever after-times should hear

(X oor &st-knit affecticHis, though perhaps

The laws of conscience and of civil use

MaJ justly blame us, yet when they bat know
Oor loves, that love will wipe away that r^onr

Which woald in otho' incests be abhorred.

Give me yoar han<i ; how sweetly Kfe doth nra

In these well-coloored veins ! how constantly

These palms do promise health ! bat I coold chide

With nature for this cnnnii^ fiattery

—

Kiss me again—^forgive me."

The soft and fervent colotir of Ford's style, the

smooth and finished meastire of his verse, never fail him

throughout the nobler parts of this tragedy ; but here as

elsewhere we sometimes find, instead of these, a certain

hardness of tone peculiar to him. The ferocious

nakedness of reciprocal invective in the scene where

Soranzo discovers the pregnancy of Aimabella has no

parallel in the works of his great compeers. M. Taine

has translated the opening passages of that scene in the

division of his histor\- of English literature which treats

of our great dramatists. He has done fiill justice to the
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force and audacity of Ford's realism, which indeed he

seems to rate higher than the depth and pathos, the

sweet and subtle imagination, of other poets, if not than

the more tender and gracious passages of Ford himself.

He has dwelt, it appears to me, with especial care and

favour upon three men of high genius, in all of whom

this quality or this defect is conspicuous, of hardness too

often deepening into brutality. A better and keener

estimate of Ford, of Dryden, and of Swift can hardly be

found than M. Taine's. Their vigorous and positive

genius has an evident attraction for his critical spirit,

which enjoys and understands the tangible and definable

forces of mind, handles the hard outline, rehshes the

rough savour of the actual side of things with which

strength of intellect rather than strength of imagination

has to deal. As with Swift and Dryden among their

fellows, so with Ford among his, the first great quality

that strikes a student is the force of grasp, the precision

of design, the positive and resolute touch with which all

things are set down. A dramatic poet of Ford's high

quality cannot of course be wanting in beauty and

tenderness, in delicacy and elevation, unknown to men

whose mightiest gift was that of noble satire, though the

genius so applied were as deep and wide and keen, the

spirit so put to service as swift and strong and splendid,
j

as that of the two great men just mentioned. Not only

the lovely lines above cited, but the very names of

Calantha and Penthea, bear witness at once in our

memory to the grace and charm of their poet's work at

its best. The excess of tragic effect in his scenes, his

delight in " fierce extremes " and volcanic eniptions of
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character and event, have in the eyes of some critics

obscured the milder side of his genius. They are not

without excuse. No one who has studied Ford throughout

with the care he demands and deserves can fail to feel

the want of that sweet and spontaneous fluency which

belongs to the men of Shakespeare's school—that bird-

like note of passionate music which vibrates in their

verse to every breath of joy or sorrow. There is some-

thing too much now and then of rule and line, something

indeed of hard limitation and apparent rigidity of method.

I say this merely by comparison ; set against the drama-

tists of any later school, he will appear as natural and

instinctive a singer as any bird of the Shakespearian choir.

But ofpure imagination, of absolute poetry as distinguished

from intellectual force and dramatic ability-, no Amter of

his age except Massinger has less. Yet they are both

poets of a high class, dramatists of all but the highest.

They both impress us with a belief in their painstaking

method of work, in the care and conscience with which

their scenes were wrought out. Neither Ford nor Mas-

singer could have ventured to indulge in the slippery

style and shambling license which we pardon in Decker

for the sake of his lyric note and tlie childlike deUcacy

of his pathos, his tenderness of colour and his passionate

fancy ; nor could they have dared the risk of letting their

plays drift loose and shift for themselves at large, making

the best that might be made of such rough and unhewn

plots as C}Til ToiuTieur's, Middleton's, or Chapman's

—

sustained and quickened by the unquenchable and burning

fire, the bitter ardour and angry beauty of Toumeur's

verse, the grace and force of Middleton's fluent and
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exuberant invention, the weight of thought and grave re-

sonance of Chapman's gnomic lines. They could not

afford to let their work run wild ; they were bound not

to write after the erratic fashion of their time. All the

work of Massinger, all the serious work of Ford, is the

work of an artist who respects alike himself, his art, and

the reader or spectator who may come to study it. There

is scarcely another dramatic poet of their time for whom

as much can be said. On the other hand, there is

scarcely another dramatic poet of their time who had not

more than they had of those " raptures " which " were all

air and fire," of " that fine madness which rightly should

possess a poet's brain." The just and noble eulogy of

Drayton, though appropriate above all to the father of

English tragedy, is applicable also more or less to the

successors of Marlowe, as well as to the master of the

" mighty line " himself. To Ford it is less appropriate
;

to Massinger it is not applicable at all. This is said out

of no disrespect or ingratitude to that admirable dramatist,

whose graver and lighter studies are alike full of interest

and liberal of enjoyment ; but the highest touch of imagi-

nation, the supreme rapture and passion of poetry, he

has not felt, and therefore he cannot make us feel.

The story of Giovanni and Annabella was probably

based either on fact or tradition ; it may perhaps yet be

unearthed in some Italian collection of tales after the

manner of Cinthio and Bandello (with the tale of incest

in Rosset's "Histoires Tragiques " it has little in

common) ; but in spite of Ford's own assertion I am

inclined to conjecture that the story sculptured with

such noble skill and care in the scenes of " The Broken
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Heart* was ''an raade <iat of dae canro's biain."' Iol

no odier pfa^ of Fotd^ are die saboKi&iate figoanes so

^p^l&MwJj fiwSAfJL £a die pcecedbig plcf aH die rainor

diaiaclaa aic nere antiffines of nnffian or mnbecilie^ boe

die podtfaas e«ideiil% stmcn to ^we fiillnessaf fann to

all his concepenoini^ and fiiDnessof life to aDlnsfanns.

Idiodes^ On^liais, Hawmmfs, are as diianMi^ilf vniogbt.

OButasbe oooildleaie diein ; and inefiecttdie tnamphantt:

and splendid ambition of die fivst^ tbe snUen and snbde

pcEsistence of tlie second, tbe impure inaankj and
dlinmrfil agoBf of tine tinbrd, are well in^ieved ^pmsj
eadi odia; c^Koalf in diose scsaBeswiiere tlie l«niaB«fr

jontjh of die heio is set side bf side wittli die sombBC

jondi of die man Ice lias injnnred eren to death. Bnt

here again the whoSe wd^hit of the action hang^ iqian the

two chief dbaoctexs^ Caiantha, and Penthea. <**»mP ont

alone dear in our memoij' fee jeais after themr stoty has

Ibeoa read. Im no p2a^ or poem are two tfpes of cha-

lader moEe s&ciliiDi% contxasted; and no poet ever

ahowed a mose smgnillai' «l«T™g dEm Foidm tiillinny bolh

lun'miiiinigg \gm die ^sbth'I'** ^TJifsnUmi of wMwal a^jonv. Pendica.

die weaker and more wonnanisii of the two^ dies skndf

gfiBgqJrtyg mto ^JV^itlt' wilih tteais and dies of lond and

resented gcief; CalbinittliiadinQissdeadatt: diegoalof soffiEer-

mg withoQdt a. wovd^ sc^Mned to tthe heart widi a. 'apdilfifi

sQenft sonvow. Of aM Ibstt stoames om wsf sXs^c. the last

scene of this p^aj is the nmostt mwtfirmlWflinnmiing in its mnmlty

of ontwaid effiedt smd uniw^iw iuuuipDiciisnQSB. Otti&sir Vnt^^

poems tuare cfewed 2is gixjn^?, wish as mnoich tsr more of

nuatsl amd psietic feooe ; usaMDe, I ttikiTinilb^ wiidhi SDiidk sioJleiDan

powerd ^lectacnllaF aoiKl sparittinal efiedt ooanlniZDted. As
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a mere stage show it is so greatly conceived and so

triumphantly wrought out, that even with less intense

and delicate expression, with less elaborate and stately

passion in the measure and movement of the words, it

would stamp itself on the memory as a durable thing to

admire ; deep-based as it is on solemn and calm emotion,

built up with choice and majestic verse, this great scene

deserves even the extreme eulogy of its greatest critic.

.The tragic genius of Ford takes a softer tone and

more tender colour, in " The Broken Heart " than in any

of his other plays ; except now and then in the part of

a>.£a£sanes^ there are no traces of the ferocity and brutality

which mark in the tragedy preceding it such characters

as Soranzo, Vasques, and Grimaldi. But here too there

is something of Ford's severity, a certain rigid and

elaborate precision of work, unlike the sweet seeming

instinctiveness, the noble facility of manner and apparent

impulse of gracious or majestic speech, which imbues

and informs the very highest dramatic style ; the quality

Avhich Marlowe and Shakespeare bequeathed to their

successors, which kept fresh the verse of Beaumont and

Fletcher despite its overmuch easiness and exuberance

of mannerism, which gave life to the roughest outlines of

Webster, Decker, Tourneur, which even Marston and

Chapman, with all their faults of crudity and pedantry,

showed when they had to rise to the height of any great

and tragic argument. The same rigidity is noticeable

to some extent in the characters : the marble majesty of

Calantha is indeed noble and proper, and gives force

and edge to the lofty passion of the catastrophe ; but in

Penthea too there is something over hard and severe

;
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we find a vein of harshness and bitterness in her angry

grief which Shakespeare or indeed Webster would have

tempered and sweetened. In the faultless and most ex-

quisite scene where she commits to the princess her

legacies of " three poor jewels," this bitterness disappears,

and the sentiment is as delicate and just as the expres-

sion ; while the gracious gentleness of Calantha gives a

fresh charm of warmth and sympathy to her stately

presence and office in the story. The quality of pity

here made manifest in her brings her own after suffering

within reach of our pity. Again, in the previous inter-

view of Ithocles with Penthea, and above all in her

delirious dying talk, there is real and noble pathos,

though hardly of the most subtle and heart-piercing

kind ; and in the parts of Ithocles and Orgilus there is

a height and dignity which ennoble alike the slayer and

the slain. None could give this quality better than

Ford : this, the most complete and equal of his works,

is full of it throug]iout.

From the " high-tuned poem," as he justly calls it,

which he had here put forth in evidence of his higher

and purer part of power, the fall, or collapse rather, in

his next work was singular enough. I trust that I shall

not be liable to any charge of Puritan prudery though

I avow that this play of " Love's Sacrifice " is to me
intolerable. In the literal and genuine sense of the word,

it is utterly indecent, unseemly and unfit for handling.

The conception is essentially foul because it is essentially

false ; and in the sight of art nothing is so foul as false-

hood. The incestuous indulgence of Giovanni and Anna-

bella is not improper for tragic treatment ; the obscene
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abstinence of Fernando and Bianca is wholly improper.

There is a coarseness of moral fibre in the whole work

which is almost without parallel among our old poets.

More than enough has been said of their verbal and

spiritual license; but nowhere else, as far as I know,

shall we find within the large limits of our early drama

such a figure as Ford's Bianca set up for admiration as

a pure and noble type of woman. For once, to my owti

wonder and regret, I find myself at one with the venomous

moralist Gifibrd on a question of morals, when he ob-

serves of " that most innocent lady " that " she is, in

fact, a gross and profligate adulteress, and her ridiculous

reservations, while they mark her lubricity, only enhance

her shame." The worst is, that we get no moment of

relief throughout from the obtrusion of the very vilest

elements that go to make up nature and deform it. No
height or grandeur of evil is here to glorify, no aspiration

or tenderness of afterthought is here to allay, the imbecile

baseness, the paltry villainies and idiocies, of the " treache-

rous, lecherous, kindless " reptiles that crawl in and out

before our loathing eyes. The language of course is in

the main elaborate, pure, and forcible ; the verse often

admirable for its stately strength ; but beyond this we

can find nothing to plead in extenuation of uncleanness

and absurdity. The only apparent aim of the quasi-

comic interludes is to prove the possibility of producing

something even more hateful than the tragic parts. The

indecency of Ford's farcical underplots is an offence

above all things to art. How it may seem from the

preacher's point of view is no present concern of ours

;

perhaps he might find it by comparison harmless and
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povoless, as assuredly it can attract or albue die in-

flect or die senses of no creatme above die lend of

apes and svine ; bat in die aitis^s eres it is insnffeiaUe

and damnable. Witbont ^wnt, widioat humour, vidmul

giace^ it encnmbexs the scene as vididiied and coi^eakd

fihfa. In the &ce ofmuch exquisite mark (rf* painter and

scnlptog, poet and humcMuist, which is anjdung bat coo-

TenbonaSf deooit, ve cannot alloir diat ait must needs

*^ lean to Tinned side,* and lend ho- Toice or hand to

svdl die reidict or prop the polpit of judge or moralist \

bat two dm^ die cannot airaj vidi ; bj the Tcxy lav

of her life, by die Terr condidcm of her beii^ die is

bound to rqect whatever is bratal, whatever is pnnient %

Swift cannot bend her to the wosshqi <^CIoadm, Mowe
cannot teadi ho* the hsp and leer of his toad-&ced

CiqMds. Great men may sin by mad violence and

brutalitT, fike that fierce wtHld-satiiist who stood out

widi lacerated heart a^dnst all bitterest infliction and
"^ envious wrath oS. man kx God," a Utan blasted by die

fires but not beatoi by the strokes of heaven ; but small

men only can teacii th^ tongues the tittering accent of

a vicious valet, the wiigglii^ {xuiienoe of such lackey's

literature as is handed round on a salver to die potroDS

of diawii^^oom rhymesters and ante^iiamber widii^s.

F<xd was a poet, and a poet of h^ mark ; he could not

therefore, evoi in a meaner age, have kamt the whimper

fx the anirk of sentimental qic jocose prazknce ; he could

never have submitted to ^;noUe handHi^ the swe^ ex*

bitter emodcMis and possicxis ofsense <H'siKrit; all texture

£nd an raptnre of the fie^ fx di the soul he wtxild

ahravs have treate :!
' and serious freedom
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of the artist, never with the bragging and simpering

petulance of the social poetaster and parasitic plagiarist

;

but the other inadmissible thing he has too often ad-

mitted -^vithin the precinct of his work. The dull brutality

of his lame and laborious farce is a fault quite unlike the

faults of his fellows ; his cold and dr)' manner makes" his

buffoonery at once rancid and insipid ; while the " bluff

beastliness " of Jonson's plebeian part, the overflowing

and boyish wantonness of Fletcher, the foul-mouthed

fidelity of Decker's transcripts from the low life of his

period, even the rank breadth of Marston's shameless

satire, may admit of excuse in the sight of art, the point-

less and spiritless license of Ford's attempts at comedy

can be neither honourably excused nor reasonably ex-

plained. Of Shakespeare alone we can be sure that ho

touch is wrong, no tone too broad, no colour too high for

the noble and necessary purposes of his art ; but of his

followers, if excuse be needed for their errors and ex-

cesses, the most may plead in palliation either the height

of spirits and buoyancy of blood, or the passion of a

fierce sincerity, or the force and flavour of strong comic

genius, or the relief given by contrast to the high pure

beauty of the main work ; all alike may plead the freedom

of the time, the freshness of young life and energy of the

dawn, working as they did when the art was new-boni,

too strong a child of earth and heaven and too joyous to

keep always a guard on its ways and words, to walk

always within bounds and speak always within compass.

But Ford is no poetic priest or spiritual witness against

evil, whose lips have been touched with the live coal of

sacred satire, and set on fire of angry prophecy; the
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^\Tath and scorn of Jonsen, the rage of Toumeur and

the bitterness of Marston, find in him no echo of response j

and of the bright sweet flow and force of hfe which feed

as from a springing fountain the joyful genius of Beaumont

and Fletcher, of the gladness and grace of that wild light

Mtise who sings "as if she would never grow old," whether

her song be of men's joy or sorrow, he has nothing to

show in excuse of worse faults than theirs ; with him

" The heyday in the blood is tame, it's humble.

And waits upon the judgment."

Massinger has been accused of the same dull and

deUberate license of speech ; but Massinger, though

poor in verbal wit, had a strong and grave humour, an

occasional breadth and warmth of comic invention, which

redeems his defects or ofiences. Hartley Coleridge, in

his notice of the two poets, says that Massinger would

have been the dullest of all bad jokers, had not Ford

contrived to be still duller. But ^Massinger, if not

buoyant and brilliant as Fletcher, or rich with the

spiritual wealth and strong with the gigantic thews of

Jonson, has his own place of honour in pure as well as

mixed comedy ; Belgarde, Justice Greedy, Borachia,

and others, are worthy to stand, in their lower line of

humour, below the higher level of such studies as Over-

reach and Luke ; whereas, if Ford's lighter characters

are ever inoffensive for a moment, it is all that can be

said of them, and more tlian could be hoped. The
strength and intensity of his genius require a tragic soil

to flourish in, an air of tragedy to breathe ; its lightning

is keenest where the night of emotion and event is

u 2
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darkest in which it moves and works. In romantic drama

or mixed comedy it shines still at times with a lambent

grace and temperance of light ; but outside the limit of

serious thought and feeling it is quenched at once, and

leaves but an unsavoury fume behind. Even in those

higher latitudes the moral air is not always of the

clearest ; the sanctity of Giovanni's confessor, for example,

has something of the compliant quality of Bianca's

virtue ; it sits so loosely and easily on him that, fresh

from the confession of Annabella's incest, he assists in

plighting her hand to Soranzo, and passing off on the

bridegroom as immaculate a woman whom he knows to

be with child by her brother ; and this immediately after

that most noble scene in which the terror and splendour

of his rebuke has bowed to the very dust before him the

fair face and the ruined soul of his penitent. After this

we cannot quite agree with Macaulay that Ford has in

this play " assigned a highly creditable part to the friar ;
"

but certainly he has the most creditable part there is to

play ; and as certainly he was designed on the whole for

a type of sincere and holy charity. The jarring and

startling effect of such moral discords weakens the poet's

hold on the reader by the shock they give to his faith =

and sympathy. Beaumont and Fletcher have sinned

heavily in the same way ; and the result is that several of

their virtuous characters are more really and more justly

offensive to the natural sense, more unsavoury to the

spiritual taste, than any wantonness of words or ex-
,

travagance of action can make their representative figures

of vice.

In the gallery of Ford's work, as in the gallery of
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Webster's, there is one which seems designed as a sample

of regular and classic form, a sedate study after a .::^ven

model Ford's " Perkin Warbeck " holds the same place

on his stage as "Appins and Virginia " does on Webster's.

In both plays there is a perfect unity of action, a perfect

straightforwardness of design ; aH is clear, orderly, direct

to the point; there is no outgrowth or overgrowth of

^ncy, thare are no byways of poetry to divert the single

progress of the story. By the side of " The Duchess of

Malfi '' or "^ The Broken Heart '' they look rigid and bare.

Both are noble works ; Webster's has of course the more

ardour and vehemence of power, Ford^s has perhaps the

more completeness of stage effect and careful composi-

tion. The Smmess and fidelity of hand with which his

leading characters are drawn could only be shown "bj a.

dissection of the whole play scene by scene. The simple

and lofty purity of concepdon, the exact and dehcate

accuracy of execution, are alike unimpaired by any slip

or flaw of judgment or of feeling. The heroic sincerity

of Warbeck, his high courtesy and constancy, his frank

gratitude and chivalrous confidence, give worthy proof of

Ford's ability to design a figure of stainless and exalted

presence ; the sad strong fiiith of his wife, the pure and

daring devotion of the lover who has lost her, the petulant

and pathetic pride of her fiither, aH melted at last mto

stately sympathy and approval of her truth in extremity

of trial ; and, more than all these, the noble mutual re-

cognition and regard of Warbeck and Dalyell in the time

of final test ; are qualities wliich raise this drama to the

highest place among its compeers for moral tone and

eSect. The two kings are faithfiil and forcible studies

;
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the smooth resokite equanimity and self-reliant craft of

the first Tudor sets off the shallow chivalry and passionate

unstable energy of the man of Fiodden. The insolent

violence of constraint put upon Huntley in the disposal

of his daughter's hand is of a piece with the almost brutal

tone of contempt assumed towards Warbeck, when he

begins to weary of supjoorting the weaker cause for the

mere sake of magnanimous display and irritable self-

assertion. His ultimate dismissal of the star-crossed

pretender is " perfect Stuart " in its bland abnegation of

faith and the lofty courtliness of manner with which

engagements are flung over and pledges waved aside

;

whether intentionally or not, Ford has touched off to the

life the family habit of repudiation, the hereditary faculty

of finding the most honourable way to do the most dis-

honourable things. Nor is the other type of royalty less

excellently real and vivid ; the mixture of warmth and

ceremony in Katherine's reception by Henry throws into

fresh and final relief the implacable placidity of infliction

with which he marks her husband for utmost ignominy of

suffering.

Of imaginative beauty and poetic passion this play

has nothing ; but for noble and equable design of

character it stands at the head of Ford's works. There

is no clearer example in our literature of the tmth of the

axiom repeated by Mr. Arnold from the teaching of the

supreme Greek masters, that "all depends upon the

subject." There are perhaps more beautiful lines in

" Love's Sacrifice " than in " Perkin Warbeck ;" yet the

former play is utterly abortive and repulsive, a monument

of discomfiture and discredit, as the latter of noble aim
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and noble success. It is the <Hie h^ sample of historic

drama pxodaced between die age (tf Siakespeare andoor

own; the one intenrening link—a link dL solid and

doiable metal—which connects die fiist and the latest

laboors in that line of English poetry ; the one trium-

phant attempt to sustain <tnd transmit the tradition of

that great tragic school founded by Marlowe, perfected by

Shakespeare, revived by the author of "Riilip van

Aitevdde.'* The coitral figure of Ford's work is not

indeed equal in stature of spirit and strength of handling

to the central figure of Sir Henry Taylor's ; there is a

broader power, a larger truth, in the character of Arte-

velde than in the character oX. Warbeck ; but the high

qaahdes of interest based on firm and noble grounds, rf

jiist sentiment and vital dignity, of weight, force, and

exaltation of thought, shown rather in dramatic expansion

and de\"eiopment of lofty character by lofty metho^l than

in scenes and passages detachable ftom the context as

samples of reflection and expression—these are in great

measure common to both poets. Ford, again, has the

nK»e tender and skilftil hand at drawing a woman ; hb
henHnes make by tar the warmer and diarper im{»ession

on US ; this on the whole is generally his strongest point,

as it is perhaps the other's weakest ; irfiile, though we
may not think his female studies up to the mark of his

male portraits, there is certainly no English dramatist

ance Shakespeare who can be matched as a student of

men, comparable for strong apprehension and large

heroic grasp of masculine character, with the painter of

Comnenus, of Artevelde, and of Dunstan.

The three romandc comedies of Ford have the same
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qualities and shortcomings in common ; they are studious

and often elegant in style, sometimes impressive or at

least efifective in incident, generally inadequate to the

chance of excellence offered by the subject ; not so much

through careless laxity and incoherence—for the sign of

labour and finish is visible upon each; they have

evidently been Avrought up to the height and fullness of

his design—as through a want of constructive power and

mastery of his own conceptions. " The Lover's Melan-

choly " is the best of the three, as having the best things

in it ; two of these are exquisite ; the well-known episode

of the lute-player and nightingale, and the reunion of

Palador and Eroclea. There are touches of power and

tenderness in the part of Meleander, and the courtship

of Parthenophil by Thamasta is gracefully and skilfully

managed, without violence or offence. The winding-up

of a story ill and feebly conducted through the earlier

parts of the play is far more dexterous and harmonious

than its development ; and this is about all that need be

said of it. Between the two beautiful versions of Strada's

pretty fable by Ford and Crashaw there will always be a

diversity of judgment among readers ; some must natu-

rally prefer the tender fluency and limpid sweetness of

Ford, others the dazzling intricacy and affluence in refine-

ments, the supple and cunning implication, the choice-

ness and subtlety of Crashaw.

Something better than Ford has left us might have

been made of "The Fancies Chaste and Noble" and

" The Lady's Trial." In the former play the character

of Flavia is admirably conceived ; there were excellent
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possibilities of interest and pathos m hsx part, and her

first interview with die bosbgnd wiio had sold and dis-

carded \>sx under cover ofa Ke gives promise that some-

thing will come of these chances ; but in effect they come

to Twithing ; die tragic effect of the position is evaded,

the foice <^ the oxiception diluted, the outlines of

chancer simred and ^itced. Again, we are led to look

fi» more dian we get firom the scenes of Castamela's

mock tonptation and seeming peril, from her grave and

confid^it dignity in fiice of trial, and the spirit with which

she assumes a lifelike mask of haughty and caaupt

levity to punish the reckless weakness of a brother who

has wantcxily exposed her to apparent danger ; but all

ends in fiitile surprise and flat insufficiency. livio and

Romanello, the brothers of the heroines, are figures too

dull and feeble to rouse any stronger feeling than a dull

and feeble curiosity to see how they will slip or shnk

oat of situations which might have been full of spirit and

interest. The remaining characters are colourless and

fcxmless. Of the brutal and brainless interludes of £irce

I have no more to say than has been said above. With

more force and harmony of character the finest occasion

in the play might have been put to admirable use ; when

livio, in hopes to rescue his sister fix)m shame, offers her

hand to the suitor whom he formerly rejected, and finds

her in turn refiised by Romanello on suspicion erf" dis-

hcHKXir incurred through her brothers baseness. The

presence and intgcession of Romanellos own sista,

herself newly and nobly vindicated vx his eyes and re-

conciled to his love, should have added to the living
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interest of the scene ; but between curtailed plot and

truncated underplot all such possible interest has long

since been stifled.

The same waste or misuse of good material has

marred the promise of a better play in "The Lady's

Trial." This should have been an excellent example of

romantic or serious comedy ; had Ford been content

thoroughly to work out the characters of Auria, his wife,

and her kinsman, he must have given us again a study of

high and delicate moral beauty, a group worthy to stand

beside the noble triad of Warbeck, Katherine, and Dal-

yell ; but as it is, shackled perhaps by a fear of repeat-

ing himself, he has missed or thrown away this chance

also. The one scene in which the spotless and hopeless

chivalry of Malfato's love for his kinswoman is brought

into action comes too late in the play and too suddenly

to make its effect. There are two or three passages of

admirable energy and pathos in the part of Auria ; but

the upshot of all is again ineffective ; the evolution of

the main story is clogged and trammelled by the utterly

useless and pointless episode of Adumi's cast mistress,

her senseless schemes of love and revenge, her equivocal

reformation and ijrejjosterous remarriage. All this en-

cumbrance of rubbish has absolutely no excuse, no aim

or reason of any kind ; it serves merely to hamper the
;

development and distort the i)rogrcss of the play, leaving

no room or time for the action to expand naturally and

move smoothly forward to a consistent end. The under-

plot of Hippolita's attempted revenge on the lover who

has discarded her is neither beautiful nor necessary to tlie

main action of " 'Tis Pity She's a Whore ;
" but it is

i
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skilfully wrought in, and so far serviceable that it

eflFectually cuts off Soranzo's chance of arousing such

interest or sympathy as might divert the reader's mind

from the central figures of Giovanni and Artnabella ; in

this case the discarded adulteress and her cast-off husband

are mere worthless impediments which subserve no end

whatever.

Of the two plays which bear conjointly the names of

Ford and Decker, "The Sun's Darling ' is eA-idently, as

Gifford calls it, a '* piece of patchwork " hastily stitched

up for some momentary purpose ; I suspect that the two

poets did not work together on it, but that our present

text is merely a recast by Ford of an earlier masque by

Decker
;
probably, as Mr. Collier has suggested, his lost

play of " Phaeton," for which we might be glad to exchange

the "loop'd and window'd nakedness" of this ragged

version. In those parts which are plainly remnants of

Decker's handiwork there are some scattered lines of

great sweetness, such as these of lament for the dead

spring :

—

" How cool wert thou in anger ! in thy diet

How temperate and yet sumptuous! thoa wooldst not waste

The ixight ofa sad znolet in excess.

Yet still thy board had dishes numberless ;

Dumb beasts even loved thee ; once a youug lark

Sat on thy hand, and gazing on thine eyes

Mounted and sang, thinking them moving skies."

For the latter scenes, as Gifford obser\'es, it is clear

that Ford is in the main responsible ; the intrusion in

the fifth act of political satire and adulation is singularly

perverse and infeUcitous. In the opening scene, also,

between Raybright and the Priest of the Sim, I recognise
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the moral tone and metrical regulation of Ford's verse.

^Vhatever the original may have been—and it was pro-

bably but a thin and hasty piece of work—it has doubt-

less suffered from the incongruous matter loosely sewn

on to it ; and the masque as it stands is too lax and in-

coherent in structure to be worth much as a sample of

its slight kind, or to show if there was anything of more

significance or value in the first conception,

" The Witch of Edmonton " is a play of rare beauty

and importance both on poetical and social grounds. It

is perhaps the first protest of the stage against the

horrors and brutalities of vulgar superstition ; a protest

all the more precious for the absolute faith in witchcraft

and devilry which goes hand in hand with compassion

for the instruments as well as the victims of magic.

Dr. Theodorus Plonnies himself had not a heartier belief

in the sorceries of Sidonia von Bork than the poets

appear to have in the misdeeds of Mother Sawyer ; while

neither Meinhold nor any modern ^vriter has shown a

nobler abhorrence of the genuinely hellish follies and

CRielties which brouglit forth in natural and regular order

fresh crops of witches to torture and burn. Even Victor

Hugo could hardly show a more tender and more bitter

pity for the sordid and grovelling agonies of outcast old

age and reprobate misery, than that which fills and fires

the speech of the wretched hag from the first scene where

she appears gathering sticks to warm herself, starved,

beaten, lamed and bent double with blows, pitiable and

terrible in her fierce abjection, to the last moment when

she is led to execution through the roar of the rabble.

In all this part of the play I trace the hand of Decker;
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his indmate and femiliar sciezK:e of wTetdiedness, \a&

great and gentle spizit of compassion for the poor and

suflferit^ with whom his own lot in life was so often cast,

in jmson and out The two chief soliloqaies of Mother

Sawjo*, her first and last invocations of the familiar, are

noble samples of his passionate dramatic power ; their

style has a fiery impulse and rapidity quite unlike the

usual manner of his colleague. Gifibid was probably

lig^t in assigning to Ford the whole of the first act ; there

is no more admirable exposition of a play on the English

stage; the perfect skill and die stra^htforward power

with which the plan of the story is opened and the

interest of the reader fixed are made the more evident by

the direct simphdty of method and means used. Ford,

therefore, must have the credit of first bringing forward

two of the main characters in the domestic tragedy which

makes up the better part of this composite play ; and

the introduction of Frank and Winnifrede gives ominous

and instant promise <rf the terror and pathos of their

after stor}-. The part of Susan is one of Decker's most

beantifiil and delicate studies ; in three short scenes he

has given an image so perfect in its simple sweetness as

hardly to be overmatched outside the gaflerj' of Shake-

speare's women. The tender freshness of his pathos, its

plain frank quaHties of grace and strength, never showed

themselves with purer or more powerfiil effect than here ;

the after scene where Frank's guilt is discovered has the

same force and vivid beauty. The interview of Frank

with the disguised Winnifrede in this scene may be com-

pared by the student of dramatic style with the parting

of the same characters at the close ; the one has all the
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poignant simplicity of Decker, the other all the majestic

energy of Ford. The rough buffoonery and horseplay of

the clown and the familiar we may probably set down to

Decker's account ; there is not much humour or meaning

in it, but it is livelier and less offensive than most of

Ford's attempts in that line. The want of connection

between the two subjects of the play. Mother Sawyer's

witchcraft and Frank Thomey's bigamy, is a defect

common to many plays of the time, noble sketches of

rough and rapid workmanship ; but in this case the

tenuity of the connecting link is such that despite the

momentary intervention of her familiar the witch is able

with perfect truth to disclaim all complicity with the

murderer. Such a communion of guilt might easily have

been managed, and the tragic structure of the poem

would have been complete in harmony of interest.

No words need here be wasted on any verse of Ford's

outside the range of his dramatic work ; and of his two

pamphlets in prose the first is an ephemeral and official

piece of compliment, somewhat too dull and stiff in style

to be a truly graceful offering " in honour of all fair ladies." \

The second " handful of discourse " has rather more worth

rmd dignity of moral eloquence. The examples chosen

from his own age for praise or blame add some historical

interest to his axioms and arguments ; the sketch of

Raleigh, unhappily imperfect as it is, seems from the

fragment left us to have given a vigorous and discerning

estimate of "a man known and well deserving to be

known." The reader of this treatise will remark, with

such comic or tragic reflections as he may find appro-

priate, the passage in which Ford—having discussed and
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^miqmfssgirt as imadeqpaliE: soidbi nramoir epitfeidis of" eidksgjr as

'^t&ie Peaceablkev'' * tfae l^mmd^" and evea * tBae Gareal"

—finally" and enipfea£DcaI!I!y" bestows tm t&e yelt liraig

majestjr of Ejnglanidl &€ surname fur all tunBt off Jaaames tfcie

GckkL Ths: pciet is so* enDjp&aitLOC im Ms d^diaiimer (of

" sdviKtrv ©r rnsimiation
*'^

tfiat we tnm^lhifr lannagiflnie Isiiim

unriting, with an. eye to' tiie reveirsMMiii of J«HiisjHni''s lamitdL

r
" Foird was of tlie Sar^ ojrdear of pioefis : " smidlB is tfce

far^ct cfMs eariiest and greatest critic. To ^fer ftoicn

Lannfo osa a miatter of jtidgment relating; to amjr greadt Qame

of th& FngT-TsIr drama is al^rays fcizardiiMS ; it is a. li^

nevor ta be lightly nirr , never t&> be aMnaanredwTiliiioBnltgjiawe

leltcctance ; and to midervaltie so noble a poet as Food,

A Teuy early and close fe.'VQiaxite of my own sttadieSp inniiiBelt

be e\reni finrtfaier finaim my wi^ tbam t® depireoate 1^
value of sueb a verdict in Ms iivQcar. Yet pecftaps it

wQiiiM be more acemate to say merely that Ins good

^joialities are als© great qualities—tfiat wbiemever Ms w«h&

is good it Kf greatly good—t&ani to^ say that he was aBto-

g^er ome of the few greatest amoflg great maaa wftio

stand m. tbaft veiy first Qcder of poet^ TMes mniiniciii

affiinred[y we may admit with all conJideiLce and ^ladmiess

cfgratitade ; that the merits he has are merits of the first

oirder. What these merits are moi student ©f Ms poetry

can! &il to see^ As to theirkind there can be no dispate j

as to the relative he^t of rani toi wMch they suffice of

themselves to ra^ a poet^ there may be. They are Mit

outward or superficial quaEties ^ a somewfett tmore Ebecal

sprinkhng of these would have relieved and br%htemed

the sombre beauties of his work. His power as a poet

is sEoaipIy a moral power ; fimcy he ^^^ ekjjjd&, 3nm<t|
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imagination only strong to deal with tragic sentiment and

situation ; strong to dive and keen to peer into depths of

emotion and recesses of endurance " dove il sol tace," not

swift or light of wing, not vast or etherial of flight, not

lustrous or various of plumage ; but piercing and intense

of sight, steady and sure of stroke, solemn and profound

of strain. He gains strength with the strength of his

subject ; he wants deep water to swim well. The moral

nature with which he is fittest to deal must be large

enough to dare or to bear things beyond all common

measure ; resolute for any deed or any doom. Within

the usual scope of action or the ordinary limit of suffering

the energy of his spirit has hardly free play. In the

hard cast and sombre loneliness of this energy he

resembles Byron on one side—the outer side rather than

the inner faculty ; though there is in both the same fixity

and insistence of purpose, the same solitary and brooding

weight of will, the same lurid force and singleness of

mind. In light, imagination, musical instinct, and all

qualities of poetiy pure and simple, both are alike below

the higher order of poets ; in the verse of neither is there

that instant and sensible melody which comes only of a

secret and sovereign harmony of the whole nature, and

which comes of it inevitably and unmistakeably.

We often see the names of Webster and Ford bracketed

as equal and parallel examples of the same kind or school

of poets ; to me these two great men seem to belong to

wholly different orders ; I should no more venture to

f;et Ford by the side of Webster than Byron by the side

of Shelley. If not altogether as great in degree, the

difference is assuredly the same in kind. On this as on
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all groimds we nnistkeenty n^iet the loss of the one plaj

known to ns by name in wiiicfa die diverse forces of these

poets were united in the treatment iA a subject unsor-

pa^able for berror and tta^ sn^estion. To trace the

points of likeness and nnfikeness, to distinguish the

lineaments of either man's genius, to note their varioos

handling of an actual and recent tragedy so fearfiilly

fertile <^ dramatic possibilities, (tf dark and sploidid

studies, fcH- a spirit of strength to support them ; to

measore by the terrible capacities of the workmen the

tenitde c^iabihties of their material ; to divide in our

minds feature firom feature, comparing line with line and

tone with tone ; this would have been a study oi greater

pn^ and delight to the student iA their art than die

comparison we had lately occasion to make between

Ford and Decker. Fcnr, thou^ disaamilar in kind as wdl

as in degree, there are points of resemblance b^ween

Webst^^ and Ford, especialty in tnas v&. mind and aim di

contem{dati<Hi, in choice of matter and sjftnpathy of

interest, whidi may well brii^ them tc^iether in our

drau^ts and set them by diemselves apart \ so that we

can conceive of them workir^ together on a poem whidi

when complete should show no signs cH inomgruil^,

nothing inhamKHiious or incoherent; as we certainly

could not conceive of Shelley and Byron. For the rest,

diou^ there may be some community of poetic powers

and poetic deficioKies between Byron and FcHd, ndther

has any of the others h^iest quality ; the emotion shot

through with satire, the ardour inwoven with humour,

whidi heighten and sharpen each other in the keenest

and Ifrftiest work cH B|jt(mi, were as unknown feo Ford as

X
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the truth of deep human passion, the fire that labours

without open rage or fury of flame at the heart's root and

centre of Hfe itself, the ravage of spiritual waste and

agony of travail consuming and exhausting the very

nature of the soul, which find shape and speech in the

tragic verse of Ford, were beyond the dramatic reach of

Byron. Of all men of genius Ford was probably the

worst jester and Byron the worst playwright that ever

lived. The living spirit of wit, its poetic and imaginative

power, the force and ease of its action, the variety of

thought and form into which it enters to fill them with

life, never had a medium of expression comparable to

the verse of Byron ; in this, the compound and complex

product of serious and humorous energy, rather than in

power of any simple kind, lay the depth and width of his

genius. Ford's dominion was limited to one simple form

of power, the knowledge and mastery of passion properly

so called, the science of that spiritual state in which the

soul sufifers force from some dominant thought or feeling.

The pain and labour of such imperious possession, the

strife and violence of a nature divided against itself, the

strong anguish and the strong delight of extremities, gave

the only fit field for his work and the only fruitful pasture

for his thought. His imperative and earnest genius

stamped and burnt itself into the figures and events of

his plays : his mark is set ineffaceably on characters and

circumstances, the sign-manual of his peculiar empire.

Now, of passion proper Byron has nothing ; the one

radical emotion in him, deep as life and strong as death,

is that noble ardour of rage and scorn which lifts his

satire into sublimity ; otherwise his passion is skin-deep
j
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an hb kyre-makii^ frnn die first desire to the final

satiety, mar be smnmed ap in tibat femoos axiom di

ChamfiMTt which Alfied de Mossed his fionale page or

attoidant dwai^ prefixed as a labd to cme of his de-

coctions erf* watered Bjrrooism. Whatever he roesf hare

known erf" passion, he coold pot into vase ci. a gemnne

kind nodm^ bejond die rai^ of the greater <^nic's

memorable definition ; ifhe tries to go finther or deeper,

his veiseiii^ h<rfk>w, his hold grows feebie, his ccrfonrii^

fidse and his tone inflated. Rtczt tmd^natio vtmam, and

admirablr too ; the strei^;th and ^lendoor oi his wradt

give to his denunciations (^ tyranny a stronger and

szncexer life dian we find in his invocations to patriotism ;

in him ApoDo was incarnate cmly as the dragCMi-sl^er

:

he m^t stand so in sculptnre with Kmg George for

PythcHiT his arrow sdll quivering in die royal carrion.

Of all divine labours diat was the one wiiich feD to his

share of w<^ ; of all the god his master^ gifts that was

the one allotted him. Bot finr positive passicHi, for that

absolnte fiisi<m of the whcde nature in (Mie fiire of soise

and spirit which only die great dramatic students and

masters of man can give ot com{Hehend, we must go to

poets (^ another kind. These have flesh and Uood,

muscle and nerve enough in all conscience ; bot passion

with them means sometfair^ beymd "^Fkhm^e tk deux

fantmsia et le amtad de datx epidermis ; " they want all

diat and more as fiid for theirfires ; they deal neidier with

soulless bodies ncH* with bodiless souls^ Among than

Ford must always hold a place ofh^ h<Mionr. Two at

least, yet p^faaps only two, of his great fdlow tragedians

—ftw Shake^ieare is of no fdlowship—were cotainhr, in
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my judgment, poets of higher race and rarer quaUty.

These two were Marlowe and Webster. The founder of

our tragedy has in his best verse all the light and music

and colour proper to the dawn of so divine a day

as opened with his sunrise ; and in Webster there

is so much of the godhead which put on perfect

humanity in Shakespeare alone, that it would scarcely

be more rational to coujjle for comparison " The

Broken Heart " with " The Duchess of Malfi " than " The

Duchess of Malfi "' with " King Lear." In one point

Ford is excelled by others also of his age. As a

lyric poet he is not quite of the highest class in that great

lyrical school. Not that his few lyrics are unworthy the

praise they have before now received ; the best of them,

such as the noble dirge which signals with its majesty of

music the consummation of Calantha's agony, have an

august beauty and dignity of their own. The verse has

a marble stateliness and solidity ; the grave and even

measure carries weight and sufiiciency with it ; but the

pure lyric note is not in this poet. He has no such out-

breaks of birdlike or godlike song as Shakespeare's

—

" Hoses, their sharp spines being gone—

"

.|

or Fletcher's

—

" Hear, ye Indies that despise—

"

or Webster's

—

" Hark, now everything is still
—

"

or Decker's

—

" Art thou poor, yet hast thou golden sluml)ers?"

After any of these the lyric verse of Ford strikes us as
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vetse ruled out vs. Itud and rigid lines : vet is it eiceflent

ia its kiad. and coatarponry dmmatists of high rank and

le^mte have never come near its excellence ; witness

Mossir^eTr die worst song-writer <rf" them alL

Up<Hi the whole then we find ample reason to assign

high lank in the highest school of tragedy to this poet.

Decker, with all his sweetness of natural passion, his

tendoness of moral music and fireshness of pathetic

power, has le6 no work of such tragic strength and scope,

soch firmnt-sK of Ene and clearness of composition, such

general he^t and etq^ualicv of poetic worth, as the two

raastarjHeces of Ford. Had Marston oftener writtai at

liB best, he might have matched Ford on his own ground

of eneigetic intensirv and might of moral grasp, while ex-

celling hfm in the depth and delicacy of keen rare touches

or flashes of subde nature, such as his famous epithet of

"the shuddering mom,"* and other fine thoughts of coloar

and strc^es of pensive passion; but Marston ahno^

ahrays wrote very much below his best. The character

«^ Andmgio in " Antonio and 3»fdlida "^
is magnificoit

;

bat this grand figure is unequally sustained by the others ;

and soperb as the part is throoghout, one part can no

more make a pby than one swallow can make a summer;

not though that part were Hamlec Set amcHig mean and

discordant figures, without support or relief, the part of

Hamlet, the greatest single work of man. would not oi

itself suffice to make a play. The noble thought and the

noble verse of Marston are never cdy &amed and chased

;

lying imbedded as his best work does in meaner matter,

it cannot hold its own when set beside the work of men
who coold cut as well as unearth a jeweL The pare
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simplicity of HeyAvood, his homely and lively fertility of

invention, his honest pathos and gentleness of feeling,

give a real charm to his sweet and clear flow of plain

verse, but not weight and force enough to support the

fame of a tragic poet of the first rank. Middleton had

more facility and freedom of hand, less height and con-

centration of mind, than Ford ; Massinger had far more

fluency, regularity, and variety of interest, but far less

tragic depth and directness of force. Chapman's plays,

overweighted with thoughtful and majestic eloquence,

sink down and break short under the splendid burden, or

wander into empty lands and among rocky places of bar-

ren declamation ; as a tragic artist he must give place to

lesser men. With a far more genuinely dramatic gift, the

fiery spirit of Cyril Tourneur lived and laboured in such

a tempest that his work, so to speak, is blown out of all

shape ; the burning blast of his genius rages without

intermission at such stormy speed along sucla wild wastes

of tragedy that we have hardly time to note the fresh
j

beauty of a rare oasis here and there ; but for keenness

and mastery of passionate expression in subhme and

sonorous verse he can hardly be overmatched : while for

single lines of that intense and terrible beauty which

makes incision in the memory, there is none, after

Shakes])eare, to compare with him but ^^'ebster; the

grandest verses of Marston or Chapman, both great in

their use of deep and ardent words to give life and form

to moral passion, have less of cautery in their stroke.

Against his tragedies as against theirs the charge of excess

and violence may be fairly brought, and the brand of

such epithets as " spasmodic " and " horrible " may be set '\
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on their choice and composition of incidents ; though the

pure and strong limpidity of Toumeur's style is never

broken into the turbid froth and turgid whirlpools of tortu-

ous rant which here and there convulse and deface the

vigorous currents of Chapman's and Marston's. But the

application of any such stigmatic phrase to the work of

Webster is absurd. If it be true that his tragedies exem-

plify the old distinction of horrible from terrible, it must

be as superb instances of terrible beauty undeformed by

horrible detail. There is no such scene or incident in

his two great plays as the blinding of Gloster in " King

Lear ;
" nothing from which the physical sense recoils with

such a shudder of instant sickness ; nothing defensible

only on the ground that where all scenes are terrible to

the utmost limit that art can endure, one scene among

them may be for once allowed to be simply horrible.

Defensible or not, the license was claimed and the experi-

ment made by Shakespeare, and not by Webster. Nor,

again, are any of the lesser poet's characters so liable to

the charge of monstrous or abnormal excess as the figures

of Goneril and Regan ; the wickedness of his worst villain

never goes beyond the mark of Edmund's. To vindicate

the comparative moderation of Webster's moral painting

is not to impugn in any least degree the rectitude of

Shakespeare's ; but it is absurd for those who see no ex-

cess of horror in the incidents or of criminality in the

characters of the master poet to impeach the greatest of

his disciples for the exercise of much less liberty in his

handling of criminal and terrible matter. Simplicity and

purity mark the most tragic scenes and figures of Webster,

not less than sublimity and sweetness. Nothing on a first
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study of " The Duchess of Malfi " makes deeper impres-

sion on a capable student than this negative quality of

noble abstinence, the utter and most admirable absence

of any chaotic or spasmodic element, the chastity of a

controlling instinct which rejects as impossible all hollow-

extravagance and inflation, " even in the very torrent,

tempest, and (as I may say) the whirlwind of passion."

For one instance, if the comparison is to be made, we
cannot but see that the curse of the Duchess on her

brothers is less intemperate in the excess and exaltation

of its rage than the curse of Lear on his daughters; which

of course is as it should be, but is not what the general

verdict of critics on AVebster's art and style would have

led us to expect. The note of extravagance is far more

real and far more patent in the tragic genius of Beaumont

and Fletcher. Of their comic power there is here no

more question than of Jonson's or Massinger's or any

other's ; we are concerned merely to examine by com-

parison the rank among tragic poets of a poet who was

nothing if not tragic. In this field, then, we find " those

suns of glory, those two lights of men," the Dioscuri of

our " heaven of invention," to be swifter and gracefuller

nmners than Ford, but neither surer of foot nor

stronger of hand. Their genius has more of flame and

light, less of fire and intensity ; more of air and ease, less

of force and concentration ; more of beautiful and grace-

ful qualities, less of positive and severe capacity ; there

is more of a charm about it, and less of a spell. With

all its great and affluent beauties, "The Maid's Tragedy"

leaves a less absolute and ine\itable mark upon the mind

of a student than "The Broken Heart." No poet is less
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forgetabie crum YasA ; none festens (as it wee) the ^ngs

of Ibs genius and^B^wili niuici deeply in^jQiDr memory.

Yoa cannot shake hands irrtftjiTrn and rrrr*"^ : yos ezii:-

not&ITui Willi IiiiiraiSo^a^un at {deasme; ifhetcmch

yoa once he takes yoa, and what he takes he keeps his

b(Jd of; his wwk becomes part oi. your thought and

pared of your spiritual fiimitnre for ever : he sgns him-

self upon you as with a seal of ddiberate and dedare

power. His fcwce is neve: die force <rf" accident ; the

raqial divinity qS. bean^ which &IIs as diough direct

from heaven opon stray lines aixi {Gnoses of some poets

&IIs neva by any sach heavsily chance <hi his; hs

strei^;th d impulse is matched by his strongdi of will

;

he never works more by instinct than by resohitioa ; he

knows what he would have and what he will do^ and

gains his end and does his work with foil consciaice of

purpose and insistence of des^n. By die might ofa great

win seconded by the fixce of a great hand be wm die

place he holds against all odds of rivalry in a race ofrival

giants. In that gaDeiy of monnmoital men and mighty

memades, amox^ ix above the fellows (£hisgodEke czaft,

die h^ figure of Ford stands steadily erect ; his name

is inc&ceable fiom the scroll of our great writes ; it is

one of the loftier landmarks of En^Ksh poetry.
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NOTES ON DESIGNS OF THE OLD MASTERS
AT FLORENCE.

In the spring of 1864 I had the chance of spending many-

days in the Uffizj on the study of its several collections.

Statues and pictures I found ranged and classed, as all

the world knows they are, with full care and excellent

sense ; but one precious division of the treasury was then,

and I believe is still, unregistered in catalogue or manual.

The huge mass of original designs, in pencil or ink or

chalk, swept together by Vasari and others, had then

been but recently unearthed and partially assorted.

Under former Tuscan governments this sacred deposit

had lain unseen and unclassed in the lower chambers of

the palace, heaped and huddled in portfolios by the

loose stackful. A change of rule had put the matter at

length into the hands of official men gifted with some-

thing more of human reason and eyesight. Three, rooms

were filled with the select flower of the collection acquired

and neglected by past Florentine governors. Each de-

sign is framed, glazed, labelled legibly outside with the

designer's name : the arrangement is not too far from

perfect for convenience of study. As there can be no

collection of the kind more rich, more various, more

singular in interest, I supplied for myself the want of a
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regista^ by t^t^fng hasty manorial notes of all the impcar-

tant deagns as they fell in my way. They are not

ranged in any order of time, nor are all a painter's draw-

ings kept together : some have samples scattered about

varioos comers of different rooms, but all accessible and

available. Space evai there is bounded, and valued

accordingly. In the under chambers there 5t31 remain

piles of precious things but partially set in order. To
these the pubhc visitor has not access ; but through the

courtesy of their guardian I was offered admssion and

shown by him through the better part. There are many

studies of the figure by Andrea del Sarto which deserve

and demand a pubhc place ; others also of interest which

belong to the earher Florentine school ; many nameless

but some recognisable by a student of that time of ait.

In such studies as these thecollectioa is naturally richest;

though, as wiE at once be seen, not poor in samples of

Milanese or Venetian work. The fruitful vigour, the

j<^ous and copious efftiaon of spirit and labour, wfaicJi

makes all early times of awakening art dear to all students

and profitable to all, has left noble fragments and relics

behind, the goldoi gleanings of a ftill harvesL In these

desultory notes I desire only to guide the attention to

what seems worthiest of notice, without more form of

order than has been given by the fiamers and hangers

;

taking men and schools as they come to hand, giving

precedence and prominence only to the more precious

and significant For guide I have but my own sense of

interest and admiration ; so that, while making the list of

things remarkable as complete and carefiil as I can, I

have aimed at nothing further than to cast into some
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legible form my impression of the designs registered in

so rough and rapid a fashion ; and shall begin my tran-

script with notices of such as first caught and longest

fixed my attention.

Of Leonardo the samples are choice and few ; full of

that indefinable grace and grave mystery which belong

to his slightest and wildest work. Fair strange faces of

Avomen full of dim doubt and faint scorn ; touched by

the shadow of an obscure fate ; eager and weary as it

seems at once, pale and fervent with patience or passion
;

allure and perplex the eyes and thoughts of men. There

is a study here of Youth and Age meeting ; it may be,

of a young man coming suddenly ujjon the ghostly figure

of himself as he will one day be ; the brilliant life in his

face is struck into sudden pallor and silence, the clear

eyes startled, the happy lips confused. A fair straight-

featured face, with full curls fallen or blown against the

eyelids ; and confronting it, a keen, wan, mournful mask

of flesh : the wise ironical face of one made subtle and

feeble by great age. The vivid and various imagination

of Leonardo never fell into a form more poetical than in

this design. Grotesques of course are not wanting ; and

there is a noble sketch of a griftin and lion locked or

dashed together in the hardest throes of a final fight,

which is full of violent beauty ; and again, a study of the

painter's chosen tyj^e of woman : thin-lipped, with a fore-

head too high and weighty for perfection or sweetness of

form ; cheeks exquisitely carved, clear pure chin and

neck, and grave eyes full of a cold charm ; folded hands,

and massive hair gathered into a net; shapely and splendid,

as a study for Pallas or Artemis.
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Here, as in his own palace and wherever in Florence

the shadow of his supreme presence has Mien and the

mark of his divine hand been set, the work of Michel

.Vngelo for a time dS^ces all thought of other men or

_ >. Before the majesty of his imperious advent the

" ngs of time seem as it were men bidden to rise

. ;:_ . their thrones, to cover their &ces and come

down. Not gratitude, not delight, not sympathy, is the

first sense excited in one suddenly confronted with his

designs : fear rather, oppressive reverence, and well-nigfa

intolerable adoration. Their tragic beauty, their inex-

plicable strength and wealth c^ thought, tfadr terrible and

exquisite significance, all the powers th^ unveil and all

the mysteries they resene, all their sugg^tions and all

: : r ' r suppressions, are at first adorable merely. Delightfiil

beyond words the)- become in time, as the subder and

weightier work of -'Eschylus or Shakes{>eare ; but like

these they first fill and exalt the mind with a strange and

violent pleasure which is the highest mood of worship

;

reverence intensified to the last endurable degree. The

mind, if then it enjoys at all or wonders at all, knows

little of its own wonder or its own enjoyment ; the air

and li^t about it is too fine and pure to breathe or bear.

The least thought of these men has in it something in-

tricate and enormous, &uldess as the formal work of

their triumphant art must be. .\11 mysteries ofgood and

eviL all wonders of life and death, lie in their hands or at

their feet. They have known the causes of things, and

are not too happy. The feital labour of the worid, the

clamour and hunger of the open-mouthed all-summoning

grave, all fears and hopes <^ ephemeral men, are indeed
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made subject to them, and trodden by them underfoot

;

but the sorrow and strangeness of things are not lessened

because to one or two their secret springs have been laid

bare and the courses of their tides made known ; refluent

evil and good, alternate grief and joy, life inextricable

from death, change inevitable and insuperable fate. Of

the three, Michel Angelo is saddest ; on his, the most

various genius of the three, the weight of things lies

heaviest. Glad or sad as the days of his actual life may

have been, his work in the fullness of its might and beauty

has most often a mournful meaning, some grave and subtle

sorrow latent under all its life. Here in one design is

the likeness of perishable pleasure ; Vain Delight with all

her children ; one taller boy has drawn off a reverted and

bearded mask, on which another lays hold with one hand,

fingering it as with lust or curiosity ; his other hand holds

to the mother's knee ; behind her a third child lurks and

cowers ; she, with a hard broad smile of dull pleasure,

feeds her eyes on the sight of her own face in a hand-

mirror. Fear and levity, cruelty and mystery, make up

their mirth ; evil seems to impend over all these joyous

heads, to hide behind all these laughing features

:

they are things too light for hell, too low for heaven

;

bubbles of the earth, brilliant and transient and poisonous,

blown out of unclean foam by the breath of meaner

spirits, to glitter and quiver for a little under the beams

of a mortal sun. Cruel and curious and ignorant, all

their faces are full of mean beauty and shallow delight.

Hard by, a troop of Loves haul after them, with mocking

mouths and straining arms, a live human mask, a hollow

face shorn off from the head, old and grim and sad, worn
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through and through with pain and time, from the vexed

forehead to the sharp chin which grates against the

ground ; the eyes and Hps frill of suffering, sardonic and

helpless : the face of one knowing his own fate, who has

resigned himself sadly and scornfully to the violence of

base and light desires ; the grave and great features all

hardened into suffering and self-contempt.

But in one separate head there is more tragic attrac-

tion than in these : a woman's, three times studied, Avith

divine and subtle care; sketched and re-sketched in

youth and age, beautiful always beyond desire and cruel

beyond words ; fairer than heaven and more terrible than

hell
;
pale with pride and weary with wrong-doing ; a

silent anger against God and man bums, white and re-

pressed, through her clear features. In one draAving she

wears a head-dress of eastern fashion rather than western,

but in effect made out of the artist's mind only
;
plaited

in the likeness of closely-welded scales as of a chrysalid

serpent, raised and waved and rounded in the likeness

of a sea-shell. In some inexplicable way all her orna-

ments seem to partake of her fatal nature, to bear upon

them her brand of beauty fresh from hell; and this

through no vulgar machinery of symbolism, no serpentine

or othenvise bestial emblem : the bracelets and rings are

innocent enough in shape and workmanship ; but in

touching her flesh they have become infected with deadly

and malignant meaning. Broad bracelets divide the

shapely splendour of her arms ; over the nakedness of

her firm and luminous breasts, just below the neck, there

is passed a band as of metal. Her eyes are full of proud

and passionless lust after gold and blood ; her hair, close
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and curled, seems ready to shudder in sunder and divide

into snakes. Her throat, full and fresh, round and hard

to the eye as her bosom and arms, is erect and stately,

the head set firm on it without any droop or lift of the

chin; her mouth crueller than a tiger's, colder than a

snake's, and beautiful beyond a woman's. She is the

deadlier Venus incarnate

;

TToWlj ^iV iu d(07(rt KOVK cLvciyvfios

for upon earth also many names might be found for her :

Lamia re-transfonned, invested now with a fuller beauty,

but divested of all feminine attributes not native to the

snake—a Lamia loveless and unassailable by the sophist,

readier to drain life out of her lover than to fade for his

sake at his side ; or the Persian Amestris, watching the

only breasts on earth more beautiful than her own cut

off from her rival's living bosom ; or Cleopatra, not dying

but turning serpent under the serpent's bite ; or that

queen of the extreme East who with her husband marked

every day as it went by some device of a new and

wonderful cruelty. In one design, where the cruel and

timid face of a king rises behind her, this crowned and

cowering head might stand for Ahab's, and hers for that

of Jezebel. Another study is in red chalk; in this the

only ornaments are ear-rings. In a third, the serpentine

hair is drawn up into a tuft at the crown with two ringlets

hanging, heavy and deadly as small tired snakes. There

is a drawing in the furthest room at the Buonarroti Palace

which recalls and almost reproduces the design of these

three. Here also the electric hair, which looks as though

it would hiss and glitter with sparks if once touched, is

wound up to a tuft with serjientine i)laits and involutions ;
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all that remains of it unbound falls in one curl, shaping

itself into a snake's likeness as it unwinds, right against

a living snake held to the breast and throat This is

righdy registered as a study for Cleopatra ; but notice

has not yet been accorded to the subtle and sublime idea

which transforms her death by the aspic's bite into a

meeting of serpents which recognise and embrace, an

encounter between the woman and the worm of Nile,

almost as though this match for death were a monstrous

love-match, or such a mystic marriage as that painted in

the loveliest passage of " Salammbo," between the maiden

body and the scaly coils of the serpent and the priestess

alike made sacred to the moon ; so closely do the snake

and the queen of snakes caress and cling. Of this idea

Shakespeare also had a vague and great glimpse when he

made Antony " murmur, Whcr^s my serpent ofold Nilef
"

mixing a foretaste of her death with the full sweet savour

of her supple and amorous " pride of life." For what

indeed is lovelier or more luxiuiously lo\Tng than a strong

and graceful snake of the nobler kind ?

After this the merely terrible designs of Michel

Angelo are shorn of half their horror; even the single

face as of one suddenly caught and suddenly released

from hell, with wild draper>- blown behind it by a wind

not of this world, strikes upon the sight and memory of

a student less deeply and sharply. Certain of his slight

and swift studies for damned souls and dev'ils—designs

probably for the final work in which he has embodied

and made immortal the dream of a great and righteous

judgment between soul and soul—resemble much at first

sight, and more on longer inspection, the similar studies

Y
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and designs of Blake. One devil indeed recalls at once

the famous " ghost of a flea," having much of the same

dull and liquorish violence of expression. Other sketches

in the small chamber of his palace bring also to mind

his great pjiglish disciple : the angry angel poised as in

fierce descent; the falling figure with drawn-up legs,

splendidly and violently designed ; the reverted head

showing teeth and nostrils : the group of two old men in

hell ; one looks up howling, with level face ; one looks

down with lips drawn back. Nothing can surpass the

fixed and savage agony of his face, immutable and im •

perishable. In this same room are other studies worth

record : a Virgin and Child, unfinished, but of supreme

strength and beauty ; the child fully drawn, with small

strong limbs outlined in faint red, rounded and magni-

ficent ; soft vigorous arms, and hands that press and

cling. There is a design of a covered head, looking

down; mournful, with nervous mouth, with clear and

deep-set eyes; the nostril strong and curved. Another

head, older, with thicker lips, is drawn by it in the same

attitude.

Beside the Jezebel or Amestris of the Ufiizj there is

a figure of Fortune, with a face of cold exaltation and

high clear beauty ; strong wings expand behind her, or

shadows rather of vast and veiled plumes ; below her

the wheel seems to pause, as in a lull of the perpetual

race. This design was evidently the sketch out of which

the picture of Fortune in the Corsini Palace was elabo-

rated by some pupil of the master's. In that picture, as

in the Venus and Cupid with m}stic furniture of melan-

choly masks and emblems in the background, lodged
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nonr in die last Tuscan diamber bat one of the \I&^t

the mesmer hand kA the executrre w(»kman has &3ed to

* eiase or ovexlaT the great ai^ fruitful thought oS. that

divine mind in which their first coaceptic»is lay and

gathered fonn. The strong and laughing God treading

with a vigcHons wantonness the &ir flesh erf his mother;

the goddess lai^uid and eSused Kke a Ixoad-Uown

flowo^, her soft Ivight side pressed hard under his foot

and nesding hed, her large arm Sited to wrest die arrow

firom his hand, with a lazy and angry mirth ; and at her

feet the shelves foil of masks, sad inverted &ces, heads

ofmen ovoset, blind strings of broken puppets ftRgotten

where diey fell: all these are as clearly the device of

Mit^el Angelo's great sid mind as the handiwork is

clearly none of his. Near the sketch erf" Fortune is a

strange figure, probably wtxked up into some later

design. A youth with reverted head, wearing fiirry

drapery with phuny firinges, has one 1^ drawn up and

resting on a step : the face, as it looks back, is lan^iir^

with fear; the hysterical horror of some unseen thir^ is

tsanded into the very life oi its &ir features. This violent

langn as of a child scared into madrwyi subjects the

whole %ure, brilliant acd supple in youth as it seons,

to the transformation of toror. Upon diis design also

much tragic conjectnre of all^Tory or story might be

spent, and wasted.

There are here no other sketches so terrible, except

CMie of hell by Luca Signorelli, rough and sli^t in com-

parison: a fiotre chaos of figures fitting, felling
, crush-

ing and crushed t(^ether, their faces hissed at and thdr

limbs locked round by lithe snakes, their eyes Uasted and
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lidless from the hot wind and heaving flame; one lost

face of a woman looks out between two curving bat's

wings, deadlier than the devils about her who plunge and

struggle and sink.

The sketches of Filippo Lippi are exquisite and few.

One above all, of Lucrezia Buti in her girlhood as the

painter found her at Prato in the convent, is of a beauty

so intolerable that the eyes can neither endure nor abstain

from it without a pleasure acute even to pain which

compels them to cease looking, or a desire which, as it

compels them to return, relapses into delight. Her foce

is very young, more faultless and fresher than the first

forms and colours of morning ; her pure mouth small

and curved, cold and tender ; her eyes, set with an ex-

quisite mastery of drawing in the clear and gracious face,

seem to show actual colour of brilliant brown in their

shapely and lucid pupils, under their chaste and perfect

eyelids ; her hair is deeply drawn backwards from the

sweet low brows and small rounded cheeks, heaped and

hidden away under a knotted veil whose flaps fall on either

side of her bright round throat. The world has changed

for painters and their Virgins since the lean school of

Angelico liad its day and its way in art; this study

assuredly was not made by a kneeling i)ainter in the

intervals of prayer. More vivid, more fertile, and more

dramatic than Lippo, the great invention and various

power of Benozzo never produced a face like this. For

pure and simple beauty it is absolutely unsurpassable :

innocent enough also for a Madonna, but pure by nature,

not chaste through religion. No creeds have helped to

compose the holiness of lier l)eauty. The meagre and
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arid sanctities of women ascetic by accident or abstemious

by force have nothing in common with her chastity. She

might be as well a virgin chosen of Artemis as consecra-

ted to Christ. Mystic passions and fleshless visions have

never taken hold upon her sense or faith. No flower

and no animal is more innocent ; none more capable of

giving and of yielding to the pleasure that they give.

Before the date of her immortal lover there was probably

no artist capable of painting such a thing at all : and in

none of his many paintings does the stolen nun look and

smile with a more triumphant and serene supremacy of

beauty.

There are two studies of the Holy Family by Lippo

in these rooms ; the one nearest this separate head of

Lucrezia is a sketch for the picture above the doorway in

the far small room filled with works of the more ancient

masters only. The St. John in this sketch is admirable

for fat strength and childish character ; and the entire

group, in outline as in colour, full of that tender beauty

combined with vigorous grace of which this great painter

never fails. The second study is more curious ; the child

lies between the mother's and a nurse's hands ; a large

book lies open on a broad straw chair, and a tall boy

leans upon the chair and watches. The attempted

realism here is as visible as in the other is a voluntary

subjection to conventional habit and the beauty of pre-

scription. Near the first group are some small studies of

separate figures ; two of boys, very beautiful. One, a

schoolboy or chorister seemingly, is seated on a form and

clothed in a long close gown ; his face, grave and of ex-

quisite male beauty, looking down as if in pain or thought

;
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from some vessel at his feet rises a thick column of lighted

smoke. Another boy with full curled hair is drawn as

walking close behind.

Of Sandro Botticelli the samples are more frequent

;

and in these simple designs the painter is seen at no dis-

advantage. The dull and dry quality of this thin pallid

colouring can here no longer impair the charm of his

natural grace, the merit of his strenuous labour. Many
of his single figures are worthy of praise and study : the

head of a girl with gathered hair ; the figure of a youth

raised from the dead ; that of an old man with a head

like a satyr's. Two groups not far apart may be used as

studies of his various power and fancy. The first, of two

witches loosely draped, not of the great age common to

their kind ; one stirs and feeds the fire under a caldron

of antique fiisliion and pagan device ; one turns away

with a hard dull smile showing all her wolfish teeth.

The second, of a tuft of marsh-lilies midway on a steep

and bare hill-side ; luider them, where the leaves and

moistened earth are cool from the hidden well-head, a

nymph lies deeply asleep ; Cupid, leaning and laughing

over her with a clear and crafty face, presses one hand

upon her bosom while the other draws out an arrow.

The design is full of fresh beauty, a sense of light and

wind and fragrant high-lying land. A Virgin with veil

bound up is among the gracefullest and purest of his

many studies in that kind. Here also is a sketch for the

single figure of Venus, seemingly the one sold in England

in 1863, with no girdle of roses round the flanks ; not the

lovelier or likelier Venus of the two. Another careful

satyr-like head suggests the suppressed leaning to gro-
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tesque invennon and hunger after heathen liberly vdiich

break out u-henever this artist is released ftx>m the mill-

Iioise round erf mythologic viiginity and sacred child-

hood : in which at all times he woiked with such singular

grace and such ingenuity of pathetic device. A sample

of his religious manner is the kneeling angel with parted

Ups and soft fair &ce ; another, the figure of St John

wiaj^ed in skins. Among the unregistered designs here

is (me;, evidendy a study iix the male figure in Botticelli's

beautiftil and battered picture of Sjuing ; beautiftd for all

iis qnaintness, pallor, and deformities. The sketched

figure is slightly made, with curling hair, and one hand

resting by the hip ; the tiee to which in the picture he

turns and reaches siter fruit is not here given. Among
otheis which may beloiig to this painter is the sketch oi

a heavy beardless mask, widi &t r^ular features, round

chin, and open lips ; an older &ce, three-quarters seoi,

with a sick and weary look in the Ups, with eyes and

cheeks de|xessed \ a child's head, laige, sharp though

round, studied evidently and cardii3y fiom the life ; the

mouth curved, with long lips ; an old profile, aquihne and

smaO : and a head somewiiat lesemblii^ that of Blake,

bald, but with curling hair on the temples; with pro-

tuberant brow and protrusive undeilip, the chin also

prominenL In all these is the same constant and noble

eficrt to draw vigorously and perfectly, in many the same

&int and almost painfiil grace, wiiich give a distinct

\-alue and a curious chann to ail the works of BotticeBL

The splendid and strong fertility of Filippino Lippi,

unequalled save by that of Benozzo, has here bornemuch
noble fruJL His numerous sketches are ranged in
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difterent rooms, far apart from each other, among various

samples of his own school and time ; and may be noted

at random, single figures and larger groups alike. The
artist had less gift of reproducing physical beauty, less

lyric loveliness of work, less fullness of visible and con-

tagious pleasure in his execution, than his father ; but far

more of variety, of flexible emotion, of inventive enjoy-

ment and indefatigable fancy. From the varied and

vagrant life of the elder these qualities might rather have

been expected to develope in him than in his son ; but

if Lippo is more of a painter, Lippino is more of a

dramatist. To him apparently the sudden varieties and

resources of secular art becoming visible and possible

conveyed and infused into his work a boundless energy

of delight. Much may be traced to his master Botticelli;

more to the force of a truly noble blood inherited from

the monk and nun his parents, glorious above all their

kind for beauty, for courage and genius ; most of all to

the native impulse and pliancy of his talent. From his

teacher we may derive the ambition after new things, the

desire of various and liberal invention, the love of soft

hints and veiled meanings, with something now and then

of the hard types of face and form, the satisfaction appar-

ently found in dry conventional faults, which disfigure

the beauty of Botticelli's own pictures. With these types

however he was not long content ; no faces can be fuller

of a lovely life and brilliant energy than many of Lippino's;

and his father's incomparable sense of beauty could not

but have preserved from grave or continual error even a

son who had not inherited and acquired so many and

such noble powers. It is singular that some of the
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Saltiest and most ^vourite types of his master xca|^»ear

in the late frescoes of lippino which add evei to the

chnrch of Santa Maria NoreOa new giory and beauty.

In those two great pktmes of martyrdom and miracle

tha« are &.ces st^gesthre of overmuch leather and bony

outline, sodi as BottkeOi, in the violent pursuit of realism,

too often aBowed himself to design for the sake of genuine

expression and physical fidelity. Whereas in Lippino s

earlier and greater frescoes at the Carmine thare is no

shortcoming of the kind. A fair sample of die somewhat

lean and Sesliless beauty, worn down it seems by some

sickness or natural trouble rather than by any ascetic or

artificial sorrow, in which Botticelli must have tat^t his

pupil to take pleasure, is here in the veiled head of

Simonetta, thin-faced, with small diarp features, bright

inteit eyes, and rippling hair ; a model, i:: will be remem-

bered, dear to the teacher of lippino. Scarcely less in

the maimer of his master is the ^ure of an ar^el waiting

by a door, or the group of witches and beggars, fuH of a

fierce tumultoous grace. Near these is the strange typical

figure of a wcKnan holding what seems some armorial

l^azon on a scroU in her hand ; her &ce is also thin,

fi«ce, and hesitating : some doubtful evil, some mystery

of a witch's irresolute anger, is half eaqpressed and half

suppressed by hsx featinres and actkxi. K indeed she was

meant simply for the presiding genius of a £imily or some

allegoric spirit about to proclaim their titles, the artist has

contrived to give her rather the aspect of a sorceress who

holds their boose in her hand, a Sidonia ready to destroy

their hope of genaadon by a single spelL E;^)€cially

wiQ she recall tbe hexoine of Meinhold to thosewho have
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seen Mr. E. Burne Jones's nobler drawing of the young

Sidonia wearing a gown whose pattern is of branching

and knotted snakes, black upon the golden stuff ; for the

garment of this witch also is looped up and brooched

with serpents. Not far off is the figure of a youth, tur-

baned, with both hands clasping a staff; his face that

of one suddenly startled; noticeable, as are all these

smaller studies, for graceful and individual character.

Two larger sketches in the same room seem to be either

parts of a single story or dubious and tentative studies

taken while the artist had not made up his mind how to

work and what to work upon. In the one, Cupids dis-

cover a knight sleeping in some dim spell-bound place
;

with soft laughter, with silent feet and swift fingers, they

draw off his araiour and steal away the sword and helmet,

leaving his head bare to the dew and wind of that strange

twilight. In the other division, parted off by a mere rough

line drawn across the paper, a knight armed, and newly-

landed from a ship just inshore, finds a maiden asleep under

the sea-rocks ; in the low sky behind the ship a faint fire of

dawn has risen, and touches the shadowed shore and the

dissolving clouds with growing and hesitating light. The

design was not improbably made for a picture of Bacchus

and Ariadne ; it has the cold and lucid beauty of an older

legend translated and transformed into medieval shape.

More than any others, these painters of the early Floren-

tine school reproduce in their own art the style of thought

and work fiimiliar to a student of Chaucer and his fellows

or pupils. Nymplis have faded into fiiiries, and gods

subsided into men. A curious realism has grown up out

of that very ignorance and perversion whicli seemed as if
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it could not but falsify whatever thing it touched upon.

This study of Fillippino's has all the singular charm of the

reman tic school which remains alike remote from pure

tradition and allegoric invention. The clear form has

gone, the old beauty dropped out of sight ; no freshness

and fervour of new significance has come to supplant it;

no memor)- and no desire has begun to reach back with

studious eyes and reverted hands towards it, as towards

some purer and fuller example of art than any elsewhere

attainable ; but tlie mediieval or romantic form has an

incommunicable charm of its own. False and monstrous

as are the conditions and the local colouring with which

it works, the forms and voices of women and men which

it endeavours to make us see and hear are actually audible

voices and visible forms. Before Chaucer could give us a

Pandarus or a Cressida, all knowledge and memory of the

son of Lycaon and the daughter of Chryses must have

died out, the whole poem coUapsed into romance ; but

far as these may be removed from the true tale and the

true city of Troy, they are not phantoms ; they tread real

earth, and breathe real air, though it be not in Greece or

Troas. Discrowned of epic tradition, dispossessed of

divine descent, they are not yet wholly modem, not yet

degraded and deformed into base and brutish likeness by

the realism and the irony of Shakespeare. Divine they are

no longer, but not as yet merely porcine and vulpine. So

it is with such designs as this Ariadne, if Ariadne it be ;

they belong to the same age, almost to the same instant,

of transition. Two great samples e.xist of this school

among painters : the Birth of Venus by Sandro Botticelli,

the Death of Procris by Piero di Cosimo. Of Filippino's
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sketch the chief charm Hes in a dim Hght of magic morn-

ing mixed with twihght and shed over strange seas and a

charmed shore. No careful and grateful student of this

painter can overlook his special fondness for sea-sides

;

the tenderness and pleasure with which he touches upon

the green opening of their chines or coombs, the clear low

ranges of their rocks. Two admirable pictures in Florence

bear witness to this ; in the Uffizj his great Adoration of

the Magi, where beyond the furthest meadows and behind

the tallest trees far-off downs and cliffs open seaward, and

further yet pure narrow spaces intervene of gracious and

silent sea ; and in the Pitti his small similar landscape of

the Nativity, where adoring angels rain roses after roses

over mother and child ; and outside a close fence of in-

terwoven rose-bushes, the sweet and various land breaks

down to a green clear shore after miles of rocky and

watery field. But that something of the same fondness is

perceptible in Botticelli (especially in the background of

his Venus, and in a very small picture at the Academia

of St. Augustine and the child-angel, where infinite quiet

capes and headlands divide bay from receding bay), it

might be imagined that with the blood of a father who

had roved and laboured perforce by sea Filippino had

inherited some salt relish of the pure wide water and

various shore unknown to the placid inland painters of

his age, content as cattle or sheep with the valley and

the field. To him tlierefore, rather than to Filippo, in

whom this note of preference is not so perceptible, must

on all accounts be assigned the honour—for to either it

must be an additional honour—of having painted the

Holy Family in the Corsini Palace, where children make
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mosc tm. stFSEtge Htstnimenls^ ajDed in ttee bac&gcoandi low

broken va6s& cndose and lereal ciM iiiless and qpiet

reaches rf t&e sea. Tfee cotooar and wsssmss too seem

altogether tbose erf" lippmo.

His finest studr \<gx^ eta. sin^e figmre is in anodier

part of the roo3i ; a beantifal head of a yoath iKUt side-

ways, with curis blown back and eager joyfiil eyes omder

lifted brows an.J eyeJids ; die lips paited with efe^Tnienlt

and TehCTment expression of pleasure ; his dloak is kose;,

bat the eollar dose about the round and splemdSd ooliiiiiini

ofhis throat ; the mouth seems indeed to talk, dae bair

to vibrate, the eyes tO' glittor. Near it is a graop also

noticeable, a boy seated and leacliing oot bodi ams
towards a girl hard by ; ftiDl of ririd geace and actian.

Here too is a long narrow draw mg for an axclMBctDial

fiicade ; in a niche St. Martin and the beggar, wfeo holds

the cloak tor the saint to^ cut ; the de^n is active and

carefoL capable of being put to noble use in firesco or

sculpture- Another slight sketch suffices tO' show tine

power and enjoyment of a great artist ; the buE which

>iiT.!> borne Euro-pa far out into mid-sei, lookiEig hack

with reverted horn and earnest eye, plunges on ahead

throogh a fti^m. swell of obscure and heaving water. Xo
land is in s%ht, and no sky given ; the feint foffl wave ci

outer sea, beyond roHer or breaker, is dimly seen to

sweep and heave in eoatinuQas moving oetliine. A de-

sign apparendy for the story of Phaethon (or more

probably, as I now think, of Hrppolytus) has the sanse

kind of medieval realism as that of .Ariadne ; four hoirses

plunge violendy forward, whirling after them, charioteer

and chariot ; one alone turns backwards his rsnlessi
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in angry liberty ; a man hard by, stafif in hand, warns

eagerly and vainly with hopeless hand and voice. Near

this is a noble figure of Fear ; the spirit or god of this

passion attired in red, with hair loose under a cap lightly

set on ; in his hand a bow without a bow-string ; the

whole form and face violently afraid, terrified even to

passion. In the second room are two other remarkable

studies assigned to Filippino ; one of a woman with low

fat eyelids, round bare forehead, and cheeks with the hair

drawn well off, and a short strained throat. The other,

a composition of three figures ; one, with a cap half

covering his curls, seems to remonstrate ; one, turning

away, rests his foot sideways on a stool, showing the sole;

a tliird, with face and left arm raised together, grasps a

stool in his right hand. The story or the sense of this

design may be conjectured by those who have time or

taste for such guesswork.

The studies by Paolo Uccello give proof in tlie main

rather of his laborious care and devout desire to work

well than of his rare and vigorous fancy. Separate heads

and figures of his drawing recur in more than one division
;

one at least is worth a second look ; an ancient close-

capped head, with the ear bent up as by continuous

pressure upon it of knight's helmet or citizen's bonnet
;

the eye bright, and the neck thick ; the mouth, with

under-lip thrust out, expressive of a sick and scornful

fatigue ; a portrait seemingly of some one overworked

by thoughtfiil or active life ; an old man of great strength

now wearing weak. Other figures, less suggestive, are

not less vigorous in design : studies of men wrestling and

sleciiing, and two or three of a boy wrought evidently
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after the same model, various in grace of attitude : now

sitting and now kneeling, and again seen from behind

leaning on a spear, holding one foot with his hand, the

full drapeiy drawn widi skill and labour. Among other

such academic studies we may notice that of a naked

man, bony and sinewy in build of figure, seated on a

narrow chair and holding out at aim's length a spear or

stafil The woman resting against another chair is

singularly beautiful for an artist who seems oftener to

have painted men and animak in scenes of war or labour.

Two other women are sitting near ; another drawing of

the same man shows him sitting on the ground and clasp-

ing his knees. There is yet another study of wresders,

one lifting the other back to back with a violent grace <rf

action. In a small drawing of a boy watching some

beast feed, which may be a rabbit or not, the boy's head

recalls a noticeable head by Benozzo in die group of

singing angels near the altar of the Riccardi chapel ; a

head full-curled, open-mouthed, showing the teeth bare

;

suddenly recalling the more grotesque manner of Blake

in the midst ^ those &ir smooth &ces of serene and

joyous angels. Two more of these sketches may here

be set down : one of a child, swift and slig^ ; one oi the

Moorish king Balthazar bearing his gifts for ChrisL All

these, however graceful and good, are amply sketched for

the sake of such draperies and postures ; elsewhere the

man's strong &nc)- and freshness of invention stand more

\Tsibly forward. His finest sketch here given is a design

which recalls Chaucer's tale <rf" three robbos, who seek-

ing for Death to slay him are directed by an old man to

a field where lies a great heap of treasure ; the two elder
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send the youngest for wine that they may drink together

to their good kick, and when left alone devise to slay him

on his return and share the spoil ; meantime he buys

them poison for wine, being mindful of past violences,

and covetous as they of the treasure ; he returning is

stabbed, and his murderers drink and die ; and thus all

three overtake the Death they sought. In this drawing of

Paolo's three men lie dead in a wide woody field ; the

youngest in front, turned half over on his face as one

who has died hard ; the two others rigid and supine, with

faces upturned to the bleak heaven, as men slain by

sudden judgment. The rare trees growing in this fatal

field of blood, a barren and storm-swept Aceldama, are

bare of limb and worried with wind, blown out of shape

and vexed with violent air ; not a bird or beast has here

place to feed or sing, but a grey and drifted roof of cloud

leaves dark the shaken grass and haggard trees.

Piero di Cosimo has not here more than three or four

drawings ; not however mere studies after models, but

compositions marked with the strong romantic invention,

the subtle questionable grace, which more or less dis-

tinguish at all times from his fellows the painter of Procris

and Andromeda. Here the sacred dove is seen poising

over the heads of children at prayer, two holding an open

book, others bearing lilies ; a design full of the pure blind

pleasure of worship. There a saint enters the desolate

Thebaid with almost smiling face, the smile controlled

by sadness and the sadness lighted by a smile ; he is

high up already in the waste land, fiill of storms and

streams ; the pine and the poplar are wasted with wind,

the ground covered as with stones of stumbling and rocks
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of oflfence ; only higher yet on a ledge of the hill-side

under lee of the pine-wood a hermit's cottage hangs over

the one barren path that winds among bleak spaces and

windy solitudes. No modem realist has excelled in

quaint homeliness of de\-ice Piero's study of a Nativity.

The sacred group of mother, child, and angel is gathered

together in a farm-house room ; of this group the angel

supporting the new-bom child in his arms is the most

graceful figure : the ox looking on has an air of amuse-

ment, not of the reverence improper to bmte natiu-e;

amused possibly at the lodging chosen for it by an artist

whose neglect of the traditional manger is a sample of

his eccentric scorn of traditions. The window of this

room looks out on a low land at svmrise, coldly lighted

by the clear level moming new-bom with the birth of

Christ The subject of another study I have not guessed

at Before a judge in roxmd cap and eastern robe stands

a girl averting her eyes from a Jew-faced man with silk

sash and high hat, who is in act (it seems) to draw a

dagger from his sleeve ; her expression that of a dis-

dainful desire for death rather than shame : to her on the

other hand a plumed knight seems eagerly to appeal ; his

face is distinct in character, with small sharp upper lip

and large chin. The girl may be a martjT standing before

her judge for her faith's sake, between the lover she re-

noimces and the traitor she abhors ; or the subject may

be simply taken in full from some mediaeval legend of

adventurous constancy : it is assmedly graceful and \"ital

as a piece of work.

There are a few designs of either Pollajuolo ; by

Piero, a fine head, wrinkled and sullen; a youth with

z
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clasped hands in grinning agony of fear, the lips con-

vulsed and sharpened by the rapid spasm ; by Antonio,

an angel's or virgin's head, over-sweetened into a look of

dulcet devotion, but graceful in its fashion ; a lady lightly

veiled and sharply smiling, with ringlets on the neck and

the main mass of hair plaited up behind
;
groups of

saints and virtues, chief among them Justice and Pru-

dence with serpents emblematic of wisdom ; a fight of

Centaurs and Lapith?e; male studies, possibly for his

picture of St. Sebastian in the National Gallery ; one in

half-length stripped naked and seeming to appeal, and

one of ruffianly feature looking upwards as though after

the flight of his arrow; and a singular allegoric design,

in which Fortune from a platform shakes gold into the

hands of an infant, borne in the arms of a man weeping

aloud and violently, while another child clings to his leg
;

a winged boy leaning on a bar looks up to the group and

laughs ; his light glad spiritual scorn, the blind bright

indifference of the goddess who gives and the infant who

receives gold, the loud agony of the grown man on whom,

though bearing in his very hands the chosen of fortune,

no flake of the golden rain has fallen ; the helpless

adherence of the slighted older child ; all these are

touched with rough suggestive rapidity, and share with

many others the chief charm of these studies ; that gift,

namely,, which they give us, of ability to see for a little

the passage of swift thoughts and flying fancies across

fruitful minds of masters whose daily work was cut out

something too much on one pattern, exclusive therefore

of new device and mobile invention. Near this is what

seems a [)ortrait-drawing of a boy seated, thinking hard,

unhandsome, with long mouth, powerful and grave.
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Like others of the minor masters, Alessio Baldo-

vinetti shows here more capacity of thought aad work in

slight studies th^-in in large pictures, where his totidi is

thin and his work sterile. His Deposition fix)m the

Cross is fine enough to surprise at first sight, firesh and

not feeble, inventive even, as in the action of the boy

assisting. Another group by the same hand is forcible

and expressive : two men, with faces full of busy passion,

meet and exchange rapid looks ; the one with hands

clasped, the other about to moxmt a step on which his

foot already rests, with elbow on knee and cheek on

hand ; hard by waits an attendant with a short pike, and

near hfm a torturer or hangman, with the tools of his

trade. This design is probably a sketch to be woriced up

in some picture of martyrdom ; its dramatic and distinct

intention strikes and attracts at once. By Taddeo Gaddi

is a noticeable drawing of the meeting of Elizabeth and

-.lory; noticeable mainly for its background of rocky

barren highland, with lean trees risii^ behind the low

quaint house whence the elder woman has come forth in

glad reverence and eager welcome. Of Mantegna thet?

are but few samples, grouped mainly with those of

Botticelli near the entrance of the first room ; a design

of the final death-grapple of .\ntaeus with Hercules ; one

of Judith attended by two maids ; a mask as of one

just awakened after death in hell, fierce with perpetual

tear and violent with immortal despair ; a young giri

gathering up her dress and looking back, her old nurse

near at hand—a Juliet as it were before the advent of

passion ; a youth raised firom the dead, in whom mira-

culous life leaps back into a face fiiU of dawning wonder

z 2
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and departing heaviness; an old man satyr-headed; a

kneeling Virgin, recalling to modern eyes the earliest

pictures of Mr. Rossetti—a type of clear holiness and

grave beauty. Of Francia there is one example, pretty

enough if also petty ; a Virgin and Child among flowering

rose-beds. Of Benozzo Gozzoli there is merely a double

group of angels and pilgrims, not of course without

interest for those who would follow in any way of work

the trace of this Chaucer of painting ; but not so full of

labour and of life as they might hope, who had seen the

cartoon at Pisa for his lost fresco of Solomon and the

Queen of Sheba, and felt there as always the fruitful

variety and vigour of his sleepless and joyous genius.

By Ghirlandajo there is a veiled Virgin of straight and

sad profile; by Masolino, a sketch of boys disputing, and

a woman with chaplet in hand ; by some pseudo-Giotto

or Giottino, a Saint Cecilia at a piano-like organ, with a

dog roughly sketched—curious and worth a look ; by

Pesello, a Virgin seated between Christ and St. John, an

arm passed round either child ; their heads are merely

sketched ; her face, under a light veil of loose hair, has a

look at once pained and smiling. By Pesellino there are

some fine studies of single figures, worth notice rather

than comment. Of Masaccio there is here less than

might be hoped ; a few single figures, and one sketch of

a crowd, strong but slight, and to which only the name

appended draws immediate attention. By Lorenzo di

Credi there is an elaborate study of a kneeling saint with

huge fan-shaj^ed beard.

In the same room, as elsewhere, are many sketches

by hands unknown. Among these are several full of
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vaiioas power and fine mrcntioo. A few only can here

be noticed at random ; as these : a man's head, thiee-

quaitos seen, with stm^ biows well apart, lips cqien and

smnewhat narrow, finn flattish nose and short ned^ ; a

gill seen from bdiind, with hnddled clothes and anns

violendy lifted ; stndies ofIx^ by die same hand, s<wae

sitting one kneeling tm a stool, one holding his foot

;

and again, diSeient frtxn diis, a naked boy widi foot

woonded by a duHn ; exquisite, and not copied from the

statue ; bat foil ^ grace and £ur life. Ekewheie, also

nnassigiied, is a vigorous drawmg vi. a uKHik's head with

cowi fim^ bacJc : a laiger design (tf the Virgin and certain

saints adoiii^ the OHpse of Chiist in a wilderness whexe

grow the pahns of martyrdom ; bi off by the reatfy grave

an ai^id watches in wait ; on a remote hill three dim

crosses rise scarcely into %fat; and in anodier line of

distance a city is seen, and bays of sea on a Taryii^

shore. To this is appended a note statn^ that the

owner in 143S,* "had it from a painter in the B(Mgo San

Sepokro, named Pietra"

By die sculptor Ghibeiti diere is a study ix a statne

in the shrine c^a virgin saint ; die stands g^onfied in the

grace and state cS. delicate work, widi hairdrawn npwaids

round the head.

By Sinxme Memmi there is a finished drawing ia

three divisions, as dioogh for a triptych ; first die sh^>-

I I 2m Doe ctxtaia 'sdiether this be not rather ilie daze of die

peinter s biith ; the dx^ cf the mfcmth b aikkd, I think the I2th or

I3di of March, bot cannot be sme that mj hastj oanscrqit was

accoiate or complete. Of the voids gnren in the text there b no
doubt.
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herds awakened by a sudden sound of descending angels;

then the Nativity, then the Crucifixion, with a guard of

amied knights about the cross. There is no other sample

of early Sienese work, and but one later drawing of a

Sienese artist.

Of the Venetians, early or late, there is ample and

splendid witness even in these slighter things how

supreme was their power upon all forms of beauty. The

drawings of Titian and Giorgione are indeed the chief

decorations of the place. Among the earlier of their

famous men there is a sketch by Gentile Bellini, of a

procession with lighted candles through a square with a

central well. The great painter of sacred feasts and

triumphal crowds has left one minor and separate study :

a youth reclining, who leans against a tree, his head

crowned with rich and rippling hair. Of such studies.

there are many by his greater brother ; one in red chalk,

a lank-haired aquiline head; a group of monks, one

kneeling as reproved, with a face of stupid shame ; the

reprover, an erect ascetic figure, stands over him with

features sharpened for rebuke ; two others look on, sly

and frightened. By Giovanni too there is a procession
;

the crowd swarms deep in street and loggia, under roof

and abroad. Near this is a sketch of a poet crowned

with broad leaves of laurel, his back turned. In Bellini's

chiaroscuro drawing of the "Burial of Christ" (No. 581 in

the Uffizj Catalogue) there reappears as Nicodemus or

Joseph of Arimathea a head here separately sketched ; a

head rather aging than aged, turbaned, with double tuft

of moustache, and whiskers meeting under the chin ; with

strong mouth and glancing eyes. Tliere is also a draw-
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ing bf die master of hfmsrf^ dcHie ia red dialk: die

ttciMililiil gFare face^ sweet 2nd stroi^ fixll of gnice and

llioiiglit, is hard to mistake or to Ing^
The de?%ns of Caipacdo lecall not kss dian diese

die paiiiteT''s habit ofmind and wodL By him there is z

diawu^ of two hrodKxs^ one w^ swocd \if ade and

wealing deep boots, one dodied in a fiill civic gown widi

round baBs Tm^iiig down it by waj of frmge, both with

spms on dieir heeK Onedes^ xaaj bea^xtdi %cx

his Piesentatiaa of die Yizgin : here in die Piazaetta of

Yeoice a priest recdres a kneeiii^ ^dcL Theie are

sketches besides of bags, dL priests and nuns ; a dog-

headed rhmaria with a fiogment <rf^ sword stocJ: in its

nerk, the kn^t about to deqatcfa it with the haft ; a

crowd widi horses and trmnpets filling the PiazEaof

St. Mark, here altened in propcHcti<His, bot not die less

recognisabie ; bodies of faQ-deeved aims and hands

—

(»ie bearii^ kejs» one a book, one an ap(de, and so

forth—stndioQsij wrou^t and varied ; a head that n^^ht

wdl serve for Siykxi's, the typicil Tew of Venice, widi a

fece of keen and v^oroos cmeltv ; a reading priest, wrtfa

iKoad beard shaped like an qpen £ui.

Bat die desfgns k£ Titian and GioKgioQe are moie

precioas and wcaidatfal than diese. From his sketdies

alone it m^it be evident that Titian was die chief of all

landscape painters. The pncdess sanies of his wc^
here exhibited donand long and knii^ stndy from those

who desire to estimate them ari^t. They are fredter

than the merest suggestions, more pofect than the most

finished elaboratioDs dL odier Tw^m, It is not by intd.-

lectoal we^t or imaginative significance that diese
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Venetians are so great. That praise is the proper

apanage of the Milanese and the Roman schools—of

Michel Angelo and Leonardo. Those had more of

thought and fancy, of meaning and motive. But since

the Greek sculptors there was never a race of artists so

humbly and so wholly devoted to the worship of beauty.

This was enough for them ; and for no other workmen.

First among these pen-and-ink landscapes of Titian

is one which gives us in full outline the likeness of a high

hill, rising over a fort; before and beyond it a wild length

of broken land expands and undulates, clothed with all

manner of trees in full beauty of blossom and leaf,

haunted by flying and settling birds. Next to this we
find a sudden sunny bank in the dim depth of a wood,

with a wolf at watch and a rabbit at wait. Next, a bay

deeply wooded to the verge of the soft sea, with low

rocks far off under the wash of the tender water. The
fourth design is traversed by a river, which curves rapidly

and roughly round the sudden steep of a broken bank,

fringed with wild herbage and foliage of untrimmed and

windy growth ; in front, where the wide water elbows its

way round a corner of grassy land, a little child is

embracing a lamb, witli fat strenuous arms and intent

face; hard by is the stump of a felled tree, well-nigh

buried in rank overgrowth of deep wild grass ; beyond

this the rising towers of a city watered by the further

stream, and a remote church seen among tall slim stems

of trees. Next to this we find a city set among the

sloi)ing folds of a hill-country ; full in front of the design

are two firs, rigidly clipped and pared up to the topmost

tuft; on a rise of ground beyond tliese a small close
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wood, crowning as with native plumes the head of the

slanting land ; in the middle valley are sheep at pasture
;

and the wooded slopes, warm with summer and sweet at

once with life and sleep, bend and flow either way in

fruitful repose, shaped like waves of the sea after a wind,

that seem at once to move and to rest, to change and to

remain.

Next, a sudden nook or comer of high-lying land in

some wild wood, opening at the skirt upon a fresh waste

ground, a place of broken banks fringed and feathered

with thick grasses full of the \\ind and the sun ; to the

right, a land of higher hills, \A\h a city framed and

radiant among them. Then comes another such comer

of woodland, rocky, strewn with stones curiously notched

and veined ; and here too infinite summer hills open and

recede and melt into further and nearer forms in solid

undulation ^vithout change, billows of the inland cro^^^^ed

not wdth foam but with grass, and clothed with trees, not

moulded out of mutable water.

Other work of Titian is here besides these seven

finished sketches ; slighter work, and not in the line of

landscape. There is a vision of Virgin and Child

appearing in a Thebaid desert to some saint—Anthony

apparently, as the typical swine's snout obtrudes itself

with a quaint innocent bestial expression. Note also a

lovely and \-igorous group of Cupids grappling in play

with a great hound, which all they can hardly overset

;

the eager laughing labour of the bare-limbed boys and

the gravely gamesome resistance of the beast are things

to see and remember, as given by the great master.

There are studies too for the famous picture of St. Peter
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Martyr ; there is a head h'ke Michel Angelo's Brutus,

with large broad nose.

In samples of Giorgione's work the collection is not

less rich. Sixteen sketches and studies, variously

finished, bear witness for him. First, a most noble male

profile, with blunt nose, mouth fretted, and hard cheek

;

a strong man weary, with tough spirit growing tired too.

Unlike this, a large priestly head, loose about the jaw,

firm in the upper part ; with a long mouth like a slit ; by

no means unlike the recognisable head of Alexander VI.

;

on the medals of the great Borgia you see just such a

strong brow of statecraft, such a resolute eye, such a

heavy lax lustful under-face. Next, three heads to-

gether ; the first may be boy's or girl's, having in it the

delicious doubt of ungrown beauty, pausing at the point

where the ways of loveliness divide ; we may give it the

typical strawberry flower {Fragoleita) and leave it to the

Loves ; the second is a priest's, wearing a skull-cap, and

very like the middle musician of the three in Giorgione's

divine picture in the Pitti ; the third an old man's head,

cowled and bearded. Next a girl with a book of music ;

many bend over her ; two faces to the right are specially

worth notice ; a youth of that exquisite Venetian beauty

which in all these painters lifts male and female together

on an equal level of loveliness ; and an older head near

him, stamped with scorn as with a brand. Next, and

slightly wrought, on a raised couch or step of a palace,

a group of revellers embracing and gazing outward ;

one leans round a girl to read with her from some

joyous book. Next, a full foce, wasted by time or

thought or pleasure, with a clear sardonic look left
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in it ; next, a dose-cnried imperial head ; next, a gather-

ing of counseDois, a smile on their chief man's &ce^

Then a very noble naked study from behind ; a figme

planted with knees apart as if bestriding, with strained

back and muscles leaping, with curlj Herculean hair

;

naked down to the thighs, th^i draped, but finished (Hily^

to one knee. Next, one of the most perfect <rf" these

studies, a sopeib head of one in pain, the &ce drawn and

not dis^nred by su£fering. Next, an io&nt covering its^

mouth with its hand in a lifelike and gracious gesture.

Next, in a Thebaid, a skin-dad saint sinking as in swoon,

all but sunken already through &sdng or trance ; on the

same papa: are studies <^ hands and feet. Then a

\Tigin and Child, with an old man kneeling ; then the

figure of a youth seemingly made ready for torture, a feir

and brave martyr's fece ; this and the next are figures

about two-thirds or three-fourths of the length of the

whole The next I take to be a design for Lucretia ; a

naked woman, loose-haired, with the 1^ arm raised, and

with the right hand setting as it seems a dagger under

the rig^t breast : on the wall by ho" is an escutcheon,

which may indicate, if it be a serious part of the design,

s(Mne later suicide than the Roman matron's ; it matters

litde to the interest of the study. Apart from these is a

sketch of some pagan feast, with t(»ndilight and blast of

trumpets ; several figures and &ces are noticeable here

:

a youth &llen on his knees ; a boyish torch-bearer, with

blown che^s and subtle sharp-edged eyes .: the head of

a boy iniio rests his hand on the shoulder of another ; a

&ce seen behind, with rounded mouth and blowing hair

:

the whole design proftise of interest and invention. In
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these light sketches, or even in these rough notes, the

vivacity and warm strength as of sunlight which dis-

tinguish the painter's imagination are traceable. With all

the deep sweet tragic colour, the divine oppression of a

delight whose eyes grow sorrowful with past thought and

future dream—" large discourse, looking before and after;

"

with all the pathos of pleasure never translated as in his

pictures but once, in Keats's Ode to Melancholy ; the

adorable genius of Giorgione, like the beautiful mouth of

Chaucer's mistress, is always "most glad and sad."

By Paolo Veronese there is one design of a feast

disturbed and breaking up ; in one corner the figure of

an old man ; a girl sinking at his feet clasps him by the

ancle. In front of course is a dog, and sidelong from

under the table-cloth a dog's head peers with the bright-

eyed caution of its kind ; the whole design has interest

and character. Unluckily for the affectionate students

of Bonifazio, there is but one slight sketch by that master

of all gracious and pleasant beauty; as the subject is

music-making, it might have been finished into a nobly

delightful piece of work, and significant of his love of

sweet sound and fair form met together and made one

in the sight of art. Of Tintoretto there is not much
arranged and framed above-stairs : a Doge in his quaint

buttoned robe ; a study of a knight's lance and helmet

held by his page—Gattamelata's, as I thought at first, a

design for the great portrait, but it seems doubtful. A
more important design is one, very noble and impressive

in sentiment, of the Deposition of Christ; the body is

carried off through a steep and strait gorge between

rocky hills below Calvary ; the Virgin has fallen in utter
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smwn. Tbere is also a small oval-&ced %iire <^ a ghl

at prater; anda noUe design of four angdlsnishnig down

to jod^ment, widi TicJent vii^ and Uowii^ tnnnpets

tliat bebaj tbe artist; tlieir fierce flight and thunder

of sonmKHiii^ sound have roused the dead abeadj;

some are {Heci|Mtated heSnaid, s(nne aspire as cm sudden

wii^; three newlf roused sit still and gaze upfvaxd.

Again, a naked wranan startled in bed by the advent of

a vifedi with c^ and txoom. In the lower looms, anM»i«r

the unr^;istered masses <^ des^ns, I saw a huge port-

fidio dammed with roo^ figure-sketches by TmttHetto,

in his broad gigantic manner, but too sl^t to be of airf

desaiplive interest, thon^ to him they doubdess had

liiexr use and might have the like to an artist who should

now care to study than.

Ass^;ned to Ka&elle is a ^etch in pen-and-ink d[

a caTakade passing a seapcHt town, recognisable as die

first design for one <^ the great series at Siena iiq>re-

senting the life ^ j£neas Sylvius, in which Ra&dle is

supposed to hare assisted Pintniiodiia The name of

''Messer IKmienicho da Capxanicfaa* (the Cardinal) is

scribUed (Hi die diawii^ itsdf; and die cnnpositifHi is

{xeO^ much that of die fiesco; the hoxses turn at the

same prant, the groups are masied and the line <rf'haiboar

sbown in the same manner. By Giulio Romano diere

are two des^ns for Circe : in (»e die soaroeress lets down

an um among her transfonned beasts, holdii^ it may be

scHne strange ibod or fiime of magic drugs ; among diem

are two griffins and an eag^e. In the other design she

k in the act iA transfixmaticHi, an incaznaie s(»ceiy ; two

men yet undegraded are already confounded and lost
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with their fallen fellows. Another careful sketch is that

of Dsedalus building up the hollow wooden cow for

Pasiphae; the strange machine is well-nigh perfect; a

whole troop of Loves lend helping hands to the work,

sawing wood, whetting steel, doing all manner ofcarpentry,

with light feet and laughing faces full of their mother's

mirth.

Of Sodoma, again, there is but one example; it may

be that Vasari's well-known and memorable ill-will to-

wards the great Sienese excluded others from his collec-

tion, if indeed this one came from thence. It is a beautiful

and elaborate drawing, partly coloured ; a boy with full

wavy curls, crowned with leaves, wearing a red dress

banded with gold and black and fringed with . speckled

fur ; the large bright eyes and glad fresh lips animate the

beauty of the face ; Razzi * never painted a fairer, full

as his works are of fair forms and faces.

I may here, as well as anywhere else among these

disconnected notes, turn to the samples of German work

in this collection; to the sketches of Durer, Holbein,

and Mabuse, which have found favour in Italian eyes.

Two studies of the Passion by Burer are noticeable; in

this Christ is bearing the cross, in that sinking under it

;

the jjress of the crowd, the fashion of the portcullis, recall

the birthplace and the habit of the master. From his

hand we have also secular and allegoric sketches ; one

a design for the famous figure of Fortune ; an old man's

' Bazzi, as the last Sienese guide-book will needs have him

called ; Razzi or Bazzi, .Sodoma or Sodona, tlie name of St.

Catherine's great painter seems doomed to remain a riddle. Happily

the beauty of his work is no such open (question, so that the name
matters little enough.
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head with heavy lips and nose, a collar tied loose round

the large throat; another head, bearded and supine;

slight studies of man and horse and child; a Deposition

of Christ, and a Bvuial, with fine realistic landscape hard

by the city walls ; a man beheading a woman, who in

the act grasps hard the doomed head with his unarmed

left hand. By Mabuse there is a quaint horror in the

way of martjTolog}- ; the boiling of some saint in a vessel

like a kitchen-pot, while one tormentor scalds his head

with water or oil or molten metal out of a little bucket

at the end of a pole. Mabuse in his sketches has revelled

in the ways and works of hangmen, seen in a grim

broad light of German laughter; their quaint gestures

and quaint implements have a ludicrous and bloody

look ; obser\'e another pot with rings round it, ominous

imd simple in make, and the boy staring with sfrained

eyes. These fine sharp caricatures of tortiners might

serve a modem eye as studies for Henriet Cousin of

" Xotre-Dame de Paris " or Master Hansen of " Sidonia ;

"

there is a stupid funereal fun in the brute mechanism of

their aspect. He has also a really fine drawing of a

saint stepping into his own grave, made ready in a chapel

before the altar. Martin Schongauer too has left a good

female head with ample hair, and a strong hard design

of a knight and devil in deadly grapple. A head after

Holbein is unmistakeable ; the hair is thick, the chin

long, the fine lips firetted and been. Not far off is the

only waif of Spanish art I find here ; a head sketched in

chalk by Velasquez, with large eyes and red lips^ the

upper lip thin.

I turn back to Florence for my last note ; to one of
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her dearest and noblest names, reserved with love for

this last place. With the majestic and the tragic things

of art we began, at the landmarks set by Leonardo and

Michel Angelo ; and are come now, not quite at random,

to the lyric and elegiac loveliness of Andrea del Sarto.

To praise him would need sweeter and purer speech than

this of ours. His art is to me as the Tuscan April in

its temperate days, fresh and tender and clear, but lulled

and kindled by such air and light as fills the life of the

growing year with fire. At Florence only can one trace

and tell how great a painter and how various he was.

There only but surely there can the influence and pressure

of the things of time on his immortal spirit be understood

;

how much of him was killed or changed, how much of

him could not be. There are the first-fruits of his

flowering manhood, when the bright and buoyant genius

in him had free play and large delight in its handiwork
;

when the fresh interest of invention was still his, and the

dramatic sense, the pleasure in the play of life, the power

of motion and variety ; before the old strength of sight

and of flight had passed from weary wing and clouding

eye, the old pride and energy of enjoyment had gone out

of hand and heart. How the change fell upon him, and

how it wrought, any one may see who compares his later

with his earlier work ; with the series, for instance, of

outlines rei)resenting the story of St. John Baptist in the

desolate little cloister of Lo Scalzo. In these mural

designs there is such exultation and exuberance of young

power, of fresh passion and imagination, that only by the

innate grace can one recognise the hand of the master

whom hitherto we knew by the works of his after life,
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wfiai tibe gift ofgrace bad strrviTed the gift of invention.

THs and aH other gifts it did sorvive ; aH pleasure of I^
and power of mind, aH the conscience of the mn.n, his

win, Ms character, he troables, his tritnnphs, his sin and

honour, heart-break and shame. All these his rharm of

touch, his sweetness of execution, his '~ Elysian. beauty,

melancholj grace," outSved, and blossomed m their dosL

Tom from that cloistral series to those lata" pictures

painted when he was '^ fkukless ' and nothing more ; and

seeing all the growth and all the gain, all the change and

ail the loss, one to whom the record was unknown would

feel and foreknow his story and his sorrow. In the

cloister, what hie and ftiUness of growing and strengthoi-

ing gaiius, what joyous sense of its growth and die fenr

field before it, what dramauc delight in character and

action! where Sl John preaches in the wilderness and

the few first listaiCTs are gathered together at his feet,

':!d people and poor, soul-stricken, silent—^women widi

worn snU &.ces, and a spirit in their tired aged eyes th;tt

feeds heartily and hungrily on hs words—aE the haggard

fanereal group filled from the fountain of his £iith with

gradual fire and white-heat of soul ; or where Salome

dances before Harod, an incarnate figure of muac, grave

and gracefiiL li^t and ^d, the song of a bird made

fiesh, with perfect poise of her sweet slight body fix)m

the maiden face to the melodious feet ; no tyrannous or

rreacherous goddess of deadly beauty, but a simple

^.-irgin, with the cold charm of girlhood and the mobile

charm of childhood ; as indrfierent and innocent when she

stands before Harodias and when she receives the severed

head of John with her slender and steady hands ; a pure
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bright animal, knowing nothing of man, and of Hfe nothing

but instinct and motion. In her mother's mature and

conscious beauty there is visible the voluptuous will of a

harlot and a queen ; but, for herself, she has neither malice

nor pity ; her beauty is a maiden force of nature, capable

of bloodshed without bloodguiltiness ; the king hangs upon

the music of her movement, the rhythm, of leaping life in

her fair fleet limbs, as one who listens to a tune, subdued

by the rapture of sound, absorbed in purity of passion.

I know not where the subject has been touched with

such fine and keen imagination as here. The time came

when another than Salome was to dance before the eyes

of the painter ; and she required of him the head of no

man, but his own soul ; and he paid the forfeit into her

hands. With the coming of that time upon him came

the change upon his heart and hand ;
" the work of an

imperious whorish woman." Those words, set by the

prophet as a brand upon the fallen forehead of the chosen

bride, come back to mind as one studies in her husband's

pictures the full calm lineaments, the large and serene

beauty of Lucrezia del Fede ; a predominant and placid

beauty, placid and implacable, not to be pleaded with

or fought against. Voluptuous always and slothful,

subtle at times no doubt and sweet beyond measure, full

of heavy beauty and warm slow grace, her features bear

no sign of possible love or conscience. Seen side by

side with his clear sad face, hers tells more of the story

than any written record, even though two poets of our

age have taken it up. In the feverish and feeble melo-

drama of Alfred de Mussct there is no touch of tragedy,

hardly a shadow of passionate and piteous truth ; in Mr.
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Browning's noblest poem—his noblest it seems to me—
the whole tragedy is distilled into the right words, the

whole man raised up and reclothed with flesh. One

point only is but lightly touched upon—missed it could

not be by an eye so sharp and skilful—the effect upon

his art of the poisonous solvent of love. How his life

was corroded by it and his soul burnt into dead ashes,

we are shown in full ; but we are not shown in full what

as a painter he was before, Avhat as a painter he might

have been without it. This is what I think the works of

his youth and age, seen near together as at Florence,

make manifest to any loving and studious eye. In those

latter works, the inevitable and fatal figure of the woman

recurs with little diversity or change. She has grown

into his art, and made it even as herself; rich, mono-

tonous in beauty, calm, complete, without heart or spirit.

But his has not been always the " low-pulsed forthright

craftsman's hand " it was then. He had started on his

way towards another goal than that. Nothing now is

left him to live for but his faultless hand and her faultless

face—still and full, suggestive of no change in the steady

deep-lidded eyes and heavy lovely lips A\athout love or

pudency or pity. Here among his sketches we find it

again and ever again the same, crowned and clothed only

with the glory and the joy and the majesty of the flesh.

When the luxurious and subtle sense which serves the

woman for a soul looks forth and speaks plainest from

those eyes and lips, she is sovereign and stately still

;

there is in her beauty nothing common or unclean. We
cannot but see her for what she is ; but her majestic face

makes no appeal for homage or forgiveness. Above
A A 2
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stairs and below I saw many of Andrea's studies of

figure ; first, a sketch of Lucrezia seated with legs bare,

perfect in shapeliness and state ; in a larger drawing she

is naked, and holds a child ; sitting, as I presume, for

the appropriate part of the Virgin. There is another and

most beautiful drawing on yellow paper, which gives her

full face in all its glory of form without a fault—not

heavenly, but adorable as heaven. His sketches of

landscape and studies of children are lovely and many

;

round-limbed babies in red-chalk outline, with full-blown

laughter in their mouths and eyes ; such flowers of flesh

and live fruits of man as only a great love and liking for

new-born children could have helped him to render.

The wonderful and beautiful make of limb and feature,

the lovely lines and warm curves of the little form, are

so tenderly and fully made the most of and caressed as

with mother's hands, that here as in his portrait you can

tell at once his fondness for them. His sad and sensi-

tive smiling face has the look of a lover of children

;

the quiet and queenly beauty of his wife has not. One

superb boy-baby (in Sidney's phrase, a " heavenly fool

with most kiss-worthy face ") attempting to embrace his

round fat knees with his fat round arms, and laughing

Aviih delight in the difiiculty, is a more triumphant child

than ever painter drew before or since. A sketch of a

castle with outlying lodge is marked as " begun on the

twentieth of August, 1527." Among other studies is one

of a cavalry skirmish among the rounded and rising

downs of a high hill-country, with a churcli and castle

at hand. Among the figure drawings I took note of

these : a portrait in profile of a man still young, ill-
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fevoured and sullen, with sinewy neck and cruel eye,

with snub nose and thick thrust-out hps—a portrait it

deariy is, and whose it would be worth while to know,

so careful has the artist been to reproduce the native

stamp of aspect ; a naked youth, with aims doubled up

TOimd the ned:, leaning aslant on a sta£^ with TuSed

hair and a set £ice; a noble head, like Nero's, in red

dialk, with hair blown loose and rou^ by the wind ; a

boy's figure on a step of some entrance, drawing the

curtain cA a tent, with lo<»e ribbons at the shoulder, and

with a curling plmne of hair ; a slender figure, thin and

giacefiil, the face smiling, but drawn and fixed; the

fierce aquiline head of a prophet or aposde, with upper

lip thiimer than the under. These complete my roll,

and conclude these notes. They might have been fiiller

and more orderiy, but could never have had any value

other than that c^ a clear and genuine impression.

Transcribed at stray times from the roughest memorial

jottings, they may claim to give this at least I close

as I b^an them with a hope that they may perh^>s, in

de&olt of a better handbook, afford some chance help

to a casual student of such undassed relics of the old

great schools, and with a glad affectionate memory of

these and of all things in Florence.
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NOTES ON SOME PICTURES OF 1868.

[Prefatory Note.—I reprint these loose and cursory

notes almost exactly as they were first issued, with the

excision of two passages which I see now no reason to

reproduce. It is not that in either case I find anything

to unsay 3 that I have any palinode to sing, any retrac-

tation to ofier. But in the one instance I think it no

longer worth while to prolong the recollection of what

I found feeble and futile in the work of a painter who

will give us no more of bad work or good ; and in the

other instance I should feel it somewhat more than

presumptuous, I should feel it indeed thankless and

indecorous, to make mention but once of one of the

greatest among modern artists, and then in a tone of

blame or at least of complaint rather than of praise and

thanksgiving. My opinion of his pictures exhibited in

1868 remains what it was then ; but however slight may

be the worth of that opinion, it would be unseemly to

insist on it within tlic limits of these notes ; limits which

preclude all possibility of touching on the many and

marvellous gifts of his regal and masterful genius. A
competent critic who should undertake the task of re-

viewing his work as a whole might permissibly note in

passing the less excellent parts of it, and set down the
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jreaxs in wiiiidi, as he m^ht tftinfc, the master's liand

lad toug^ mare or less faapptlj than its wont; but

be vcold not desoe to recssoe bv itself anj detached

notice di sodi wock as he m^fat omsider unworthy c^

the wmkman at his best]

I faaTe beai a^ed to note down at random my
inqvesaoos of scHooe few among this year's pictures.

These I am aware will have no wd^it or vahie fast Aak

iriudi a sincere and stadioas lore of the art can ^ve ; so

nmdi I daim for them, and so moch ooly. To pass

jo^ment or tender couns^ is bejtHid mj -Tim or -asf

desire.

Rettrming from the Academy I find two pKtmes

impressed on my memcry more deeply and Ssdocti^

than die rest. First of these—first of all, Ji, seems to me^

fix- depth and nobility of feeling and mt^naa^—^^

Mr. Watts's " "^"ife of Pygmalion.' The soft seietity of

perfect beauty might serve alike tor wtki^ii gc statue^

flesh « marble ; but the wes have opoied ateady upon

love, widi a tend^a- and grave wondt^; her m r v n ig

r^^es tS. hair setan just warm from the tooch and the

bceadi of the goddess, moulded and qmckeied by Hps

and hands diviner than her sculptor's. So it seans a

Greek painter must have jointed women, when Greece

had mortal pictures fit to match her imperishable statnes.

Her shapeliness and state, he: sweet majesty and

amoroos chastity, recall the supreme Venus of Mda&.
In this * transladon " of a Greek statue into an KngTki*
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picture, no less than in the bust of Clytie, we see how in

the hands of a great artist painting and sculpture may

become as sister arts indeed, yet without invasion or con-

fusion ; how, without any forced alliance of form and

colour, a picture may share the gracious grandeur of a

statue, a statue may catch something of the subtle bloom

of beauty proper to a picture.

The other picture of which I would speak, unlike

enough to this in sentiment or in tone, has in common

with it the loftiest quality of beauty pure and simple.

Indeed, of all the few great or the many good painters

now at work among us, no one has so keen and clear a

sense of this absolute beauty as Mr. Albert Moore. His

painting is to artists what the verse of Theophile Gautier

is to poets; the faultless and secure expression of an

exclusive worship of things formally beautiful. That

contents them ; they leave to others the labours and the

joys of thought or passion. The outlines of their work

are pure, decisive, distinct ; its colour is of the full sun-

light. This picture of " Azaleas " is as good a type as

need be of their manner of work. A woman delicately

draped, but showing well the gentle mould of her fine

limbs through the thin soft raiment ;
pale small leaves

and bright white blossoms about her and above, a few

rose-red petals fallen on the pale marble and faint-

coloured woven mat before her feet; a strange and

splendid vessel, inlaid with designs of Eastern colour

;

another—clasped by one long slender hand and filled

from it with flowers—of soft white, touched here and

there into blossom of blue : this is enough. The melody

of colour, the symphony of form is complete : one more
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beantifb] t^ing is aduered, one more deligfat is bom into

the wcrid ; and its meaning is beantjr ; and its reason

or beii^ is to be.

We all ovre so mndi to Mr. Leio^iton for die selection

and intention of his subjects—always noble or beantifbl

as these are, ahrays worthy oi a great and grave ait j a

tfaii^ how inexpressibly lindable and admirable in a time

so laigely given over to the school of hashed breeches

and tthe school of blowsy babyhood !!
—^we owe him, I

sagr, so nmch for this that it seems migiacioDS to say a

wtnd of his woik except in the way ofdianks and praise.

And yet I must say that I nnd no true touch of Greek

beanl^ in the watery HdQenism of his Ariadne : she is a

noblymoulded model of wax, such a figure as a mediaeval

sorceress might set t(k waste before a charmed fiie and

bum out the life <rf" the living wcnnan. The "Actaea**

has the diann that a well-trained dran^tsman can give

to a naked &ir fis;ure : this charm it has, and no odier \

it has also a painfol trimne^ su^estive of vapour-baths,

of "strigil'* and "rasma," of the toilet labours of a

Juvenalian lady ; not the fiesh sweet strength of limbs

native to the sea. but the lower loveliness of limbs that

have been steamed and scraped. The picture <^ Acme
and Septimios 15 excellendy illustrative <rf Mr. Theodore

Martin's verse ; it is in no wise Ohistrative <^ Catullns.

I doubt if Love would have sneezed ap^oval of tibese

lovers either to left or to right In his two other lec-

tures Mr. Le^ton has, I think, readied his highest mark

ifx this year. The majestic figure and noble head erf*

Jonadian are worthy of the warri(»- whose love was won-

deifiil, passing the love f£ woman ; the features resolute^
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solicitous, heroic. The boy beside him is worthy to

stand so near; his action has all the grace of mere

nature, as he stoops slightly from the shoulder to sustain

the heavy quiver. The portrait of a lady hard by has

a gracious and noble beauty, too rare even among the

abler of English workmen in this line.

I return now to the works of Mr. Watts. His little

landscape is full of that beauty which lives a dim brief

life between sunset and dusk. The faint flames and

mobile colours of the sky, the dim warm woods, the flight

of doves about the dovecote, have all their part in the

grave charm of evening, are all given back to the eye

with the grace and strength of a master's touch ; the

stacks that catch the glare and glow of low sunlight seem

crude and violent in their intense yellow colour and hard

angles of form : natural it may be, but a natural discord

that jars upon the eye. "The Meeting of Jacob and

Esau," though something too academic, has in part the

especial, the personal grandeur of Mr. Watts's larger

manner of work. In the pale smooth worn face of Jacob

there is a shy sly shame which befits the supplanter : his

well-nigh passive action, as of one half reassured and

half abashed, bares to view the very heart and root of his

nature ; and the rough strenuous figure of Esau, in its

frank grandeur of brave sunbrowned limbs, speaks aloud

on the other side of the story, by the fervid freedom of

his impetuous embrace. Far off, between tlie meeting

figures, midmost of tlie remote cavalcade, tlie fair clear

face of a woman looks out, pale under folds of white,

patient and ill at ease ; her one would take to be Leah.

It is noticeable that one year, not over rich in excellent
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work, should give us two admirable pictures drawn from

the Hebrew chronicles. What they call scriptural art in

England does not often bear such acceptable fruit. I

know not if even Mr. Watts has ever painted a nobler

portrait than this of Mr. Panizzi ; it recalls the majestic

strength and depth of Morone's work : there is the same

dominant power of hand and keenness of eye, the same

breadth and subtlety of touch, the same noble reticence

of colour.

Before I pass on to speak of any other painter, I will

here interpolate what I have to say of Mr. Watts's bust of

Clytie. Not imitative, not even assimilative of Michel

Angelo's manner, it yet by some vague and ineffable

quality brings to mind his work rather than any Greek

sculptor's. There is the same intense and fiery sentiment,

the same grandeur of device, the same mystery of tragedy.

The colour and the passion of this work are the work-

man's own. Never was a divine legend translated into

diviner likeness. Large, deep-bosomed, superb in arm

and shoulder, as should be the woman growing from flesh

into flower through a godlike agony, from fairness of body

to fullness of flower, large-leaved and broad of blossom,

splendid and sad—yearning with all the life of her lips

and breasts after the receding light and the removing

love—this is the Clytie indeed whom sculptors and poets

have loved for her love of the Sun their God. The bitter

sweetness of the dividing lips, the mighty mould of the

rising breasts, the splendour of her sorrow is divine : divine

the massive weight of carven curls bound up behind, the

heavy straying flakes of unfilleted hair below ; divine the

clear cheeks and low full forehead, the strong round neck
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made for the arms of a god only to clasp and bend do\\rt

to their yoke. We seem to see the lessening sunset that

she sees, and fear too soon to watch that stately beauty

slowly sufier change and die into flower, that solid sweet-

ness of body sink into petal and leaf. Sculpture such as

this has actual colour enough without need to borrow of

an alien art.

The work of M. Lcgros is always of such a solid and

serious excellence as to require more than a passing

study. His picture of Henry VUI. and courtiers is, I

must think, an instance of absolute error; it has no finer

quality of its own, and the reminiscence of Holbein is

not fortunate. " The E.efectory " makes large amends :

he has never done more perfect work than this. The

cadence of colours is just and noble ; witness the red-

leaved book open in one monk's hand on the white

cloth, the clear green jug on the table, the dim green

bronze of the pitcher on the floor; beside it a splendid

cat, its fur beautiful with warm black bars on an exqui-

site ground of dull grey, its expectant eye and mouth

lifted without further or superfluous motion. The figures

are noble by mere force of truth ; there is nothing of

vulgar ugliness or theatrical holiness. As good but

not so great as the celebrated " Ex-voto " of a past

year, this picture is wholly worthy of a name already

famous.

The large work of Earou Leys stands out amid the

overflow all round it of bad and feeble attempts or pre-

tences at work in all the strength of its great quality of

robust invention. It has the interest of excellent narra-

tive ; in every face there is a story. A great picture is
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scnnethuig other than diis i but this also is a great thing

done. It is a chapter of history written in colours ; a

study which may remind us of ^ileinhold's great romances,

though the author oi " Sidonia the Sorceress "" may stand

hi^O" as a writer than Leys as a painter. All the real-

istic detail is here, but not the vital bloom and breadi of

action ndiich Meinhokl bad to give. Rigour of judicial

accuracy mi^t refuse to this work the praise of a noble

picture ; for to that the final imprint and seal of beauty is

requisite ; and this beauty, if a man's hand be but thoe

to bestow it, may be wrought out of homely or heavenly

fzceSf out of rare things or common, out of Titian's women

or Rembtandfs. It is not the lack of prettiness wiiich

lowers the level of a picture. Here for imagination we

have but intdlect, for charm of form we have but force of

thought. Too much also is matter of mere memory;

thus the cled^ writing is but a bastard brother of Holbein's

Erasmus. Form and colour are vigorous, if hard also aiKl

heavy ; and when aU is said it must in the end be still

accepted as a work of high and rare power zStsx its own

kind, and that no common kind, norunworthy of studious

admiration and grave thanksgiving.

I have compared Albert Moore to Theophile Gautier;

I am tempted to compare Mr. Leslie to Hi^esippe

>Ioreau. The low melodious notes of his painting have

the soft reserve of tone and still sweetness of touch which

belong to the idyllic poet of the Voulzie. Sometimes he

almost attains the gende grace of the other"s best verse

—

though I hardly remember a picture of his as exquisite for

music and meaning as the ** Ktrennes a" la Fermi^ie."

His work of this year has much of tender beauty, eq)ed-
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ally the picture called " Home News ;" his portraits have

always a pleasant and genuine quality of their own ; and

in the picture called " The Empty Sleeve," though trench-

ing somewhat nearly on the obvious and facile ground of

family feeling and domestic exhibition, there is enough of

truth and grace visible to keep it up on the proper level

of art.

The " Evening Hymn " of Mr. Mason is in my mind

the finest I have seen of his works, admirable beyond all

where all are admirable. A row of girls, broken in rank

here and there, stand and sing on a rough green rise of

broken ground ; behind them is a wild spare copse,

beyond it a sunset of steady and sombre fire stains red

with its sunken rays the long low space of sky ; above

this broad band of heavy colour the light is fitful and pale.

The raised faces and opening mouths of the singers are

as graceful as those carved by Delia Robbia or Donatello

in their choral groui)s ; nothing visible of gape or strain,

yet the action of song is made sensible. Their fine fea-

tures are not over fine ; they have all an air of the fields

and the common country, which is confirmed in the

figures, cast in a somewliat ruder mould, of the two young

peasants who stand listening. One girl stands off a little

from the rest, conning the text with eyes set fast upon her

open book; the rest sing freely at large; the middle

group of three girls is most noble and exquisite. Rich at

once and grave in the colour, stately and sweet in the

composition, this picture is a model of haj^jiy and majestic

temperance.

Mr,Walker's picture of "Vagrants " has more of actual

beauty than his " Bathers" of last year ; more of brilliant
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skill and swift sharp talent it can hardly have. The lour

marsh with its cold lights of grey glittering waters here and

there ; the stunted brushwood, the late and pale sky ; the

figiures gathering about the kindling fire, sad and -n-ild and

worn and untameable; the one stately shape of a girl

standing erect, her passionate beautiful face seen across

the smoke of the scant fuel ; all these are WTOUght with

such appearance of ease and sectuit)' and speed of touch,

that the whole seems ahnost a feat of mere skill rather

than a grave sample of work ; but in effect it is no such

slight thing.

In Mr. Armstrong's "Daffodils" there is a still sobriety

of beauty, a quiet justice and a fine gra\'ity of manner, far

unlike the flash and flare of obtrusive cleverness which

vexes us so often in English work of this kind. The

sombre sweetness of a coming twilight is poured upon

hill and field : only the yellow flowers wreathed about the

child's hat or held by the boy kneeling on the stile relieve

the tender tone of sunless daylight with soft and tempered

colour. The action of the figures has all the grace of

simple truth and childlike nature.

*'The Exiled Jacobite" of Mr. Lidderdale is full of

the noble sadness of the subject, excellent also as a genu-

ine picture, a work of composed harmony. The noble

worn face of the old man, stamped with the sacred seal

of patience and pain, looks seaward over the discoloured

stonework of the low wall, beyond the dull grey roofs of

a low-lying town that slope to the foreign shore. His

eyes are not upon the dusky down sweeping up behind,

the rough quaint houses and deep hoUow, veiled all and

blue with the misty late air ; they are set, sad and strong.
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upon things they shall never see indeed again. From the

whole figure tlie spirit of the old song speaks :

" Now all is done that man can do,

And all is done in vain."

The pathos of the picture is masculine and plain as truth

;

the painter might have written under it the simple first

words of the same most noble song

:

" It was a' for our rightful king."

Mr. Poynter's picture of "The Catapult" has an

admirable energy of thought and handiwork ; the force

and weight of faculty shown in it would be worthy remark

if the result were less excellent. Excellent of its kind it

is, but not delightful ; surprise and esteem it provokes,

but not the glad gratitude with which we should welcome

all great work. The labouring figures and the monstrous

engine are worthy of wonder and praise ; but there is a ,

want on the whole of beauty, a want in detail of interest. \

The painter's " Israel in Egypt " had more of both

qualities, though there is this year a visible growth of

power; it left upon our eyes a keen impression of

gorgeous light and cruelty and splendour and suffering
;

it had more room for the rival effects at once of fine art

and of casual sentiment.

The two pictures of Mr. Hughes show all his inevit-

able grace and tender way of work ; they are full of gentle

colour and soft significance. The smaller is to me the

sweeter sample ; but both are noticeable for their clear

soft purity and bright delicacy of thought and touch. In

the larger picture the bird singing on the sill, delicious as

it would be anywhere, has here a double charm.
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There is a genuine force and a quaint beauty in

Mr. Houghton's picture—portrait it can hardly be called

—of a gentleman in his laboratory-. His other picture,

of a boy lifting up a younger child to smell a rose on the

tree, while a kitten bounds at his feet, is admirable for its

plain direct grace of manner.

The head of a priest by Mr. Burgess has a clear air of

truth and strength ; its Spanish maimer recalls the style

of PhilUp, whom the painter, it seems, has sought to

emulate. Among the few portraits worth a look or a

word, is that of Mrs. Birket Foster by Mr. Orchardson ;

though the showy simplicity be something of a knack,

and the painting of woodwork and drapery rather a trick

of trade acquired than a test of accomplished power, the

work is so well done and the action so plain and good as

to bear and to reward a second look.

The show of this year is noticeably barren in land-

scape. Nothing is here of Inchbold, nothing of Anthon)

.

The time which can bring forth but two such men should

have also brought forth men capable to judge them and

to enjoy. Even here however the field is not all sterile :

there are two studies of sea by Mr. H, !Moore, worthy to

redeem the whole waste of a year. One of these shows

an ebbing tide before the squall comes up ; the soft low

tumult of washing waves, not yet beaten into storm and

foam, but weltering and whitening imder cloud and wind,

will soon gather power and passion ; as yet there is some

broken and palUd sunlight flung over it by faint flashes,

which serve but to show the deepening trouble and

quickening turmoil of reluctant waters. The shifting and

subtle colours of the surging sea and grey blowing sky

B B
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are beautiful and true. The study of storm subsiding as

the waves beat up inshore, though vigorous and faithful,

is in parts somewhat heavy ; but the jostling breakers

muster and fight and fall with all the grace and force of

nature.

In these stray notes I had meant to set down nothing

in dispraise of this picture or that, but merely to say of

such as I found good the best I had to say
;
passing by

of necessity many well worthy of praise or blame, and

many more not wholly worthy of either. Of these indeed

the main part of an exhibition must usually be made up
;

of mediocrities and ingenuities which art must on the

whole ignore and put aside without rebuke, though they

may not call aloud for fire to consume them. But a word

may here be said of M. Edouard Frere ; a name that

carries weight with it. He has been likened to Words-

worth; it must be a Wordsworth shorn of his beams.

In the large field of the poet there are barren and weedy

places enough ; he may at times, with relaxed hand and

bedimmed eye, drop from the hills to the quagmires, and

croak there to children, instead of singing to men ; but

the qualities which at such times a great poet may have

in common with a small painter are not the qualities

which make him great. When we find in M. Frbre the

majesty and music of thought, the stately strength and

high-toned harmonies, the deep sure touch and keen-

edged pathos of the poet, then only we may grant the

kinship. To the rags and tatters, the stubble and

sweepings of Wordsworth, he meantime is more than

welcome. What is there in this year's picture well con-

ceived, well composed, well painted ? what of efi"ect, of
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hannony, of variety in these crude monotonous figures ?

A great artist in verse or in colour may assuredly make

some great thing out of the commonest unwashed group

of dull faces ; but the workman must first be great ; and

this workman, without force of hand or delicacy, without

depth or grace of painting, would pass off on us, in lieu

of these, such mere trickeries of coarse and easy senti-

ment as are fit only to " milk the maudlin eyes " of

M. Prudhomme and his wife. Turn from his work to

that of M. Legros, and compare the emasculate with the

masculine side of French art.

Among the drawings here are two studies by Mr.

Sandys, both worthy of the high place held by the artist.

One is a portrait full of force and distinction, drawn as

perhaps no other man among us can draw ; the other, a

woman's face, is one of his most solid and splendid

designs ; a woman of rich, ripe, angry beauty, she draws

one warm long lock of curling hair through her full and

moulded lips, biting it with bared bright teeth, which add

something of a tiger's charm to the sleepy and couching

passion of her fair face. But of that which is not here

I have also something to say. Exclusion and suppres-

sion of certain things in the range of art are not really

possible to any academy upon earth, be it pictorial or

literary. It is natural for academies to try, when any

rare or new good thing comes before them in either kind ;

witness much of academic history in England as in

France ; but the record of their ill-will has always been

the record of their impotence. Mr. Sandys' picture of

"Medea" is well enough known by this time, wherever

there is any serious knowledge of art, to claim here some

B B 2
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word of comment, not less seasonable than if it were now

put forward to grace the great show of the year. Like

Coriolanus, the painter might say if he would that it is

his to banish the judges, his to reject the " common cry "

of academics. For this, beyond all doubt, is as yet his

masterpiece. Pale as from poison, with the blood drawn

back from her very lips, agonized in face and limbs with

the labour and the^ fierce contention of old love with

new, of a daughter's love with a bride's, the fatal figure

of Medea pauses a little on the funereal verge of the

wood of death, in act to pour a blood-like liquid into the

soft opal-coloured hollow of a shell. The future is hard

upon her, as a cup of bitter poison set close to her

mouth ; the furies of Absyrtus, the furies of her children,

rise up against her from the unrisen years ; her eyes are

hungry and helpless, full of a fierce and raging sorrow.

Hard by her, henbane and aconite and nightshade thrive

and grow full of fruit and death ; before her fair feet the

bright-eyed toads engender after their kind. Upon the

golden ground behind is wrought in allegoric decoration

the likeness of the ship Argo, with other emblems of the

tragic things of her life. The picture is grand alike for

wealth of symbol and solemnity of beauty.

The present year has other pictures to be proud of,

not submitted to the loose and slippery judgment of an

academy. Of one or two such I am here permitted to

make mention. The great picture which Mr. Whistler

has now in hand is not yet finished enough for any

critical detail to be possible ; it shows already promise of

a more majestic and excellent beauty of form than his

earlier studies, and of the old delicacy and melody of
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Inefi^ble colour. Of tbree slighter works lately painted

I may set down a few rapid notes ; but no ta^ is harder

than this of translation from colonr into speech, whoi the

speech must be so hoarse and feeble, when the ccdour is

so subtle and sublime. Music or verse might strike some

stiii^ acc(Hdant in sound to sudi painting, but a mere

version such as this is as a psalm of Tate's to a psahn of

David's. In all of these the main strings touched are

certain varying chords of blue and white, not without

inteihides of the bright and tender tones of floral purple

or red. In two of the studies die k^mote is an effect

of sea; in one, a sketch for the great picture, the soft

brilliant floor-work and wall-work of a garden balcony

serve in its stead to set forth the flowers and figures

of flowerlike women. In a second, we have again

a gathoing of women in a balcony ; from the unseen

flower-land below tall almond-trees shoot up their top-

most crowns oi tender blossom ; beyond and iaj out to

west and south the warm and solemn sea spreads wide

and soft without wrinkle of wiod. The dim floor-work

in front, delicate as a summer cloud in colour, is anti

phonal to the wealth of water beyond: and between

these the fair clusters of ahnond-blossom make divine

division. Again the symphony or (if you will) the anti-

phony is sustained by the fernd or the fiunter colours

of the women's raiment as they lean out one against

another, looking far oversea in diat quiet depth ci plea-

sure without words when spirit and sense are filled full c£

beautiful things, till it seems that at a mere breath the

charmed vessels of pleasure would break or o\-erflow,

the l»imming chalices of the senses would spill this wine
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of their delight. In the third of these studies the sea is

fresher, lightly kindling under a low clear -vvind ; at the

end of a pier a boat is moored, and women in the deli-

cate bright robes of eastern fashion and colour so dear to

the painter are about to enter it ; one is already midway

the steps of the pier ; she pauses, half unsure of her

balance, with an exquisite fluttered grace of action. Her

comrades above are also somewhat troubled, their robes

lightly blown about by the sea-wind, but not too much

for light laughter and a quivering pleasure. Between the

dark wet stair-steps and piles of the pier the sweet bright

sea shows foamless here and blue. This study has more

of the delight of life than the others ; which among three

such may be most beautiful I neither care to guess nor

can. They all have the immediate beauty, they all give

the direct delight of natural things ; they seem to have

grown as a flower grows, not in any forcing-house of

ingenious and laborious cunning. This indeed is in my
eyes a special quality of Mr. Whistler's genius ; a fresh-

ness and fullness of the loveliest life of things, with a high

clear power upon them which seems to educe a picture

as the sun does a blossom or a fruit.

It is well known that the painter of whom I now

propose to speak has never suffered exclusion or accept-

ance at the hand of any academy. To such acceptance

or such rejection all other men of any note have been

and may be liable. It is not less well known that his

work must always hold its place as second in significance

and value to no work done by any painter of his time.

Among the many great works of Mr. D. G. Rossetti, I

know of none greater than his two latest. These are
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types of sensual beauty and spiritual, the siren and the

sibyl. The one is a woman of the type of Adam's first

wife j she is a living Lilith, with ample splendour of

redundant hair

;

'
' She excels

All women in the magic of her locks ;

And when she winds them round a young man's neck

She will not ever set him free again."

Clothed in soft white garments, she draws out through

a comb the heavy mass of hair like thick spun gold to

fullest lengtli ; her head leans back half sleepily, superb

and satiate with its own beauty ; the eyes are languid,

without love in them or hate ; the sweet luxurious mouth

has the patience of pleasure fulfilled and complete, the

warm repose of passion sure of its delight. Outside, as

seen in the glimmering mirror, there is full summer ; the

deep and glowing leaves have drunk in the whole strength

of the sun. The sleepy splendour of the picture is a fit

raiment for the idea incarnate of faultless fleshly beauty

and peril of pleasure unavoidable. For this serene and

sublime sorceress there is no life but of the body; with

spirit (if spirit there be) she can dispense. Were it

worth her while for any word to divide those terrible

tender lips, she too might say with the hero of the most

perfect and exquisite book of modem times—"Made-

moiselle de Maupin "—" Je trouve la terre aussi belle que

le ciel, et je pense que la correction de la forme est la

vertu." Of evil desire or evil impulse she has nothing

;

and nothing of good. She is indifferent, equable, mag-

netic ; she charms and draws do-vvn the souls of men by

pure force of absorption, in no wise wilful or maUgnant

;
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outside herself she cannot Hve, she cannot even see : and

because of this she attracts and subdues all men at once

in body and in spirit. Beyond the mirror she cares not

to look, and could not.

" Ma mia suora Rahel mai non si smaga
Dal suo miraglio, e siede tutto '1 giorno."

So, rapt in no spiritual contemplation, she will sit to

all time, passive and perfect : the outer light of a sweet

spring day flooding and filling the massive gold of her

hair. By the reflection in a deep mirror of fervent

foliage from Avithout, the chief chord of stronger colour

is touched in this picture; next in brilliance and force

of relief is the heap of curling and tumbling hair on

which the sunshine strikes ; the face and head of the

siren are withdrawn from the full stroke of the light.

The other picture gives the type opposite to this;

a head of serene and spiritual beauty, severe and tender,

with full and heavy hair falling straight in grave sweet

lines, not, like Lilith's, exuberant of curl and coil ; with

carven column of throat, solid and round and flawless

as living ivory ; with still and sacred eyes and pure calm

lips ; an imperial votaress truly, in maiden meditation :

yet as true and tangible a woman of mortal mould, as

ripe and firm of flesh as her softer and splendid sister.

The mystic emblems in the background show her power

upon love and death to make them loyal servants to the

law of her lofty and solemn spirit. Behind this figure

of the ideal and inaccessible beauty, an inlaid wall of

alternate alabaster and black marble bears inwrought

on its upper part the rival twin emblems of love and
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death ; over the bare carven skull poppies impend, and

roses over the sweet head with bound blind eyes : in

her hand is the palm-branch, a sceptre of peace and of

power. The cadence of colour is splendid and simple,

a doable trinity of green and red, the dim red robe,

the deep red poppies, the soft red roses ; and again the

green veil wound about with wild flowers, the green

down of poppy-leaves, the sharper green of rose-leaves.

An unfinished pictmre of Beatrice (the Beata Beatrix

of the Vita Nuova), a little before death, is perhaps the

noblest of Mr. Rossetti's many studies after Dante. This

work is wholly symbolic and ideal ; a strange bird flown

earthward from heaven brings her in its beak a full-blown

poppy, the fimereal flower of sleep. Her beautiful head

lies back, sad and sweet, with fast-shut eyes in a death-

like trance that is not death ; over it the shadow of death

seems to impend, making sombre the splendoiu: of her

ample hair and tender faulUess featm-es. Beyond her the

city and the bridged river are seen as from far, dim and

veiled with misty lights as though already " sitting alone,

made as a widow." Love, on one side, comes bearing

in his hand a heart in flames, having his eyes bent upon

Dante's ; on the other side is Dante, looking sadly across

the way towards Love. In this picture the light is

subdued and soft, touching tenderly from behind the

edges of Beatrice's hair and raiment ; in the others there

is a full fervour of daylight

The great picture of Venus Verticordia has now been

in great measure recast ; the head is of a diviner t>-pe of

beauty; golden butterflies hover about the halo of her

hair, alight upon the apple or the arrow in her hands

;
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her face has the sweet supremacy of a beauty imperial

and immortal; her glorious bosom seems to exult and

expand as the roses on each side of it. The painting of

leaf and fruit and flower in this picture is beyond my
praise or any man's ; but of one thing I will here take

note ; the flash of green brilliance from the upper leaves

of the trellis against the sombre green of the trees behind.

Another work, as yet incomplete, is a study of La

Pia ; she is seen looking forth from the ramparts of her

lord's castle, over the fatal lands Avithout; her pallid

splendid face hangs a little forward, wan and white

against the mass of dark deep hair; under her hands is

a work of embroidery, hanging still on the frame un-

finished
;
just touched by the weak weary hands, it trails

forward across the lap of her pale green raiment, into the

foreground of the picture. In her eyes is a strange look

of wonder and sorrow and fatigue, without fear and with-

out pain, as though she were even now looking beyond

earth into the soft and sad air of purgatory : she presses

the deadly marriage-ring into the flesh of her finger, so

deep that the soft skin is bloodless and blanched from

the intense imprint of it.

Two other studies, as yet only sketched, give promise

of no less beauty; the subject of one was long since

handled by the artist in a slighter manner. It also is

taken from the Vita Nuova ; Dante in a dream behold-

ing Beatrice dead, tended by handmaidens, and I^ove,

with bow and dart in hand, in act to kiss her beautiful

dead mouth. The other is a design of Perseus showing

to Andromeda the severed head of Medusa, reflected

in water; an old and well-worn subject, but renewed
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and rpmftfTmiTew witll Efe by ulC v i!li;!iiil geiliins cf tbc anrltTi^

In the Pocmpeiaai picture we see tfee loTers atMt be^e
z strearo^ on tlieir liioiiiewcurd waj'j Itene ve see tinora

in tlieir hoase^ beiMiEQg civer tiie central rJKiiiwra or iinn>-

pluvtuin oi" tfie Trrtftm cocnrt. Tfee dles^Eti is wQHidjaifel for

grace and force ; tfee pictuore wiH asuredl^" be caEDe cf tfoe

paintafs greabesL

Wide and fax apait as Ke tiieEr prmiEDces of woric,

their tones of thajni^nit amd ^notion, the two ifcstooas

artists of wfeom I hare Jost 'said a short and madeqiiate

word have in common <Hie supname qnalrty ol" spnit and

cS worfcy coloured and mociiMed iii esclt by ^v^ HDdnriidiiiial

and inboTQ force of nature ; the loive <rf" beaEEty fe tdse

very beanty^s sake, the faith and tmst in it as im a god

indeed- Tins gift of tove and ^^Tm^ now tare eniOBB^iji

has been and shonld be ever the common apainage of

arti^s. £zdTs n'sst vrai que k ieixa,; this shoraiM be die

be^nning and the ending of" thor belief hdd in no sEmaM

car narrow sense, but in the largest and most Kberal scope

of meaning. Beantjr may be strange, croiaint, tanoMe,

may play with pain as with pleasnre, handle a hcHrror tiH

she leave it a delight - die fiatsakes mot stBCbi ammfm^ her

servants as Webster or as Goya. Xo good art is tm-

beautifhl ; bnt much able and effective work may be, and

K- Mere sHII, mere thocght and troTiMe, mere feelSEig;

or mere dextmty, wiH never on earth make a ™aim paiBBtEjr

or poet or artist in any kind. Hmidreds of FrnglBdlt

pictnxes just now have iKit these to boast of; and with

these even studiotis .-mff able men are often now comiteinit;

forgetfiil that art is. no more a matter of mere biaia-worf:

than of mere handicrafL The worship of beanfiy, I^kk];^
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beauty be itself transformed and incarnate in shapes

diverse without end, must be simple and absolute

;

hence only must the believer expect profit or reward.

Over every building made sacred to art of any sort,

upon the hearts of all who strive after it to serve it, there
|

should be written these words of the greatest master now

living among us :

—

" La beaute est parfaite,

La beaute peut toute chose,

La beaute est la seule chose au monde quin'existe pas ademi."'
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